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VOLUME 2

INTRODUCTION

This volume was prepared as part of an'evaluation of ground
water extraction remedies completed under EPA Contract No.
68-W8-0098. It presents 19 case studies of individual sites
where ground-water extraction systems have been implemented.
These case studies present site characteristics and discuss
factors that have influenced the success of the remedial
activities.

Volume 1 is the summary report presenting the general con
clusions and observations of the study. It is based on a
review of general information for 112 sites where ground
water extraction systems are in various stages of planning
or implementation and on the 19 more detailed case studies
presented in this volume. Volume 1 describes the methodol
ogy of the study, the factors that influence the effective
ness of ground-water extraction systems, and the data re
quirements for the design of extraction systems.

Volume 3 presents general information on 112 sites where
ground-water extraction is either planned or already in use.
It includes information on the location, the geologic set
ting, the contamination, and the administrative status of
each site.

Each of the 18 case studies written as part of this investi
gation is presented in two sections, the first describing
the general background characteristics of the site, and the
second describing the remediation. The general outline of
the reports is as follows:

A. BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

1. Introduction
2. Site History
3. Geology
4. Hydrogeology
5. Waste Characteristics and Potential Sources

B. REMEDIATION

1. Selection and Design of the Remedy
2. Evaluation of Performance
3. Summary of Remediation
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The information in the first seven sections of 4each case
study is presented as it was described by the authors of the
source documents. Conclusions reached as a result of the
review of the source documents in this study ar.a presented
in the final section summarizing the remediatio]~.

The final case study, prepared by the Environmental Ministry
of Quebec, describes the Ville Mercier site in Quebec,
Canada. It does not follow the same format as the first 18
case studies.
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CASE STUDY 1,

Amphenol Corporation!
Sidney, New York'



CASE STUDY FOR THE AMPHENOL CORPORATION SITE

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

The Amphenol Corporation (formerly Bendix Corp.) operates an
electrical-connector manufacturing plant in the village of
Sidney, Delaware County, New York (see Figure 1). Between
1971 and 1985, wastewater from Amphenol's electroplating
operations was piped to a pair of surface impoundments near
the Susquahanna River, about half a mile north of the plant,
where metal hydroxides were removed by precipitation. In
1983, the soil and ground water around the lagoons was found
to be contaminated with several volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), of which trichloroethylene was the most prevalent.
After closure of the treatment lagoons and remediation of
the contaminated soils, a ground-water. extraction system was
put into operation in January 1987 to control the migration
of contaminants and restore aquifer quality. Operation and
monitoring of the system, as required by the Resources Con
servation and Recovery Act (RCRA), is continuing under the
regulatory authority of the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC).

SITE HISTORY

In 1981, Amphenol implemented a ground-water monitoring pro
gram in the area of the waste treatment lagoons to satisfy
the requirements of RCRA. Figure 2 shows the location of
the lagoons with respect to the river, the current monitor
ing-well network, and the facilities belonging to the vil
lage of Sidney. The initial round of ground-water samples,
taken £rom wells 1 through 4 in January 1982, was analyzed
for inorganics and did not indicate a problem.

In June of 1982, consultants completed· a preliminary evalua
tion of the hydrogeologic conditions around the lagoons.
This included the installation of several additional wells.
A more' extensive ground-water monitoring program initiated
in 1983 revealed the presence of several VOCs of which tri
chloroethylene was the most common.

In response to the findings of this and other more recent
investigations, Amphenol installed a new electroplating
waste-treatment system at the main plant site and discon
tinued the use of the lagoons. In 1985, work on lagoon clo
sure was initiated with removal of the accumulated precipi
tate sludge. It was sent to the onsite facility for treat
ment. The sludge was processed through a filter press and
sent to a secure landfill.
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In December 1985, a soil boring and sampling program was
begun at the deactivated treatment lagoons to determine the
degree of soil remediation that would be required. The soil
boring program was completed in May 1986. Soil borings were
drilled at 44 locations to an average depth of 5 to 6 feet.
The resulting samples were analyzed for VOCs and metals, but
only the VOCs were found to be a problem.

Soil remediation under the former lagoon areas was begun in
July 1986. Soils in the areas that had been found to be
contaminated with VOGs were excavated and exposed to the air
to release the adsorbed volatiles. When VOG concentrations
were reduced to levels that had been determined to be ac
ceptable, the soils were returned to the lagoon area for
backfilling. The soil remediation program was completed in
late 1986.

In August 1986, consultants for Amphenol, submitted a cor
rective action plan (ERM, 1986b) calling for two recovery
wells to control the migration of the contaminant plume and
remove VOC contamination from the ground water. By January
1987, the wells had been installed and the ground-water
remediation began. Since then, the wells have been sampled
quarterly and two annual reports on the progress of the
cleanup have been submitted to the NYSDEG (ERM, 1988 and
ERM, 1989).

GEOLOGY

The area surrounding the Amphenol lagoons is underlain by a
sequence of recent fluvial deposits and Pleistocene-age
glacial and glaciofluvial deposits with a total thickness
between 100 and 200 feet. The geologic logs of the wells
illustrated in Figure 2 were used to create the fence dia
gram shown in Figure 3, which illustrates the degree of
stratigraphic complexity across the site. The unconsoli
dated materials include silt, sand, and gravel deposits of
both alluvial and glacial origin. They are generally under
lain by a glacial till composed of dense silt and gravel,
which lies on shale bedrock.

The thickness of these different deposits varies across the
site but in general, the entire sequence of unconsolidated
sediments thickens towards the river. Although none of the
wells constructed for the study penetrated the entire thick
ness of sediments, deeper wells outside of the study area
have shown the presence of a relatively flat bedrock surface
at approximately 200 feet below grade.
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HYDROGEOLOGY

The principal geologic unit of concern'at the site is a 100
to 200-foot thick sequence of alluvial materials and under
lying glaciofluvial sands and gravels. These sands and
gravels comprise the aqUifer from which the village of Sid
ney draws its potable water, using Jproduction well No.1,
shown on Figure 2. .

Ground water at the site occurs under unconfined conditions
in the overburden flow system. The water table is approxi
mately 10 to 12 feet below the land surface. Forty monitor
ing wells, including several groups of multilevel piezome
ters, were installed as part of the site investigation.
Data gathered from these wells indicate that flow in the
system is principally horizontal.

The direction of ground-water flow is influenced by water
level differences between the aquifer and the Susquehanna
River, by the topography of the river's flood plain, and by
pumping from the village of Sidney's production well. Be
cause of slight differences in the response of the shallow
and deep monitoring wells to pumping from the Sidney produc
tion well, a distinction is made between the shallow and
deep flow zones of the aquifer. Wells'that monitor the
shallow zone are generally screened at depths between 10 and
20 feet. Deep zone monitor wells are screened at a depth of
more than 65 feet below ground surface.

The most common ground-water flow patt~rn in the shallow
zone is shown in Figure 4. It occurs when the water levels
in the river are higher than in the aquifer and the Sidney
production well is in operation. Under these conditions,
increased~recharge from the river near well No. 16 cause~a
ground-water mound to form under the former lagoon area.
South of the lagoon area is a ground-water divide. East of
the divide, water is drawn into the Sidney production well.
West of the divide, ground-water flow follows the natural
gradients to the west and northwest downstream along the
Susquahanna River floodplain. '

A less common flow pattern that has been observed in the
shallow zone occurs when abundant recharge causes the water
table to rise. The water levels in the river and the aqui
fer are then more nearly equal and production from the Sid
ney well has less influence. Shallow ground-water flow is
then topographically controlled and is directed to the
northwest parallel to the river. Figure 5 shows an example
of such a flow pattern.
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Flow in the deep zone of the aquifer may be less sensitive
to seasonal variations in water level. Water levels measur
ed during simultaneous test pumping of the Sidnlay production
well No. 1 and the Sidney test well in January 1986, indi
cated that the capture zone of the production well extends
farther toward the lagoon area in the deep zone than it does
in the shallow zone. Figures 6 and 7 show the :flow patterns
generated in the shallow and deep zones, respectively, after
72 hours of pumping. The production well was pumped at
400 gallons per minute (gpm) and the test well at 800 gpm.
Figure 8 shows the natural flow patterns in the deep zone,
which are very similar to the normal flow in the shallow
zone illustrated in Figure 4.

The results of the aquifer test conducted in January 1986
indicated transmissivities varying from 51,800 gallons per
day per foot (gpd/ft) to 252,700 gpd/ft, depending on which
observation well was used. This wide range of transmissi
vities confirms the heterogeneity of the aquifer illustrated
in the fence diagram of Figure 3.

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES

The soil and ground-water contamination at the Amphenol site
originated from leaks in the asphalt lining of the two
waste-treatment lagoons. Most of the leakage occurred in
the southern portion of the east lagoon. The soil under the
lagoon in this area had total vae concentrations ranging
from 25 to over 1,000 parts per million (ppm). vae concen
trations beneath the other lagoon areas were generally less
than 25 ppm.

The soil remediation program conducted in 1986 ~~as designed
to ensure that future leaching of vaes from the soil would
not result in vae concentrations of greater than 5 parts per
billion (ppb) in the ground water. This ground·-water con
centration limit was interpreted as a depth-averaged concen
tration for a IS-foot thickness of the aquifer. The vae
concentrations that were allowed to remain in the contami
nated soil were based on laboratory partitioning expe.riments
using soil samples taken from beneath the lagoons and a
mass-balance analysis of leachate mixing in the aquifer. By
these methods it was determined that total vac concentra
tions in the soil had to be remediated to less 1:han .5 ppm.

The ground water beneath and around the lagoon area was also
found to be contaminated with vacs. Figure 9 shows the con
taminant plume in the shallow zone of the aquifE~r, as deter
mined from measurements taken in 1985. The maximum concen
tration of total vacs was 329 ppb in well 17-S. (The indi
vidual wells in the multi-well clusters are dis1:inguished by
the suffixes S for shallow, I for intermediate, and D for
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Table 1
VOC CONCENTRATIONS IN WELL 17-S, JULY 12, 1985

deep.) Table 1 shows the concentrations of the individual
volatile organics found in well 17-8 in the July 1985
sample. '

Figure 10 is an isoconcentration map of the deep zone based
on samples from the deep monitoring wells taken in 1985.
The contaminant plume is a three-dimensional entity whose
different parts migrate in response to the locally varying
flow patterns of the ground water. As shown in Figure 10,
it appears that migration in the lower portion of the plume
has been primarily to the southeast toward the Sidney pro
duction well. The concentrations in the deeper zone of the
plume are generally lower than in the shallower zone.

125
3
5
7

192

Concentration (ppb)

Figures 11 and 12 present cross-sectional isoconcentration
maps illustrating the vertical variation of total VOCs. The
locations of the cross sections are shown on Figure 9.
Cross section A-A' in Figure 11 shows that the highest
levels of groundwater contamination are in the shallow zone.
In Figure 12, cross section B-B' shows the elongation of the
plume toward the Village of Sidney's production well in the
deeper part of the aquifer. There is no indication that vae
contamination has yet reached the production well in measur
able concentrations.

Volatile Organic Compound

Chloroform
Methylene Chloride
Dichlorobromomethane
Tetrachloroethylene
Trichloroethylene

Because of the variations observed in the sample concentra
tions, the highest concentration at each sample point was
used to construct the plume maps sh.own in Figures 9
through 12. They, therefore, represent a worst-case esti-
mate of the plume configuration. '
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REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

Objectives of Remediation

The principal goal of the ground-water remediation system
was to restore water quality in the aquifer to total vac
concentrations of less than 5 ppb. However, if experience
should prove this to be impossible, Ampheno1 has reserved
the right to petition the NYSDEC for an alternative concen
tration limit. A second goal of the ground-water remedia
tion is to protect the Sidney's production wells from con
tamination originating at the site. Currently, the village
of Sidney is operating production well No.1, but another
production well has been installed near the test well shown
in Figure 2. This new well is scheduled to start operating
in late 1989 (Ampheno1, 1989).

System Configuration

A ground-water extraction system consisting of two recovery
wells was designed to achieve the goals of the ground-water
remediation. The locations of these wells, and the water
levels observed in the shallow zone of the aquifer on
June 27, 1988, are shown in Figure 13. Well RW-l has a 20
foot screen set directly above the glacial till layer, which
is approximately 120 feet below ground surface in that area
(see Figure 12). It is intended to pump primarily from the
deep zone of the aquifer and is operated at a withdrawal
rate of 150 gpm. Well RW-2 is approximately 25 feet deep
and is intended to capture the more highly contaminated
ground water in the shallow zone of the aqUifer. Its 'with
drawal rate has averaged around 57 gpm.

The locations and pumping rates of the two extraction wells
were selected with the help of analytical computer models of
ground-water flow in the aqUifer. Flow models were set up
and calibrated to match the observed potentiometric head
distributions in the aqUifer. The results of t]le January
1986 aqUifer test were used to guide the assignment of aqui
fer properties in the model. Computer simulation of the
aquifer test was also performed as a means of verifying the
model setup. The calibrated model was then used to predict
the capture zones of proposed recovery wells under differing
operating conditions of the village of Sidney production
wells.

The ground-water flow models were also used to E~stimate the
time required for aqUifer remediation. This was done with
out contaminant transport modeling by ca1cu1atiIlg the
approximate travel time along streamlines connecting the
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recovery wells to the hydraulically most remote edges of the
contaminant plume. The effects of contqminant sorption were
accounted for by assuming that removal of several pore vol
umes in the outer reaches of the plume, and more than
10 pore volumes in the high-concentration areas, would be
necessary to reduce VOC concentrations to less than 5 ppb.
The estimated duration of the recovery period was 5 to
10 years.

The contaminated water produced by the extraction system is
treated by air stripping before being discharged to the Sus
quahanna River.

The progress of the ground-water remediation system is
monitored quarterly by sampling selected monitoring wells.
During 1987, the first year of ground-~7ater extraction,
17 monitoring wells were included in the quarterly sampling
program. However, several of these wells consistently
showed concentrations below detection limits, and in 1988
only 12 wells were sampled quarterly.

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

Within a few days after the startup of the ground-water
extraction wells in January 1987, ground-water divides had
been established in both the shallrnN and deep zones of the
aquifer ..' An essential element of the extraction system
design was to position these flow divides to prevent migra
tion of the contaminant plume to the Sidney production
wells. Quarterly water-level monitoring conducted since the
system has been in operation has shown that the location of
the ground-water divides moves in response to changes in
recharge and fluctuation of the rivler water levels. Most
monitoring rounds have shown the divides to be located bet
ween the plume and the production w1ells, as intended.
Figures 13 and 14 show the water levels measured in the
shallow and deep zones, respectively, on June 27, 1988.
Comparison with the plume maps in Figures 9 and 10 suggests
that the desired control over plume migration was being
achieved at that time. No plume maps have been presented
showing the location of the contamin.ant plume since 1985.
However, the analytical results for ground-water samples
taken in 1987 and 1988 indicate that the VOC concentrations
in the vicinity of the flow divides are below detection
limits.

Figures 15, 16, and 17 show the his'tory of total VOC concen
trations in three monitoring wells in the shallow aquifer
zone. Also shown on these figures .are the approximate times
when the lagoons were drained, the soil remediation was
completed, and the extraction was b,egun. For all three of
these wells, the highest VOC concen'trat:ions were measured
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while the lagoons were still in use. Before the start of
ground-water extraction, the concentrations exhibited strong
fluctuations. The time series data suggest that these fluc
tuations may be seasonal, but sampling has not been frequent
enough to allow this to be firmly established. After the
start of extraction, the concentrations appear to fluctuate
much less.

In general, there has been a considerable decrease in con
centrations over the period of record. In wells I-S and
17-S, the beginning of the decline seem to have coincided
with the closure of the lagoons. In well 2, there seems to
be a systematic decline in the voe concentrations even be
fore the lagoon closure, but this may be just a reflection
of the natural changes in ground-water flow directions.
Since the completion of soil remediation and the start of
ground-water extraction, the decline in concentrations has
continued. In all three wells there was a sharp reduction
in concentrations np.ar, or shortly after, the start of
extraction. This sharp reduction was followed by a more
gradual decrease in the concentration in each well.
Well 1, which is located nearest to the origin of the plume
showed the slowest rate of concentration decline. The total
voe concentration at well 2 was reduced below the remedia
tion goal of 5 ppb in October 1987, and the well was then
dropped from the monitoring program.

Figure 18 shows the record of total voe concentrations for
well I-D, which is screened in the deep zone of the aquifer.
voe concentrations in the other monitoring wells in the deep
zone have either been reduced below detection limits or are
fluctuating at levels close to the cleanup goal. Since the
closure of the lagoons in late-1985, the concentration.
record for well I-D has been characterized by a general
declining trend punctuated by an occasional slight increase.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

The ground-water extraction system has been in operation at
the Amphenol site since January 1987. The system was
designed to prevent migration of the contaminant plume to
the Sidney wells and to restore aquifer quality by reducing
total voe concentrations to less than 5 ppb. It was esti
mated that aquifer restoration would require 5 to 10 years.

Water level monitoring indicates that the two extraction
wells do seem to capture the contaminant plume under most
conditions. However, the flow patterns in the aquifer are
strongly influenced by river levels and seasonal recharge
rates. There may be limited periods during the year when
these influences modify the capture zones of the extraction
wells so that the plume is not hydraulically controlled.
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These periods are probably short enough so that no appreci
able amount of contamination migratE~s away from the long
term capture zone.

The records of total voe concentration in the monitoring
wells close to the former contaminant source show a general
decline toward the aquifer restoration goal. Much of this
decline took place before ground-water extraction was start
ed. The removal of wastewater from the treatment lagoons in
late 1985 seems to have initiated the decline in concentra
tions. Remediation of the contaminated soils and the start
of gro,und-water extraction coincided with a temporary accel
eration of concentration reduction in early 1987. Since
then, the rate of decline has decreased. The concentration
records appear to be consistent with the initial projection
of a 5- to 10-year remediation period.
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CASE STUDY 2

Black &Decker
Brockport, New York



CASE STUDY FOR THE BLACK & DECKER SITE

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

The former Black & Decker industrial facility is located in
Brockport, Monroe County, New York. The manufacturing plant
produced appliances, generating as by-products, electroplat
ing sludges and metal-plating wastewaters. Until 1985,
treated wastewaters were discharged to onsite surface
impoundments for removal of solid materials by settling.
Settled solids were transferred to a sludge drying bed for
further dewatering (see Figure 1). Interim status monitor
ing wells were installed to meet Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) requirements. After volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) were found in several o£ the monitoring
wells, a ground water quality assessment program was con
ducted at the facility in 1985 and 1986. As a result of the
assessment, a volatile organic plume was identified within
the bedrock aquifer, which underlies 15 feet of glacial
till. Investigations revealed the source of cOlltamina'tion
to be chlorinated organic sol"vents used in degrE~asing activ
ities. The corrective action involves ground-water recovery
from a single well located in an artificially-produced frac
ture zone. The first phase of the progra.m, ini1:iated in
March 1987, involved the creation and testing of the frac
ture zone. Long-term remediation was initiated in May 1988.
However, due to system control problems, continuous opera
tion of the extraction and treatment system did not begin
until October 1988. It has been operating on a nearly con
tinuous basis since that time.

SITE HISTORY

The Black and Decker facility is a RCRA treatment, storage,
and disposal facility (TSDF) operating under int:erim status
regulations. In compliance with RCRA requirements, ground
water wells were installed under the direction ()f the New
York State Department of Environmental Conservat:ion to moni
tor for heavy metals contamination. Monitoring data indi
cated that no heavy metal contamination had occurred. How
ever, statistical analyses of collected data indicated a
probability of ground-water contamination. In response to
this statistical prediction, additional ground-water moni
toring was conducted in 1985 and 1986. The new monitoring
data revealed the existence of a volatile organic contamina
tion plume in the bedrock aquifer. Further investigations
determined that the chlorinated organic compounds used in
degreasing activities were the cause of the cont:amination.
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GEOLOGY

The topography of the site and the surrounding area has
minimal relief. It slopes gently to the north, toward a
barge canal. Unconsolidated deposit:s in the study area
consist of 5 to 20 feet of Lake Woodfordian sandy glacial
till overlying approximately 50 feet of consolidated Medina
sandstone (Grimsby member) of early Silurian age (see Fig
ure 2). Underlying the sandstone are several hundred feet
of Upper Ordovician Queenston shale. The regional bedrock
dip is toward the south at approximately 50 feet per mile.

HYDROGEOLOGY

The water table is typically 4 to 8 feet below ground sur
face. The ground-water flow system consists of two hydrau
lically interconnected aquifers--an unconsolidated overbur
den aquifer and a deeper sandstone bedrock aquifer. These
two aquifers are composed of different geologic material and
have different ground-water flow properties.

Ground-water flow is predominantly to ~he northwest across
the site toward the New York State Barge Canal with an in
creasing gradient to the north in n~sponse to the topogra
phy. There is generally a downward gradient between the two
aquifers and within the bedrock. Based on in situ perme
ability tests performed at the site, the average hydraulic
conductivity of each of the aquifers is approximately the
same, 0.8 ft/day (2.8 x 10-4 em/sec). In this relatively
flat area, localized reversals in the direction of ground
water flow have been observed as a result of variations in
recharge and evapotranspiration ratles. Examples of these
reversals have been observed between Wells GEB-6S and GEB-4S
and between Wells GEB-18S and GEB-9S (see Figure 1).

Ground-water flow within the overburden is assumed to be
predominantly through intergranular pores. Based on hydrau
lic conductivity values, water-level data, and an estimated
effective porosity of 10 to 20 perc,ent, the average linear
rate of ground-water flow within the overburden aquifer
ranges from 0.04 to 0.26 ft/day. The overburden flow system
is more variable in the southern portion of the site, pri
marily because of the distribution of recharge, which is
controlled by site features such as building, paved areas,
slopes, and vegetation. Figure 3 shows ground-water eleva
tion contours for the overburden aquifer.

Ground-water flow within the Medina sandstone occurs predom
inantly through secondary porosity openings such as frac
tures, joints, and bedding planes. Intergranular flow is
judged to be minimal •. Because of the nature of fracture
flow in the sandstone, the ground-water flow rate varies
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considerably between individual fractures, maki.ng accurate
calculations of flow velocities and travel times almost
impossible. Definition of the nature of ground-water flow
in the bedrock has required more monitoring wells than in
the overburden, including monitoring well clusters. Based
on hydraulic conductivity values, water-level data, and an
estimated effective porosity of 5 to 15 percent, the average
linear rate of ground-water flow within the bedrock aqUifer
is expected to range from 0.043 to 0.31 ft/day. Figure 4
shows the ground-water elevation contours for the bedrock
aqUifer.

Several studies were performed to more fully understand the
nature of ground-water flow within the bedrock. These
studies included: fracture trace analysis using historic
aerial photographs, joint orientation and frequency analysis
based on a nearby outcrop, correlation of onsite rock core
data, and the evaluation of geologic data collected from
tunnels located approximately 20 miles from the site. Two
major sets of nearly vertical fractures were found to exist
within the Medina sandstone: a northwest-trending set and a
northeast-trending set. Site-specific data were insuffi
cient to determine the spacing and hydrogeologic character
istics of the fractures and bedding planes. In addition, no
major fractures for recovery well installation were identi
fied through these studies.

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOUR~ES

Significant concentrations of two compounds were identified
in the ground water. They include trichloroethylene (TCE)
and 1,1,I-trichloroethane, and their degradation by-pro
ducts, 1,2-dichloroethlyene and vinyl chloride. Contaminant
levels were highest in the bedrock aqUifer, with TCE concen
trations detected at levels far exceeding those of other
contaminants.

Primary consulting engineers have stated that it is not
possible to calculate the actual release of the contaminants
to ground water based on existing site records. However, to
comply with a request from the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC), an estimate was calcu
lated based on previously prepared iso-concentration maps.
The primary consulting engineers described the numbers they
generated as "meaningless" for evaluating the ground-water
corrective action measures. Table 1 lists the consulting
engineers' estimates of the dissolved mass of the
contaminants.
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Table 1
ESTIMATES OF CONTAHIHANT MASS DISSOLVED IN GROUND WATER

Figure 5 shows a contour map of TeE concentrations prior to
the startup of the extraction system. The primary consult
ing engineers have cautioned that tilis figure is a general
ized simplification of average TeE (:.oncentrations. It does
not account for variations in concentration within indivi
dual fractures. Individual fracture data was thought to be
too difficult to obtain.

1,366 1b (111 gal)
219 1b (20.5 gal)
17 1b*
20 1b (L8 gal)

Total Dissolved
Mass

1,300 1b (106 gal)
1501b (14 gal)
O. 46 1b'i~

19 1b (1.7 gal)

Overburden Aquifer Bedrock Aquifer

66 1b (5.4 gal)
69 1b (6.5 gal)
16.5 1b*
1.19 1b(0.105 gal)

*Vinyl chloride is a gas at room temperatul:e.

The ground water was contaminated by releases from the waste
management area, located southeast of the manufacturing
plant. This unit consists of six surface impoundments, for
separating solids from process wastE~waters, and one sludge
drying bed for dewatering of the se1:tled solids. Operations
at the waste management area stopped in 1986 and 1987.
Other disposal practices thought to contribute to organic
contamination were terminated by 1987 •. The contaminant
plume is migrating toward the northwest in accordance with
ground-water flow.

Although supporting documentation is lacking, there may have
been secondary releases to ground water that contributed to
contaminant levels in the bedrock. These secondary releases
include: release of contaminated wastewater through a sump
liner which was excavated into bedrock; seepage of contami
nants through leaking floor drains and associated piping lo
cated near the existing and former degreasers; spills during
handling of drums of solvent stored behind the manufacturing
building; and leakage of cooling fluids used for industrial
air conditioning.

TCE
1,2-DCE
Vinyl Chloride
1,1,1-TCA



REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

Objectives of Remediation

The primary objective of the remediation is to restore water
quality in the overburden and sandstone bedrock aquifers to
health-based standards. Cleanup criteria for the contami
nants detected in the ground water were developed based on
New York state standards (Title 6, Chapter X, Part 703.5) or
federal Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) Maximum Concentration
Limits (MCL), whichever was more stringent. The following
table lists the cleanup levels for the four contaminan.ts of
concern.

Table 2
REMEDIATION TARGET CONCENTRATIONS

Compound Limit Source

TCE 5 ug/l SDWA MCL
1,2-DCE 50 ug/l NYS guidance value
Vinyl chloride 2 ug/l SDWA MCL
1,1,1-TCA 200 ug/l SDWA MCL

In conjunction with this primary objective, an additional
requirement of the extraction system is that it be capabl~

of effecting hydraulic capture of the ground water withiri
the contaminated region.

Testing of the Initial Recovery Well

A recovery well system was initially selected as the remedi
al alternative. A 72-hour aquifer test was performed in
March 1987 prior to the design of the recovery system. This
test was performed to further investigate the ~1drogeologic

characteristics of the bedrock aquifer.

For the test, a recovery well, Well RW-1A was positioned
downgradient of the facility in the centerline of the plume
(see Figure 1 for location). It was installed 25 feet into
bedrock at a total depth of 40 feet. Ground water was pump
ed at a set rate of 3.4 gpm, treated using an air stripper
and carbon adsorption unit, and discharged to the canal
north of the site.
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Test data revealed that delineation of the capture zone
would be extremely difficult, and that the installation of
additional recovery wells would not be a cost-effective
approach to creating a well-designed capture zone. Irregu
lar responses of individual wells were observed within clus
ters 31 and 32 (see Figure 1 for location). This irregu
larity was thought to be a result of the complexity of the
three-dimensional capture zone created by pumping within the
fractured bedrock aquifer. Observations revealed that indi
vidual bedrock monitoring wells generally were hydraulically
poorly interconnected. No response to pumping was observed
in any monitoring well located upgradient of Recovery
Well RW-1A. The single recovery well that was installed and
tested was found to be inadequate to prevent further migra
tion of the contaminant plume.

System Configuration

Several options for creating an effective capture zone were
explored. The first approach was to increase the number of
fractures intersected by individual rec,overy wells either by
angle drilling or by artificial fracturing of the rock. On
site and regional data indicated that the fracture geometry
necessary to support angle drilling did not exist at the
Black and Decker site. In addition, the shallow overburden
at the site could not support conventional hydraulic or
explosive fracture production techn1ques.

The second option was to interconneet all the fractures
transporting the contaminants by crE~ating a single, artifi
cial fracture oriented perpendicular to the direction of
ground-water flow, and then extracting the contaminated
ground water in this artificial fracture using one or more
extraction wells. The primary consulting engineers postu
lated that this artificial fracture method, produced by the
controlled use of explosives, would prevent further migra
tion of the plume and draw back contaminated ground water
downgradient of the zone. However, there was concern that a
single fracture might not produce complete interconnection
across the path of ground-water flow. Also, there was doubt
that the fracture aperture would be sufficient to produce
the yield necessary for complete plume 'capture.

To overcome these concerns, a method was designed to create
a thoroughly fractured zone several feet wide within the
upper 25 feet of rock. There were several advantages to
creating an enhanced fracture zone. First, verification of
contaminant capture would become easier because the recovery
wells would be directly connected to fractures along the
entire cross section, of the fracture zone. Verification
would thus be reduced to assessing ,the extent of the capture
zone downgradient and on either end of the fracture zone.
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Second, there would be substantial savings in operation and
maintenance costs because fewer wells would be required to
achieve remedial goals. Last, the method would permit high
er pumping rates which could result in a. faster aquifer
remediation.

The fracture zone was positioned perpendicular to the direc
tion of ground-water flow and centered near the leading edge
of the contaminant plume. Fracturing was restricted to the
upper 25 feet of rock because contamination was not detected
below that depth. Shot holes for the explosives were spaced
4 to 5 feet apart. In May 1987, the charges were detonated
progressively from the bottom of the holes upwards. Ground
water spouted from the previously blasted holes for several
seconds after each blast. This spouting demonstrated the
high degree of hydraulic interconnection that had been
created between blast holes. Fractures were not expected
below the bottom of the shot holes because of the position
ing of the explosives and the detonating sequence.

A 72-hour aquifer test was performed in Well RW'-lA in June
1987, one month after the blasting program was completed.
For comparative analyses, efforts were made to simulate, as
closely as possible, the conditions of the pre-fracturing
aquifer test.

For the test, ground water was pumped at 18.5 gpm, compared
with 3.4 gpm in the prefracture, 72-hour aquifer test. The
water level in the recovery well dropped a total of
11.2 feet during the 72-hour pumping period. To verify the
continuity of the induced fracture zone, three observation
wells were installed at the ends of the zone. Two of these
wells, OW-l and OW-2, were installed at the east end of the
fracture, with OW-l screened in the upper half of the frac
ture zone and OW-2 screened in the lower half of the frac
ture zone. The pair of wells was necessary to verify that
the entire vertical section of the rock was thoroughly frac
tured. Well OW-3, located in the western edge of the frac
ture zone, was installed to monitor the drawdown at the
opposite end of the fracture.

Nearly identical drawdowns were observed in Wells OW-I,
OW-2, and OW-3. Final drawdown elevations differed by less
than 0.4 feet between the recovery well and the three obser
vation wells in the fractured zone. The fact that eleva
tions were similar in all observation wells confirmed the
high degree of interconnection created by the fracturing.
More than 3 feet of drawdown occurred in 12 of ·the 15 obser
vation wells. Post-fracturing drawdowns ranged from a mini
mum of 1.6 feet in Well GEB-28BS to a maximum of 11.2 feet
in Well GEB-31BD. In contrast, during the prefracturing
aquifer test, only three of those same 15 wells exhibited
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drawdowns of more than 3 feet. At the conclusion of this
test, the consulting engineers determined that only one
recovery well, Well RW-1A, was required to accomplish
remedial goals using this technique.

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

The long-term ground-water extraction and treatment system
operated from May through October 1988 on an irregular basis
as a result of start-up system testing and problems associ
atedwith the recovery well controls. The control problems
were corrected in October 1988 and the system has been oper
ating on a nearly continuous basis since that time.

Hydraulic Capture

Water levels obtained in March 1988 and November 1988 are
considered representative of pre- and post-pumping condi
tions, respectively. Potentiometric surface maps for the
overburden and bedrock aquifers have been prepared for these
two dates and are presented in Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9. It
is interesting to note from Figures 6 and 7 that the artifi
cial fracture zone did not lead to any perturbations in the
contour lines, as might be expected near a highly transmis
sive zone at an angle to prevailing gradients.

As shown in Figures 8 and 9, the ground-water flow in the
overburden and bedrock aquifers has been distinctly altered
as a result of pumping. By dewatering the upper section of
the bedrock in the area of the fracture zone, downward flow
has been induced from the overlying overburden aquifer.
Figures 7 and 9 show the potentiometric head in the bedrock
aquifer prior to and after testing i.n March 1988 and Novem
ber 1988, respectively. In the March 1988 bedrock aquifer
contour map (see Figure 7), a component of flow to the east
was evident in the vicinity of the surface impoundments and
sludge drying bed (waste management area). Primary consult
ing engineers speculated that the eastern component of flow
may have been caused by higher recharge' to the bedrock aqui
fer in a localized area near the closed waste management
area. This accelerated recharge would create a potentio
metric head mound in this area and c.ause ground water to
flow radially outward from this mound. This condition may
be the cause of the contamination observed in GEB-24B and
25B. Black & Decker's engineers anticipated that this
mounding condition would be affected by changes in ground
water flow in this area due to ground-water extraction.
This eastward component of flow was not' observed in the Nov
ember 1988 contour map (see Figure 9). The shallow depth to
bedrock in this area may be partially responsible for the
increased bedrock recharge. It has not been determined if
long-term pumping at the fracture zone will affect the
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presence of the eastern component of ground-wa1:er flow
observed within the bedrock.

An unusually low overburden water level is depicted in Fig
ure 8 at Well GEB-20S. This low water level affects the
potentiometric surface contour map. Although unexplained,
this well has displayed similarly low water levels on previ
ous occasions, including during pre-pumping conditions.

The rate of ground-water flow within the overburden aquifer
increased from a range of 0.047 to 0.093 ft/day during pre
pumping tests in March 1988, to a range of 0.13 to
0.26 ft/day during post-pumping testing in November 1988.
This increase is caused by higher hydraulic gr~ldients. The
rate of ground-water flow in the bedrock aquifE~r under pump
ing conditions was expected to be similar to the rate under
pre-pumping conditions. However, higher velocities were
observed in the vicinity of the fracture zone, which acts as
a discharge zone, because of increased hydraulic gradients.

Contaminant Plume Reduction

The extent of the capture zone that was created in the over
burden is difficult to assess because only two overburden
wells, GEB-30S and GEB-32S, are located in the immediate
vicinity of the fracture zone (see Figure 8). The capture
zone created by pumping in the bedrock at Recovery Well RW
1A appears to extend a significant distance on both sides
(northwest and southwest) of the fracture zone (see Fig-
ure 9). Monitoring Well GEB-28BS is the only one of the
15 bedrock wells that is not responding significantly to
pumping (see Figure 9). Well GEB-28BS monitors the lateral
extent of contamination. It is the most contaminated well
within its cluster. As a result of Well, GEB-28BS's poor~
response, Black & Decker is in the process of confirming if
the well was properly completed or the width of the capture
zone has been defined adequately.

Water-level measurements obtained at the. intermediate bed
rock (BI) and deep bedrock (BD) wells in clusters GEB-28,
GEB-29, GEB-30, GEB-31, and GEB-32 demonstrate a greater
response to pumping than the shallow bedrock wells portrayed
in Figure 9. At these greater depths, the primary consult
ing engineers concluded that the capture, zone is expected to
extend well beyond these wells.

Reductions in Mass and Concentration of Contami.nants

Ground water samples were collected four times in 1988 to
analyze for changes in ground-water quality: March 1988,
June 1988, August 1988, and November 1988. The samples were
analyzed for VOCs by EPA Method 601. For each sampling
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event, a core group of 15 wells was sampled. Five wells
represent the areas of poorest ground-water quality in the
bedrock without regard to depth. These monitoring wells are
located immediately downgradient of~ or lateral to, the
fracture zone. The other ten wells were positioned at a
variety of locations for general sit:e coverage. In all
cases, sampling levels were recorded as the maximum concen
trations detected in a particular well cluster.

According to the primary consulting engineers, no signifi
cant changes in vac concentrations have been observed at the
site, and no further expansion of the plume is believed to
have occurred since implementing remedial measures. The
concentrations of the VOCs of conce]~n at the site were found
to be typical of concentrations observed during pre-pumping
conditions. Results from the wells assessing the lateral
extent of contamination--GEB-12B and GEB-15B-:--continued to
show low levels of vaCswith no trend toward higher concen
trations. Wells monitoring the east:erri extent of contamina
tion--GEB-24B and GEB-25B--have demonstrated no increase in
vac concentrations. The primary consulting engineers repor
ted that wells monitoring the centerline of the plume--GEB
18S, GEB-18B, GEB-23S and GEB-23B--have similarly demonstra
ted no increase in vac concentrations (see Figure 10). How
ever, sampling data indicate some dE=crease in absolute con
centration levels (see Figures 11 and 12). No vacs were
detected in Well GEB-26B, the background well for the bed
rock aquifer. Sporadic low levels of VOCs were observed in
Well GEB-21S(see Figure 8 for location), the background
well for the overburden aquifer.

Wells GEB-28BS, GEB-29BD, GEB-30BI, and GEB-31BI represent
the most contaminated wells of their respective clusters.
As such, these wells are used to evaluate the effectiveness
of the pumping program. VOC concentrations at many of these
wells decreased markedly during 1988 as a result of the
pumping. Several of these wells experienced an increase in
vac concentrations as a result of the fractureinterconnec
tion achieved by the blasting process. As expected, reduc
tions in vac concentrations were no'ted after a relatively
short period of continuous pumping. A summary of the
effects of pumping on the concentra't:i.ons of TCE in a well
downgradient of the recovery well is presented in Figure 13.

A change in chemical ratios has been observed at Wells GEB
32BD, GEB-28BI, and GEB-28BD (see Figure 9). At each of
these wells, decreases in TCE concentrations have been cou
pled with increases in DCE. A definitive explanation for
this occurrence has not been presented!by Black & Decker's
consulting engineers.
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SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

Preliminary remedial investigations revealed the presence of
a fractured bedrock system contaminated with volatile organ
ics, primarily TCE and 1,1,I-TCA. Recovery of ground water
in this type of fractured system is difficult because of the
inability to adequately characterize the discrete fractures
through which the contaminants may be migrating. Difficul
ties also arise in properly positioning wells and veri.fying
the performance of the system.

An artificial fracture system that increased the intercon
nection between natural fractures was produced using explo
sives. The fracture zone was oriented perpendicular to the
direction of ground-water flow. Contaminated ground water
is withdrawn from the fracture zone using one extraction
well. This fracture zone is thought to be preventing fur
ther migration of the plume and to be drawing back ground
water downgradient of the fracture zone. Problems associ
ated with verification of the capture zone are minimized
using this technique. The verification method requires that
only the extent of the capture zone downgradient and on
either end of the fracture zone be assessed. Remedial cost
savings were realized based on the primary consulting
engineer's findings that only one recovery well would be
required to attain cleanup criteria for the site.

The long-term ground-water extraction and treatment system,
although initiated in May 1988, did not begin continuous
operations until October 1988. Black & Decker's consulting
engineers concluded in March 1989 that no significant
changes in vac concentration have been observed, and that no
further expansion of the plume has occurred to date. They
recommended a follow-up report on contaminant n~duction in
March 1990.
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CASE STUDY FOR THE DES MOINES TCE SITE

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

The Des Moines TCE Superfund Site is located in. south cen
tral Des Moines, Iowa, in an industrial area bordering the
Raccoon River. The site encompasses the Des Moines Water
Works (DMWW) plant, a meander of the Raccoon River, and the
facilities of the DIce Corporation (see Figure 1). The site
is referred to as the Des Moines TCE site in recognition of
its primary contaminant, trichloroethylene (TCE).

The Des Moines Water Works is the major source of municipal
water for the City of Des Moines and surrounding communi
ties. As such, it serves a population of over 260,000 peo
ple. The DMWW is surrounded on its east, north, and west
sides by a loop' of the meandering Raccoon River. The facil
ity draws 12 to 15 million gallons per day from a production
system consisting of 3 to 5 miles of horizontal infiltration
galleries running roughly parallel to the Raccoon River both
north and south of the DMWW. The contamination originating
from the DIce plant has forced the shutdown of part of the
north gallery system, but the south gallery remains in oper
ation. The site is administered by the EPA under the Super
fund program.

SITE HISTORY

A contamination problem at this site was first detected in
1974 when a sample of ground water at the DMWW 1Nas found to
contain TCE. It was later determined that the contaminated
water was entering the system through the north gallery, but
pumping of the north gallery continued pending further
study. In 1978, a sample of ground water taken from a DIce
well contained 2,400 ppb TCE. In response to this, the EPA
installed a system of six well points west of the DIce
bUildings in 1978, and continued to sample these well points
through 1980. Because these well points consistently showed
the presence of volatile organic compounds, an l~PA Field
Investigation Team study was conducted from 1980 to 1983
during which 11 monitoring wells were installed in the sur
ficial aquifer. In 1984, the site was listed 011 the Nation
al Priority List. The DMWW ceased pumping from the north
gallery in April 1984. A remedial investigatioll/ feasibil
ity study took place from 1984 to 1986 to furthE~r assess the
areal extent and seriousness of contamination a1: the site
and to suggest possible remedies. In response 1:0 the Oper
able Unit Feasibility Study finalized in 1986, Ci system of
seven recovery wells located west and northwest of the DICD
facility was installed in 1987. Full operation of the reme
diation system began on December 17, 1987.
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GEOLOGY

The study area is underlain by 40 to 60 feet of unconsoli
dated silts, clays, sands, and gravel of glacio-fluvial
origin deposited during the last million years. These sur
ficial deposits can be divided in"to two layers. The upper
layer consists of an average of 10 feet of silt and clay
overbank deposits of river origin. These sediments are
underlain by the second layer consisting of very fine to
fine sands and gravel. The percentage of silts and clays in
the second layer is less than 10 percent (AWARE, Novem~

ber 1988). It is this layer of unconsolidated sands and
gravels that is contaminated with organic solvents, particu
larly in the lowest 10 feet. Both surficial layers are
laterally extensive throughout the site.

These surficial layers are underlain by the consolidated
shale, siltstone, and sandstone layers of the Cherokee Group
of Pennsylvania age. The Cherokee Group is 380 feet thick
at the site.

Below the Cherokee Group are Mississippian to Cambrian age
consolidated formations of limestone, dolostone, sandstone,
and shale. These formations are over 1~500 feet thick.

HYDROGEOLOGY

There are three main aquifer systems in the consolidated
Mississippian to Cambrian bedrock formations mentioned
above. These systems, in order of decr~asing depth, are:
(1) Cambrian to Ordovician formations, including the
St. Peter sandstone, the Prairie du Chien dolostone, and the
Jordan sandstone; (2) Devonian limestone; and (3) Missis
sippian limestone and dolostone for~rn.ations. The Cambrian to
Ordovician aquifers are important water producers in this
area. The regional flow direction of these three systems is
south to southeast. Each of these three major aquifer sys
tems is separated by a shale aquiclude and all contain
ground water under confined conditions. The vertical
hydraulic gradients between the bedrock-aquifers are mod
erate and would tend to induce downw'ard flow. However, the
presence of the thick, low permeability shales (K=5.2 x
10~cm/sec) of the Cherokee Group make it highly unlikely
that the bedrock aquifers will be contaminated by the
shallow contamination at the Des Moines TCE site.

The water level in the unconfined surficial sand and gravel
aquifer ranges from about 10 to 25 feet· below the land sur
face at the site, depending on location and conditions. In
the absence of pumping, the regional gradients and direc
tions of flow are south to southeast. The Raccoon River and
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the surficial aquifer are hydrologically, inter(~onnected.

The relative direction of flow between the rivE~r and the
aquifer is variable and depends on river flood stage and
ground-water elevations. The natural ground-water flow
directions are strongly influenced by the pumping of the
DMWW horizontal infiltration galleries and by pumping of the
recovery wells that have been operating since I)ecember 1987
as part of the site remediation. The hydraulie conductivity
of the surficial aquifer has been estimated by aquifer tests
to be 3,000 to 5,000 gpd/ft2 , which is high enough to allow
for pumping effects to be felt at comparatively large dis
tances (AWARE, 1986). Vertical gradients in the surficial
aquifer are generally insignificant.

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES

In addition to TCE, investigations at the site have also
shown the ground water to be contaminated with
trans-1,2-dichloroethylene (trans-1,2-DCE), and vinyl
chloride, which are degradation products of TCE:, and other
halogenated hydrocarbons. TCE, trans-1,2-DCE, and vinyl
chloride are all volatile organic compounds. No other con
taminants were consistently found in the ground water at
concentrations that exceed federal standards. TCE and
trans-l,2-DCE were found in soils between the DICO facility
and the Raccoon River to the west at concentrations up to
3,000 ppb and 3,800 ppb, respectively. The maximum concen
trations of these compounds in ground-water samples were
also from this same area of the site. The maximum ground
water concentrations were 8,467 ppb for TCE, 2,000 ppb for
trans-1,2-DCE, and 95 ppb for vinyl chloride. These con
centrations were measured in the sand and gravel aquifer.
These concentrations are high compared to the maximum
contaminant level (MCL) in drinking water of 5 ppb for TCE
and 2 ppb for Vinyl chloride and the proposed m.aximum con
taminant level goal (PMCL) of 70 ppb fortrans-1,2-DCE under
the Safe Drinking Water Act.

Based on historical data and the results of past site inves
tigations, the primary source of the volatile organics con
taminating the ground water at the site is the contaminated
soil west of the DICO plant. Degreasing solvents, including
TCE, are used in the manufacture of steel wheels and rubber
products at the DICO plant. In past years, about 100 to
200 gallons of waste solvent sludge left over from the manu
facturing process were applied to road and parking surfaces
at the plant each year to control dust. Once this sludge
was applied to the road and parking lot surfaces of the
plant, it was free to migrate by surface runoff into open
soil areas and eventually leach downward to the underlying
aquifer. A sample of the sludge was found to contain
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3,000,000 ppb of TCE during a 1982 EPA/FIT study, a concen
tration 1,000 times greater than the maximum concentration
found in soils.

REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

The objectives of the remediation are to clean up the con
taminated ground water to federal health-based standards on
the Des Moines Water Works property adjacent to the north
gallery and to capture and treat contaminant plumes east and
north of the Raccoon River across from the gallery. These
objectives are to be accomplished through ground-water
pumping.

The recovery well system in place as of December 1987 con
sists of seven wells oriented roughly north-south between
the Raccoon River and the DICD facility (see Figure 2).
These wells are each pumped at 150 to 225 gpm for a total
system pumpage of about 1300 gpm. The :positions and rates
of pumping of the seven wells were determined through field
investigations and computer modeling. Figure 2 also shows
the March 1988 limit of the north plume that has been drawn
south by the recovery system.

The hydrodynamic performance of the recovery system is mon
itored by a network of about 60 wells and piezometers, in
cluding the recovery wells and the 40 monitoring wells and
piezometers installed from 1982 to 1984 (see Figure 3). Six
of the piezometers are equipped with continuous water level
meters. The water levels in the remaining wells and piezo
meters are measured monthly. Water quality is monitored~y
analysis of monthly samples taken from 36 wells and piezo
meters. These samples are analyzed fot 34 volatile organic
compounds.

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

The recovery system has had a significant effect on poten
tiometric head distribution in the surficial aquifer at the
site. Figure 4 shows a June 1988 contour map of the trough
of depression that has developed along the line of recovery
wells. An analogous map from March. 19~8 is almost identical
indicating that the system was at or. near steady state
3 months after startup. The system has created an inward
flow pattern extending beyond the known areal limits of the
targeted contamination. The system appears to be effective
in achieving its objective of inducing: a flow pattern that.
will capture the targeted solvent plumes over time. Figure
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4 shows evidence of discharge from the Raccoon River to the
aquifer in the area west of the recovery well system.

There is evidence that the remediation is improving the
water quality at the site. Figures 5 and 6 show the contour
maps of TCE concentration for December 1987 and June 1988,
respectively. The areas enclosed by the 1000 ppb and
100 ppb contours have decreased significantly over the first
6 months of operation. Note that the position of the
100 ppb contour in June 1988 was roughly equal to the
position of the 1000 contour of December 1987.

This observation of reduced concentrations east of the Rac
coon River was also supported by concentration data from
individual wells in the southern part of the site. Fig
ures 7 and 8 show a time series plot of three volatile or
ganics for recovery well 8 (ERW-8; see Figure 2) and moni
toring well NW-23, respectively. Well ERW-8 is southeast of
the largest DICO bUilding while well NW-23 is at the north
west corner of the large DICO building to the south. Both
wells showed considerable concentration decreases over the
first 10 months of pumping. The concentrations in
well NW-23 seem to show a declining trend over the entire
300 days of record. The concentrations in well ERW-8 seem
to have stabilized at about 200 ppb for TCE and 100 ppb for
trans-1,2-DCE after 150 days of pumping. This is not
necessarily an indication of reduced system effectiveness.
At these concentrations and at a pump rate of 175 gpm,
well ERW-8 continues to extract 5.7 kg of TCE and 2.9 kg of
trans-1,2-DCE per month even though it is. not in the area of
greatest contamination.

There is also evidence that concentrations west of the Rac
coon River have decreased, particularly in the area north
west of the main DICO building. In well NW-25 in this area,
initial concentrations of 93 and 7 ppb for TCE and
trans-1,2-DCE, respectively, were below detection levels for
the entire period of pumping. Concentrations of TCE in
well NW-21, to the south of well NW25, decreased from their
pre-pumpi~g levels but varied during the period of pumping
and did not show a continuously declining trend (see Fig
ure 9). The reason for this variability is unclear but may
be due to sampling or laboratory error.

One interesting development during the first 6 months of
operation was a plume of high trans-1,2-DCE con4zentration
that entered the study area from the north and luigrated
south under the influence of pumping. Because :flow in the
area of this northern plume was southward to westward in the
past, the source of this contamination must be 110rth of the
DICO facility.
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Further evidence of cleanup progress is 'shown by the decline
in contaminant concentrations in the air stripper influent.
Figure 10 shows that the TCE concentration has declined to
one third of its original concentration over the first
6 months of pumping. A mass balance calculation of the
influent and effluent concentrations and flow rates for the
first 6 months of operation shows that· 5·60 gallons of TCE
and 120 gallons of 1,2-Trans-DCE and vinyl chloride have
been removed from the aquifer during the first 6 months of
remediation.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

o The contamination at this site is in a highly per
meable (K= 3,000-5,000 gpd/ft2

) unconfined aquifer
adjacent to the main water source for the City of
Des Moines, Iowa. .

o In the first 6 months of pumping from a system of
seven recovery wells, a hydraulic zone of capture
extending beyond the limits of the targeted con
tamination was established.

o Concentrations of the vola1:ile organic contami
nants were reduced to one third or less of initial
concentrations in the area east of the Raccoon
River. The high permeabil:i.ty ·of the contaminated
zone and the high pump rate of the system both
favor extraction of contaminants at this site.

o The primary source of contaminants is the soil in
the vicinity of the DICO plant. The soil was con
taminated by sludge applied to the parking lot
surface. Because the source of contaminants in
the vadoze zone may still remain, the recovery
system may have to be operated for many years
before the aquifer area east qf the river is
restored.

o There is no evidence of a contaminant source west
of the Raccoon River. The contamination present
to the west of the river was drawn there by pump
ing from the north gallery of the Des Moines Water
Works system. However, the plume seems to be re
duced west of the river sugge~ting that the city
may soon be able to resume pumping portions of the
north gallery.

o The moderate to very high mobility of these vola
tile organic compounds in 'Nater (see Volume 1,
Appendix A) favors their removal with the extrac
ted groundwater. The low percentage «10 percent)
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of silts and clays in the contaminated aquifer
also favors mobility and disfavors retention.

o The recovery wells are close together in a line
that is centrally located with respect to the
plume. Consequently, the recovery wells produce a
groundwater flow pattern that is uniformly inward
throughout most of the plume. Zones of stagnation
are reduced and mobility is enhanced because all
of the wells induce flow in the same general
direction.
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CASE STUDY FOR THE DU PONT MOBILE SITE

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

The E.l. Du Pont de Nemours & Company, Mobile plant is
located on approximately 510 acres of land about 25 miles
north of Mobile, in the town of Axis, Alabama. The site, as

.,shown in Figure 1, is adj acent to the Mobile River and is
..- . bounded on the north by the property of Courtauld ' s North

American Ltd. The plant manufactures agricultural products,
including herbicides and insecticides. A ground-water ex
traction system has been operating at the site since 1985,
with the primary objective of preventing offsite migration
of contaminated ground water. The system is operated under
the jurisdiction of the RCRA program.

SITE HISTORY

The manufacturing facilities at the site were c~onstructed,

beginning in 1968, by Shell Oil Company on land that was
previously undeveloped. Initially, only two agricultural
insecticides were produced. However, during the 1970s and
1980s the manufacturing processes were modified and eJ~panded

to include other insecticides, soil fumigants, epoxy 1~esins,

resin curing agents, and various catalysts. In 1986, the
facility was purchased by Du Pont, which continues to manu
facture these products at the site.

Before 1980 three waste management units were :i.n operation
at the site: (1) a landfill in the southern part of the
property, (2) a surface impoundment, called Six Acre-Foot
Pond, and (3) a smaller surface impoundment nea.r the Mobile
River, called Four Acre-Foot Pond (see Figure 2). All three
units were closed as part of a corrective action program
initiated by Shell Oil Company in 1977. The closures were
completed in 1980.

Sludges and drummed liquid wastes were buried i.n the onsite
landfill from 1969 through 1974. The specific nature, vol
ume, and location of the wastes were not documented during
disposal operations. However, they are known to have in
cluded drummed insecticides, liquids containing trichloro
benzene, and sludges from various sump areas. The total
quantity of wastes and contaminated soils excavated during
the closure of the landfill in 1980 was 4,000 cubic yards.
The amount of contaminated soils excavated was controlled by
the requirement that all soils remaining in place must have
contaminant concentrations below "action levels" based on
the standard RCRA leaching test. Monitoring wells installed
during landfill closure did not indicate ground-water con
tamination. However, it was later found that they had been
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installed on the upgradient side of the landfill because the
direction of ground-water flow had been misinterpreted.

The Six Acre-Foot pond was constructed in 1976 to store
liquids generated during the manufacture of insecticide. It
was composed of four adjacent rectangular impoundments, or
ponds, that were constructed by scraping earth from their
centers to form berms around their edges. Each pond was
approximately 46 feet wide by 230 feet long by 6 feet deep.
The ponds were lined with 1/4 inch of asphalt sprayed over
4 inches of compacted clay, underlain by 3 inches of lime.
Three of the ponds also had synthetic membrane liners. All
four ponds were covered with fiberglass roofing. During the
closure of the Six Acre-Foot Pond the liquid contents and
liner materials were removed and disposed of offsite. Soil
samples were collected from depths of 4 to 7 feet, and con
taminant concentrations were found to be below action
levels. The area was then regraded.

The Four Acre-Foot Pond was constructed in 1968 near the
bank of the Mobile River to provide temporary storage and
surge protection for the NPDES discharg~ from the plant.
The discharge permit required daily sampling of pH, sodium
chloride, methylene chloride extractibles, and pesticides.
Closure of this pond consisted of drainage of the pond
liqUids, removal of the accumulated sludge for offsite dis
posal, and regrading.' No soil or ground-water samples were
collected as part of the closure program.

In 1983, a Facility Assessment was conducted on the site by
Shell Oil Company, and a plume of ground water contaminated
with insecticides and a variety of organic compounds was
found. Starting in 1985, a system of ground-water extrac
tion and monitoring wells was installed in the upper part of
the Alluvium Aquifer (Unit B) to deal with this problem. In
1987, Du Pont was issued a RC~A (Part B) permit to operate a
hazardous waste storage facility and a hazardous and a waste
incinerator at the site. In compliance. with this permit,
Du Pont conducted a secon4 Facility Assessment in 1988 cov
ering the three closed waste management units and the asso
ciated ground-water contamination.

GEOLOGY

The site is located in the Piney Meadows physiographic pro
vince and borders the Mobile River. The province is devel
oped on Pleistocene and Holocene age terrace, flood plain,
and beach deposits. It is underlain. by'unconsolidated sedi
ments that thicken to the south-southwest at a rate of 10 to
50 feet per mile. The coastal plains sediments range from
pre-Jurassic to Holocene and consist of alternating layers
of sand, shale, clay, and limestones in complex layers.
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The three prominent stratigraphic units identified at the
site are: Unit A--surficial clay, Unit B--sand, and
Unit C--blue clay. Unit A is a surficial clay layer that
ranges from 5 to 50 feet thick and is covered, in a few
locations, with several feet of fill material. Unit B is a
sand layer directly underlying Unit A that ranges in thick
ness from 65 to 90 feet. The sand is apparently hydrauli
cally continuous across the site despite the e:~istence of
some clay lenses. Unit C is a relatively thick clay layer
that extends vertically from approximately 90 feet to ap
proximately 600 feet below the ground surface. It is an
effective barrier separating Unit B sand from ,the lower
aquifers. Figure 3 shows a north-south cross-section that
passes through the landfill area. It should ble noted that
the Unit C blue clay was only observed in two borings for
process wells (DW-1 and DW-3) at elevations of -54 and -70,
as well as in soil test borings drilled in 1967.

HYDROGEOLOGY

The unit B sand comprises an aquifer that is known in the
Mobile River Valley as the Alluvium AqUifer. The upper
portion of this aquifer is a fine clayey sand that grades
downward into coarse sand and gravel interbedded with clay
lenses. The capacities of wells completed in the Alluvium
AqUifer range from 50 to 800 gallons per minutle. A test run
in the aqUifer at the Du Pont site in 1987 indicated a
transmissivity of 250,000 gallons per day per foot. This
corresponds to an average hydraulic conductivi'ty of 484 feet
per day, or 0.17 centimeters per second. The hydraulic
conductivity in the Unit B sand is thought to increase with
depth, because the materials have been observed to be coar
ser in the deeper portions of the unit. Howev1er, no tests
have been done specifically to quantify ,this observation.

In its natural state, the Unit B Alluvium AqUifer at the
site was confined by the Unit A clay, and the direction of
ground-water flow was eastward toward the Mobile River.
This has been altered by heavy industrial water-supply pump
ing (8,000 gpm) at the neighboring Courtauld's North-Ameri
can property to the north. The ground-water llevels near
this withdrawal have dropped 20 to 40 feet such that the
Unit B aqUifer at the Du Pont site is now unconfined and the
flow is toward the north. The water levels at the Du Pont
site are currently 40 to 50 feet below the ground surface.
Because of this local change in the flow regimle, the Mobile
River is now a recharge source to the aqUifer (see Fig-
ure 4). An average hydraulic gradient calculated from
monitoring wells on the Du Pont site in Decembler 1986 was
0.007 feet per foot toward the north. This, cl::>mbined with
the estimated hydraulic conductivity of 484 felet per day and
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an assumed effective porosity of O.2~ yields an interstitial
ground-water velocity of 17 feet per day.

The hydraulic conductivity of the Unit A clay was measured
by a constant head permeameter and found to range from
10-6 cm! s to 10-8 cm! s. Assuming a median value of 10-7 cm! s
and an effective porosity'of 0.45, the estimated vertical
interstitial velocity in the clays is about 0.15 feet per
year.

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES

The ground-water contamination found at the site is thought
to be primarily due to leaching of contaminants from the
landfill. The principal contaminants found in the landfill
waste pits during the closure operations in 1980 included:

1. Pentachloroacetophenone (PCAP)

2. Trichlorobenzene (TCB)

3. Trichloroethylene (TeE)

4. Trimethylphosphate (TMPO)

5. Dichloroacetic acid (DCAA)

6. RABON® -2-chloro-1(2,4,5-trichlorophenyl)viriyl dimethyl
phosphate

7. VAPONA* -2,2-dichlorovinyl dimethyl phosphate

8. DIBROM* -1,2 dibromo-22, -dichlorodimethyl phosphate /

9. Hexane

10. Carbon tetrachloride (CBT)

11. Chloroform (CRF)

During closure of the landfill in 1980, soil samples were
taken from 47 borings ranging in depth from 2 to 20 feet.
The samples were analyzed using the standard RCRA leaching
test and compared to the action levels that had been estab
lished for the site. Table 1 shows the maximum leaching
test concentrations found from these samples and the cor
responding action levels for each compound.
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Source: Du Pont, 1988. Table 5-9.

No explanation is given in the Facility Assessment Report of
the rationale behind the action levels listed in Table 1.
The development of the action level values is listed as one
of the initial tasks in the 1980 closure program.

3.0
42.0

280.0
47.0

156.0

24.0
45.0
1.0

RCRA
Soil Leachate
Action Level

12.6
5.8
0.07

<4.0
<200.0

<0.5
<1.0
0.3

28.0
6.9

Maximum Soil
Leachate

Concentration

Table 1
MAXIMUM CONTAMINANT LEVELS IN LEACHATE FROM
SOIL SAMPLES TAKEN pURING LANDFILL CLOSURE,

WITH CORRESPONDING ACTION LEVELS
(Concentrations in mg/l)

Compound

PCAP
TCB
TCE
TMPE
DCAA
VAPONA*
DIBRON*
CRF
CBT
Hexane

It can be seen from Table 1 that the maximum s1:andard leach
ing concentration for PCAP (12.6 mg/l) was higher than the
accepted action level. A review of the comple1:e list of
soil leaching data reveals that this high concEmtration was
limited to a single sample taken from a depth of 15 to
16 feet below the waste pits. The other samplE~s showed PCAP
leaching concentrations that were well below the action
level of 3.0 mg/l.

The partition coefficients for adsorption of these organic
constituents to the soils of the Unit A clay and the Unit B
sands can be predicted on the basis of the organic content
of the soils. Measurements of organic carbon content were
not made at the Du Pont Mobile site. However, the Facility
Investigation report states that the soils unde:rlying the
site are not high in organic carbon, so adsorption is not
expected to have a pronounced effect on contaminant
migration in the ground water. This may be tru.e for the
Unit B sands; however, it is likely that the less mobile
constituents, such as TCB, CBT, and, to a lesser extent,



TCE, do sorb to the materials in the overlying Unit A clay.
These sorbed contaminants would represent a potential source
of continued leaching to the underlying aquifer that could
persist for many years.

The ground-water monitoring program was initiated at the
site in 1983, and additional wells were added to the system
in 1984 and 1985. Table 2 lists the maximum concentrations
of the various contaminants that have been found in ground
water samples from these wells. From this table, CBT, CRF,
TCE, and TCB are notable as contaminants with the highest
ground-water concentrations. Of these, CBT, CRF, and TCE
were used, to a limited extent, as i.ndicator compounds. TCB
was not used as an indicator of cont:amip.ant migration
because it has relatively low mobilj.ty. Table 2 also lists
the soil-water partition coefficients, Koc ' and the health
based regulatory standards for the grou~d-water contaminants
found. High values of ~ indicate low aqueous mobility.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of total organic halide
(TaX) concentrations in July 1984. The landfill, the
6-acre-foot pond, and the area near wel.l 24 all appear to be
source areas or areas of high contaminant concentrations.
The northern extent of contamination was not defined by the
monitoring well system in July 1989.

No multi-level, or nested, wells have been installed to
determine the vertical distribution of contaminants in the
Alluvium Aquifer. However, the two production wells, DW-1 .
and DW-2, are screened near the bottom of the aquifer, while
the monitoring wells are typically screened near the water
table. The only priority pollutant that has been detected
in the production wells is acrolein, which was found in one
sample taken from Well DW-2 in 1984 at a concentration of
144 ppb. This has been taken as an ind:ication that the
contaminants are limited to the uppE~r portion of the Allu
vium Aquifer. However, reference to Fi'gure 5 shows that
DW-1 and DW-2 are outside the 100 ppb TaX contour even in
the upper portion of the Alluvium Aquifer so the absence of
contamination in the lower portion of the aquifer is not
anomalous.

REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

Objectives of Remediation

The objective of the ground-water rE~mediation program at
this site is to prevent offsite migration of the contami
nated ground water. Removal of cont:aminants from the
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aquifer is acknowledged as a secondary benefit of the
remedial efforts. However, because the contaminated soils
beneath the former landfill remain a continuing source of
ground-water contamination, no projections of the time
required for aquifer restoration have been made.

System Configuration

The ground-water extraction system consists of ,a line of
four barrier wells, Wells E-1 through E-4, along the north
ern boundary of the Du Pont property (see Figure 6). These
locations were probably chosen to prevent offsi't:e migration
to the north. Two wells (E-1 and E-2) were ini'l:ially con
structed in May 1985. They were drilled to a depth of
75 feet and screened with 20 feet of 12-inch-diameter pvc
well screen. The screens were set in the upper part of the
Alluvium Aquifer where the aquifer materials are relatively
fine and less permeable than in the lower part. An explana
tion for this choice of the screened interval is not pro
vided, but it was probably done in an attempt to minimize
the extraction of clean ground water from the lower portion
of the aquifer.

The first two extraction wells became operational on
December 10, 1985. The pumping rate selected for these two
wells was initially 62.5 gallons per minute (gpm) each.
This selection was made by using the Thiem-Dupuit equation
for steady flow in an unconfined aquifer to predict the
radius of influence, and thereby the hydraulic capture
radius, of the wells. The actual hydraulic effectiveness of
the wells in capturing the contaminant plume was observed by
measuring the drawdown in neighboring monitoring wells. As
a result of this hydraulic monitoring, a third well (E3) was
added to the system in 1986 to increase the capture
effectiveness of the system. Also in 1986, the casing of
Well E-2 experienced structural failure, and a replacement
well (E-4) was installed.

The extracted ground water is treated in the plant's indus
trial biotreater and then discharged to the Mobile River
under the existing NPDES permit for the plant.

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

The effectiveness of the ground-water recovery program is
assessed in three ways: (1) isopleth map and trend analy
sis, (2) hydraulic analysis of plume capture, and (3) per
cent recovery of TOX in the ground-water plume.

The analysis of ground-water contaminant isopleths is con
ducted under the assumption that the contaminant plume has
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reached a quasi-steady state in which continued leaching
from the former landfill area replaces the contaminants
extracted by the recovery system. ]'igures 6 and 7 show the
distribution of TOX concentrations i.n June 1986 and June
1988, respectively. These two figures can be compared to
Figure 5 to show the cleanup progress over time. In the
4-year period between July 1984 and June 1988, the
contaminant plume has been reduced both in area and in
maximum concentration.

The concentrations in the central part of the plume, how
ever, have not shown a consistent decre,ase with time.
Figure 8 shows the variation of TOX concentration with time
in wells 24 and 32--two monitoring wells located in the
central part of the plume between the fprmer landfill and
the extraction wells. Well 24, whic~h is located slightly
off the centerline of the plume and fairly close to the
extraction wells, shows a strong TOX concentration peak
after more than a year of remediation but an overall decline
from July 1984 to June 1988. By contrast, the TOX
concentration in well 32 began to increase at approximately
the same time as the concentration in well 24 but continued
to show an increasing trend until a1: least mid-1988.

Figure 9 shows the variations of TOX concentrations with
time in the extraction wells. In general, the TOX concen
trations are highly variable and do not show a long-term
declining trend. Concentrations rose markedly in the
wells E-1 and E-2 shortly after the commencement of
extraction. However, after 400 days they had fallen off
again to approximately the pre-extraction levels. The TOX
concentrations in wells E-3 and E-4 showed a highly variable
increasing trend over the period of pumping. This is not
typical behavior for an"extraction system that is succes~
fully capturing a contaminant plume. Normally, the extrac
tion well concentrations falloff dramatically after the
system has established hydraulic control of the plume
because clean water from outside thla contaminated area is
drawn into the wells.

These data suggest a continuing source of contamination. A
long-term decrease in concentrations is expected, as the
contaminants in the source are eJ~hausted by continuous
leaching. However, the rate of decrease has not been pro
jected, and it is not thought that ,any definite rate can be
determined from the monitoring results 'to date. Instead,
the available record of monitoring-well concentrations has
been averaged over time to generate a long-term plume con
figuration, as shown in Figure 10. Comparison of the con
figuration of the time-averaged plume in Figure 10 to the
time-averaged water levels shown in Figure 11 suggests that
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the current extraction system generally does induce the flow
regime necessary to contain the contaminants.

An attempt has been made to compare the rate of contaminant
removal from the extraction wells to the rate of contaminant
mass flux through the plume, and thereby to est'imate the
percent recovery of the system. The results of this compar
ison contradict the conclusion that the extraction system
captures the TOX plume, however. The long-term average rate
of contaminant removal by the wells was estimated to be
490 grams per day. The mass flux rate through the plume was
estimated by numerically integrating the product of TOX con
centration and ground-water discharge velocity along the
line A-AI shown on Figure 10. This resulted in. a long-term
estimate of 998 grams per day passing through the plume.
The removal efficiency was then estimated as the quotient of
these two figures, or 49 percent.

No explanation has been given for the fate of the rema~n~ng
51 percent of the contaminants that are not removed by the
system. Evidently, either the contamination escapes the
site by passing between, around, or under the extraction
wells or the calculations of mass flux are inaccurate.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

The ground-water extraction system at the Du Pont Mobile
site is intended to provide hydraulic containment of the
plume of contaminated ground water. Aquifer restoration is
not a primary objective.

Four years of extraction has significantly reduced the area
of the contaminant plume as measured by the sys'tem of onsite
monitoring wells. The maximum concentrations in the contam
inant plume have also been reduced. However, the concentra
tion of the extraction system influent has not decreased
over time, suggesting that a continuing source of contamina
tion is present at the site.

Comparison of time-averaged distributions of TOX concentra
tions and water levels suggests that the extraction system
is capturing the contaminant plume. However, mass flux
calculations suggest that only half of the TOX mass flowing
past the extraction system is captured. However, these mass
flux calculations are based on the assumption that porosity,
saturated thickness, and ground-water flow velocity are
rarely uniform and that the measured concentrations are
characteristic of the entire saturated thickness. These
assumptions may lead to an overestimate of mass flux. None
theless, it is possible that some contamination is escaping
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the extraction system at depth or to the north of the
extraction wells, where the limit of the contaminant plume
has not been characterized.
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CASE STUDY 5

:Emerson Electric Company
, Altamonte Springs, Florida



CASE STUDY FOR THE EMERSON ELECTRIC COMP~.NY SITE

I

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

This case study summarizes the remediation efforts at the
Emerson Electric Company site in Altamonte Spri.ngs, Florida.
The site is in Seminole County in central Flori.da near the
city of Orlando. The Electronic and Space Divi.sion of Emer
son Electric operated an electrical component manufacturing
and assembly plant at this site from January 25, 1979 9 to
the mid-1980s. The site is bordered on the south by a
swampy area and on the north and west by a light industrial
park (see Figure 1). Some construction debris was buried
south of the site prior to 1979. From January 1980 to
November 1981, wastewater from metal filming operations was
discharged to a septic tank and tile drain on the southeast
side of the main bUilding. Contained in this discharge were
chlorinated and non-chlorinated solvents, xylene, ketones,
and other contaminants.

In response to ground-water contamination discovered during
the site investigation, a remediation system consisting of
five extraction wells was operated from Decembe,r 1984 to
June 1987. The concentrations of the contamina.nts in
composite samples taken from the extraction system declined
to below goal concentrations during this period. As a
result, remediation of this site was considered complete and
the site was removed from the State Action Site list. The
Emerson Electric site has been administered by the Florida
Department of Environmental Regulation (FDER).

SITE HISTORY

A possible contamination problem at Emerson Electric was
first discovered during an October 20, 1981, site inspection
by representatives of the FDER. The inspectors found that
wastewater from metal filming operations was being
discharged to a septic tank without pre-treatment. On
October 21, 1981, the FDER directed Emerson Electric to
develop treatment and disposal systems and to study ground
water conditions at the site. Emerson Electric stopped the
wastewater discharge on November 17, 1981.

In March 1982, Environmental Science and Engineering (ESE),
the consultant hired by Emerson Electric, condu.cted an elec
trical conductivity survey to detect possible zones of con
tamination. Despite interference from buried metal debris,
an area of high conductivity indicative of contamination was
detected southwest of the main building (see Figure 2). In
August 1982, two deep (100 feet) and four shall?w (50 feet)
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monitoring wells were installed to define the contamination
(see Figure 3). Ground'water from these wells was sampled
and analyzed weekly for 4 weeks following well installation.
The two wells north of the plant were grouted and abandoned
between mid-September and mid-November 1982.

In mid-September 1982, 30 soil samples were collected south
of the plant to detect possible chromium contamination
caused by buried paint filters. Thla paint filters were
encountered during drilling and subsequent analyses using EP
toxicity procedures showed that the so~l was contaminated
with up to 2,480 micrograms per litlar of dissolved chromium.

On November 2, 1982, the buried paint filters containing
leachable chromium were excavated by ESE. In May 1983,
sludge from the septic tank was also removed.

On February 1, 1984, ESE presented a remedial action plan
for the site to the FDER. This plan was based on the field
investigations conducted by ESE and analyses of the six
monitoring wells. The plan included installation of four
extraction wells in the zone of maximum contamination near
well ES4 and extraction of ground water at a combined rate
of approximately 30 gallons per minute (gpm). The plan
called for the extracted ground wat,er to be discharged
directly to the community sanitary sewer system and then to
be treated by the Altamonte Springs wastewater treatment
plant.

It was projected by ESE that contamination would be reduced
to below health-based levels in less than 9 months (ESE,
1984a). A consent order issued by the'State of Florida on
October 21, 1984, required Emerson Electric to deliver the
completed remediation system to the FDER and to pay the FDER
and the Altamonte Springs treatment plant the costs associ
ated with operating and maintaining the system for 9 months
(ESE, 1984a). After complying with the consent order, Emer
son Electric was to be released of legal responsibility for
the contamination. Emerson Electric delivered the completed
system to the FDER on December 14, 1984, and made the
required payments, releasing it of fur~her responsibility~

The system began operating in December'1984.

The system was operated by the FDER from December 1984 until
the system was shut off in June 1987. Based on the contami
nant concentrations found in ground-wa~er samples taken in
September 1987 and May 1988, the site was deleted from the
State Action Site list in January 1989'at the recommendation
of the FDER.
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GEOLOGY

The Emerson Electric site is in an area characterized by
sand hills and many lakes. This site was once a swampy area
but was filled in with 2 to 10 feet of sandy fill material
and construction debris prior to the arrival of Emerson
Electric in 1979 (see Figure 4). Underlying thi.s fill are
20 to 50 feet of unconsolidated sand. It is this sand layer
that is contaminated. Underlying the sand, is the Hawthorne
Formation, a layer of interbedded clay and sandy phosphatic
limestone with a thickness of 20 to 60 feet. The top of the
Hawthorne Formation is 20 to 60 feet below land surface.
Underlying the Hawthorne Formation is the Ocala Limestone,
which is the upper unit of the Floridan aquifer, an impor
tant water producer in this area. The Ocala Limestone is
cavernous regionally but appears to be solid at the two
deep-well locations at this site.

HYDROGEOLOGY

The shallow sand layer is an unconfined water taLble aquifer.
The depth to water in this shallow aquifer was 0.56 to
2.98 feet below land surface at the four ~onitoring-well

locations in August and September 1982. Figure 5 shows the
potentiometric surface of the shallow aquifer as measured on
September 2, 1982, from the four fully-screened, shallow,
monitoring wells. The flow in the shallow aquifer is to the
southwest. The hydraulic conductivity of the shallow
aquifer as estimated using slug tests conducted in August
1982, is 2.35 x 10-5 ft/sec. The horizontal grou.nd-water
flow velocity in August 1982 was estimated by ESE to be
5.15 ft/year (ESE, 1982b). However, the horizontal ground
water velocity appears to the authors of this ca,se study to
be approximately 25 ft/year based on the above conductivity,
an assumed porosity of 30 percent, and a horizontal gradient
of 0.01 ft/ft taken from the potentiometric surface map.

The deep Floridan aquifer is typically confined by the Haw
thorne Formation in this region. However, according to the
USGS, this site is within an area where the Floridan aquifer
receives over 10 inches of recharge per year. F'igure 6
shows the potentiometric surface of the Floridan aquifer on
September 2, 1982. The water level in the aquifer was from
31.0 to 35.4 feet below land surface in August and September
1982. Flow in the Floridan aquifer was to the south
southwest during this period. No vertical flow rates were
reported but comparison of the two potentiometri,c surface
maps shows that there is a head difference of approximately
30 feet across the 40- to 50-foot thickne~s of the confining
layer. ESE concluded that flow in the surficial aquifer is
predominantly downward rather than horizontal (ESE, 1982a),
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but comparison of horizontal and vertic,al flow rates
supports the opposite conclusion.

The horizontal hydraulic conductivit:y of the Floridan
aquifer, as measured by August 1982 slug tests, was 3.25 x
10~ ft/sec. This conductivity value seems very low compared
to regional values for the Upper FI()ridan, possibly because
the upper 20 feet of the Floridan c()nsists of solid
limestone and some clay and because sl~g tests provide very
localized measurements. The veloci1:y of ground-water
movement in the Floridan aquifer in August 1982 was
estimated by ESE to be 0.4 ft/year (ESE, 1982b). However,
the ground-water velocity appears to the authors of this
case study to be approximately 3.4 :Et /year based on the
above conductivity, an assumed porosity of 30 percent, and a
horizontal gradient of 0.01 ft/ft, as shown in Figure 6.
The vertical hydraulic conductivity of ,the Hawthorne
Formation ranged from 2.0 X 10-8 em/ sec 'to 7.1 x 10-6 em/ sec
based on falling head permeameter tt~sts of cores taken from
wells ED1 and ED2. '

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES

Two potential sources of contamination at the site are
buried construction debris and the wastewater discharged
through the plant's septic system. The construction debris
was buried in unknown locations south of the plant prior to
1979. The wastewater was discharged to drain fields in the
southeast part of the plant. The estimated volume of
wastewater released to the septic system from January 25,
1980, to November 17, 1981, was 34,650 gallons (ESE, 1983).

The main contaminants of concern at the Emerson Electric
site are acetone, methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), methyl isobutyl
ketone (MIBK), toluene, 1,1-dichloroethylene (DCE),
1,1-dichloroethane (DCA), 1,1,1-trichloroethylene (TCE),
1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCA), benzene, and chromium. The
concentrations of contaminants observed in early September
1982 in the four shallow monitoring wells are shown in
Figure 7. The highest concentrations 6f contaminants were
observed in well ES4 rather than in ES1, the well adjacent
to the drain fields. '

The consultants hired by Emerson Electric concluded that
Emerson Electric could not have been the cause of the
contamination found in the area of well ES4. The consultant
came to this conclusion because of the lower concentrations
of contaminants in well ES1 and because the contaminants
could not have migrated in the sand aquifer from the drain
field to well ES4 in 2-1/2 years (J'anuary 1980 to August
1982) at the estimated ground-water velocity of
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5.15 ft/year. Even at the higher flow velocity of
25 ft/year estimated by the authors of this case study,
contaminant migration between these two points is not likely
in only 2-1/2 years. Well ES4 is directly downgradient from
the drain field judging from gradients shown in Figure 5,
however. ESE reported that the contamination was probably
the result of a single release of approximately 500 gallons
of mixed solvents between 1975 and 1978, before Emerson
Electric began operations at the site. The buried debris at
the site may also have contributed to contamination. The
true source of the observed contamination is uncertain.

The contamination in the Floridan aquifer is at much lower
concentrations than the contamination in the surficial aqui
fer. Figure 8 shows the analyses of samples taken from the
two deep wells in early September 1982. Wells ED1 and ED2
appear to be contaminated with chromium ~nd tol~ene at low
concentrations. Well ED1 also had low concentrations of DCA
but all other contaminants were below d~tection limits.
There are no public or private drinking~waterwells within
2,000 feet of the site.

The spatial distribution of contamination at the Emerson
Electric site has not been well characterized. The six
monitoring wells installed in August 1982 are the only
measurement points that have been used to assess the extent
and degree of contamination. Because all six wells
exhibited some degree of contamination in September 1982,
the contaminant plume must have extended outward from the
area delineated by the six wells and, therefore, its lateral
extent was unknown.

REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

The objective of the remediation was to reduce ~the

concentration of contaminants at the site to below regulated
levels. Progress towards this objective was judged solely
on the basis of ground water removed by the extraction
system near well ES4. The extraction system consisted of
well ES4 and four new wells, each pumped at 6 gpm for a
total system pumping rate of 30 gpm (see Figure 9). Each
well was installed in the surficial aquifer to cipproximately
50 feet and was screened over the bottom .40 fee1~. Water
extracted by the system was pumped· directly into the
municipal sanitary sewer network. This water was eventually
treated by the Altamonte Springs water treatmen1: plant using
normal municipal wastewater treatment methods.
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The location of the four additional wells was chosen based
on computer modeling of the hydraulic influence of various
options. The configuration with the shortest average travel
time to the well network from a set of 18 test points was
chosen. Figure 10 shows the water levels simulated by
modeling the actual extraction well network at an extraction
rate of 6 gpm per well. ESE estimated that all contaminant
concentrations except those for toluene and ethyl benzene
would be reduced to below detection level by extracting
eight to nine pore volumes of contaminated ground water.
Toluene and ethyl benzene were projected to be reduced to
less than 10 percent of the federal regulated standard after
nine pore volumes were extracted (ESE, 1984a). At 30 gpm,
this volume could be removed in approximately 7 months (ESE,
1984b). This time estimate was the basis for the operation
and maintenance paYment by Emerson Electric to the FDER and
the Altamonte Springs wastewater treatm~nt plant.

The extraction system was monitored by taking composite sam
ples of the water extracted by the five extraction wells
from January 1985 to September 1987. In addition, three of
the five wells were sampled individually in May 1988. All
contaminants in the three wells were found to be below
detection limits. The results of the analyses and the
standards chosen for the site are shown'in Table 1.
Concentration data for monitoring wells'ES1, ES3, and ED1
were not reported.

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

Little information is available to assess the performance of
the remediation system. The effect of remedial pumping on
the water levels near the extraction system was not
reported. The modeling results shown in Figure 9 are a
steady state simulation of the effect of pumping but no
actual field measurments of water-level results are
available.

Figure 11 is a time series plot of the concentration of the
volatile organic compounds TCA, DCA, and DCE. The plot
shows steady decreases in concentrations of TCA and DCA,
although both compounds were below their respective
standards of 200 parts per billion (ppb) and 810 ppb for the
duration of remediation. The concentration of DCE also
declined but consistently exceeded the standard of 7 ppb
during the first 1-1/2 years of operation.

Figure 12 is a time series plot of xylenes, methyl ethyl ke
tone (MEK) , and methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK). The concen
tration of xylenes increased sharply after the startup of
remediation but then declined sharply from March to April
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1985 and declined steadily from April 1985 to June 1987.
The concentration of xylenes exceeded the proposed maximum
contaminant level (MCLG) of 440 ppb once during the sampling
period. The concentration of MEK was above the established
standard of 172 ppb for all but two of the sampling events
during the first year of operation, but declined to below
10 ppb by May 1988. The concentration of MIBK was variable
during most of the period of remediation but declined to
below detection by October 1986. No goal concentration was
established for MIBK. No estimate of th~ mass of contami
nants removed by the extraction system was reported. How
ever, calculations based on a time.;.averaged pumping rate of
31 gpm show that approximately 4.0 kg of TCA, 3.8 kg of DCE,
and 32 kg of MEK were removed before these contaminants were
reduced to below detection limits by the remediation system.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

The surficial sand aquifer in an area adjacent to the
Emerson Electric plant was contaminated with volatile
organic solvents, ketones, and xylene. The lower Floridan
aquifer also appears to be contaminated, although
contaminant concentrations are low. The source of the
contamination is open to question but Emerson Electric is
known to have discharged wastewater containing many of these
contaminants from January 1980 to November 1981. The
ground-water contamination was first measured directly in
August 1982.

A remediation system consisting of five extraction wells was
operated from December 1984 to June 1987. ESE, the consul
tant hired by Emerson Electric, proj ected that ,this system
would clean up the aquifer to below detection limits for
almost all contaminants within 9 months. The actual time
required to reduce the contaminant conce~trations to the
proj ected levels ranged from 11 months for tolurene to
33 months for DCE and DCA. Most contaminants were reduced
to below detection limits after 20 to 22 months of
remediation. Remediation may have taken longer than
projected because of unanticipated retardation effects and
because the mass inventory and persistence of the source
were underestimated. Because the composite concentration of
contaminants extracted by the system declined over the
period of remediation to below established standards for all
contaminants and two rounds of post-termination monitoring
showed no exceedance of the standards, the FDER removed the
site from the State Action Site list in January 1989.
However, it is difficult to judge the completenless of
aqUifer restoration because performance monitoring has been
limited to samples taken from the extraction wells.
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CASE STUDY FOR FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOlt SITE

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

This case study summarizes the remediation of ground-water
contamination at the Fairchild Semicond~ctor Corporation
Plant (Fairchild) in San Jose, California (Fig'ure 1).
Manufacturing operations were conducted at the Fairchild
facility which required the use, handling, repackaging, and
storage of industrial solvents including xylenes, acetone,
1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCA), isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and
1,1,Z-trichloro-1,Z,Z-tri£luoroethane (Freon-113).

Fairchild ceased manufacturing activities at this facility
in October 1983. The site is currently owned by
Schlumberger Technology Corporation (Schlumberger) which is
the former parent corporation of Fairchild. Schlumberger
has entered into a contract to sell the property to the Koll
Company which has plans to develop the property as a
shopping center. The objectives of the remediations were
aquifer restoration and plume containment.

SITE HISTORY

On November 25, 1981, Fairchild discovered chemical residues
in the ground water at the plant. On December 4, 1981,
Fairchild determined that an underground waste solvent
storage tank had leaked causing the release of organic
solvents to the soil and ground water. In response to this
discovery, the tank was taken out of service and Fairchild
expanded its investigation to determine the ex'tent and
degree of contamination in the soil and ground water.

On January 16, 1982, Fairchild began pumping ground water
from a water supply well to aid in the offsite hydraulic
control of the contaminated ground water. An onsite ground
water recovery program was also initiated in 1982. Since
the beginning of the investigation, Fairchild has installed
124 wells in the site area. Of these, 40 were recovery
wells. A slurry wall was constructed in 1986 around the
periphery of the Fairchild property to the bottom of the
second uppermost aquifer to facilitate the remediation (see
Figure 2). All of these activities are considl~red interim
responses (IRMs) to the problem. A Remedial Action Plan
(RAP) for the final remedial program was prepared in October
1988.
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GEOLOGY

The Fairchild facility is located wi'thin a hydrologic area
designated as the South Bay Drainage Unit by the California
Department of Water Resources. This unit consists of a
broad, alluvial valley sloping northward into the nearby San
Francisco Bay.

The Fairchild site is in the southern Santa Clara Valley in
a subarea of the South Bay Drainage Unit known as the Santa
Teresa Plain. The Santa Clara Valley was created by
tectonic activity and remains tectonically active. The
valley floor is underlain by Quaternary alluvium consisting
of unconsolidated clays, silts, sands, and gravels. The
alluvium is approximately 400 feet thick near the center of
the basin and 330 to 360 feet in the study area.

The Santa Teresa Plain is bounded by bedrock outcrops in the
surrounding highlands. This bedrock also underlies the
Quaternary alluvium at depth within the valley. The bedrock
is relatively impermeable compared to the Quaternary
alluvium and no significant bedrock aquifers are known to
exist within the study area.

HYDROGEOLOGY

Sand and gravel layers interbedded with silt and silty clay
layer~ combine to form four distinct aquifer systems in the
alluvial formation. These are referred to as the A, B, C,
and D aquifers, in order of increasing depth. The aquifers
are separated by silt and silty clay aquitards which range
from several feet to approximately 60 feet thick. At some
locations in the study area, the aquifers merge or are
absent (see Figure 3).

The A aquifer consists of alluvial sands and gravels. It
ranges from 15 to 40 feet thick, and is first encountered at
depths of 10 to 20 feet below the ground surface. The A
aquifer is not continuous offsite and is currently generally
dry onsite because of the ongoing remediation. In several
locations across the study area, there is no evidence of the
existence of the A aquifer. The aquitard between the A and
B aquifers is from 5 to 30 feet thick and consists of clay,
silty clay, and clayey silt with occasional interbedded sand
lenses. This aquitard generally separates the shallow
A aquifer from the B aquifer, however, the A and B aquifers
are naturally interconnected onsite in the vicinity of the
former leaking waste solvent tank.
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The B aquifer consists of dense to very dense sands and
gravels which are generally located between thE~ depths of
60 and 120 feet below ground surface. The aquitard between
the Band C aquifers is up to 60 feet thick and is contin
uous across the site. In general, it effectivE~ly separates
the two aquifers.

The C aquifer also consists of dense to very demse sands and
gravels. It is areally extensive and is generally found
between 150 to 190 feet below ground surface. The Band
C aquifers are a primary source of ground water for
agricultural and domestic purposes in this area.

The D aquifer is discontinuous, is not areally extensive,
and is not a major source of ground water in the site area.
The D aquifer also consists of very dense sands and gr.avels,
but generally contains a higher percentage of fine-grained
material than do the other aquifers. The D aquifer is
locat~d between 220 and 270 feet below ground surface.

Seasonal variations in ground-water levels are typical in
the site area, with the low water levels usually occur.ring
between August and December. Water level data obtained in
April 1982 indicate that ground-water flow in t:he B aquifer
was in a northwest direction at a gradient of approximately
0.0016 ft/ft onsite and 0.0020 ft/ft offsite. The B aquifer
was confined in early 1982 at the beginning of the remedia
tion program. Downward gradients between the Band C
aquifers ranged from 0.063 ft/ft to 0.16 ft/ft in 1982.

The ground-water flow in the C aquifer was in a. west to
northwest direction in April 1982 with a gradie,nt of
approximately 0.0006 ft/ft. The C and D aquifers were also
confined in early 1982. The net vertical gradient between
the D and C aquifers was approximately zero in early 1982
indicating little or no vertical flow. Vertical gradients
through the C-D aquitard were upward from the D aquifer to
the C aquifer in 1987.

The transmissivities of the B aquifer determined from
aquifer tests ranged from 69,000 gpd/ft to over. 800,000
gpd/ft. The average hydraulic conductivity of the B aquifer
was computed to be 0.33 em/sec. Transmissivities of
approximately 140,000 gpd/ft for the C aquifer, and from
265,000 gpd/ft to 312,000 gpd/ft for the combined C and
D aquifers were also determined from aquifer tests.
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WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES

The initial chemical distribution at the Fairchild facility
was defined as the distribution that existed on October 31,
1982. Seven indicator chemicals were selected to define the
boundaries of the ground-water contamination in order to
formulate interim and final remedial measures. The seven
compounds were TCA, 1,1-dichloroethylene (1,I-DCE), acetone,
IPA, xylenes, Freon-113, and tetrachloroethylene (PCE).The
cleanup levels for the site have been specified by the EPA
as:

200 ppb
620 ppb

3,500 ppb
450 ppb

18,000 ppb
6 ppb.
2 ppb

TCA
Xylenes
Acetone
IPA
Freon-113
1,1-DCE
PCE

The highest concentrations of solvents inonsite ground
water were detected prior to November 1982 in the A aquifer
wells located within 50 feet of the former leaking waste
solvent tank. Maximum concentrations detected were as'high
as 1,900,000 ppb for rCA, 76,000,000 ppb for xylenes,
99,000,000 ppb for acetone, 45,000,000 ppb for IPA,
45,000 ppb for Freon-113, and 53,000 ppb for 1,I-DCE.
Because several of these concentrations ,are higher than the
compounds' solubilities, it can be concluded that the
compounds were present in the non-aqueous phase in
aquifer A. One well drilled offsite to the same depth as
aquifer A in November 1982 was found to be contaminated wrth
0.3 ppb of TCA. No other compounds were detected. Because
the A aquifer is not continuous offsite, it is unlikely that
any hydrologic connection exists betwee~ this offsite
permeable zone and the onsite A aquifer.

The h~ghest concentrations detected in onsite B aquifer
wells were measured in 1982 and were 670,000 ppb for TCA,
6,400 ppb for 1,I-DCE, and 7,200 for Freon-113. Prior to
October 1982, offsite B aquifer wells contained concentra
tions of TCA ranging from below detection limits to greater
than 1,000 ppb. The highest initial 1,1-DCE concentrations
offsite ranged from 47 to 83 ppb. Freon-113 was detected in
offsite B aquifer wells at concentrations up to 15 ppb prior
to October 1982. Aquifer B concentration contours of TCA,
and 1,1-DCE based on the 1982 data are shown by the dashed
lines in Figure 4 and 5, respectively.
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TCA was the only contaminant detected in .onsitE~ wells
screened in the C aquifer. The concentrations of TCA in
onsite wells were below 7 ppb. No TCA has been detected in
the onsite C aquifer since October 1982. Prior to October
1982, offsite TCA .concentrations in aquifer C exceeded
1,000 ppb locally. The maximum concentrations of 1,1-DCE
and Freon-113 in offsite wells were 3 ppb and jr.1 ppb,
respectively. A contour map of C aquifer TCA (~oncentration

is shown in Figure 6.

There were no wells completed in the D aquifer onsite. Two
wells were completed in the D aquifer offsite. As a result
of cross contamination of the well during drilling, instal
lation, and development, IPA and acetone were detected in
these wells. The concentrations were reduced to below
detection by February 1983. TCA has been detected
intermittently with concentrations generally below 1 ppb.

REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

Following the detection of contamination in thE~ ground water
beneath the facility, Fairchild implemented a series of
interim remedial measures (IRMs). The onsite IRMs included
soil removal, ground-water extraction and treat:ment, a
flushing program in the A aquifer, a potential conduit well
inves~igation and well sealing program, installation of a
slurry cutoff wall, and an in-situ soil aeration pilot
study. Offsite IRMs included ground-water extraction and
treatment, and a potential conduit well investigation and
sealing program. In October 1988, Fairchild completed the
Remedial Action Plan for the final remedy at the site •

Objectives of Remediation

The overall objectives of both the ongoing IRMs and the
final remedial actions are to protect the environment and
public health. The specific objectives of the IRMs were to:

o Reduce the volume of chemical residuE~s in onsite
soil

o Prevent additional migration of chemical residues
from the source area

o Prevent further migration of contaminated ground
water
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o Reduce the extent of contamination in the ground
water

System Configuration

During the interim remedial program, Fairchild installed a
total of 124 ground-water observation and recovery wells at
the site as shown in Figure 2. The letter "A" through "D"
following the well number indicates the:aquifer in which the
well was completed. The letter "M" identifies existing
wells screened in multiple aquifers.

There are 40 recovery wells in the system but 4 of these
were never activated because hydraulic control was achieved
and maintained without pumping these wells. Eight recovery
wells were completed in the A aquifer and 14 wells each were
completed in the Band C aquifers. In addition, one well
was completed in both the A and B aquifers and three
existing water s~pplywells were completed in multiple
aquifers. Some of the remaining 36 rec9verywells were only
pumped for certain periods of time. As of December 30,
1988, there was one active well operating in the onsite
ground-water extraction program and 5 in the offsite
program. The recovery wells are monitored weekly for
pumping rates and sampled biweekly for chemical analysis.

The ground-water extraction and treatment program was
initiated in January 16, 1982 with the pumping of
approximately 1,260 gpm from well GO-13(M). By November
1982, approximately 5,000 gpm were being extracted. The
pumping rate increased steadily until January 1983 when
approximately 9,200 gpm were being extracted. Since January
1983, the total flow rate has been gradually and steadily
reduced; as of December 1987, the rate was approximately
2,100 gpm. The periods of operation. of some of the
extraction wells are shown in Table 1.

The pumped ground water was treated either by air stripping
or granular activated carbon before being discharged to
Canoas Creek via the City of San Jose storm se~-er system.

Design Decisions

The slurry wall was installed through the entire thickness
of the A and B aquifers to contain the areas of extremely
high concentration of contaminants that initially existed at
the Fairchild plant. This allowed the pumps operating
within the slurry wall to dewater this isolated area by
extracting only the water within the boundaries of the
slurry wall rather than drawing from a larger, less
contaminated, area. This isolation caused onsite ground-
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water gradients to be steeper and contaminant 1with?rawal
rates to be quicker than if the slurry wall had not been
installed.

Table 1
WELLS PUMPED IN GROUND-WATER EXTRACTION PROGRAM

Well Number Location Initial Pumping Date .Final Pumping Date

RW-l(A,B) On-Site 11-04-82 03-15-86
RW-2(B) Off-Site 12-10-82 *RW-3(C) Off-Site 12-10-82 05-02-88
RW-4(C) Off-Site 11-29-82 05-02-83
RW-5(C) Off-Site 11-30-82 06-27-88
RW-7(C) Off-Site 11-18-82 12-01-82
RW-9(C) Off-Site 01-05-83 09-06-88
RW-12 (B) Off-Site 04-14-83 07-22-83
RW-14 (B) Off-Site 11-10-83 10-23-84
RW-16 (A) On-Site 01-24-83 01-13-84
RW-19(B) Off-Site 07-19-83 *RW-20(B) Off-Site 04-12-84 10-26-87
RW-22 (B) Off-Site 02-10-84 *RW-23 (A) On-Site 02-22-84 ***RW-25 (B) Off-Site 06-27-84 *RW-27 (B) Off-Site 10-30-87 *WCC-1 (B) On-Site 04-25-84 09-01-87
WCC-2(B) On-Site 04-30-84 07-30-87
WCC-10(A) On-Site 05-11-84 12-20-84
WCC-12(A) On-Site 10-21-82 12-20-84
WCC-18 (C) Off-Site 05-04-82 10-13-84
WCC-20(B) On-Site 12-83 *WCC-32 (C) On-Site 05-18-82 09-12-84
WCC-41 (0\) On-Site 01-19-82 01-13-84
GO-13(M) Off-Site NA'~'~ 09-29-86
17N1 (C) Off-Site NA 04-22-83
17L4(B) Off-Site NA 10-03-84
17Nll(M) Off-Site NA 07-10-87
18Jl(M) Off-Site NA 07-03-84

* Well remains active in ground-water extraction program as of 12-30-88.
** Private well, not available.

*** Well RW-23(A) was modified for the in-situ soil aera~ion pilot study and currently
pumps intermittently. Well RW-23(A) was most recently active in the ground-water
extraction program in November 1984.

AqUifer testing was conducted to aid in the design and
evaluation of the hydraulic control system and other
remedial actions. Th~se aqUifer test results and other data
were used to select recovery well locations. The recovery
well locations appear to have been chosen to be, dispersed
throughout the initial contaminant plume in a line running
west n?rthwest of the Fairchild plant. Most wells were
installed in the Band C aquifers~ There is also a line of
recovery/observation wells installed parallel to San Ignacio
Avenue between Santa Teresa Boulevard and Via de Oro. This
line of wells may have been installed to prevent further
westward migration of the plume. The pump rates seem to
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have been chosen to create a zone of hydraulic capture large
enough to include the entire plume. As the plume size
decreased, wells were removed from.service as detailed in
Table 1 and the total pumpage decreased' as a result. Three
of the six operating wells'shown in Table 1 are within the
December 1988 10 ppb TCA plume.

Observation wells were installed to evaluate the
effectiveness of the IRMs. Water levels in the observation
wells were measured on a monthly basis, and the observation
wells were sampled and analyzed for contaminants biweekly,
monthly, and quarterly.

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

Implementation of the IRMs at the Fairchild facility appear
to ha~e changed the ground-water flow patterns. Ground-
water pumping operations lowered the water levels in the A,
B, and C aquifers, and created cones or'troughs of depres
sion around the pumping recovery wells. These cones of
depression appear to be creating flow patterns that will
eventually capture most of the contaminant plume. Although
some stagnation areas are evident, the remediation system
seems to be hydraulically successful. A potentiometric
surface map of the B aquife~ based on water level data
collected in December 1987 and December'1988, is shown in
Figure 7. It shows a trough in the potentiometric surface
that plunges to the northwest. Ground-waterflow directions
are locally inward towards the trough in the potentiometric
surface. There is also evidence that pumping has affected
the potentiometric surface in aquifer C west of the
Fairchild facility (seeFigur~ 8).

The A aquifer was dewatered in most onsite areas by early
1984. The slurry cutoff wall, constructed by mid-1986,
removed the potential for Coyote· Creek and the Santa Clara
Valley Water. District percolation ponds to resaturate the
A and B aquifers within the onsite area. The B aquifer
system has changed from a confined condition to an
unconfined condition and water levels have declined 23 to
38 feet below the April 1982 levels. Water levels in the
C aquifer have declined approximately 40 feet below initial
levels, but the aquifer remains confined. Vertical
gradients in December 1988 were upward from the D aquifer to
the C aquifer.
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Direct evidence of a reduction in contaminant (~oncentrations

in all three aquifers is provided by water quality data.
Maps of contaminant contours, time series plots for
individual wells, and a comparison of maximum (~oncentr~tion

at the site in 1982 and 1987 as shown in Table 2, all ~

suggest progress in restoration of the aquifer system.
,

Table 2
MAXIMUM SITE CHEMICAL CONCENTRATIONS IN GROUND WATER

1982 VERSUS 1987 .

1982 Maximum Chemical Concentrations 1987 Maximum Chemical Concentrations
Concentration Well Concentration Well

Chemical (ppb) Number Date (ppb) Number Date

TCA 1,900,000 WCC-41 (A) 06/23/82 100,000 WCC-17(B) 05/13/87
Xylene 76.000.000 WCC-41 (A) 06/21/82 16.000 WCC-17(B) 05113187
Acetone 99,000,000 WCC-41 (A) 06/15/ff2 88.000 WCC-ll(B) 07/08/87
IPA 45,000,000 WCC-41 (A) 06/10/82 5,700 WCC-17(B) 05/13/87
Freon-1l3 46,000 WCC-41 (A) 10/12/82 12.0 WCC-20(B) 01/22/87
1,1-DCE 53,000 WCC-41 (A) 08/02182 14;000 WCC-17(B) 05/13/87
PCE 2,700 WCC-41 (A) 03/10/83* 330 WCC-17(B) 04/27/87

*Ground water was not tested for PCE in 1982.

Because well WCC-41(A) became dewatered and was last sampled
in 1984, a direct comparison of 1982 and 1987 I~oncentrations

in WCC-41(A) is not possible. It should be no'ted, however,
that the inabi:j..ity to take a ground-water samp:ie because of
aquifer dewatering does not indicate that the aquifer has
been restored in the dewatered zone. Some con"tamination has
been retained by the solid phase of the aquifer, and this
residual contamination could recontaminate the ground water
once the aquifer is resaturated. However, the application
of in situ aeration to the A aquifer and the A-B aquitard
has substantially decreased the level of chemical residues
remaining in the dewatered zone.

i
Only three wells in the A aquifer have been sampled since
February 1986 because of aquifer dewatering. 'rwo of the
wells, 82(A) and WCC-4(A) , are immediately outside of the
slurry cutoff wall near the northeast and southwest corners.
TCA was detected in 82(A) well at a concentration of 0.7 ppb
in September 1987, versus 24.0 ppb in October 1984. The
concentration of TCA in well WCC-4(A) was 4.0 ppb in April
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1982. No contaminants were detected when WCC-4(A) was last
sampled in September 1986. The third well, 23(A), located
approximately 100 feet downgradient of the former leaking .
waste solvent tank within the slurry wall contained 54 ppb
TCAand 46 ppb 1,1-DCE in September 1987. These concentra
tions were lower than those found in. the same well four
months earlier.

Because well WCC-41(A) became dewatered ana was last sampled
in 1984, a direct comparison of 1982 and 1987 concentrations
in WCC-41(A) is not possible.

TCA concentrations at the onsite B aqui~er well locations
have decreased from a maximum of 670,000 ppb in 1982 to a
maximum of 220 ppb in 1987, a decrease of about three orders
of magnitude since remediation began. As of December 1987,
TCA concentrations in offsite B aqui.fer wells were less than
100 ppb, compared to over 1,000 ppb before startup. The
contours of the December 1987 and December 1988 concentra
tions for TCA at the·site are shown in Figure 4 along with
1982 contours. These results show a substantial reduction
in the size and concentration of the contaminant plume in
the B aquifer when compared to the 1982 concentration
contours.

Time series plots of TCA concentrations' in aquifer Bare
shown in Figures 9 through 12, in order of decreasing
distance from the Fairchild facility. These individual .~
results show substantial decreases in point concentrations
of TCA that support the general observa~ion of plume
reduction. Well RW-14 (Figure 9) is a 10-inch pumping well
located northwest of the intersection of San Ignacio Ave.
and Santa Teresa Blvd. (see Figure 4). The concentration of
TCA in well RW-14 declined to below detection limits by
early 1985 from an initial concentration of about 9 ppb.
Well RW-2 (Figure 10) is a 16-inch pumping well located
within 100 feet of Via del Oro on the southwest side.
Figure 10 shows that .TCA declined from an initial concentra
tion of over 1,000 ppb in 1982 to a Dec.ember 1988 concentra
tion of about 10 ppb. A decline from over 1000 ppb in 1982
to less than 100 ppb in 1988 is shown in Figure 11 for
observation well 78, located about 600 .feet southeast of
RW-2 along Via del Oro. Well WCC-02 (Figure 12) is a 6-inch
pumping well located west of the plant just inward of the
slurry wall boundary. The time ser1es plot of well WCC-02
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SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

The interim remedial measures implemented at the Fairchild
site are summarized as follows:

1982
The

shows peaks in TCA concentration exceedi,ng 3000 ppb in
and 1985, each followed by a decline to under 300 ppb.
reason for ~he second peak is unclear.

o There are four aqUifers beneath the' Fairchild site
identified as aqUifers A, B, C, and D. AqUifers
A, B, and C were contaminated ~ith organic
solvents before remediation be~an.

I

!

In aquifer C, concentrations of TCA decreased from over
1000 ppb in 1982 to less than 5 ppb in Decembet~ 1987 (see
Figure 6). A time series plot of TCA concentr~ltion in
observation well 8,0 completed in the C aquifer west of the
intersection of Via, del Oro and Great Oaks Blvd. is shown in
Figurn 13. Concentrations of l,l-DCE decreased from about
3 ppb in 1982 to below detection levels by 1988. Freon-113
decreased from 7.1 ppb to below detection levels from 1982
to 1987.

The concentration of 1, I-DCE in onsite B aquifE~r wells
decreased from a maximum of 6,400 ppb to a max:iLmum of
300 ppb from 1982 to 1987. The concentration of 1,I-DCE
declined to less than 10 ppb for all offsite wE~lls by
December 1987 (see Figure 5). Freon-ll3 decreased from
7,200 ppb to 7 ppb in onsite wells and is no longer detected
in offsite B aquifer wells.

Further evidence of the progress of aquifer restoration at
the site is shown in Figure 14, a graph of the change in
contaminant inventory from 1982 to mid-1987. The total mass
of TCA,acetone, IPA, and xylene removed, from the subsurface
as a result of ground-water extraction from January 1982
through May 1987 for all wells in the system was approxi
mately 90,000 pounds. The total mass of,TCA removed and the
total volume of ground water extracted from all wells is
shown in Figure 15. The, initial mass of,contam.inants
present in the aqUifer system was not estimated, so an
assessment, of the percent reduction in contaminant inventory
cannot be made. '



o A slurry wall was constructed in 1986 around the
periphery of the Fairchild property down to the
bottom of the B aquifer to isolate the area of
highest ground-water contamination. This was done
to extract contaminated ground water as
efficiently as possible by preventing the
extraction of clean recharge water originating
from nearby streams. As a result of the high.
withdrawal rate, the A aquifer was dewatered
within the slurry wall area and ground-water
samples could no longer be collected from most
wells. It is important to remember that the
inability to take a sample should. not be equated
with cleanup. Once water levels are allowed to
rise back to their natural levels, any contami
nants that remain sorbed to the solid phase could
recontaminate the ground water. The slurry wall
will probably have to be maintained for many years
to insure the effectiveness of its containment
ability.

o Recovery wells were installed in the A, B, and C
aquifers. The first extraction well began pumping
on January 16, 1982.

o Seven years of operation have substantially
reduced the concentration of contaminants in the
A, B, and C aquifers. Time s~ries plots show that
chemical concentrations in the A, B, and C
aquifers have decreased by as much as three orders
of magnitude. The areal extent of the contaminant
plumes in all aquifers have been reduced
substantially. Almost 90,000 pounds of solvent
(TCA, IPA, acetone, and xylen~) have been removed
from the subsurface.
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CASE STUDY FOR GENERAL MILLS SITE

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

The General Mills site is northeast of dOwntOYnl Minneapolis
on Hennepin Avenue, approximately 1 mile northE~ast of the
Mississippi River (Figure 1). The disposal of solvents from
a General Mills research laboratory in a soil ~lbsorption pit
on the site resulted in the spread of hazardous chemicals,
predominantly volatile organic compounds (VOCs), to ground
water in two underlying aquifers. In accordanc~e with a
Response Order by consent between General Mills and the
Mi~esota Pollution Control Agency (MNPCA), ground-water
extraction was implemented in both' aquifers to prevent
additional contaminant migration and to restore ground-water
quality to acceptable levels. The extraction system has
been in continuous operation since late 1985.

SITE HISTORY

General Mills owned and operated the site between 1930 and
1977 as a food research laboratory. In 1947, General Mills
began conducting chemical research at the facility in
addition to food research. Beginning about 1947 and until
about 1962, laboratory solvents from the research operation
were discharged to a disposal pit in the southeast corner of
the General Mills property. In August 1977, the'property
was sold to Henkel Corporation, but under Minnesota law,
General Mills retained the responsibility for environmental
problems arising from its operations at the site.

In 1981, the MNPCA was notified of conditions at the site~
At that time, General Mills was conducting an i'nvestigation
of the pit. Since then, General Mills, in cons'ultation with
the MNPCA, has continued to investigate soil and water
contamination in the vicinity of the pit.

A Consent Order, specifying installation of a ground-water
extraction and treatment system, was signed in October 1984.
General Mills retained Barr Engineering as consultants for,
the design and operation of the system. In Jarn~ary 1985,
Barr Engineering submitted a plan for the extraction and
treatment system. The system began operating ill the fall of
1985 and has been in operation continuously sinc~e then,
except for brief shutdowns for maintenance and repair.
Yearly progress reports have been submitted to the MNPCA,
with the latest covering the year 1988.
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GEOLOGY

A generalized geologic column for the region is shown in
Figure 2. The subsurface materials at the site comprise 30
to 50 feet of unconsolidated alluvial and glacial deposits,
underlain by a thick sequence of sandstone, shale,
limestone, and dolomite.

A geologic cross-section of the alluvial and glacial
deposits in the site vicinity is shown on Figure 3. (The
location of the,cross-section, A-A', is, shown on Figure 4.)
The soils near the absorption pit consist of 2 to 8 feet of
fill over peat. The fill is mostly silty sand; however,
gravel, silty clay, ash, cinders, concrete, brick, and
organic soils are also present. The peat thickness ranges
from zero to 10 feet. The peat is underlain by 30 to
40 feet of fine-to-medium alluvial sand. Directly below the
site surface and to the south and west,the alluvial sand is
underlain by up to 10 feet of clay till.

The bedrock beneath the site consists of Cambrian and
Ordovician sedimentary rocks of marine origin. In order of
increasing depth, the formations of interest are the Decorah
Shale, the Platteville Limestone, ,the Glenwood Shale, and
the St. Peter Sandstone. The units underlying the St. Peter
Sandstone--the Prairie du Chien Group and the deeper
Cambrian sandstones--are not believed to have been
contaminated by the site.

HYDROGEOLOGY

As shown in Figure 2, the site is underlain by numerous
water-bearing formations. Only the upper four aquifers are
of direct concern to the" General Mills aquifer remediation.
In order of increasing' depth, these aquifers are the shallow
unconsolidated alluvial and glacial deposits, the Carimona
Member of the Plattevile Formation, the Magnolia Member of
the Platteville Formation, and the St. Peter Sandstone.

Ground water in the shallow unconsolidated aquifer, also
called the glacial drift aquifer, is unconfined and flows
southwest toward the Mississippi River. A profile of the
water table parallel to the direction of flow is shown in
Figure 3. Contours of the water table elevation in the

, vicinity of the site in March 1984 are shown in Figure 4.
The hydraulic conductivity of the alluvial sand has been
estimated on the basis of grain-size analysis to be between
2 x 10-3 and 5. x 10-2 centimeters per second (cm/s). An
aquifer test performed at well 109 resulted in a hydraulic
conductivity estimate of 2.4 X 10.3 c:m/ s.
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The glacial drift aquifer is separated from thE~ underlying"
bedrock aquifers by a layer of glacial till and by the
Decorah Shale, where present. These layers selve
hydraulically as aquitards. They impede, but do not
entirely prevent, the downward flow of ground water to the
lower aquifers. The natural piezometric head in the glacial
drift aquifer at the General Mills site is about 10 feet
higher than the head in the underlying Carimona Member,
indicating the potential for downward flow.

The Carimona Member of the Platteville Formation is 3 to
4 feet thick in the vicinity of the site'. It i.s composed of
micrite, an extremely fine-grained limestone. Regionally,
the Carimona Member has been found to be, highly fractured
and weathered. Figure 5 shows the locations of monitoring
wells completed in this stratum and the water levels
measured in them during an aquifer test conduct:ed in
well 108 in January 1984. The results of this aquifer test
were difficult to interpret, and no unambiguous estimate of
its transmissivity has been made. The aquifer test was
apparently used primarily to demonstrate the ability of
well 108 to produce drawdown over a considerable area.

The piezometric surface near the site in the Ca,rimona
aquifer is relatively flat, with a possible tre!nd toward
flow to the southeast. The Carimona Member is separated
from the underlying Magnolia Member of the Plat:teville
Formation by a very thin bentonite layer that retards
downward flow. The piezometric head in the Carimona Member
is generally 4 to 5 feet higher than in the Magnolia Member
in the vicinity of the site, indicating the pot:ential for
downward flow. '

The Magnolia Member of the Pla:tteville Formation is 8 to
9 feet thick near the General· Mills site. Flo"' is toward
the northwest, driven by a horizontal component: of hydraulic
gradient of about 1 foot in 300 feet (0.0033 ft/ft). The
hydraulic conductivity of this layer has not be~en reported.
Below ,the Magnolia Member lie alternating layers of shale,
limestone, and dolomite, which act as aquitard layers. The
total thickness of these three aquitard layers is 22 to
27 feet. The head difference between the Magnolia Member
and the underlying St. Peter Sandstone is approximately
55 feet in the area of the site, with flow in the downward
direction.

The St. Peter Sandstone is 150 to 170 feet thick. Flow in
this aqUifer is to the southwest toward the Mississippi
River, with gradients of approximately 1 foot i.n 135 feet
(0.0074 ft/ft). The St. Peter Sandstone is used to a
limited extent for water supply, although it is considered a
low-yielding aquifer. The maj or water supply a.quifers in
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the area are the Prairie du Chien and Jordan Sandstone
aquifers.

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOU~CES

The primary source of the ground-water contamination at the
site was a disposal pit located in the southeast corner of
the property. The pit is believed to have been. constructed
from three perforated 55-gallon drums that were stacked on
top of one another and buried in the ground, with the bot~om

of the deepest drum 10 to 12 feet below' the ground surface.
Laboratory solvents from the chemical research facility were
routinely disposed of in the pit between 1947 and 1962. It
is estimated that about 1,000 gallons of waste per year may
have been poured into the pit. .

Soil and ground-water sampling near the disposal pit
indicated that the subsurface was contaminated with a
variety of chlorinated organic solvents, including tri
chloroethylene (TCE)·, tetrachloroethylene (PCE), 1,1,1
trichloroethane (TCA), and various degradation products of
these compounds. Total VOC concentrations of up to 2,000
parts per million were found in the soils near the pits
(NMPCA, 1989). Benzene, toluene, an.d xylene were also found
but are not the compounds of major concern at the site. The
most prevalent compound in the groun.d water is TCE.

General Mills proposed to excavate approximately 1,200 cubic
yards of contaminated soil surrounding the disposal pit.
However, this proposal was rejected by the MNPCA, and the
contaminated soils remained in place after closure of the
pit (MNPCA, 1989).

Ground-water contamination has been detected both in the
shallow aquifer and in the Carimona bedrock_aquifer. The
maximum TCE concentrations that have been found in these
aquifers were 1,300 parts per billion (ppb) in the shallow
glacial drift aquifer (well 3) and 2,300 ppb in the Carimona
aquifer (well WW). The distribution of· total VOCs in the
shallow aquifer in March 1984 is shown in Figure 4.

TCE has also been found in lower concentrations in the
Magnolia Member and the St. Peter Sandstone. The maximum
concentration found in the Magnolia was 440 ppb. TCE
concentrations of less than 100 ppb have been found in the
St. Peter Sandstone.

Based on the method of waste disposal at the site and the
high concentrations of VOCs found in the soil, the presence
of residual contamination in the fOtE of nonaqueous phase
liquids (NAPLs) could be expected. Because the chlorinated
organic solvents are more dense than water, they would be
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expected to sink through the ground water and form· pools in
the low areas of the underlying low. conductivit:y layers, if
they were discharged to the pit in sufficient quantity.
However, there has apparently been no effort to detect the
presence of NAPLs at this site.

The adsorptive partitioning of contaminants bet:ween the soil
and the water in the vicinity of the disposal pit represents
another potentially important source of residual contamina
tion. TCE has a soil-water distribution coeffi.cient of 152
milliliters per gram and is considered a moderately mobile
compound (Fetter, 1988). In soil with an organic content of
0.3 percent, it would have a retardation. coeffi.cient of 4 to
6. The organic carbon content of the soils at the General
Mills site have not been reported. However, a peat layer up
to 10 feet thick has been reported below the surficial fill
materials at the site. Peat is almost totally organic, and
if it was present below the disposal pit it could have
adsorbed a large percentage of the contaminants and could
continue to release them slowly as leachate for a very long
time. ~o mention of contaminant adsorption appear in any of
the site documents that have been made available for review.

REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

The remedial action was designed to minimize further migra
tion of volatile organic hydrocarbons, particularly TeE, and
to improve the quality of the ground water in the shallow
aqUifer and the Platteville Formation. To achieve this,
separate extraction systems were installed for each aqui~r

system.

Extraction in the Shallow Aquifer

The cleanup objective for the shallow aqUifer is to reduce
the TCE concentrations of the ground water to less than
270 ppb and to minimize further downward migration of
contaminants. The containment objective of the system is to
prevent migration of ground water containing greater than
270 ppb of TCE.

Five extraction wells were installed to achieve the cleanup
and containment objectives for the shallow aqUifers. The
locations and design capture zones are shown in Figure 6.
Wells 109 and 110 are in or near the source area. As such,
their primary purpose is aqUifer restoration.

Wells Ill, 112, and 113 are located farther downgradient and
are intended to intercept the central pa~t of the contamin-
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ant p~ume, where concentrations are higher than 270 ppb.
These wells are located just upgradient 'of a ridge in the
underlying till that partially restricts, the southwest flow
in the glacial drift aquifer. This location was chosen
because the natural gradient is relatively low and the
saturated thickness of the glacial drift' is great enough to
allow significant drawdowns to be developed in the extrac
tionwells. The hydraulic conductivity derived from the
aquifer test was used ina two-dimensional analytic element
model to study the capture zones that: could be produced by
these wells. It was estimated that pumping each well at
about 50 gallons per minute (gpm) would result in a capture
zone extending about 100 feet to either side of the well.

Extraction in the Carimona Aquifer

The cleanup objective for the Carimona aquifer is to reduce
the concentration of TCE in the ground water to less than
27 ppb.

The extraction system consists of one well (108), which is
open to the full thickness of the Carimona Member of the
Platteville Formation (798.8 to 802.3 feet above MSL). A
pumping test of this well demonstrated that a pumping rate
of 50 gpm would create a capture zonE~ th;at extended beyond
the monitoring network.

The extraction system in the Carimona Member is also
expected to induce upward leakage from the Magnolia Member
of the Platteville Formation, thus minimizing solvent
migration through the Magnolia Member.

Treatment System.

Ground water removed from the source area extraction wells-
109 and 110 in shallow system and 108 in the bedrock
system--is treated by air stripping before being discharged
to the Minneapolis storm sewer network. Ground water
removed from wells 111, 112, and 113 is discharged directly 
to. the storm sewer.-

EVALUATION OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Shallow Aquifer

Since the extraction system started operating in late 1985,
the wells have been operated continuously at their maximum
sustainable yield. This yield varies among wells, depending
on either the pump capacity or the local productivity of the
aquifer. The combined average withdrawal rate of wells 109
and 110 in the source area has been about 70 gpm. The
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combined average rate for the three downgradient wells, 111,
112, and 113, has been about 300 gpm.

Table 1
COMPARISON OF 1984 AND 1988 TOTAL VOC CONC1B:NTRATIONS'

IN SELECTED SHALLOW AQUIFER WELLS
i
I

Figure 7 shows the water-level distribution in the shallow
aquifer as measured in April 1988. A fairly distinct
capture zone can be seen in the vicinity of the three
downgradient wells, but the capture zones of the two source
area wells are not so clearly discernable. The operators of
the system report that this water table configuration. is
representative of the flow patterns that were established in
the first year of operation and have been maintained ever
since (Barr, 1988). The operators feel that the high
concentration zones of the plume have been controlled
successfully despite the absence of a distinct capture zone
near the source-area wells.

Table 1 shows that total VOC concentrations ha"re decreased
in some wells and increased in others since thE~ extraction
system has been in operation. The maj or contributor. 'to the
total VOC concentrations continues to b~ TCE. Table 2 lists

Figure 8 shows the distribution of total VOC concentrations
measured in the shallow aquifer wells in April 1988.
Sampling rounds conducted later in 1988 included fewer wells
than in April and may have been less representative because
of unusually low water levels caused by a severe drought.
The figure shows that high concentrations persist along the
central axis of the plume after more than 2 years of
extraction. Some of the wells shown in Figure 8 did not
exist or were not sampled before the system started, so a
comparison between Figures 4 and 8 is difficul,t. A direct
comparison of the 1984 and 1988 total VOC conclentrations in
several of the shallow aquifer wells is given in Table 1.



the concentrat~ons of ~nd~v~dual VOCs measured in the
shallow aquifer during 1988. The TeE concentrations in the
central portion of the contaminant plume were well above the
target level of 270 ppb in April 1988. They appear to have
declined considerably later in the year... The effect that
the drought in 1988 may have had on these declines is not
yet known. .

Time-series plots of total VOC concentration in some of the
shallow aquifer monitoring wells are shown in Figures 9
and 10. As shown in Figure 9, wells 3 and S appear to show
very similar and nearly simultaneous variations in concen
tration, even though they are approJl:imately 1,000 feet
apart. Both wells are located along the centerline of the
plume. Well B, located upgradient of the source zone,
appears to show a fairly steady reduction in concentrations.
Well V, located downgradient of the plume control wells 111,
112, and 113, appears to have relatively steady concentra
tions. The latest measurement in this well is lower, but a
significant declining trend cannot be inferred from a single
sample.

Contaminant concentrations in the shall;ow aquifer extraction
wells have not been reported.

Carimona Aquifer

The extraction well in the Carimona aquifer, well 108, has
been operated continuously at rates varying between 20 and
30 gpm since December 1985. F~gure 11 shows the water
levels measured in the Carimona monitoring wells in April
1988. Figure 11 appears to indicate that the zone of
capture of well 108 extends to a radius of several
hundred feet in all directions, although the inward radial
gradients are not very strong. The Carimona aquifer
naturally has relatively flat gradiemts in this area. The
la,ck of a strong regional gradient make,s establishment of a
capture zone easier. However, the Carimona is thought to
behave as a leaky {or semi-confined) aquifer, which can
severely limit the radius of· influence of a recovery well.
The leakage characteristics do not seem to have been
quantified, even though an aquifer t:est was run on well 108
in 1984.

One of the objectives of the Carimona aquifer extraction
well was to minimize further downward flow of contaminants
to the underlying Magnolia Member of the Platteville
Formation by reversing the natural vertical gradients to
induce upward flow. Figure 12 shows the water levels
measured in the Magnolia monitoring wells in April 1988.
With the exception of the water level measured in well 108,
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all of the Carimona water levels are still higher than the
Magnolia water levels in the vicinity of the si.te.

Figure 13 shows the distribution of TCE concentrations
measured in the Carimona monitoring wells in April 1988.
The measurements show that the plume of concentrations above
the target level of 27 ppb extended at least 250 feet from
the source area in the north and probably more than 1,000
feet from the source in the east, west, and south. No map
of contaminant distributions in the Carimona before the
start of extraction is avail~ble for comparison (MNPCA,
1989). However, Figures 14 and 15 show time-series plots of
TCE concentrations in six of the Carimona wells.. Figure 14
shows the concentration variations in three wells located in
the central plume area, including the extraction well (well
108). In general, the concentrations in these wells have
dropped considerably. Concentrations in well BB, to the
north of the source area, and in the extraction well may
show a continuing downward trend. Concentrations in well
WW, to the southeast of the source area, appear to have
leveled off at around 300 ppb. Figure 15 shows TCE
concentration variations in wells 10, 11, and 13 on the
periphery of the plume to the southeast. The concentration
of TCE in well 10 has been reduce from relatively high
initial levels, but appears to have stabilized at around
60 ppb. This is still higher than the target concentration
of 27 ppb. Concentrations in well 11 started lower than in
well 10, but have likewise stabilized at levels above the
cleanup target.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

A multi-aquifer ground-water system below the General Mills
site has been contaminated with chlorinated organic solvents
that were poured into a disposal pit over a period of 19
years. The pit has been ·removed, but the contaminated soils
surrounding and below it were left in place. These
materials represent a continuing source of contaminant
leaching to the underlying aquif~rs that may take a very
long time to exhaust.

I .

In addition, it is likely that chlorinated organics may be
present in one or more of the aquifers in the florm of NAPLs.
However, this has apparently not been investiga'ted. The
chlorinated solvents are more dense than.water and, if they
are present as NAPLs, they would probably have ~unk to the
bottom of any aquifer that they entered. These dense NAPLs
would also represent a potentially long-lasting source of
continued ground-water contamination.
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A multi-well extraction system was installed in the shallow
glacial drift aquifer in 1985 with the objectives of
minimizing further downgradient migration of contamination
and eventually restoring water quality. The water quality
goal for both migration control and aquifer cleanup has been
set at 270 ppb in the glacial drift aquifer.

The extraction wells in the shallow aquifer have been
operated continuously since 1985 at their design pumping
rates. The three downgradient wells appear to have
established capture zones that block the migration'of TeE at
concentrations greater than 270 ppb. However, the vertical
gradients over the majority of the plume area have not been
reversed, so that contaminants can continue to move downward
into the underlying aquifers.

No schedule for aquifer restoration was projected during the
design of the system. During the first 2 years of opera
tion, the concentrations along the a:lCis of the shallow
aquifer plume were not reduced drama·tically. During early
1988, the concentrations appear to have declined
substantially. However, 1988 was a year of severe drought,
and the declining water levels in the shallow aquifer and
reduced infiltration may have had some effect on these
concentrations.

A single extraction well w,as installied near the contaminant
source area in the Carimona bedrock ,aquifer. Its obj ectives
were to establish a capture zone that would prevent further
migration of contaminants and to res·tore water quality by
reducing TCE concentrations to less ·than 27 ppb. It is
clear that the hydraulic effects of this well are limited to
a fairly small radius around the source zone. Except in the
immediate vicinity of the well, the '\7ertical hydraulic
gradients have not been reversed. The contaminant plume in
the Carimona aquifer remains large, .and throughout most of
the contaminated area the potential remains for continued
downward migration of contaminants to lower aquifers.

Substantial concentration reductions were achieved initially
in several of the centrally located Carimona monitoring
wells, but the TCE concentrations h~\7e generally stabilized
at levels well above the cleanup target of 27 ppb.

It appears unlikely that the aquifer cleanup goals will be
achieved in the near future in either aquifer. This is
because of to the continuing contaminant source that exists
in the soils around the former disposal pit, and perhaps
also because of the presence of NAPLs in one or more of the
aquifers. .
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CASE STUDY FOR THE GENRAD SITE

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

The GenRad Corporation facility is located in :Bolton,
Worchester County, Massachusetts (see Figure 1}. Operating
as a manufacturer of scientific and medical equipment, the
facility generates metal hydroxide sludge and industrial
solvent wastewater. Prior to 1984, these by-products were
discharged to onsite surface impoundments. In 1984, in
compliance with RCRA standards, a closure plan was developed
which included ground-water investigations. Thro distinct
plumes of contamination were discovered: a nOl~thern plume
originating from the waste treatment area, and an eastern
plume in the area of the surface impoundments, adjacent to
the eastern property border. Source removal of the
contaminants appears to have stabilized the northern plume,
and no remediation has been planned for it. The eastern
plume was migrating offsite, across town/county lines. A
ground-water remediation program was proposed t:o capture and
treat the eastern plume, with the treated watel~ being .
recharged back to the site. The first phase of the program,
a pilot ground-water treatment system, was init:iated :In
remediation facility, was completed in 1987. The primary
contaminant of concern in the ground-water is
trichloroethylene (TCE).

SITE HISTORY

The manufacturing process at the GenRad facilit:y includes
metal electroplating, and produces industrial solvent
wastewater and metal hydroxide sludge as by-prc1ducts. Prior
to 1984, the sludge by-product was pumped to a drying be~ .
and allowed to accumulate. Wastewater was trealted, combined
with sanitary wastewater effluent, and recharge!d to the
ground water through surface impoundments that functioned as
rapid sand infiltration beds. These surface in~oundments

are located to the east of the plant facility a',dj acent to
the town/county lines (see Figure 2).

To comply with RCRA standards, GenRad initiated. source
removal remediation measures in 1984. These measures
included removal of contaminated soil and sludge, excavation
of underground storage tanks, and, closure and demolition of
the treatment facility. Initial site investigations
revealed that the ground water beneath the sludge drying
area and the surface impoundments was contaminated with a
variety of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), of which
trichloroethylene (TCE) was the most prevalent. No estimate
was made of the total quantity of VOCs dissolved in the
ground water beneath the site.

1
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Ground-water remediation and containment options were
considered after more detailed studi.es revealed the presence
of two distinct plumes of VOCs, one of which was beginning
to move offsite across the town/county boundary. A pilot
study was initiated in the summer of 1986 to provide
preliminary information and hydrogeologic data. Operation
of a long-term ground-water extracti.on and treatment
facility began in 1987.

GEOLOGY

The GenRad facility is located in a geologic setting
composed of unconsolidated glacial depo$its overlying
Carboniferous Age metamorphic rocks of the Nshoba Formation.
No bedrock is exposed at the site although numerous outcrops
are visible to the west and, to a lesser extent, to the east
and south of the facility. In low-lying areas, such as
along Great Brook and its tributarie~s, several feet of
organic sediments overlie the sands and, gravels. In
general, approximately 15 to 20 feet of' sand and gravel
overlies 11 feet of glacial till, which is underlain by
bedrock. The thickness of sediments is: quite variable
across the site and only two borings have penetrated the
entire thickness of the till.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show geologic cross sections of the
site, the locations of which are shown in Figure 2.
Transect A-A' (see Figure 3) is a view ~crossan apparent
glacial-fluvial, paleo-channel. Deposits of sand and gravel
'thicken towards the center of the former stream channel.
This channel appears to have an oriemtation parallel to that
of Great Brook. Section B-B' (see Figure 4) shows a uniform
thickness of sand and gravel, overlain by 2 to 8 feet of
organic deposits. Section C-C' (see~ Figure 5) shows the,
thickness of sand and gravel underneath the sand infiltra-
tion beds. '

HYDROGEOLO,GY

Hydrogeologic characteristics of subsurface strata,
including transmissivity, porosity, and hydraulic
conductivity were evaluated to help understand the nature of
the underlying aqUifer system. Estimat,es of these hydro
geologic parameters were obtained through aquifer tests,
empirical correlations, and previously tabulated values.
Transmissivitrwas estimated to range between 350 ft2 /day
and 10,000 ft /day, depending on the nature and thickness of
permeable sediments. A value of 2,500 ft2 /day was estimated
for the area near the extraction wells.

During the field studies, tWo boreholes were drilled to
bedrock. Although no faults were mapped in the area, a
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4-foot core sample taken at borehole location G-IV-4b was
found to be slightly to moderately fractured. No rock
permeability tests were conducted, but GenRad's engineering
consultants estimated the hydraulic conductivities of the
bedrock to be similar to that of glacial till, which is low
relative to sand and gravel. However, the bedrock is known
to yield water to private water supply wells in. the area.

The depth to ground water at the GenRad facility is
generally about 5 feet but varies between 0 and 20 feet.
The sand and gravel aqUifer appear to be unconfined within
the site area, with ground-water flow typically following
topographic gradients. Figure 6 shows the distribution of
eqUipotential lines across the site. The contours shown in
this figure were based on water levels measured at different
times of the year. Therefore, the flow directions inter
preted by the primary consulting engineers may be mis
leading. Based on estimates of hydrogeologic parameters,
transport velocities beneath the site were estimated to be
between 0.5 and 0.8 feet/day.

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES

Two distinct plumes of VOC contamination are present at the
site: a northern plume emanating from the form.er waste
treatment site, and an eastern plume near the surface
impoundments. Figure 7 shows the plume configurations in
early 1987. TCE is the most prevalent contaminant in both
plumes. Secondary contaminants of concern at the site
include: 1,1-dichloroethane, 1,1-dichloroethylene,
methylene chloride, trans-1,Z-dichloroethylene, 1,1,1
trichloroethane, tetrachloroethylene, and vinyl. chloride.
In 1986, the maximum concentrations of total VO~s in the
northern and eastern plumes exceeded 5,000 parts per billion
(ppb) and 1,000 ppb, respectively. However, only 10 percent
of the ground-water samples from the site had concentrations
over 500 ppb at that time. The vertical distribution of
VOCs in the ground water is relatively uniform 'with depth
except in the area of the northern plume near Great Brook,
where complicated flow patterns exist. Only one of the two
wells installed into bedrock has shown contamination, with
concentrations between 10 and 50 ppb.

Migration of the two plumes was examined in 1986 by
comparing concentration distributions over time. Concentra
tions of total volatile organics in the northern plume
appear to have been reduced naturally since source removal
was completed. Figure 8 shows the variation of TCE
concentrations in one well in this plume over a 4-year
period. The primary consultants at the site suggested that
this plume had been stabilized by discharging into Great
Brook rather than migrating offsite.
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REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

Objectives of Remediation

As part of the closure plan, the Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Quality Engineering (DJ8:QE) required GenRad to
remediate ground water associated wi'th the site to a level
commensurate with primary drinking water standards. Since
contamination in the northern plume did not appear to be a
threat due to dilution factors, no ~nmediate remediation was
planned for this area. Remediation was recommended for the
eastern plume, which continued to move off-site across a
town/county boundary. A ground-water extraction system was
proposed to capture the eastern plume, treat the ground
water, and recharge it back to the site.

System Configuration

A pilot extraction well, well PW-A, was installed in the
first phase of the remediation to gather information that
would help in the design of the final system. Specific
hydrogeologic information gathered during the Phase I pilot
ground-water study was used in the calibration of a computer
model (MODFLOW). This model was used to assess the impact
of a two well extraction system on the ground-water flow
regime. Field surveys and information provided by the model
were used to design and locate two extraction wells, wells
PW-B and PW-C, for Phase II remediation. Field engineers
predicted that these two wells (see Figure 2), each pumping
at 15 gpm or greater, would create a capture zone wide
enough to contain the 10 ppb concentration front of the
eastern plume. The optimum extraction rates were to be
determined in the field after the wells commenced operation.

The Phase II system was designed to operate 75 percent of
the year. Annual shutdown occurs during the coldest
portions of the winter when temperatures drop below freezing
for extended periods of time. All piping and surficial
equipment are drained at the time of system shutdown.

A total of 16 monitoring locations are sampled on a
quarterly basis to provide information on the size of the
contaminant plumes and their relative movement. Inspection
and maintenance of the system occurs on a daily, monthly,
and quarterly basis depending on the type of inspection or
maintenance required.
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EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

The Phase II extraction system has been in opel~ation since
late 1987. Between late 1987 and early DecembE~r 1988,
17 million gallons of water were extracted and treated from
the two pumping wells. The zone of influence c)f the two
extraction wells is thought to be large enough to capture
the bulk of the eastern plume. Figure 9 shows the ground
water elevation contours shortly after the start of
extraction. Figure 10 shows the ground-water E~levation

contours shortly after the system was shut dO~l in November
1988.

Since extraction began, GenRad's consultants estimate there
has been a 40 percent reduction of cop.taminants in the
plume. This reduction has been attributed to both the
current extraction system and in-situ biodegradation.
Biodegradation is alleged to have occurred in areas where
the contaminants are close to organic deposits and aquatic
habitat. As of November 1988, the highest conc~entrations in
the eastern plume were 143 ppb, compared to 990 ppb 2 years
earlier. Figure 11 shows the variation of TeE concentra
tions in well PT-4 since the beginning of 1987,. This well
is located in the central portion of the eastern plume,
about 200 fe~t upgradient of the extraction wells.
Figure 12 shows the configuration of the contanlinant plumes
in November 1988, after approximately 1 year of extraction
in the eastern plume.

Figure 13 shows the variation of the TCE concentrations in
the ground water extracted during 1988. The quantity of TCE
removed to date has not been reported by GenRad's engineer~.

However, analysis of the data shown in Figure 13 indicates
that the extraction system removed a total of ~lbout 2.6
pounds of TCE from the aquifer during 1988. GEmRad's
consultants estimate that it will take a,t least: 5 years to
flush the two or three conta¥1inant plume volumE~s they judge
necessary to suffiCiently lower contaminant concentrations.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

The extraction and treatment system has been in operation at
the GenRad facility since late 1987. The effectiveness of
the remediation effort is still under review by, the
Massachusetts DEQE.

A remediation system is in operation only in the eastern
plume, where the highest concentrations of totaLl organics
have varied between 200 and ~OOO ppb. Although contaminant
levels are higher in the northern plume, the natural
discharge of ground water to Great Brook is thought to
result in significant dilution of concen:trations without
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significantly degrading surface watel~ quality. Contamina
tion of the fractured bedrock beneath both plumes is thought
to be insignificant at this time.

Two extraction wells, placed downgradient at the leading
edge of the eastern plume appear to be hydraulically
controlling plume migration. Depending on the duration of
remediation, nearly all of the eastern contaminant plume
should enter the extraction wells' capture zone. Removal
efficiencies of VOCs in the system's stripping tower have
been at or above 99 percent. Concentrations of total
organics in the eastern plume have decreased approximately
40 percent since operations began. This was determined by
quarterly monitoring of observation wells on the site.
Approximately 17 million gallons of water have been treated
since the operation began. The extraction system has
removed a total of about 2.6 pounds f::>f TCE from the aquifer.

It was predicted that two or three aquifer volumes need to
be flushed before concentrations will be low enough to
warrant termination of the treatment operation. A summary
of progress toward this goal is not yet available but is
expected by early spring 1989.
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CASE STUDY FOR THE HARRIS CORPO~TION SITE

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

This case study describes remediation efforts a't the Harris
Corporation site near the town of Palm Bay, in :Brevard
County, Florida. The site includes two separat~e recovery
and treatment systems--one at the Harris facili·ties and
another at General Development Utilities (GDU), a water
supplier to the south of the Harris faci~ities. The Harris
Corporation operates two semi-autonomous facilities
(referred to as campuses) at this site--Harris Semiconductor
(the north campus), to north of Palm Bay Road, and Harris
Government Systems (the south campus), between Palm Bay Road
and the GDU facility to the south (see Figures :1 and 2).
The north and south campuses have been occupied by Harris
since 1967. The south campus was originally occupied by the
Radiation Corporation, starting in the late 1949s.

The main activity in the north campus is the production of
electronic components, especially semiconductors and other
microelectronic components involving silicon wafers. A
variety of solvents are used in the manufacturing processes.
The activities at the south campus have varied during the
years of operation but have included electropla1:ing,
painting, photoprocessing, and computer hardwarE:l assembly.
The solvents used at the two aarris facilities ~nclude

trichloroethylene (TCE), trichloroethane (TCA), xylene,
phenols, acetone, and n-butyl acetate. Chemical releases by
Harris have contaminated ground water beneath the Harris
facilities and within the area of the GDU water supply
production wells.

The Harris Corporation ground·-water extraction cmd treatment
system has been operating since May 1985. The Emtire site
is administered by the Florida Department of Environmental
Regulation (FDER), but because the Harris Goverr~ent Systems
campus is on the National Priorities List. (NPL) ·of hazardous
waste sites, it is also administered by EPA undE~r the
Superfund program.

The GDU facility includes a water treatment plant, a
wastewater treatment plant, and several water-supply wells
installed at a depth of 70 to 80 feet below land surface.
The GDU facility supplies water to and processes wastewater
from much of the City of Palm Bay. The contamination of the
wells of the GDU well field was caused by the southward
migration of contaminated ground water from the Harris
facility. The GDU ground-water extraction and t;reatment
system has been operating since April 1984.
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SITE HISTORY,

A contamination problem at this site was first reported in
March 1982 after samples of finished water collected from
the GOU water treatment plant in 1981 were found to be
contaminated with volatile organic compounds (VOCs). As a
result of this discovery, the 18 GDU water-supply wells were
sampled, and 5 (GOU-2B, GOU-3, GOU-5, GOU-8, and GOU-19)
were found to be contaminated with VDCs (McIntyre et al.,
1987). These five wells were taken out of production in
April "1982. GOU hired CH2M HILL to study the problem and to
develop a system that would allow GDU to put the production
wells back into operation. Several GOU monitoring wells
have been installed since 1982 as part of the GOU study.

The system that CH2M HILL developed to put the GOU proquc
tion wells back into operation called for the contaminated
ground water to be pretreated with an air stripper to remove
VOCs before conventional treatment at theGOU water treat
ment plant. A prototype GOU air stripper began operating in
November 1982 and a permanent full-scale air stripper began
operating in April 1984. Only four of the five contaminated
production wells that had been taken out of production in
April 1982 were eventually connected to the air stripper and
put back into production. These wells were GOU-2B, GOU-3,
GOU-5, and GOU-8. The fifth well, GOU-19, was abandoned.
The installation, operation, and maintenance costs of the
GOU pretreatment system were paid for by the Harris
Corporation.

In April 1982, in response to the contamination discovered
at GDU the previous month, the Harris Corporation requested
that its consultant, Post, Buckley, Schuh, and Jernigan,
Inc. (PBS&J), expand its existing monitoring program and~

study the hydrogeology of the site. The hydrogeologic study
was completed in Oecember 1983 (PBS&:J, 1983).

In a December 1983 agreement between the FOER and the Harris
Corporation, the FDER required that Harris submit a detailed
assessment and cleanup plan for the site. In September
1984, Harris submitted, this plan, which called for an air
stripper and a system of extraction wells and wellpoints to
be installed and to begin operating at the Harris facility
in three stages. In stage 1, deep aqui:fer barrier wells GS
1230, GS-1240, and GS-1250, each with a screened interval of
68 to 78 feet below land surface, were :installed at the
south border of the Harris facility. In stage 2, 10 shallow
aquifer wellpoints were installed to depths of 40 feet near
Building 5 and well GS-1270 was added to the deep well
system. In stage 3, wells GS-035S, GS-0350, GS-037S, GS~

0370, GS-043S, and GS-0430 were install,ed southeast of
Building 6. The stage-3 wells were ins;talled in. pairs with
the suffix S indicating shallow aquifer wells and D
indicating the deep aquifer. The stage-1 and stage-2
extraction systems began operating together in early May
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1985, and the stage-3 extraction system began operating in
September 1985. The Harris air stripper, desi~fned to remove
VOCs from the ground water extracted by the Harris wells,
began operating in May 1985. The effluent from the
treatment system was discharged to the ditch east of the
Perimeter Road during the first few months that: the system
was in operation.

In April 1986, a report assessing the effectivemess of the
existing Harris remediation program was complet:ed by GDU' s
consultant, CH2M HILL. This report was based on the site
information that was available through November 1985. It
pointed out deficiencies in the capture zone of the Harris
extraction system and in several other aspects of the
remediation program.

In April 1986, Harris hired another consulting firm,
Geraghty & Miller (G&M), to conduct a hydrogeologic
assessment of the Harris/GDU study area. In November 1986,
Geraghty & Miller sampled and analyzed 18 existing wells at
the north campus and 37 existing wells at the south campus.
From March 1987 to late June 1987, several wellpoints and 47
new monitoring wells were installed at the two Harris
facilities. Ground water from new and existinq wells was
sampled and analyzed in April and July'1987. Soil borings
from both Harris facilities were also collected and analyzed
during this period.

In October 1987, G&M issued a report evaluating the capture
effectiveness of the Harris ground-water extraction system.
This report concluded that the majority of the VOC plume was
being captured but recommended installation of two
additional shallow aquifer extraction wells in areas where
plume capture appeared to be incomplete.

Since mid-1987, the shallow wellpoint system near Building 5
has been replaced with two conventional extract,ion wells.
In June 1988, one of the additional shallow aquifer wells
recommended by G&M, well GS-131S, was activated. The
situation in the area of the second additional shallow
aquifer well recommended by G&M is still under study.

Effluent from the Harris ground-water treatment plant is now
being disposed of by deep-well injection instead of
discharge to the ditch east of Perimeter Road. The
injection takes place at a depth of more than 2,000 feet
below the site and has no hydraulic or remedial effect on
the contaminated aquifers at the site.

I

As ex~raction continues, quarterly ground-water monitoring
data are reviewed to track the VOC plume and ensure that it
is not migrating offsite.
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GEOLOGY

Five main geologic layers underlie the Harris/GDU study
area. The top layer, which extends from the surface to an
average depth of 42 feet, includes beds of sand, silty sand,
and red-brown sandy silt. It has shells in the deepest 5 to
10 feet. Monitoring wells have typically been installed in
the upper layer at depths of 15 and 40 feet, resulting in
the identification of these depths as the IS-foot and 40
foot monitoring zones. Although .the lithology in these
zones is different, the upper layer comprises a single
hydrogeologic unit. Underlying the top layer is a 22-foot
thick aquitard composed of clay-sized particles. This clay
layer is reported to be regionally discontinuous (G&M,
1989b), but it has been encountered consistently at the
Harris Site. The aquitard is locally sandy and contains
some shells. Underlying this aquitard is a 30-foot thick
unconsolidated sand layer that extends from a depth of
approximately 65 feet to 95 feet below land surface. This
sand layer contains some shells locally. This layer is
underlain by the 100-to-200-foot-thickHawthorne Formation,
a clay confining layer of regional importance. The fifth
and deepest layer is the Floridan aquifer, a 1,000-foot
thick sequence of limestone and dolomite (PBS&J, 1983). The
geology of the site has been investigated to a depth of
2,800 feet below land surface as part of a Harris
Corporation deep-well injection program (G&M, 1987c). A
generalized geologic column is shown in Figure 3.

HYDROGEOLOGY

The upper sand aquifer is an unconfined aquifer that is used
locally as a water source. A potentiometric surface map of
the water elevation in the ~pper sand aquifer in the
southern portion of the site, as measuted with all of the
Harris extraction wells turned off on July 26, 1985, is
shown in Figure 4 (CH2M HILL, 1986). The depth to water at
individual monitoring wells ranged from approximately 5to
22 feet below land surface on that date. Figure 4 shows
that ground-water flow in the upper aquifer is to the south
southeast toward the GDUwel1 field. The hydraulic
conductivity of the IS-foot zone, the permeable zone just
below the upper red-brown sandy silt layer of the upper
aquifer, has been estimated at 1.5 ft/day (G&M, 1987c).
Estimates of the ground-water flow velocity in the IS-foot
monitoring zone range from 4 ft/year to 16 ft/year (G&M,
1987c; 1989b), being generally higher to the south of the
site where the influence of the GDU well field is stronger.
The hydraulic conductivity of the 40-fobt zone, the lower 5
to 10 feet of the upper aquifer has been estimated at
13 ft/day (G&M, 1987c). The estimates of the ground-water
flow velocity in the 40-foot zone ranged from 8 to 77 ft/yr
(G&M, 1987c; 1989b). There is generally very little
diffe~ence in potentiometric head between the IS-foot and
40-foot monitoring zones, indicating that they have good
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hydraulic interconnection. The water table aquifer receives
an estimated 36 inches of recharge per year (G&][, 1989b).

The retention, or borrow pit, pond on the north campus has a
localized influence on water levels in the shallow aquifer.
Water levels in the pond are regulated by an out:fall
structure. The pond receives water from surface~ runoff and
as ground-water seepage from the upper aquifer. Except
after rainfall events, it is not considered likely that the
pond :i.s a source of recharge to the upper aquife~r (Harris,
1989) .

The 22-foot thick sandy clay layer below the upper aquifer
acts as a leaky aquitard that retards ground-water flow
between the two aquifers. Its hydraulic conduct:ivity has
been estimated at 0.4 ft/day (PBS&J, 1983), which is high
for an aquitard. The head in the upper sand aquifer is
greater than the head in the deep sand aquifer, indicating a
potential for downward flow. The downward flow potential is
particularly strong in the vicinity of the GDU well field,
probably because of GDU production well pumping in the deep
aquifer. Because the aquitard is somewhat permeable,
downward flow from the shallow aquifer to the dE~ep aquifer
is probable.

I

I

The potentiometric surface map of the deep sand aquifer, as
measured on July 26, 1985, after all of the Harris
extraction wells had been shut off, is shown in Figure 5
(CH2M HILL, 1986). This map shows that ground-water flow in
the deep aquifer is to the southeast. The hydraulic
conductivity of the upper section of the deep aquifer was
estimated to be 28 ft/day. The ground-wa-ter flow velocity
estimated on the north campus based on this conductivity was
28 to 44 ft/year (G&M, 19 87c). Geraghty & MillEir reported
an estimated flow velocity of 273 ft/year for this layer in
the south campus, where the influence of the GDU well field
is stronger (G&M, 1989b).

The Hawthorne Formation is a true confining laye!r that acts
as a liydrologic barrier between the deep sand aquifer and
the Floridan. Itsshydraulic c~nductivity has been estimated
to be from 1.3x10- to 1.3x10- ft/day, four to six orders
of magnitude less than the deep sand aquifer (PBS&J, 1983).
The Floridan aquifer is confined by the Hawthorn.e Formation
and is brackish in this area.

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES

VOCs are the main contaminants of concern,at the Harris/GDU
study area. Trans-1-2-dichloroethylene (T-1,2-DCE), TCE,
vinyl chloride, methylene chloride, and chlorobenzene occur
in the highest concentrations, but 1,1-dichloroethane,
ortho-dichlorobenzene, and other volatile and non-volatile
organics are also present. The remediation standards for
some of the organics at the site are shown in Table 1.
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Approximately 4,000 gallons of waste solvents per month were
being generated by the Harris facilities in 1982. About
440 gallons of this monthly volume wasTCE (McIntyre, 1982).
Over 4,000 gallons per month of was1:e acids were also
generated, about half of which was waste sulfuric acid.
Unspecified volumes of other waste by-products, including
electroplating wastes containing me1:als, were also
generated. Before 1982, waste genel:ation rates were lower
than the rates given above because of lower production
levels.

Before 1980, most of the wa$te solvent volume was discharged
to the GDU wastewater treatment plant, along with the
domestic wastewater from the plant. The waste acids and
unknown quantities of other wastes were discharged to
several industrial waste ponds in the north and south
campuses. Some effort was made to neutralize the acids
discharged to the waste ponds.

In late 1980, a waste segregation, collection, and disposal
program was begun (McIntyre, 1982). Halogenated organic
solvents were reportedly put into 5!5-gallon drums and hauled
to a certified disposal area. Non-halogenated organics were
hauled offsite by a contractor. Waste acids continued to be
discharged to the industrial waste ponds under the new
disposal program, with the exception of concentrated hydro
fluoric acid, which had been segregated and disposed of
offsite. Some of the potential sourceS of ground-water
contamination were corroded storm sewer lines, solvent
sumps, industrial pipelines, drum storage areas, drainage
ditches, and several waste ponds and neutralization lagoons
in both the north and south campuses. 'Two fires occurred in
the northeast corner of Building 6, one in 1967 and another
in 1974. Waste released in connection with these fires may
also have been a source of ground-water contamination.

Figure 6 shows concentration contou:l:"s of total VOCs in the
shallow sand aquifer in 1984. The contaminant distribution
illustrated in this figure is considered a worst-case
estimate (PBS&J, 1984) because it is based on the highest
concentrations of VOCs measured in the monitoring wells
between March and August 1984. The highest total VOC
concentration measured in the shallow aquifer during this
period was 14,648 ppb at well GS-35S. ,An even higher
concentration of 37,120 ppb was measured at this well in
August 1985. Figure 6 appears to indicate that the north
campus was relatively clean during "the period represented.
However, total VOC concentrations of up to 100 ppb were
found in several of the shallow aquifer wells in the north
campus, both before and after this period. Additional areas
of VOC and xylene contamination immediately south of the
north campus borrow pit pond were defined by additional
monitoring wells in July 1987 (G&M, 1987c).
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Figur~ 7 shows a contour map of maximum voe concentrations
in the deep sand aquifer, as observed at the two Harris
facilities between March and August 1984. The areas of
highest voe concentrations were in the S9uth ca~pus. Maximum
voe concentrations exceeding 10,000 micrograms per liter
were observed in wells GS-0350 and GS-0410, southeast of
Building 6. The contaminant plume was oriented to the
southeast, which is consistent with the +egional ground
water flow direction and GOU production well pumping in the
deep aquifer.

Figures 6 and 7 show that the shallow and deep aquifers
underlying the GOU well field were contaminated. in 1984.
Several volatile organic constituents were found in samples
taken from production wells before the startup of full-scale
ground-water treatment at GOU in April 1984. Table 2 shows
the maximum total voe concentrations and major constituents
observed in the GOU production and monitoring wells before
April 1984. Most of the wells with high concentrations were
in the southeast, near the GDU water treatment plant. The
highest contaminant concentration in the.GOU wells before
April 1984 was a concentration of 3,400 ppb of methylene
chloride, which was observed in Well 3 on Oecemper 19, 1983.
Methylene chloride was not consistently the contaminant with
the highest concentration in each of the GOU wells, however.
Seven different constituents were present in the highest
concentration in various wells, indicating that the total
voe plume is a complex mix of different constituents with
different spatial distributions.

REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

Objectives of Remediation

The objectives of the Harris remediation system are to pre
vent additional production wells in the GOU well field from
becoming contaminated and to clean up the aquifl9rs under
lying the site to below established standards .. The
objectives of the GOU remediation system are different from
those of the Harris system. The objectives of "the GOU
system are to provide drinkable ground water for public
consumption and to prevent the migration of con"taminants
further downgradient to uncontaminated wells. Four of the
five contaminated GOU production wells have been put back
into service. These four wells are used to establish a cone
of depression between the plume and the uncontaminated wells
that is meant to act as a barrier to prevent fu:rther
migration to the southeast. The water from the contaminated
wells is pretreated and blended with uncontamini:l.ted water
from other wells before being treated using conventional
treatment methods for drinking water. In effect, the
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contaminated production wells have become part of a well
head treatment/plume containment system.

System Configuration

Figure 8 shows the current layout of the Harris remediation
system. It consists of 11 extraction wells and an air
stripper. Three of the extraction wel~s, GS-1230, GS-1240,
and GS-1250, are intended to act as a barrier to prevent
offsite migration of the vae plume in the deep aquifer.
Well GS-1270, also in the southern part of the site, is
intended to pinch off the portion of the deep vae plume with
concentrations above 1,000 ppb. The other two deep aquifer
wells, GS-37D and GS-430, are installed in the central part
of the south campus where the total vaG concentrations are
highest. The extraction system in the, shallow aquifer
consists of wells GS-37S and GS-43S in the central high
concentration region, wells GS-18S and GS-44S replacing the
original well point system near Building 5, and well GS-131S
in the southern portion of the site. Well GS-131S was
activnted as an extraction well in Jun~ 1988 to prevent
offsite migration of the shallow plume, which was apparently
not being completely captured by wells' GS-37S and GS-43S.
The extraction wells are screened from approximately 33 to
38 feet below land surface in the shallow aquifer and from
68 to 78 feet in the deep aquifer. Wells GS-35S and GS-35D
were originally part of the stage-3 recovery system, but
have not been operated as extraction wells since 1985.

Table 3 shows the pumping rates of the: Harris extraction
wells and the GOD production wells, as measured on March 24,
1987. The production rate from the ,wellpoint system around
Building 5 is not included in this table because it was
apparently not operating when these measurements were made.
The wellpoint system was in operation on July 25, 1985, and
its production rate was measured as approximately 30 gpm.
The wel1point system was later replaced by wells GS-18S and
GS-44S, with design pumping rates of 25 gpm each (G&M,
1987b). In June 1988, well GS-131Swas added to the shallow
extraction system, and it has reportedly been pumped at
between 12 and 17 gpm ever since (Harris, 1989a). Well GS
430 was rehabilitated in 1989, and its pumping rate
increased to 50 gpm (Harris, 1989b).

The positions of the extraction wells that existed in 1986
were chosen to be near the center of the, contamination or a
downgradient barrier to it. The placement and pumping rates
of the wells that were added since 1986 were chosen on the
basis of withdrawal permits and computer modeling of various
pumping configurations (G&M, 1987b). Harris has a water-use
permi'L.: that allows u'p to 347 gallons per minute, or 0.5
million gallons per day, to be pumped ~rom the subsurface;
therefore, any increased pumping from additional wells had
to be accommodated within this limit. Some of the pumping
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rates of the wells in operation in 1986 were modified in
response to the modeling study.

The extracted ground water is treated by air stripping
towers at both the GDU and the Harris facilities. The
design rates of the two systems are 1,000 and 500 gpm,
respectively. The treated effluent from the Harris system
is reused for production activities at the Harri.s facility
and then injected into permeable zones over 2,000 feet deep.
The treated effluent from the GDU treatmept syst:em is
discharged to the GDU water treatment plant.

Figures 6 and 7 show the network of monitoring wells
existing in April 1986 in the shallow- and deep-·aquifer
zones, respectively. Thirty-two more north campus
monitoring wells and 15 more south campus monitoring wells
had been added a~ of late 1987 (G&M, 1987a; G&M, 1987c)., ,

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

Hydraulic Control

Figures 9 and 10 show the influence of the Harri.'s extraction
wells on the distribution of potentiometric head in the
shallow and deep aquifers, respectively. These figures are
based on water level measurements made on March 24, 1987,
the same date for which extraction well p~mping 'rates are
given in Table 3. Also shown are the estimated limits of
the capture zones of the different groups of wells.
Comparison of Figure 9 with the 1984 plume map f:or the
shallow aquifer shown in Figure 6 indicates that: wells GS
37S and GS-43S were capable of capturing the arE~as of
highest contamination in the central part of thE~ site,
including most of the areas of the central plume having
concentrations above 100 ppb. However, those areas of the
shallow plume south of Building 15 having concentrations up
to 100 ppb were not being captured. Reference to Figure 11,
which illustrates the shallow vec plume in 1987, also shows
areas of the central plume south of Building 15 with
concentrations greater than 100 ppb that were outside the
capture zone of the extraction well system. ThE~se

observations led to the decision to add well GS-·131S to the
shallow extraction system in 1988. No po:tentiometric
surface maps are available to show the effects of pumping
from well GS-131S, but Harris Corporation believes that its
addition to the system has cut off the southward migration
of the vee plume (Harris, 1989b).

I •• "

As shown in Figure 9, the high concentration reg'ion around
Building 5 was outside the capture zone of wells GS-37S and
GS-43S. Control and remediat.:j..on of the plume in this area
was to be accomplished by the system of 10 wellpoints along
the east and south sides of Building 5, but this system was
apparently not in operation on the day these water level
measurements were made. No piezometric surface maps are
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available that show the measured hydraulic effects of the
wellpoint system or of the pair of :shallow wells, GS-18S and
GS-44S, that later replaced it. However, the numerical
model used to evaluate the ground-water remediation system
indicated that both systems should effectively capture the
shallow plume in the Building 5 area (G&M, 1987b).

Figure 10 shows the capture zones of the Harris extraction'
wells in the deep aquifer, as inferred from the water level
measurements made on March 24, 1987. Comparison with the
1984 plume map shown in Figure 7 shows'that the extraction
system was capable of capturing nearlY,all of the onsite
portions of the worst-case estimate of , the deep plume,
except for small areas of vec concentration less than 100
ppb in the southeast and southwest corners of the site.
Comparison with Figure 13 suggests that by 1987, these low
concentration areas along the edges of the plume may have
been swept into the GOD well system, and the Harris
extraction wells were capturing all of the onsite portions
of the main deep aquifer plume. Contamination that had
already migrated offsite toward the GOD well field was
beyond the reach of the Harris system, but it was being
captured and treated at the affected GDD wells.

Contaminant Plume Reduction

Figures 11 and 12 show the 1987 and 1988 average total VOC
concentration contour maps for the sha~low aquifer.
Comparison with Figure 6 shows evidence of a reduction in
the size and concentration of the west-central plume in the
areas east of Building 22 and adjacent to Troutman
Boulevard. The l,OOO-ppb plume seems to have increased in
size from 1987 to 1988 by being drawn toward recovery well
GS-43S. On the other hand, the size of the 100-ppb plume~

decreased during this period, probably because of the
activation of well GS-131S in mid-1988. The northeast part
of the west-central plume appears unchanged. The size of
the east-central plume near Building 5 appears to have been
reduced substantially over the year of' pumping.

Figures 13 and 14 show concentration maps of average total
vec concentrations in the deep aquifer for 1987 and 1988,
respectively. Comparison between these maps and the 1984
plume map shown in Figure 7 shows progiessive decreases in
both the size and concentration of the, plume. The location
of the peak concentration area, to the south and east of
Building 6, has not changed, but the w~stward extent of the
plume toward Troutman Boulevard has clearly decreased. The
southward extent of the l,OOO-ppb contour has also been
progressively reduced.

Reductions in Concentrations of Contaminants

Figure 15 shows a time-series plot of the total VOC
concentrations in the influent to the GDD treatment system
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from startup in late April 1984 to February 1989. This
influent consists of the ground water extracted from GOU
wells 2B, 3, 5, and 8. The early data were quite variable,
but concentrations stabilized at approximately 15 to 20 ppb
after the fourth quarter of 1986. The decrease in
concentration fluctuations apparent in mid-1985 coincides
with the startup of the Harris recovery program in May 1985.

Figure 16 shows a time-series plot of the total VOC
concentrations in the influent to the Harris trE~atment

system from May 1985 to March 1989. These concEmtrations
ranged from 400 to over 9,000 ppb, generally 10 to 100 times
higher than the concentrations of the influent 1:0 the GOU
treatment system. These data show a steadily dE~clining

concentration trend, suggesting that the .Harris extraction
system is reducing the concentration and mass of
contaminants in the zone of ground-water capture. No
estimates of the contaminant mass removed or thE~ estimated
time to complete remediation were reported.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

The multilayered, two-aquifer system beneath thE~ Harris
Corporation and GDU facilities near Palm Bay, Florida, has
been contaminated with various VOCs. Five of the GOU
production wells supplying water to nearby communities were
shut down after they were found to be contaminat~ed by
discharges originating at the Harris facilities.

I

,

A well head treatment system with an air strippE!r was
installed at the GOU facility to remove VOCs from the
contaminated production wells before further trEiatment for
public consumption. Four of the five con"taminat.ed
production wells have been put back into operation to
restore the full production capacity of the GDU water supply
system and to form a hydraulic barrier between the Harris
facilities and the uncontaminated GOU wel~s.

A system of extraction wells, monitoring wells, and a
separate air stripping treatment unit were insta.lled at the
Harris facilities. The objectives of the Harris remediation
system are to form a barrier to prevent offsite migration to
the south and to clean up the deep and shallow aquifers.

,

The initial shallow aquifer extraction system in the high
concentration area near Building 6 consisted of two wells,
GS-37S and GS-43S, which appeared to have limited
effectiveness in capturing the plume in the southern portion
of the site. Consequently, a third shallow well, GS-131S,
was added in mid-1988 to address this problem. The
hydraulic effect of this new well has not been demonstrated,
but water quality monitoring data are said to demonstrate
that it is effective (Harris, 1989).
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The high concentration area in the shallow aquifer near
Building 5 was initially to be remediated by a system of 10
wellpoints installed along the south an9 east sides of the
building. The wellpoint system was later replaced with two
conventional wells, GS-18S and GS-44S, because of pumping
problems with the wellpoints. Although the hydraulic effect
of these wells on the piezometric surface of the aquifer has
not been shown, they appear to have reduced the size and
concentration of the contaminant plume near Building 5.

The deep aquifer extraction system appears to be effective
in preventing continued offsite migration of the main
contaminant plume. Initially, there may have been low
concentration areas on the east and west edges of the plume
that were beyond the capture zone of the Harris deep
extraction system. However, the extent of the plume has
subsequently been-reduced so that its onsite portions appear
to be hydraulically contained. The portion of the plume
that has already migrated offsite to the south is beyond the
influence of the Harris extraction system, but it is being
captured and treated by the GOU wells. Harris Corporation
continues to pay the treatment expenses incurred by GOU
because of this.

Both the GOU and the Harris treatment systems showed a
decrease in the influent total VOC concentration over the 3
years of remediation. The beneficial effect of the Harris
extraction system was demonstrated by a: sharp decrease in
the total VOC concentrations produced from the contaminated
GDU wells that occurred shortly after the Harris system was
started up. No projected time to complete remediation was
reported.

The two objectives of the GDU pump and treat system have
been achieved. A hydraulic barrier to prevent southeastern
migration of the deep and shallow plumes past the GDU
recovery wells has been established. The system also
pretreats the extracted ground water effectively, allowing
the water from the contaminated recovery wells to be used by
the public.
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CASE STUDY FOR THE IBM DAYTON, FACILITY

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
I

The International Business Machines Corporatio~L's (IBM)
Dayton facility is located in South Brunswick Township, New
Jersey, just west of the town of Dayton (see Fi.gure 1).
Prior to 1985, the manufacturing activities at this facility
included the production of punch cards for computer input
and inked ribbons for printers. Since 1985, manufacturing
has been discontinued, and the site has been used for
administrative activities and the repair of electronic
equipment.

In December 1977, Well SB-ll of the South Brunswick Township
well field was found to be contaminated with ch.lorinated
organic solvents, the majority of which were traceable to
the IBM site. The principal organic solvents of concern are
the volatile organics 1,1,I-trichloroethane and tetra
chloroethylene. In 1978, IBM started operating an onsite
ground-water extraction system to remove the contaminants
from the aquifer. By 1984 the remediation appeared to have
been successful, and the New Jersey Department of Environ
mental Protection (NJDEP) approved the termination of onsite
extraction. However, post-termination monitoring has shown
a reappearance of the contaminant plume, and IBM has
responded with a plan for long-term extraction to contain
the contaminants near their source. The remedial measures
continue to be under the jurisdiction of the NJDEP.

SITE HISTORY

The discovery of contaminants in production well SB-l1 in
December 1977 triggered a ground-water quality investigation
conducted by the NJDEP to locate the contaminant source.
Initially, over 20 businesses were suspected of causing the
ground-water contamination problems, but the investigation
reduced this number to three industries within a I-mile
radius of well SB-ll. These three industries, including the
IBM facility, were then required by the NJDEP to conduct
hydrogeologic investigations of their facilities. As a
result of these studies, it was determined that IBM was the
maj or contributor to the ground-water contamina'tion problem.

I '

In January 1978, the contaminated production well was shut
down and IBM began a site assessment as required by NJDEP.
During 1978, more than 60 monitoring wells and 10 onsite
recovery wells were installed. Operation of the first
recovery well, well GW-4, began in March 1978, ,and in June
1978, production well SB-ll was put back into slervice. The
water pumped from well SB-l1 was discharged to ,the sanitary
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sewer system. In August 1978, ground-wkter investigation
reports on the contamination problem were submitted by two
different consultants, one hired by IBM and the other by
South Brunswick Township. Also, during the summer of 1978,
the chemical storage tanks that were the suspected source of
IBM's ground-water contamination were removed 0

In 1979, three reports on the ground-water contamination
were prepared by the consultants for IBM and South Brunswick
Township. F.:>ur more onsite extracti.on wells and ten more
monitoring wells were installed in 1979.

In June 1980, an administrative consent' order (ACO) was
issued by NJDEP requiring IBM to continue operating the
ground-water extraction and treatment system until it could
be shown that ground-water extraction would not produce
further reductions in contaminant concentrations.

For the next 4 years, the extraction system was operated
with varying numbers of wells being pumped. An additional
set of seven extraction wells was installed offsite in 1981
to intercept the plume movement toward production well
SB-11. At the same time, an array of nine injection wells
was installed along the northeast boundary of the IBM
property. The locations of thewelJ.s that make up the
ground-water remediation system are shown in Figure 2.

In early 1984, both IBM and South BrunsWick Township
informed NJDEP that in their opinions continued operation of
the extraction system would not produce further substantial
reductions in ground-water contaminant concentrations. By
this time the offsite concentrations of total volatile
organics (VOCs) in the monitoring wE~lls had been reduced
below 100 parts per billion (ppb) and only one onsite well,
in the suspected source area, had total VOC concentrations
higher than this level. In June 1984,NJDEP issued an
amended administrative consent order. (AACO) authorizing
termination of ground-water extract:lonexcept at production
well SB-ll, which was to continue producing with a well-head
treatment system installed. In response to the AACO, .the
six operating onsite extraction wells and the seven offsite
blocking wells were shut down on September 9, 1984.

Continued monitoring of ground-water quality after the
ground-water extraction was terminated showed a gradual
increase in concentrations and re-~nergence of the
contaminant plume. In Octobe~ 1987, a 'report was prepared
by IBM's consultant documenting these increases and
predicting that the offsite action levels established by the
AACO would ,be exceeded within a year. The report recom
mended that IBM obtain approval from NJDEP to resume limited
operation of the ground-water extraction system. In March
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1988, a ground-water remediation plan was submitted to NJDEP
recommending a multiphase resumption of limited ground-water
extraction to prevent off-site migration of contaminants.
This plan was approved by the NJDEP in January 1989, and the
first phase of renewed ground-water extraction is expected
to start late in the summer of 1989.

GEOLOGY

The geologic units underlying the study area are, from
youngest to oldest, the Pensauken Formation (Pleistocene),
the Old Bridge Sand Member of the Magothy Formation
(Cretaceous), the Woodbridge Clay Member of the Raritan
Formation, the Farrington Sand Member of the Raritan
Formation (Cretaceous), and the Brunswick Shale (Triassic).

At the IBM site, the Pensauken Formation and the Old Bridge
Sand are both composed primarily of yellow to orange-brown
to gray, silty sand with occasional clayey or gravelly
horizons. Discrete gravel-rich zones in the Pensauken
Format~on may act as channels that affect the hydraulic
characteristics of the aquifer locally.

The Woodbridge Clay is characterized by interbedded clay and
sand layers. In the study area, the individual clay layers
range in thickness from a fraction of a foot to several
feet. In some areas of the IBM property, only one layer is
present, and in at least two areas near the property, the
Woodbridge Clay is absent. Figure 3 shows the elevation of
the top of the Woodbridge Clay in the study are,a and the
zones north and east of the IBM property where :it is absent.

The Farrington Sand is a light-gray to light-yellow, fine-to
medium-grained sand with pebbles and gravel. lot is approxi
mately 60 feet thick in the study area and rests atop the
Brunswick Shale bedrock.

Figure 4 shows a geologic cross section through the north
eastern corner of the IBM site illustrating the configura
tion of these geologic units.

HYDROGEOLOGY

Two interconnected aquifers are involved in the ground-water
contami~ation problem at the IBM Dayton site. ~rhe shallow,
unconfined aqUifer is comprised of the Pensauken Formation
and the Old Bridge Sand, as shown in Figure 4. The water
table is generally 30-to-45 feet below ground surface,
leaving a saturated thickness of approximately 20 to
30 feet. The lower semi-confined aqUifer consists of ,the
Farrington Sand, which is bounded from below by the
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1:e~ati.ve~y i.mpe-rmeab~e Brunswi.ck Shale, and from above by
the thin and locally discontinuous Woodbridge Clay.

The direction of ground-water flow in. both aquifers is
dominated by the pumping from productio~well SB-11. This
well is located in an area where the Woodbridge Clay is
absent, so that groundwater production is derived from both
aqUifers. During the period of oper'!ition of the groundwater
extraction system, well SB-11 was no:mally pumped at 550 to
600 gallons per minute (gpm). Since 1985, however, its
production rate has been increased to 1,,100 gpm, to
intensify its cone of depression. Figures 5 and 6 show
contour maps of the potentiometric surfaces in the shallow
and deep aquifers, respectively. They are based on water
level measurements that, while not simultaneous, represent
conditions in late 1987 for both aquifers. At that time,
the ground-water extraction system a't the IBM site was not
operating, and well SB-11 was producing ,at 1,100 gpm.

The equipotential lines shown in Figure 6 for the Farrington
Sand on the IBM property indicate a region of concentrated
drawdown in the northeast corner of ,the' site and a region of
apparent recharge in the southeast corne£. No explanation
is given for these features in the ~~ailable site data
reports. Examination of these figures shows that the
potentiometric head is generally higher in the shallow
aqUifer than in the deep, indicating the potential for
downward flow through the intervening clay layer.

AqUifer tests run in the shallow aquifer on the IBM site
indicated hydraulic conductivities for the shallow aquifer
from 7 x 10-3 to 1.5 X 10.1 centimeters per second (cm/s).
These are depth-averaged estimates of horizontal hydraulic
conductivity. This wide range of values indicates that ~
there is significant areal non-uniformity in the shallow
aqUifer. Slug tests perfo-rmed in nests of piezometers have
indicated that the hydraulic conductivity of the shallow
aqUifer also varies widely with depth, but no pattern could
be discerned in the variations.

Average ground-water transport rates in the shallow aquifer
at the IBM site have been calculated from gradients and
hydraulic properties. These rates have been shown to be
approximately 4 feet per day towards well SB-11. Chemical
transport rates have been estimated based on the times of
contaminant appearance in the shallow aquifer monitoring
wells, to be approximately 1.9 feet per'day for
trichloroethane (REWAI, 1987).

No aquifer test results or hydraulic conductivity estimates
for the deep Farrington Sand aqUifer are available.
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WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES

The principal contaminants of .concern at the I]~M Dayton
facility are the volatile orgariics 1,1,1-trichloroethane
(TCA), and tetrachloroethylene (PCE). The max:lmum concen
trations of these compounds that have been found in the
ground water at the site are 9,590 ppb of TCA and 6,132 ppb
of PCE. Considerably lower concentrations of t:richloro
ethylene, 1,1-dichloroethylene, and 1,1-dichloJ:'oethane have
also been generally present. The densities of all these
contaminants are greater than the density of w~lter.

The suspected source of the contamination is nE~ar well
GW-32, at the southwest corner of Building 001.. Chemical
storage tanks located in this area were removed from the
site in 1978, but no records have been obtained indicating
that any soil contamination measurements, were Illade at that
time. In 1985 and 1986, soil samples taken fr()m boreholes
around the main IBM bUilding were analyzed and a maximum
soil concentration of 13,255 ppb of total VOCs was found at
a depth of 22.5 feet near the suspected source area. No
contamination was found in this borehole above this
elevation, and, in general, the shallower soil samples did
not show detectable levels of soil contamination.

The reappearance of elevated concentrations of the
contaminants after the onsite ground-water extl:action system
was shut off has led IBM's consultants to suspe~ct the
presence of a residual source of dense nonaqueous liquids
(DNAPLs) in one or both of t~e aquifers. To date, there is
no record of any physical evidence of DNAPLs bE~ing found in
the aquifers. Rather, their presence is suspected because
of the changes that have been observed in ground-water
contamination patterns and the apparent absence~ of
widespread soil contamination near the ground surface.

,

The highest levels of contamination have been found in the
shallow aquifer on the IBM property. Figure 7 shows the
distribution of total volatile organics in the shallow
aquifer based on averages of samples taken from January to
June of 1978.

Contamination of the deep aquifer generally involves the
same contaminants as the shallow aquifer, but the maximum
concentrations detected have been lower., Figure 8 shows the
time averaged concentrations of TCA in the lower aquifer for
the period of January to June 1980. The highest concentra
tion for TCA, as shown on the figure, is 2,461 ppb at the
offsite well BBd.

Tn the late 1970s and early 1980s, when the remedial action
was in progress at the site, uniform regulatory, criteria for
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g-round-wate-r concentrations of these organic compounds had
not been established. The decision to terminate pumping of
the ground-water extraction system seems to have been based
primarily on the contention that continued pumping would not
significantly reduce the contaminant concentrations in the
ground water. In 1984, the AAea issued by the NJDEP
established a TCA concentration of 100 ppb as the action
level below which reactivation of the system would not be
required.

REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

Objectives of Remedtation

The objective of the ground-water extr~ct50n system that was
installed in 1978 was to restore thE~ grou.L_d-water quality in
both aquifers to levels that would be suitable for the
municipal drinking water supply. In 1983, after several
years of operating experience with the system, it,was
predicted that the upper aquifer would be fully restored by
the end of 1984, and that the lower aq~ifer would require at
least another 5 years for complete (~leanup (Althoff, 1983).
At that time, it was thought that the contamination problem
involved a total of approximately 400 gallons of solvent,
and the projected cleanup schedule was based on the
estimated time required to remove this quantity of contam
inants. No precise definition of what constituted complete
aquifer cleanup had then been established. When the ground-·
water extraction was stopped in 1984, it was thought that
its goals had been achieved satisfactorily. It was expected
that continued pumping of production well SB-11 alone would
remove the relatively low levels of remaining contamination
in the aquifers.

In response to the observed re-establishment of the
contaminant plumes since the system was shut off in 1984, a
plan, with somewhat modified objectives, has been formulated
for renewed ground-water extraction. This plan calls for
three phases of the extraction system operation designed to
achieve control over the migration of the plume in the upper
aqUifer. The progressive phases will require decreased
pumping as the extent of the plume :i.s reduced. In the final
phase it is expected that relatively low rates of pumping
from wells close to the source area will effectively control
the plume, but the duration of this phase is indefinite.
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System Configuration
,
I

The initial ground-water extraction system installed in 1978
consisted of 13 on~ite extraction wells in the shallow
aquifer and one onsite extraction well (Well GW-18E) in the
deep aquifer. These wells were operated in conjunction with
the offsite production well SB-11. The onsite pumping
effort was divided between two areas (see Figur1e 2): the
suspected source area southwest of IBM Building 001, and the
downgradient area to the north and east of Building 001.
There is some disagreement among the various da'ta sources as
to the pumping rates for these wells. The init:ial capacity
of the system that treated the ground water extracted onsite
was 70 gpm. This was later increased to 416 gpm. In 1983,
it was reported that the average extraction rat4e for the
onsite extraction system since the commencement of
remediation had been 300 gpm (Althoff, 1983). The offsite
well, SB-11, was pumped at 500 to 600 gpm during this period
and the water extracted from it was disc~arged to the
sanitary sewers. Figure 9 is a graphic illustr;ation of the
operating history of the onsite extraction wells.

I

In 1982, an additional offsite pumping center w.as add~d to
the system midway between the IBM site and Well SB-11. The
ground water extracted from the seven wells in this system
was treated and then reinj ected to the shallow laquifer
through a line of 9 injection wells along the northeastern
site boundary. The extraction and injection well locations
for this new system are shown in Figures 2 and 5. The
purpose of this extraction/injection well system was
apparently to separate the contaminant plume int:o an onsite
portion and an offsite portion and to acceleratE~ the
hydraulic flushing of both portions. The inj eC1:ion wells
were used only for a short time because their efficiencies
deteriorated rapidly. When the injection wells were tested
later (GWC, 1988) it was found that their injec1:ion
capacities had been reduced by an order of magnitude due to
well deterioration.

The water extracted from the onsite wells was tl~eated by air
stripping and then returned to the ground-water system by
means of a spray irrigation field located on thE~ western
portion of the IBM site (see Figure 2).

In addition to the extraction and injection wells, the
remediation system included nearly 100 monitoring wells in
both aquifers. These wells were used to monitor both the
hydraulic performance of the system and the changes in
ground-water quality. Most of the sample analysis was done
in IBM's onsite laboratory. When ground-water E~xtraction

was terminated in 1984, the AAca designated a gl~OUp of
offsite wells in the shallow aqUifer as perimetE~r monitoring
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wells that would be sampled on a monthly basis. These wells
are shown in Figure 2. If the action level (100 ppb of TCA)
was exceeded in any of these wells, IBM was required to
notify NJDEP, and further remedial aetion might be required.

In 1988, a second ground-water remediation scheme was
proposed by IBM to prevent the contaminant plume in the
shallow aquifer from continuing to migrate off site. This
plan consists of three phases involving :migration control at
the site boundary and at the suspected onsite source of
contamination. In Phase I, two of the former injection
wells near the northeast boundary of the site will be pumped
to prevent further offsite plume migration. In Phase II,
two new wells will be added in the s11spected source area,
which will be pumped in addition to the ,boundary control
wells. This phase will begin as soo]~ as the new wells can
be constructed. It is expected that Phase I will last for 1
to 1-1/2 years. When the extent of the plume has been
reduced to the immediate area of the source by Phase II
operations, the boundary control wells will be turned off.
Phase III will consist of continued pumping from one or both
of the source area wells for an indefinite period. The
locations of these wells and their proj~cted pumping rates
were determined with the help of numerical models of ground
water flow in the shallow aquifer.

IBM has proposed that the contamination in the lower aquifer
be controlled by continued pumping of production. well SB-11
with well head treatment. This is recommended as a way to
keep the plume in the lower aquifer from spreading to other
production wells, while permitting South Brunswick Township
to use the water produced for municipal:water supply. The
first phase of the renewed remediation is expected to beg±fi
in late summer 1989.

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

IBM's consultants concluded in 1984 that the ground-water
extraction system operated between 1978 and 1984 had been
very successful in diminishing the size of the contaminant
plume in the shallow aquifer. The authbrization by NJDEP
for termination of the system in 1984 indicates that the
state authorities agreed with this assessment at that time.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of total volatile organics
in the upper aquifer in August 1984. Comparison with the
corresponding distribution for January-June 1978 (see
Figure 7) shows that both the size of the plume and the
concentrations had been reduced dramati~ally. At that time
it was expected that pumping from well SB-11 would be
adequate to complete the aquifer cleanup.
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Continued monitoring showed contamination incr,eases in the
shallow aquifer concentrations after the system was shut
down. Figure 11 shows the distribution of tot,al volatile
organics in April 1987, 2-1/2 years after the 'termination of
onsite extraction. Comparison of this figure ,~ith the
distribution for August 1984 (Figure 10) shows the
re-emergence of the plume in the onsite areas downgradient
of the source. However, the downgradient end c)f the 1984
plume has disappeared and was probably swept into
well SB-ll.

Figures 12 and 13 show the time history of con(~entration

fluctuations for the two primary contaminants, TCA and PCE,
in two of the onsite extraction wells. Well m~-32 is near
the suspected source area, where the highest contaminant
concentrations have been recorded. This well "i7as pumped
steadily during the extraction period, and Figure 12 shows a
fairly steady decline in concentrations from 1978 to 1984.
The concentrations plotted in these figures arE~ not the raw
data, but six-month averages of samples taken E~very two
weeks. For this reason the trends may appear somewhat
smoother than would have been indicated by the raw data.
After the extraction system was shut off in 1984, a clear
increasing trend in the concentrations is evidEmt. The PCE
concentrations measured in this well in 1988 are consider
ably higher than had ever before been detected on the site.
The concentrations of TCA, however, have risen only slightly
since 1984. IBM's consultants have speculated that this
indicates TCA depletion in the contaminant source area. TCA
might be washed out of the source zone more rapidly than PCE
because TCA is more soluble in water and less strongly
sorbed to the soil.

Well GW-16B is an extraction well located downgradient of
the source zone, but still on the IBM site. It, also, was
pumped continuously during the extraction period. The
trends in contaminant concentration for this well, as shown
in Figure 13, are similar to those observed in well GW-32,
except that the decline in concentrations in 1979 and 1980
is more precipitous.

Figure 14 shows the time history of TCA and PCE concen
trations in monitoring well GW-25 , located at the south end
of cross section A-A', as shown in Figure 3. This well is
farther downgradient than GW-32 and GW-16B, and GW-25 is not
an extraction well. The concentrations observed here were
much lower than in the wells ,closer to the source. The
increases in concentrations after 1984 are more pronounced
in this well than in the previous two wells. In this case
the concentrations after cessation of extraction are higher
than they were at the start of the remediation for both TCA
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and peE. This may be due to the inc1:-eased pumping rate of
the offsite production well SB-11.

,
Figure 15 shows the time variation of concentrations in
well SB-l1. This well is located in an area where the clay
layer separating the upper and lower aquifers is missing.
Therefore, the contaminants produced are derived from both
aquifers. The concentrations of contaminants in well SB-11
seem to have established themselves at relatively low
values, probably because the well continues to pump at about
1,100 gpm and significant dilution may occur as a result.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

Both the shallow and deep aquifers at the IBM Dayton
facility have been contaminated with chlorinated organic
solvents. The ground-water remediat:ion program has been
aimed primarily at the contamination plume in the shallow
aquifer. The extraction well system was successful in
reducing the extent and concentrations of contaminants in
the shallow aqUifer during its opera'ting period of 1978 to
1984. However, the concentrations of TCA and PCE in the
immediate source area appeared to stabilize at levels above
100 ppb. This apparent stabilization of concentrations was
interpreted as an indication that the system could be shut
off because continued pumping would :~ot reduce the concen
trations further. When extraction was terminated, the
concentrations began to rise.

The reappearance of higher concentrations has been-attri
buted to the presence of DNAPLs in both the upper and lower
aquifers. IBM's consultants have concluded that this
residual source of contaminants cannot effectively be
removed by ground-water extraction. Therefore, they intend
to resume extraction at lower pumping rates with the
objective of plume containment. The experience gained with
the earlier ground-water extraction system has given them
confidence that the plume can be confined to a relatively
small area around the source zone with a much lower level of
effort than was applied when the goal was total aquifer
restoration.
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CASE STUDY 11

IBM General Products Division
San Jose, California



CASE STUDY FOR THE IBM-SAN J:OSE SITE

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
I

This case study summarizes the remediation of ground-water
contamination from beneath the IBM General Products Division
site, located at 5600 Cottle Road in Sa~ Jose, California
(Figure 1). The IBM facility, which includes 39 bUildings
containing offices, laboratories, and manufact\lring areas,
first began operation in 1956. Magnetic disks and heads for
computer hardware are manufactured at this sitE~ using a
variety of process chemicals and materials. The contamin
ants of concern are Freon 113, 1,1, 1-trichloroE~thane (TCA) ,
1,I-dichloroethylene (1, I-DCE), and trichloroe1:hylene (TCE).

SITE HISTORY

Contamination was first detected at this site :In 1978 during
an internal environmental review program condueted by IBM.
As part of this review program, soil and ground water from
both inside and outside the IBM boundaries werE~ sampled.
Halogenated organic compounds were detected in both soil and
ground water onsite and in ground water offsitE~. The areas
studied are shown in Figure 2. '

As a result of the contaminaotion detected, fur1:her soil and
ground-water investigations were conducted and interim
remedial actions were implemented onsite and offsite to
clean up contamination and control contaminant movement
through the soil and ground water. Over 23,000 cubic yards
of soil have been excavated from onsite ,source areas and /
65 buried storage tanks have been removed or placed above
ground to facilitate monitoring.

Extraction wells have been installed at three cmsite source
areas, at the western site boundary, and at tW() offsite
locations--at mid-plume and Edenvale Gap. The extraction
systems in the onsite source areas were installed in 1982.
The extraction system at the site boundary and in the mid
plume area were installed in 1983, and the EderLvale Gap
system in March 1984.

In one area onsite, an accidental release of Shell Sol 140
occurred in late November 1985. In December 1985, product
recovery and hydraulic control activities were implemented
at the Shell Sol 140 release area.

In May 1986, the State Water Quality Control Board ordered
IBM to submit an overall long-term plan for remedial action
following a similar order by the Regional Water Control
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Board in December 1984. In June 1987, IBM submitted a draft
of its long-term remediation plan (K.JC, 1987). Proposed
aspects of the plan included:

o Establishing contaminant conc~ntration goals

o ContinUing the boundary-well extraction system
until downgradient monitoring~well concentrations
were below goal concentrations

o Installing a system of approximately five
extraction wells in the A aquifer just offsite
near well 12A

o Adding four more B-aquifer extraction wells along
the centerline of the offsiteplume

o Conducting additional vadose zone investigations
onsite

o Treating the extracted water ~sing air stripping

o Discharging the treated effluent to existing Santa
Clara Valley Water District infiltration basins to
promote recharge.

The decision on whether to install the proposed additional
extraction wells will not be made until August 1989 (HLA,
1989b).

GEOLOGY

The IBM facility is located in the Santa Teresa Plain in the
southern part of the Santa Clara Valley. The Santa Clara
Valley was created by tectonic movement and remains
tectonically active. Bedrock underlies'the Santa Teresa
Plain and forms the surrounding moun.tains. Most of the
bedrock consists of consolidated sandstbnes, shales, cherts,
serpentinite, and ultrabasic rocks. Th~re are no known
significant bedrock aquifers within the basin.

The valley floor is underlain by Quaternary alluvium,
consisting of unconsolidated clays, silts, sands, and
gravels. The thickness of the alluv'ium ranges from zero
feet in the surrounding highlands wh.ere bedrock is exposed,
to approximately 400 feet near the cent~r of the basin.

Lithologic logs of borings within the study area along the
east side of the basin indicate that the alluvium appears to
be a sequence of alternating sand and gravel zones separated
by zones of s~lt and clay. Because the alluvium was
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HYDROGEOLOGY

Notes: NA - not available
Compiled from HLA, 1987

0.0059 to 0.22
1.7x10~ to 7.0x104

6.6x10~ to 1.8x104

5.8x10~ to 5.2x104

3.6x10·s

NA

45
66
29
100

Transmissivity
(ft2 /min) Storage Coefficient

1.0 to
7.5 to
7.2 to

25 to
3.1

NA

2.2
3.8
1.3
1.7

to
to
to
to

0.2
NA

T~ble 1
AQUIFER PROPERTIES

Hydraulic
Conductivity

(ft/min)

0.12
0.14
0.26
1.4

A
B
C

BC
D
E

apparently deposited by meandering streams and 'rivers, the
individual zones are extensive lengthwise along the valley
but are locally discontinuous perpendicular to the valley
axis.

The coarser sand and gravel layers in the basin form a
series of aquifers that are generally separated by silt or
clay layers. The monitored aquifer zones are referred to
as the A, B, C, D, and E aquifers, in order of increasing
depth. (Note: The layering of these aquifers is illus
trated in cross sections on Figures 4 and 5 in the following
Section.) There are deeper aquifers in some areas and at
some locations aquifers merge because of discontinuities in
the aquitards. For example, the Band C aquifE~rs merge to
form the Be aquifer in the vicinity of the Edenvale Gap, and
in other locations in the study area. All of 1:hese aquifers
are interconnected to some degree (KJC, 1987). Vertical
flow between aquifers has been estimated but has not been
reported because of high spatial heterogeneity.. Aquifer
properties are shown in Table 1.

Aquifer

The A aquifer ranges from 5 to 30 feet thick, .and is first
encountered at depths of 20 to 25 feet below the ground
surface. The A aquifer was locally confined in the past,
but is currently a perched aquifer as a result of general
water level decline and remec;lial pumping. In t:he southern
portion of the IBM facility, the A aquifer has been



dewatered (HLA, 1987, Plate Bl-19). Ground-water flow in
the A aquifer is generally to the northwest (HLA, 1987).

The Band C aquifers are more laterally ;extensive and
coarser grained than the A aquifer (KJC, 1987). The B
aquifer ranges from 15 to 45 feet thick :and is encountered
at depths of 50 to 60 feet below ground ,surface. The onsite
B aquifer generally consists of two or three sand and/or
gravel units separated by silts or clay~. The B aquifer has
become unconfined in much of the study area except in local
offsite areas.

The C aquifer is confined. It is between 90 and 100 feet
below ground surface and is approximately 15 to 35 feet
thick. The Band C aquifers merge in the area near Edenvale
Gap to form the BC aquifer which is encountered between 50
and 60 feet below ground surface and is approximately 75 to
100 feet thick (HLA, 1987). GrQund-water flow in the Band
C aquifers is to the northwest at approximately 6 to 10 feet
per day.

The top of the confined D aquifer is from 140 to 150 feet
below ground surface and the unit is approximately 10 to 20
feet thick onsite. The E aquifer is also confined, located
approximately 170 to 200 feet below ground surface, and is
approximately 10 to 35 feet thick.

Ground-water discharge from the basin occurs by underflow
and through pumping. Total pumping '~oIUme has increased
since 1983 due to operation of ground-water restoration
programs at IBM and at the nearby Fairchild Semiconductor
Corporation facility. Estimates of grolfnd-water recharge·
and discharge indicate that the Santa Teresa Basin is being
overdrawn (see Table 2). As a resul·t, water levels in the
A, B, C, and D aquifers have declined.

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES

The primary contaminants of concern at this site are
Freon 113, TCA, 1,1-DCE, and TCE. The release of
contaminants to soil and ground water at the IBM facility
may have been the result of surface spills and leaking
underground piping. The contaminant source areas are near
buildings where organic chemicals have been used and stored.
No inventory of the mass of contaminants released to the
subsurface or present in the aquifers has been reported.

The distribution of contaminants at the IBM site is complex,
involving several contaminants and several geologic layers.
Contamination is found in all five aquifer layers and is
found both onsite and offsite. Figure 3 is a cross section
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location map of the site. Figure 4 shows cross section
A-A', and the profile distribution of the average 1985 TCA
concentrations. Cross section A-A' is oriente4 along the
axis of the main plume and is roughly parallel to the
regional flow direction. It shows that the contamina'tion of
the A aquifer appears to be limited to the bouIldaries of the
IBM facility. It also shows that offsite contamination
exists in the B, C, and D aquifers and that thE~ Band
C aquifers appear to have the highest concentrations of
contaminants. The D and E aquifers have not bE~en well
characterized in the mid-plume area so it is djLfficult to
correlate unit D near Edenvale Gap to units D and E under
the IBM facility. The D and E aquifers did not: appear to be
contaminated directly under the IBM facility but were
contaminated down to the bedrock near Edenvale Gap. This
may suggest that these contaminants migrated dc)wnward as
they moved laterally from the IBM site to Eden,~ale Gap.

The distribution of the average 1985 TCA concentrations in
profile is shown in cross sections B-B'through E-E' in
Figure 5. These cross sections show that the A-aquifer TCA
contamination is limited to areas within. or nec:~r the IBM
facility boundaries. The cross sections also show that the
width of the 1 ppb plume is about 1,500 feet at: mid-plume
and less than 500 feet at cross section E-E' ne~ar Edenvale
Gap. The narrowing of the plume width at Eden,~ale Gap
appears to be due to a convergence of ground-wc:lter flow
lines at Edenvale Gap. .

The 1985 Freon 113 plume was slightly more exteinsive than
the 1985 TeA plume offsite, but otherwise had c:l similar
distribution of contamination. The 1,1-DCE plt~e was
considerably less extensive offsite than either the TCA or
Freon 113 plumes. The contamination of the A <:lquifer by the
three major contaminant plumes was limited to areas within
or near the boundaries of th~ IBM facili:ty. Ot:her organic
contaminants present at the site are also limit:ed to areas
within or near the IBM bound~ry.

Although Freon 113 contamination is the most extensive, it
is of least concern from a health protection st:andpoint
because of the low toxicity of Freon 113. The long-term
target remediation concentrations for contaminaLnts present
in the A aquifer are shown in Table 3. The target
concentrations for contaminants present in the B through
E aquifers are shown in Table 4. The standards: for the
deeper aquifers are more conservative because t:he deeper
aquifers are more extensive and are used for wa.ter supply.
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REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

IBM installed three ground-water extraction systems: an
.onsite system centered around known source areas, a boundary
system, and an offsite system. The objective of the three
systems is to reduce the contaminant concentrations in the
aquifers to the target levels listed in'Tables 3 and 4. An
additional objective of the boundary extraction wells and
the offsite wells at Edenvale Gap is to control contaminant
migration.

IBM has installed 30 extraction wells to remove contamina
tion and control ground-water movement (KJC, 1987, p. ES-1).
The onsite ground-water extraction wells centered around the
A-aquifer source areas pump from source areas at Building
001 (Wells A-17 and A-22), Tank Farm 067/Building 006 (Well
A-29), Building 025 TCE Area (Well A-31), and the Shell Sol
140 Release area (RA-16 to RA-21) (KJC, 1987). The
A-aquifer wells are shown in Figure 6.

The boundary extraction system consists of eight A-aquifer
wells, seven B-aquifer wells, and two C-aquifer wells. The
onsite and offsite B-aquifer wells are shown in Figures 7
and 8, respectively. The C-aquifer 'wells are shown in
Figure 9 and the D-aquifer and E-aquifer wells are shown in
Figure 10. No extraction wells in the D and E aquifers were
required by the Regional Water Control Board, and as a
result, no wells were installed.

Remedial pumping began in the onsite A-aquifer wells in
early 1983 and in the onsite B- and C-aquifer wells in
May 1982. Offsite remedial pumping began from late 1983
(ORC-l) to late 1984 (ORBC-3). Figure 11 shows the period
of operation and average flow r~te through early 1987.
Table 5 shows the operational history for all extraction
wells and the April 1988 extraction rate for the wells
operating at that time. Due to basin overdraft, four
B-aquifer wells, both C-aquifer wells in the boundary
system, and wells ORC-1 and ORBC-2 were shut off in April,
1988.

IBM has installed over 350 monitoring wells to evaluate the
distribution and concentration of chemicals'in ground water,
and to study the geology at each well location. Monitoring
well locations in each of the aqUifers are shown in
Figures 6 through 10. Most of the m~nitoring wells
installed to evaluate the effectiveness of the remedial
pumping are sampled and analyzed monthly or quarterly for
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selected parameters. As of June 1987, over 25,000 ground
water samples had been collected and analyzed (KJC, 1987).

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

Hydraulic Control

The effectiveness of ground-water extraction systems in
controlling the movement of contaminated ground water can be
assessed by examining the aquifer's hydraulic response to
pumping. This hydraulic response has been measured and
modeled.

Figure 12 is a map of water-level elevations in. the
A aquifer in June 1986. The general direction of ground
water flow in the A aquifer at that time was northwest. In
June 1986, only barrier well RA-2 was being pum~ed because
of dewatering of the A aquifer. Despite a pumping rate of

~ only 30 gpm in RA-2, there was a significant elongated
depression in the potentiometric surface of the A aquifer
northwest of the IBM facility in June 1986. The sediments
in this area were probably deposited parallel to the valley
axis, which is parallel to this depressed area. The
influence of RA-2 may be extensive to the northwest because
of high hydraulic conductivity along this area. Leakage
down to the B aquifer may also be contributing to this
effect.

The effect of extraction on t:he potentiometric surface of
the B aquifer in June 1986 was also significant (see
Figure 13). Broad cones of depression are evident at
Edenvale Gap, the mid-plume area, and near the onsite
barrier well system. Judging from Figure 13, the zone of
capture of the onsite barrier well system appears to include
the entire IBM property. An elongated depressed area
northwest of the barrier wells was also present in the
B aquifer in June 1986.

The zone of capture of the mid-plume system in the B aquifer
also seemed to be extensive in a direction norm.al to the
principal flow direction in June 1986. The dashed line
indicating the estimated limit of the zone of capture of the
mid-plume system extends laterally over 2,000 feet, both
northeast and southwest of the mid-plume extraction well.
This suggests that the mid-plume system was hydraulically
effective in capturing the entire contaminant plume
upgradient of its influence in June 1986. These same
conclusions can be made based on the water level maps of the
C aquifer. The D-aquifer water level maps show flow to the
northwest near the IBM facility.
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Reductions in Mass and Concentration of; Contaminants

The effectiveness of contaminant mass removal can be
assessed by reviewing evidence of regio~al and point
decreases in contaminant concentrations and by calculating
the mass of contaminants removed by the, remediation system.

To assess spatial and temporal variations in contaminant
distribution, concentration contour maps and time series
plots of concentration are presented. Three time periods
are compared on the contour maps--the second quarters of
1984 and 1986 and the last quarter of 1988. The time series
plots of concentration cover the period: from January 1983
through mid-May 1987.

A Aquifer. The second quarter, 1984, and second quarter,
1986 contour maps of TCA concentrati.ons. in the A aquifer are
shown in Figure 14. These can be cClmpared to the contour
map for the fourth quarter of 1988 (Figure 15) to show the
progress of TCA cleanup after over 4·-1/2 years of operation.
Concentrations of TCA in the northeast increased from 1984
to 1986 and then decreased to concentrations below the 1984
levels by the fourth quarter of 1988. In general, however,
the size of the 10-ppb and 100-ppb plumes does not appear to
have changed considerably from 1984 to 1988, suggesting a
continuous source of TCA or ineffect:ive: extraction of TCA.

Figures 16 and 17 show contour maps of 1,1-DCE concentration
for the second quarter of 1984, the second quarter of'1986,
and the fourth quarter of 1988. ThE!seresults show one to
two order reductions in 1, 1-DCE conc~entrations to the south,
and to the east near bUilding 001, but little change in the
northwest part of the plume. 1, i-DeE c:oncentrations .cemain
above target levels in a few areas cmsite but are below
target levels offsite. Contour maps of Freon 113 concentra
tions over the same period of time show some evidence of
reduction in the size and concentration of the onsite
Freon 113 plume to the northeast and s~uthwest.

A partial explanation of the minimal reductions in
contaminant concentrations to the northwest may be that
several of the eight A-aquifer boundary extraction wells in
that area were shut off because of dewatering. As of the
end of 1988, only RA-2 was pumping---at a rate of about
30 gpm. Nonetheless, about 73 pounds of Freon 113 and
25 pounds of TCA were removed by the A-aquifer boundary
wells from early 1983 to March 1987 ..

B Aquifer. The second quarter, 1984 and 1986 contour maps
of TCA concentrations in the B-aquifer 'are shown in
Figure 18. A comparison to Figure 19, ·the equivalent map
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from the fourth quarter of 1988, shows that con.centrations
of TCA in the mid-plume area near ORB-1 have decreased. The
TCA concentration in ORB-1 was over 100 ppb in the second
quarter of 1984, but was apparently less than 50 ppb in the
fourth quarter of 1988. The contour maps also suggest that
the concentration of TCA in wells 13-B, 2-B, and 5-B
decreased from above 50 ppb i.n 1984 to between 10 and 50 ppb
in 1988. However, other data sources show that the concen
tration of TCA in these wells has not declined ~ignificantly

over this period. There was almost no change in the
position of the 10-ppb and I-ppb contours of TeA over the
4-1/2 year period. Freon 113 concentrations in the
B aquifer also show. substantial reductions in the mid-plume
area near ORB-l and virtually no change in the 10-ppb and
1-ppb contours from the second quarter, 1984 to the fourth
quarter, 1988.

The second quarter, 1984 second quarter, 1986; and fourth
quarter, 1988 contour maps of 1,1-DCE concentrations in the
B aquifer are shown in Figures 20 and 21, respectively.
1,1-DCE concentrations were less than 10ppb throughout the
B aquifer at the site over this entire period. Virtually no
change in the position or concentration of the 1,1-DCE plume
over this 4-1/2 year period was evident, however.

The lack of change in the 1-ppb contour of 1,1-DCE and the
lack of change in the 10-ppb and 1-ppb contours of TCA and
Freon 113 are probably due to the fact that very little
contaminant mass is being extracted at these concentrations.
Well ORB-1 extracted only 6.1 pounds of Freon, 9.4 pounds of
TCA and 0.5 pounds of 1,1-DCE in 1988 (HLA, 1989b).
Furthermore, this mass is re~oved from a large area.
Progress is expected to be very slow at these concentra
tions. The extraction continues in all areas d,espite the
fact that Freon 113 and TCA appear to be well helow their
action levels of 4,500 ppb and 50 ppb, respect~~ely. 1,1
DCE appeared to be at or below its B-aquifer ac·tion level of
1.5 ppb in the fourth quarter of 1988.

Evidence of progress in the B-aquifer restoratil:>n is demon
strated by the set of three graphs in Figure 22. These
graphs show the mass of contaminants removed frl:>m the
extracted ground water from early 1983 to early 1987. As of
December 1986, 4,800 pounds of Freon 113, 153 pounds of TCA,
and 27 pounds of 1, 1-DCE had been removed by thfa onsite
B-aquifer boundary extraction system. The mid-1Plume
recovery well ORB-l had removed about 170 pounds of Freon
113, 205 Rounds of TCA, and 6.5 pounds of 1,1-DGE from the
B aquifer by this same date.
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An extraction system installed in the unseparated B-C
aquifer at Edenvale Gap has been act:ive: since early 1984.
Combined pump rates of over 2000 gpm in wells ORBC-2 and
ORBC-3 have led to the recovery of about 5 billion gallons
of ground water containing about 385 po~nds of TCA and 370
pounds of Freon 113 as of March 1987.

C Aquifer. The second quarter, 1984 se~ond quarter, 1986;
and fourth quarter, 1988 contour maps o:f TeA concentrations
in the C aquifer are shown in Figures 23 and 24,
respectively. Comparison of these maps shows a slight
decrease in TCA concentrations in the Edenvale Gap and mid
plume areas, but virtually no change elsewhere. Freon 113
concentrations appear to have increased slightly in some
areas over the same period. Time series plots of the
concentrations of Freon 113 and TCA in wells 9-C and ORC-l
in the mid-plume area from early 1983 to early 1987
(Figure 25) show astable TCA concentration of about 10 ppb
and a stable or slightly increasing trend in Freon 113
concentrations.

The reduction of contaminant mass in the subsurface is one
indication that remediation is progressing. Table 6
presents a summary of total ground water extracted and
chemical mass removed by the three systems from 1983 through
1987 (KJC, 1988, Appendix SI). From June 1983 through 1987,
approximately 7,679 pounds of Freon 113, TCA, and 1,I-DCE
were removed from the extracted ground water. The initial
contaminant mass inventory has not been reported.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

The interim remedial measures implemented at the IBM-San
Jose site can be summarized as follows:,

o There are four aqUifer systems beneath the IBM
facility that are contaminated with organic
solvents. These are referred to as the A, B, C,
and D aquifers. The A-aquifer contamination is
mainly within the boundari.es of the IBM facility.
The B, C, and D concentration plumes extend
offsite to beyond Edenvale Gap to the northwest.

o Three extraction systems were installed: a system
of dispersed onsite extraction wells that pump
from the A aqUifer; an onsite barrier-well system
that pumps the A, B, and C aquifers from a line of
wells on the western boundary of the facility; and
an offsite extraction system that pumps from the
B, BC, and C aqUifers. ' .
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o Six years of operation have reduced t):l.e
contaminant concentrations onsite in 1~he A aquifer
in the southeastern half of the plume but have had
only a minor effect on the northwestern half,
possibly because of dewatering. In theB and
C aquifers offsite, the extraction systems have
reduced concentrations near the centerline of the
plume ellipsoid, particularly near thl~ boundary
wells and at mid-plume, but have had :little effect
on low-concentration areas of ~he plwne more than
400 to 500 feet perpendicular to the eenterline.
This may be because the reduction in c~ontaminant

mass is very small at these concentrations and
pumping rates and as a result, concentrations
decrease very slowly. Steady or slightly
decreasing concentrations are expected in large
areas of low contamination such as th:is. Some
contamination may also be present in the
unsaturated zone or sorbed to the solid phase in
the saturated zone.

o Water level results from June 1986 suggest a
hydraulic zone of capture that includ.as these
areas of . low concentration. The contiaminated
water that is not captured by the mid,~plume system
may be captured by the extraction sys·t.em at
Edenvale Gap after several years of migration
driven by natural gradients.

o The offsite plume is large and has migrated more
than 2 miles offsite. The concentrations observed
in offsite wells screened in the B anli C aquifers
are generally stable or decreasing slightly. The
offsite extraction systems may have to be operated
for many years because of the current slow rate of
decline in contaminant concentrations.

, ,

o Over 7,600 pounds of contaminants (Frleon 113, TCA,
and 1,I-DCE) were removed by the extr.action
systems from 1983 through 1987. The :initial mass
of solvents contaminating the subsurf.ace is
unknown.

o The detrimental dewatering effect of IBM's
remediation pumping deserves attention, especially
considering that the concentrations of
contaminants in most offsite areas are below
action levels. A 1985 ground-water balance
estimate for the Santa Teresa Basin showed that
6,900 to 29,900 acre-feet of overdraft occurred in
1985. Increased regional pumping cos'ts and land
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subsidence are two anticipated effects of
overdraft. The proposed discharge of the treated
water to the Santa Clara Valley Water District
infiltration basins (KJC, 1987) is expected to
decrease the rate of decli.ne in water levels, but
some irreversible land subsid~nce effect is still
possible. Some actions to decrease pumping and
increase recharge have been t~ken during the last
2 years, including reductions in remediation
related pumping at the IBM facility and the nearby
Fairchild Semiconductor facility (HLA, 1989b; Phil"
Mitchell, personal communi-catton, May 23, 1989).
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CASE STUDY 12

Nichols Engineering and Research Corporation
Hillsborough Township, New Jersey



CASE STUDY FOR
THE NICHOLS ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH CORPORATION SITE

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

The Nichols Engineering and Research CorporatiorL (NERC) site
is located at the southwest corner of the, intersection of
Willow and Holmstead Roads in Hillsborough Township,
Somerset County, New Jersey. It was operated as a combus
tion research pilot plant in which fluidized-bed and rotary
kiln incineration of slag was tested. All of the necessary
chemical analyses, including feed and product st:ream analy
sis, exhaust gas analysis, and emissions testing, were done
onsite. The ground water occurs in a fractured rock aquifer
and has elevated levels of volatile organic compounds (VOC).
All operations at the facility were terminated i.n the spring
of 1983. In accordance with the New Jersey Depalrtment of
Environmental Protection's (N.JDEP) Environmental Clean-up

"Responsibility Act (ECRA) , remedial action was t:aken consist
ing of a ground-water recovery system, which has: been in
continuous operation since January 22, 1988.

SITE HISTORY

The NERC facility was operated as a combustion research
facility from the early 1970s until the spring Cif 1983. A
General Information Submission (GIS), a Site Evaluation
Submission (SES), and a sampling plan were filed with the
NJDEP in accordance with the ECRA on February 15, March 14,
and August 6, 1985, respectively.

The GIS and SES were approved on September 2, 1985, and the
sampling plan was approved on November 26, 1985. A revised
sampling plan was submitted on May 14 and approv'ed on
July 29, 1986.

Ground-water sampling beneath the NERC site performed in
1986 and early 1987 revealed VOC contamination c.entering
around a subsurface wastewater settling basin ad.jacent to
the west side of the pilot plant (see Figure 1). The basin
is suspected of being the source of the ground-~'ater contami
nation beneath the site.

A ground-water contaminant recovery system was installed at
the NERC facility during December 1987 and Janua.ry 1988.
Prior to operation of the recovery system, depth.-integrated
ground-water samples were coLLected from all 12 onsite moni
toring wells and discrete ground-water samples ~'ere col
lected from monitoring wells MW-3, MW-11,. and MW~12 using
pneumatic packers to isolate the zones to be sa~~led.
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The ground-water contaminant recovery system, consisting of
one extraction well, became operational on January 22, 1988.
It has been in continuous operation since that time at an
average pumping rate of 61 gallons per minute (gpm). The
extracted ground water is discharged to the Hillsborough
Municipal Utility Authority (HMUA) sanitary sewer system.
In January 1989, two more extr~ctionwells were added to the
recovery system. No data have yet been obtained on the
effects of this modification.

GEOLOGY

The NERC facility lies within the Newark Basin of the
Piedmont Province and is underlain by the Passaic Formation.
The Passaic Formation is a consolidated 'sedimentary unit of
Triassic-age rock including shales, siltstones, sandstones,
and conglomerates. The formation is 600 to 19,000 feet
thick. The bedding strikes northeast to southwest, parallel
to the axis of the Newark Basin, and dips to the northwest
at 10 to 25 degrees. The Passaic Formation bedrock is gener
ally found at a depth of 2 to 6 feet below ground surface.
It is overlain by soil consisting of a yellowish-red shaly
silt. Storch Engineers, the enviror.~ental consultants for
Nichols, conducted a fracture trace analysis of the NERC
facility and identified four major sets; of linear features,
defined as prominent vertical to near-vertical fracture sets.
Two of the fracture sets strike northeast to southwest, and
the other two strike northwest to southeast.

HYDROGEOLOGY

The water-table depth ranges from 20 to 40 feet below ground
surface across the NERC site. Because ,saturated flow occurs
only in the bedrock, the major pathway of hydraulic and con
taminant transport in these deposits is, through faults,
fractures, and bedding planes. The orientation of the pre
pumping and post-pumping water tables at the NERC facility
suggests that the majority of flow occurs from southeast to
northwest (Storch Engineers, 1988a).

A local ground-water divide occurs naturally at the south
east portion of the site. Figure 1 shows the divide, which
is centered near monitoring well-4 (MW-4). However, this
divide only exists during part of the y,ear. Ground water to
the south and east of this divide flows toward the stream
channel of Royce Brook, which flows north across the eastern
part of the site. The gradient of 1:he water table between
MW-4 and MW-3 is 0.034, approximately 20 times greater than
that between MW-3 and MW-6. The gradient between wells MW-4
and MW-8 is toward the southeast at 0.007 feet per horizon
tal foot.

An aqUifer pumping test was conductE~d at the NERC facility
between 'September 8 and September 12, 1987. Analysis of the
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1 "

Upper Zone
- Boulton (1963)

Lower Zone

Upper Zone
Major Axis (N63°W)

- Hantush (1966)
Upper Zone
Minor Axis (N27°E) ,

5 x 10-2

Storage
Coefficient

Transmissivity
(ft2 /min)

3 x 10-2

8 x 10-1

4 x 10-2

3

1 x 10-2

Table 1
AQUIFER TEST RESULTS

Storch Engineers postulates that the increased 'transmis
sivity in the lower zone is caused by enhanced bedding plane
fracturing. The development of the cone of depression
suggests that fracturing and the associated transmissivity
tensor are anisotropic. The major axis of transmissivity is
oriented southeast to northwest, sub-parallel to two of the
four major fracture sets. The minor axis of tr;:;l.nsmissivity
is oriented southwest to northeast, parallel to the strike
of the Passaic Formation. It should be noted that the major
axis of the contaminant plume is approximately parallel to
the major axis of transmissivity.

Table 1 shows the transmissivity and storage cOl~fficients
the upper and lower zones as well as in the major and minor
axes in the upper zone.

pump test data reveals a complex aquifer exhibiting both
water-table and semi-confined behavior. A conceptual model
based upon analysis of the pump test data comprises a system
of two marginally independent aquifers. The uppermost
water-table aquifer, exhibiting delayed yield behavior, is
separated from a lower "high transmissivity", semi
unconfined zone by a lO-to 20-foot thick stratum of poorly
fractured sedimentary rocks. This intervening stratum has a
somewhat lower hydraulic conductivity than either the upper
or lower zones. The confining layer is penetrated by a
number of widely distributed vertical to near-v,ertical
fractures. In areas of high fracture density,the two zones
behave as a single fracture network exhibiting the storage
characteristics of a water-table aquifer. Where fractures
are less well developed, the behavior of the lower zone is
semi-unconfined.
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Based on the hydraulic properties of the upper zone, the
seepage velocities were estimated by Storch Engineers to be
0.144 ft/day along the major transmi.ssivity axis and
0.0144 ft/day along the minor axis. These estimates are
based on the assumption that the aquifer behaves as a conven
tional porous medium and as such, would tend to underesti
mate the velocity of flow along discrete fractures.

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES

The suspected source of ground-water contamination at the
Nichols Engineering site is a wastewater settling basin that
was located just upgradient of wells MW~1 and MW-2 adjacent
to the west side of the pilot plant. The concrete-lined
basin was excavated into the bedrock to a depth of approxi
mately 8 feet (Storch Engineers, 1989). In 1987, the basin
was removed and the shallow soils surrounding it were
excavated. The area of soil excavation was approximately
30 feet square. Soils surrounding t:he pit were found to be
contaminated with heavy metals and base-neutral extractable
compounds, but these compounds were not detected in the
ground water. Conversely, the VOCs tha~ are ground-water
contaminants at the site were not found in the soil.

Results of water-quality analyses conducted on samples
collected during the first four rounds of sampling indicate
that a contaminant plume comprising the' VOCs chloroform
( CHC13), carbon tetrachloride ( CC14), and tetrachloro
ethylene (PCE) is centered around wells MW-1 and MW-2.

The three compounds make up three individual contaminant
plumes that are collectively referred t,o as the "plume."
The CC14 plume is the most extensivE~ and has, therefore,
been used as the primary monitor of recovery system
performance. The areal extent of the plumes of the individ-

.ual VOC constituents varies, but averages approximately ~
70,000 ft 2 • The plume boundary is defined as the 5 parts
per billion (ppb) isopleth. The reqUired ECRA clean-up
levels are 5 ppb for each individual compound and 10 ppb for
total VOCs. Figure 2 shows the elliptical configuration of
the contaminant plume, with the major a,xis of elongation
oriented northwest to southeast.

The three VOCs detected at the site all have limited
solubility in water. In their pure forms, they are denser
and less viscous than water. Consequently, if they are
present in a dense, nonaqueous phase (~NAPL), they would
probably sink rapidly to the bottom of the transmissive zone
of the rock. DNAPLs may be present at the site, but no
direct physical evidence of them has been found. The
bedrock is thought to be fractured to much greater depths
than have been reached by any of thE~ wells at the site.
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Of the three ground-water contaminants, chloroform has the
lowest potential for sorption to organic carbon in the
aquifer materials, and is normally quite mobile~. PCE and
CC14 are both moderately mobile compounds with respect to
adsorptive retardation. However, in fractured rock
aquifers, solute retardation can also be caused by matrix
diffusion in the rock adjacent to the fractures (Freeze and
Cherry, 1979). This effect would tend to reduc~e the mobil
ity of all three compounds.

REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF REMEDY

Objectives of Remediation

The primary obj ective of the recovery system is: to remove
the contaminated ground water. This entails e~:tracting con
taminated ground water by means of one or more recovery
wells and subsequently lowering the concentrati.on in the
ground water to a maximum level of 5 ppb f~r CHCI3' CCI4'
and PCE and 10 ppb for total VOC.

The recovery system was implemented in accordance with a
secondary objective of minimizing installation time and cost
while maximizing the rate of contaminant remova.l. This
resulted ip a phased approach for the recovery system
design, including the implementation of an initial, or
pilot, recovery system followed by a final recovery-system
design. Adjustments or modifications to the in.itial
recovery-system design constitute the final design.

System Configuration

The initial recovery system includes a single pumping well
located within the contaminant plume at well MWr-3. The
recovery well operates at a discharge rate of a,pproximately
60 to 65 gpm. Well MW-3 extends to a depth of 100 feet with
the pump intake set at 90 feet. The well penetrates to the
lower "high transmissivity" zone. The decision. to pump from
the lower zone instead of the upper zone was based upon the
increased lateral extent of the associated capture zone as
well as the significant interconnection of the two zones.
Aquifer tests conducted in September 1987 indicate the well
is capable of delivering a sustained yield of 200 gpm.
However, extraction has been maintained at less than 70 gpm
because of disposal limitations.

The initial recovery system consisted of a single recovery
well, mainly because of the associated low initial costs and
time requirements. A single recovery well is less costly to
install and often less expensive to operate tha,n a multiple
recovery well system. The startup time of a si.ngle recovery

l
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well is, in most cases, much shorter than that for a multi
ple recovery well system because the design is simpler and
construction time reduced. The exis·ting monitoring well MW
3 was used for extraction because of its central location in
the plume and because aquifer test results suggested that it
would provide the necessary capture zone.

The performance of well MW-3, as a recovery well, was
analyzed using the capture zone type-curve technique
(Javandel and Tsang, 1986). Figure 3 presents the analysis
graphically showing that the contaminant plume lies within
the capture zone of the recovery well pumping at 70 gpm.

All ground water removed by the reco'~ery well is discharged
to the HMUA sewer system without pretreatment. This method
of disposal was chosen because it could be implemented
quickly, with limited installation and maintenance costs.
However, the discharge rate was limited to 100,000 gallons
per day (gpd) , the maximum withdrawal allowed without a
discharge permit, to avoid the time delay and additional
costs associated with a ground-water diversion permit
application.

In January 1989, pumping was initiated from wells MW-1 and
MW-11 in addition to the continued extraction from well
MW-3, although the total extraction rate was still limited
to 70 gpm. This change was made because experience with
well MW-3 indicated that its capture zone did not extend to
well MW-11. Also, the designers of the system felt that the
rate of vac reduction per unit of ground water removed could
be increased by distributing the extraction process among
the three wells.

All samples collected are analyzed using U.S. EPA Method 624
(GC/MS) for the priority pollutant vacs. The original
sampling schedule proposed in the extraction system design
is presented in Table 2. Monthly sampling was done only
with wells MW-1, MW-2, MW-3, and MW-11. Wells MW-S, MW-7,
MW-8, MW-9, and MW-12 were analyzed initially and yielded
concentrations below the detection limit or had trace concen
trations below the ,reporting limit. These wells were not
analyzed again until 7 months after the initial sampling.
Wells MW-4, MW-6, and MW-10 were sampled for the first
4 months, then again 3 months later.
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* - sampling event

7

The NJDEP has expressed concern that the vacs Inay be present
in the ground water downgradient of the disposal basin at
depths below the existing monitoring wells. III response to
this concern, Storch Engineers installed wells MW-11 and
MW-12 to depths of 100 feet and extended well 11W-3 to that
depth during November 1987. Another deep well~ MW-10D, was
installed to a depth of 100 feet adjacent to wE~11 MW-10.

A discrete sampling program was performed on wE~lls MW-3,
MW-ll, and MW-12 to establish the vertical configuration of
the contaminant plume upgradient and perpendicular to the
regional direction of ground-water flow. Discrete sampling
was accomplished by using inflatable packers to isolate the
interval of the well to be sampled. The resul1:s of the
discrete sampling are shown in Table 3. These results sug
gest that most of the vac contamination is near the water
table.

Closure
* *

25 2p 27 28 29 30 Time
(Months)

Table 2
ORIGINAL PROPOSED SAMPLING SCHEDULE

Quarterly

Sample those wells showing signs of contamination, above
acceptable levels, in the initial sampling round

Sample all monitoring wells and the recovery well for volatile
organic compounds (EPA 624)

Sample those wells showing signs of contamination, above
acceptable levels, in either of the two prior sampling rounds

Initial quarterly round (6 months)--sample all monitoring wells
and recovery wells; remaining rounds--sample those wells showing
signs of contamination, above acceptable levels, in either of
the two prior sampling rounds

I I

When a quarterly round indicates compliance with ECRA cleanup
standards, sample all monitoring wells and recovery well for two
consecutive quarters

* * * * * *
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Monthly

Biweekly:

Initial
Sampling:

Monthly:

Quarterly:

Closure:

** * * * * *
2 3 456



Table 3
RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSES

OISCRETE,GROUNO-WATER SAMPLING
Sample 10 and Concentration (ppb)

MW-3 MW-ll MW-12
A B C A B C A B C

Depth in Feet
Contaminant 43-50 68-75 88-95 43"'-50 68-75 88-95 43-50 68-75 88-95
Methylene Chloride NO NO NO ' NO NO ' NO BMDL BMDL NO

Chlorofonn 3.0 NO NO 3.0 NO NO NO BMDL NO

Carbon tetrachloride 14 NO NO 120 NO NO BMDL 4.9 NO

Trichloroethylene BMDL NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

Tetrachloroethylene NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO ND

Toluene 17 15 3.8 5.0 23.0
1

1.1 7.6 2.1 2.3

NO = None detected.
BMDL = Below method detection limit.

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

The recovery system has been operating continuously since
January 22, 1988. Figure 4 illustrates the impact the
recovery well has had on the potentiometric surface.
Roughly 21,596,600 gallons of ground water had been recov
ered as of October 6, 1988. The average flow rate was
approximately 60 gpm or 86,400 gpd.

Table 4 presents the results of the sampling analyses done
throughout the operation of the recovery system. The
results 'indicate that wells MW-4, MW·-6 ,MW-7, MW-8, MW-9,
MW-10, and MW-12 all have concentrations of CCI4, CHCI3' and
PCE below the 5-ppb cleanup level. However, this was true
before operation of the recovery system began. Varying con
centrations of these contaminants are still being detected
in wells MW-1, MW-2, MW-S, and MW-1L Figure 5 shows the
relationship between the concentration of CCl4 in wells MW
1, MW-2, MW-10, and MW-11 and the volume of ground water
discharged over the period of operation. Note that the con
centrations are plotted on a logarithmic scale.
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Wells MW-1 and MW-2 have yielded the highest concentrations
of VOCs, 980 and 610 ppb, respectively. Based on results of
the October 6, 1988 sampling round, CCl4 concentrations in
wells MW-1 and MW-2 have bee.n reduced by roughly 90 and
80 percent, respectively. However, the cleanup level calls
for a reduction to 5 ppb in all wells. The concentration of
CCl4 in well MW-11 does not appear to have been affected by
the recovery system.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between CCl4 concentration,
water level, and precipitation for wells MW-1 .and MW-2. The
concentration of CCl4 in wells MW-l and MW-2 c.an be seen to
have stabilized or increased during periods of increased
water levels or shortly thereafter. This suggests that a
contaminant source exists within the unsaturatlad zone
(Storch Engineers, 1988b). .

The July 21-22, 1988, and October 6, 1988, saml~ling records
indicate the presence of CCl4 in well MW-5 at levels above
the cleanup level (7.4 ppb and 7 ppb). CCl4 h.ad not been
detected in well MW-5 above .the reporting limi't: before the
July sampling round. These results indicate that horizontal
and/or vertical movement of ground water controninated with
CCl4 may have occurred in the area of well MW-5. This move
ment suggests that the plume.may not be completely contained
by the recovery system, however, confirmation is limited by
the data. Continued monitoring of this well hias been recom
mended by Storch Engineers and conclusions will be drawn
after more complete data become available. .

Analysis of the sampling results indicate two important
trends. First, the rate of decrease in contaminant concen
tration in wells MW-1, MW-2, and MW-11 decreaslad signifi
cantly after the first 50 to 80 days of extrac't:ion, as shown
in Figure 5. Second, precipitation and the associated uses
in water levels tend to increase the CCl4 conclantrations
detected in ground water, suggesting the existence of CCl4
within the unsaturated zone (see Figure 6).

The first trend may result from a number of factors
including the record trend. The exchange of contaminant
mass between the fractures within the geologic formation and
the rock itself may affect the CCl4 removal rate. This
process, known as matrix diffusion, results in retardation
and enhanced logitudinal dispersion in contamil~ant transport
through fractured rock. Another factor is the presence of
CCl4 in the unsaturated zone. CCl4 in this zone will not be
removed unless leached out of the soil by infiltration.
This is a slow process and that appears to be .a function of
precipitation. Adsorption/desorption processes may also con
tribute to the reduction in .the removal irate.

I

It is important to note that the concentration of CCl4 in
well MW-11 does not appear to have been reduced at all.
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This is thought by Storch Engineers to indicate that the
lower zone of well MW-11 may be outside the capture zone of
well MW-3. For this reason well MW-11 was converted to an
extraction well in January 1989, together with well MW-1.
No performance information for. the expanded system has yet
been made available, but Storch Engineers believe that it
has accelerated the remediation substantially (Storch
Engineers, 1989). They currently expect to complete
remediation before the end of the year.,

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

The NERC site has reported elevated levels of VOCs (mainly
CC14) in the ground water. A ground-water recovery well has
been in continuous operation since January 22, 1988, and as
a result the CC14 concentration has been reduced by 80 to
90 percent in some wells. The rate of CC14 removal has
decreased significantly during the course of operation.

The addition of two additional extraction wells to the
system in January 1989, is thought to have accelerated the
ground-water cleanup, but no firm indication of this is yet
available. '

The presence of CC14 within the unsaturated zone is of
primary concern. The addition of two recovery wells is not
likely to increase the rate of leaching of contaminants out
of the unsaturated zone.

The unsaturated zone at NERC can logically be seen as two
different zones. The first zone is the part of the unsatu
rated zone that occurs naturally in the absence of pumping.
This natural unsaturated zone is bounded by the ground
surface and water-table surface, which occurs 20 to 40fe~

below the ground surface. The second or induced unsatur~ted
zone is that part of the unsaturated zone created by the
drawdown of the operating recovery well.

A technique that may improve the recovery rate of CC14
within the induced unsaturated zone is intermittent pumping.
By shutting off the recovery wells and allowing the water
table to resume its natural position., the inducedunsatu
rated zone will become inundated and some dissolution of
CC14 into the ground water will occu.r. Continuation of the
pumping process can then remove the CC14 captured by this
process. Intermittent operation of the recovery well(s)
would increase the removal of CC14 from the induced unsatu
rated zone to some degree, but CC14 in the natural unsatu
rated zone would not be affected. The correlation between
water level and CC14 concentration should be investigated
further and the possibility of using intermittant pumping
should be considered if the correlation is favorable.
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The CCl4 in the natural unsaturated zone will not be
affected by ground-water extl~action unless other actions are
taken. Although the displacement of ground water by inter
mittent pumping will create air flow through this zone, the
impact this air flow has on the removal of CCl4 is probably
minimal~ Implementation of a soil vapor extraction system
does, however, have the potential to significantly affect
the removal of CCl4 from this zone. Alternatively, the
treated ground water could be recharged to the surface of
the site to infiltrate through the unsaturated zone and
leach out the CCl4. The apparent correlation between pre
cipitation and elevated levels of CCl4 in the ground water
suggests that this would be effective.
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CASE STUDY FOR THE OLIN CHEMICAL POE RU][ PLANT

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

Olin Chemical Corporation's Doe Run facility is located just
south of the Ohio River near Brandenburg, Kentucky (Figure
1). Since 1952, the plant has utilized ground water
obtained from three Ranney wells to meet its de~mands for
process and cooling water. Initially, all of t:he plant's
water ~eeds were met using these wells, but as water demands
increased it became necessary to construct Doe Run Lake to
supplement the water supply. Presently, appro~:imately one
third of the 14,000 gpm of water required is supplied by
ground water and two-thirds by surface water out of the
lake.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, it became evident that
the ground water in the vicinity of Ranney Wells 1 and 2 had
become contaminated from past disposal practice~s: onsite
thermal destruction in open burning pits and use of settling
basins. The contaminants of. concern are. chloro-alkyl
ethers, primarily dichloroethyl ether (DCEE) ar.Ld dichloro
isopropyl ether (DCIPE). Ground-water extraction via the
three Ranney wells has been used since 1974 to keep the
contaminants from migrating offsite. The Kentucky Division
of Waste Management has regulated remediation activities at
the site since 1984.

SITE HISTORY

DCEE and DCIPE were found in high concentrations in the
early 1970s in Ranney Wells 1 and 2. Both ethe~rs were
produced as waste by-products at the Doe Run plant. DCEE
waste has not been produced since 1962 and DCIPE waste has
not been produced since 1981.

These two waste by-products were disposed of by open burning
pits and settling basins which, because of the relatively
permeable nature of the surficial soils, led to the contami
nation of the ground water.

Hydrogeologic studies were conducted in 1974 and 1975~ and
in 1980 to determine the extent and sources of the
contamination. These studies included the drilling and
installation of 24 observation and/or chemical sampling
wells.

The Ranney wells have been used to extract process water for
the plant since the early 1950s, and as such have exerted
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some control on contaminant migratioIl for many years.
Starting in late 1984, the three Raruley wells were specifi
cally operated as part of a remediation program designed to
contain and collect all contaminated ground water at the
facility. Olin intends to continue 1:his practice to satisfy
the State of Kentucky's requirement for a corrective action
program for the ground-water contamination at the facility.

GEOLOGY

The Doe Run facility is located within the Ohio River
alluvial valley, which is approximately 1 mile wide at the
site. The valley contains two terrae-es, a lower and an
upper terrace. The lower terrace, or flood plain, has
surface elevations that generally range between 415 and 430
feet above mean sea level, and is SW)ject to frequent
flooding by the river. The upper terrace, upon which most
of the plant is located, varies in elevation between 450 and
460 feet above mean sea level. Presently, the low water
level of the Ohio River is maintained at an elevation of 383
feet by the Corps of Engineers.

Typically, the upper 20 to 30 feet of material encountered
near the uiver is fine-grained material with a dominance of
silt and very fine sand with interbedded layers of clay.
The thickness of these deposits thins to the south towards
the higher terrace.

Underlying the finer-grained sedimen'ts is a thick sequence
of sands with varying amounts of gra'\Tel. This coarser
material represents valley train materials deposited during
the Pleistocene era by glaciers retr1eating from the land to
the north and east. The glacial mel,twater drastically
increased the load and discharge of ,the Ohio River. The
hydrologic properties of these materials vary both
vertically and horizontally, but they are generally
moderately to highly permeable and capable of storing and
transmitting relatively large volumes of water. Neither
clay lenses nor zones high in silt and clay content, both
sediment types that would restrict the vertical movement of
water, were encountered within the saturated zone.

The bedrock below the unconsolidated materials is a thin to
very thin, bedded, crystalline, fossiliferous limestone.
The limestone reveals few joint patterns and appears to have
very low permeability and porosity characteristics. Figure
2 is a bedrock-surface elevation map constructed using all
available data. The bedrock valley 'walls are much steeper
on the north side of the valley than along the southern
margin of the valley in the vicinity of the plant.
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HYDROGEOLOGY

The alluvial aquifer in the vicinity of the Doe Run plant
consists of unconsolidated deposits of sands and gravel with
varying amounts of silt and minor occurrences ·of clay.
Ground water generally exists under unconfined conditions,
especially in the vicinity of pumping centers, where signif
icant dewatering has occurred. The configuration of the
water table while under the influence of the Ranney well
pumping is shown in Figure 3. The pumping ratles of Ranney
Wells #1 (PW1) , 112 (PW2) , an.d 113 (PW3) at the 'time that the
potentiometric surface was evaluated were 1425 gpm, 1650
gpm, and 1740 gpm, respectively. The saturated thickness of
the aquifer ranges from nearly 80 feet near thle river, to
less than 30 feet near the ethylene oxide and Jpropylene
oxide (EO and P9) off-gas burners (see Figure 4).

Hydrogeologic surveys have provided insight in~to the
hydraulic properties of the aquifer. The aqUifer east of
Ranney Well #1 is comparatively less permeable and exhibits
an average hydraulic conductivity of 134 ft/day. The
aquifer west of Ranney Well #1 has an average 11ydraulic
conductivity of about 267 ft/day. There is a hydraulic
connection between the aquifer and the adj acen1: Ohio River.
Since the aqUifer is unconfined, the storage coefficient
should approximate the specific yield of the formation and
is estimated by Olin to be approximately 0.2 (Olin, 1986).

I

The Ohio River Valley is the natural discharge area for the
region. However, the Ranney collector wells al::'e so close to
the river that 80 to 90 percent of the water produced from
them is induced recharge from the river. Norm~ll ground
water flow gradients range from 0.0007 to 0.002 and are
directed towards the river. Operation of the Ranney wells
has placed stress on the system, increasing thE~gradients

and creating a discharge point. Recharge to the aquifer is
also received from:

1. Precipitation which infiltrates through the soil and
percolates downward to the water table

2. Leakage from the bedrock valley walls

3. Leakage from unlined ditches and streams ~mich cross
the flood plain

3
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WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES

Through ground-water monitoring, it has been determined that
contaminants were released from the following s·ources:

Combined Waste Landfill
Olin East Landfill
West Landfill
West Biological Sludge Landfill
East Biologial Sludge Landfill
Clinker Disposal Area
Wastewater Treatment Facility

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1. The Old Burning Pit southeast of Ranney Well #1
2. The EO/PO Off-Gas Burner Area
3. The Lime Settling Lagoon

There were no known hazardous consti.tuents disposed of in
these units. The location of each solid waste management
unit is shown in Figure 4.

Because of operational characteristics of the three sources,
DCEE and DCIPE were selected as indicator parameters in
evaluating the conditions of the facili~y's ground water.
These indicator parameters are chlorina~ed ether compounds
that are slightly denser than water and only slightly
soluble in water. The aqueous solubilities for DCEE and
DCIPE are 10,200 ppm and 1,700 ppm l~espectively. DCEE can
be characterized as having very high mobility with a
sediment-water partition coefficient: (Koc ) of 13.9 ml/g;
DCIPE is highly mobile with a Koc of 61 ml/g. The water
quality criteria for human health at: 10~ excess cancer risk
are 0.03 ppb for DCEE and 34.7 ppb for DCIPE as defined by
the Clean Water Act.

Seven additional solid waste management units are located at
the Doe Run Facility (see Figure 4). These units include:

Figure 4 shows the locations of these sources. The Old
Burning Pit was an atomizing burner used from 1952 through
1974 to incinerate chlorinated hydrocarbons. It is esti
mated that 18,000 tons of propylene dichloride, DCEE, and
DCIPE were disposed of in this unit. From 1952 to 1960 the
Lime Settling Lagoon settled out waste and other inert
solids from a chlorohydrin-type ethylene oxide process
wastewater.stream. The EO/PO Off-Gas Burner was an
atomizing burner used from 1959 through 1961 to incinerate
off-gas from ethylene and propylene oxide chlorohydrin
processes. It is estimated that 10 tons of off-gas was
disposed of in this unit.



Figure 5 shows the areal distribution of maximt~ concentra
tions of DCEE in May 1980; Figure 6 shows the c~onfiguration
for DClPE. The area and shape of the contamin~lted region is
similar for DCIPE and DCEE. Olin concluded th~Lt there are
three areas of high DCIPE concentrations: Ranney Well 111
(RW-1), MW-6 and BE-II, and BE-35.

REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

The objective of the ground-water extraction by the Ranney
wells is to prevent the migration of pollutants into areas
which are free of contamination. The system consists of
three Ranney wells spaced about 1,500 feet apart on the
southern bank of the Ohio River. These wells 'tIl'ere con
structed in 1951 and 1952. Two vertical, gravel-packed
wells were installed west of Ranney Well 113 in 1978.

The ground water beneath the Doe Run facility is presently
monitored using 33 monitoring wells, three Rann.ey wells, and
two conventional production wells (Collector Wells 114 and
#5). An example of a section and plan view of a Ranney well
is shown in Figure 7.

Hydraulic gradients can be determined from piezometric
surface measurements that were collected in the field. This
defines the ground-water flow direction and illustrates the
influence of each collector well on the ground 'water (see
Figure 3). The natural ground-water flow direction in the
plant area is to the north towards the Ohio River.
Operation of the collector wells bordering the Ohio River
increases both the natural northward gradient and flow rates
towards the Ohio River.

Using computer modeling, Olin evaluated several pumping
modes, and then field-tested those that looked most
promising. The results of these studies are sU1:mnarized as
follows:

o With Ranney Wells 111 and 113 out of se:t'Vice and
Well II 2 operating, all contaminated ground water
is contained and flows toward Ranney Well 112.
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o Contaminated ground-water move~ent is not
influenced by Ranney Well #3 as long as the
pumping rate from this source does not exceed the
rate of Ranney Well 112 or t:hecombined rates of
Ranney Wells #1 and #2

o During the dry months (June to November), Ranney
Well 111 should be operated to ,intercept any plume
movement towards the Ohio River.

On the basis of potentiometric data, capture zone calcula
tions, and the actual monitoring of E~ther movement in the
ground water, the pumping rates for each well were
determined. In late 1984, the Doe R\ln facility decided to
operate the three Ranney wells as follows:

o Operate Ranney Well #3 with a pumping rate of
1000-1500 gpm

o Maintain the combined pumping rates of Ranney
Wells #1 and #2 at least 100 gpm higher than the
pumping rate of Ranney Well #3

o Operate Ranney Well #1 from July to October at a
minimum pumping rate of 500 gpm

Continued operation of the Ranney wells using these criteria
should contain and collect all contmninated ground water at
the facility ..

It can be observed from the field data ~hat under the above
pumping conditions, ground-water flmq from beneath all solid
waste management units is intercepted by the Ranney wells
and the collector wells. The field data are supported by
capture zone calculations performed on each well.

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

Ether concentrations have been tracked in the monitoring
wells by semiannual sampling. Several monitoring wells can
be used directly to monitor plume movements. For example,
monitoring well MW-7 is directly do~~gradient from the EO/PO
Off-Gas Burners, an area of known past release. The
concentrations of DCEE and DCIPE in well MW-7 from June 1984
to October 1988 are shown in Figure 8. 'The concentratiol'~

are quite variable and show strong p,aaks, in September 1985
for DCEE and in October 1986 for DCIPE. The concentration
of DCEE has declined from over 500 ppb in June 1984 to less
than 50 ppb after October 1987.- The concentration of DCIPE
appears to have decreased slightly from June 1984 to October
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1988. The peaks in DCEE and DCIPE concentrations suggest
that the centers of maximum concentration of v~o plumes
reached and then moved past well MW-7. The concentrations
prior to 1984 were not repo~ted.

I

On the east side of the plant, well BH-l has shown an
overall decrease in ether concentrations (Figure 9) as the
ground water flowed from that area towards Ra~ey Wells #1
and #2. In monitoring well MW-2 located betwelen Ranney
Wells #2 and #3, the concentration of DGIPE w~§ ~bove the
startup concentration from September 1985 to O,ctober 1987,
and did not decrease to below the startup concentration
until 1988 (see Figure 10). The DCEE concentr;a.tion remained
low until 1988, when it peaked above 2500 ppb :in April
before falling to low levels again by August 1~~88.

The plume movement can be altered by changing lPumping
conditions in the aquifer. By changing pumping schemes the
ground-water divides will shift and plume movement may be
re-directed. However, regardless of the pumping scheme,
flow is still northward towards the line of in~erception,

defined as the line formed by the three Ranney wells and the
two conventional collector wells.

In the mid-1970s Ranney Well #1 contained the llighest level
of contamination, with DCIPE lev~ls ranging from 15 to 30
parts per million. By 1980, th~ level of contamination had
declined to 10 ppm. On the basis of this infolnnation, Olin
claims that all ground-water flow from the Doe .Run facility
is intercepted at the north property line. ThE~ extracted
water is first used as process water, is then biologically
treated in an onsite activated-sludge wastewatE~r treatment
plant, and is then discharged through a Kentucky Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (KPDES) permitted outfall.

i I

Olin is presently making improvements to the original
ground-water program by installing five additi()nal water
wells that will provide additional water for plant needs,
help clean up the contamination in the Ranney ~~ells so that
this water can be used as non-contact cooling ~~ater, and
provide further assurance that no offsit.e migrntion of
ground-water contamination occurs. These new ~~ells will
begin operating in June 1989.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

The alluvial aquifer system at the Olin Chemic~ll plant,
bordering the Ohio River, has been contaminated with chlori
nated organic compounds, notably the ethers dichloroethyl
ether and dichloroisopropyl ether. An extractj.on scheme
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using three Ranney wells located adjacent to the Ohio River
was implemented in 1974 to control contaminant migration.

The pumping scheme practiced at the Olin Chemical plant
appears to be hydraulically effective in controlling the
migration of the contaminant plume, in part due to high
pumping rates and favorable aquifer conditions. Although
the goal of contaminant migration control is being achieved,
the presence of contamination at a distance from the extrac
tion wells may require containment ac~tivities to continue
for an extended number of years. Contaminant concentrations
are variable in most recovery wells hut a declining trend is
generally evident.
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CASE STUDY 14

Ponders Corner
Lakewood, Washington



I·····

CASE STUDY FOR ~ONDERS CO~R SITE:,

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

The Ponders Corner site, also known as the Lakewood site on
the U.s. EPA's National Priorities list, is located in
Lakewood, Washington, south of the city of Tacoma. The site
consists of the Plaza Cleaners property and the regional
aquifer within about a 2,000-foot radius of Plaza Cleaners.
Two contaminated municipal water supply wells, wells HI and
H2 of the Lakewood Water District, are located about 800
feet south of Plaza Cleaners (see Figure 1). These wells
serve about 600 of the 13,600 customers of the Lakewood
Water District, and are an essential source of water for
fire control. To the north, east, and west of the site are
residential, commercial, and light industrial areas of the
city of Lakewood. McChord Ai.r Force Base is south of the
site. The main contaminants of concern at the site are
tetrachloroethylene (peE), trichloroethylene (TCE), and 1,2
trans-dichloroethylene (1,2-trans-DCE), all of 'which are by
products of the dry cleaning operations. The site is admin
istered under the Superfund program.

SITE HISTORY

Contamination was first detected at the site by the EPA in
July 1981. Water taken from wells HI and H2 was found to
contain PCE, TCE, and 1,2-trans-DCE. As a result, these
production wells were taken out of service in mid-August
1981. Subsequent sampling and inspection showed that the
septic tanks and the surface disposal areas of Plaza Clean
ers were the probable sources of ground-water contamination.-

Between October 1981 and March 1983, ten shallow monitoring
wells and 14 deep monitoring wells were installied near wells
HI and HZ so that the extent and degree of cont.amination at
the site could be evaluated. Analysis of ground-water sam
ples from these wells and the septic tanks at Plaza Cleaners
showed that Plaza Cleaners wa.s the main source l:;>f ground
water contamination. In October 1983, discharg1es to the
septic tanks ceased, and 104 cubic yards of con'taminated
soil were excavated at the Plaza Cleanerl:/ property.

In March 1984, the EPA authorized a focused feasibility
study of well head treatment alternatives for wlalls HI and
HZ that could be implemented by mid-1984. The goals of this
interim remedial measure were to restrict the m:~gration of
contaminants in the aquifer and to bring wells HI and H2
back into service before the summer peak demand period.
Treatment by air stripping was selected and the treatment

I I
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system and wells HI and H2 began operat~ng September 26,
1984. '

From October 1984 to February 1985, a remedial investigation
was conducted during which nine more deep monitoring wells
and three more shallow monitoring wells were installed, for
a total of 36 monitoring wells. A R,ecord of Decision (ROD)
describing the chosen remediation plan was signed on Septem
ber 30, 1985. Six more monitoring w,ells were installed in
February 1987, one in an area of uncaptured contamination
northwest of wells HI and H2 and five at the perimeter of
the McChord Air Force Base. In September 1987, the contents
of the septic tanks were removed and backfilled. A vapor
extraction well system designed to extract organic solvents
from the vadose zone near Plaza Cleaners was installed in
January 1988 and began operating in :March 1988.

GEOLOGY

The Ponders Corner site is on an upland glacial drift plain
that slopes gently to the northwest and terminates at the
Puget Sound. The regional geology is characterized by
unconsolidated to semi-consolidated alluvial and glacial
deposits, including silt, clay, sand, gravel, glacial till,
and peat. These sediments overlie the bedrock. The thick
ness of these sediments in the region varies from 0 to 2000
feet. The four uppermost geologic unit$ important to this
site study, in order of increasing depth, are: 1) the
Steilacoom gravel, 2) the Vashon till, 3) the Advance Out
wash deposits, and 4) the Colvos sand. A cross section of
these units at the 'site is shown in Figure 2.

The Steilacoom gravel unit consist of sands and gravels and
is 1 to 58 feet thick at the site. Although it is generally
unsaturated, perched saturated zones occur locally. The
Vashon till is composed of silts and clays with local sand
and gravel lenses. It is a semi-con.fining layer at the site
and is generally unsaturated but has discontinuous saturated
zones within the sand and gravel len.ses locally. The thick
ness of the Vashon till varies from 8 to 92 feet.

The top of the Advance Outwash unit underlies the Vashon
till at depths of 25 to 84 feet below land surface. It is
from 20 to over 90 feet thick and consists of highly layered
fine to coarse sand and gravel. The Advance Outwash unit is
saturated and is the primary aquifer in this area. Wells HI
and H2 are both completed in this aquifer at a depth of
approximately 110 feet.

Underlying the Advance Outwash unit is the Colvos sand. The
Colvos sand consists of poorly-graded silt, clay, and silty
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fine sand. It is' estimated to be more than 15Q feet thick.
The Colvos sand is two to three orders of magnitude less
permeable than the Advance O~twash aquifer and may act as a
partial barrier to downward flow from the Advance Outwash
aquifer to deeper units.

HYDROGEOLOGY

The depth to the water table at the site varies from 20 to
60 feet below land surface, depending on surface topography.
Ground-water levels vary in response to the ground-water
recharge rate which varies, in turn, with the "ride, seasonal
fluctuations in rainfall. Annual recharge to the site is
estimated at 10 to 17 inches per year, or 25 to 40 percent
of the average annual rainfall of 40 inches.

I

The potentiometric surface of the confined to semi-confined
Advance Outwash aquifer is from 20 to 40 feet below ground
surface at the site. The diJ;ection of ground-~'ater flow was
west-northwest in the Advance Outwash aquifer, at the time
water level measurements were taken from 1981 to 1983. The
horizontal velocity of ground-water flow across the site in
the Advance Outwash aquifer varied from 2.7 to 100.3 ft/day
during this period, with an average velocity of about
18 ft/day. The downward vertical component of the gradient
in the Advance Outwash aquifer has not been determined.
Ground water in the Advance Outwash aquifer eventually flows
into Gravelly Lake to the northwest of the site.

I

Before October 1983, the direction and rate of ground-water
flow were affected by the discharge of 15,000 to 20,000 gal
lons of wastewater per day from the Plaza Cleaners septic
tanks. This maximum discharge rate is about 40 times gr~t
er over the area of infiltration than the maximum estimated
natural recharge rate of 17 inches per year (EPA, 1985).

Flow directions are also strongly affected by pumping in
wells HI and H2, which have a combined yield of about
2,600 gpm. A ground-water contour map based on measurements
taken on July 23, 1984, when wells HI and H2 had not been
operating for 35 months and discharges to the septic tanks
had been stopped for 9 months, is shown in Figure 3. Fig
ure 3 shows that ground-water flow in July 1984 was to the
west-northwest. The undisturbed gradients averaged about
0.005 feet per horizontal foot in July 1984.

During an aquifer test of the Advance Outwash aqUifer in
February 1983, the water levels in shallow moni'toring wells
in the Steilacoom gravel unit decreased, indica'ting that the
two units are hydraulically interconnected. ThlB horizontal
hydraulic conductivity of the Advance Outwash aquifer was

, ,
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estimated at 3,000 to 15,000 gpd/ft2 with an average of
8,000 gpd/ft2 (0.38 em/sec), based on the February 1983
aquifer test.

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES

PCE, TCE, and 1,2-trans-DCE are the main contaminants of
interest at the Ponders Corner site. The primary sources of
ground-water contamination were the septic tanks and surface
disposal areas at Plaza Cleaners. Dry cleaning wastes from
Plaza Cleaners were discharged to a 4,250-gallon septic tank
system, where they were flushed by 15,000 to 20,000 gallons
of laundry wastewater each day. ThE~ supernatant water in
the septic tanks was sampled in March 1983 and found to
contain 550 ppb PCE and 29 ppb TCE. Calculations based on
these concentrations and a 20,000 gpm discharge rate show
that as much as 0.09 lbs/day of PCE and 0.005 lbs/day of TCE
were discharged to the drain line of the septic tank system.
The duration of this discharge has not been reported.

In addition to septic tank discharge, solvent-contaminated
wastewater and sludge generated by t:he dry cleaning opera-
tions were poured onto the ground outside of the Plaza
Cleaners building. Samples of the dry cleaning wastewater
were found to contain 60,000 to 100 9 000 ppb of chlorinated
organic solvents, while sludge samples contained 3,600 ppb
of TCE and 9,600 ppb of 1,2-trans-DCE. The duration of
surface disposal of these waste was also unreported.

The contaminants introduced by septic tank overflow and
surface disposal migrated downward with the wastewater and
natural recharge to contaminate the aquifer. A potential
subsurface pathway for the contaminant migration is illus
trated in Figure 4. The contaminant:s appear to have
migrated downward through the Steilacoom gravel, then later
ally along the Vashon till. Finding one or more permeable
conduits, the contaminants appear to have then migrated
farther downward to the Advance Outwash aquifer, and then
laterally toward wells HI and H2 under the influence of
pumping.

The lateral extent and magnitude of contamination in the
Steilacoom gravel and Vashon till have not been well charac
terized. However, the Steilacoom gravel appears to contain
tens of pounds of PCE, while the Vashon till may contain up
to 1300 pounds of PCE (EPA, 1985). The concentration data
for ground-water samples taken from February to May 1985,
along with the estimated inventory of contamination at that
time, are shown in Table 1. These E~stimates include both
contaminants sorbed to the solid phase and contaminants
dissolved in the liquid phase. It should be noted, however,
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REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

A contour map of PCE concentrations in the Advance Outwash
aquifer in February 1985 is shown in Figure 5. Wells HI and
H2 had been pumped for about six months at a total rate of
2,000 gpm at the time these data were collected. This fol
lowed the mid-August 1981, to September 1984 pE~riod during
which wells HI and H2 were npt in service. ThE~ plume in
Figure 5 shows that flow occurred to the northwest under the
natural northwestward gradient during the 3-year period of
no pumping.

I,

Vashon till and
only one or two
bl~ inaccurate.

"

Three potential source areas within the long-tE~rm capture
zone of wells HI and H2 have been identified wlthin McChord
Air Force Base (see Figure 6). In order to detect migration
of contaminants out of these areas towards wells HI and H2,
five wells--37, 38, 39A, 39B, and 40--were inst:alled at the.
perimeter of McChord Air Force Base in February and March
1987. Chlorobenzene, acetone, and TCE were det:ected inter
mittently at low concentrations in wells, 38, 39A, and 39B in
early 1987. Methylene chloride, potentially associated with
McChord Air Force Base source areas, was detect:ed in wells
MW12 and MW14 in February and March 1983 (EPA, 1985).

The objectives of the well head treatmen~ inte~im remedial
measure (IRM) were to restrict the spread of contamination
in the aqUifer and restore the water supply to the Ponders
Corner area by the mid-1984 summer peak period. The focused
feasibility study of treatment alternatives, in March 1984,
showed that air stripping was the most cost-effective treat
ment alternative. An air st~ipping well head treatment
system was constructed and began operation in September 1984
at the same time that pumping of wells HI and H2 was
restored.

'I II

Wells HI and H2 have generally been operated at a total rate
of about 2,000 gpm since they were put back into service in
September 1984. This pumping rate was chosen based on the
needs of the Lakewood Water District rather than on criteria
related to remediation or aquifer capacity. Nonetheless,
this pumping rate was found to capture the entire plume
except for a small part of the plume which escaped when the
wells were, shut down. No other extraction wells have been
added to wells HI and H2 to enhance cleanup effectiveness.

that the mass inventory calculations for the
the Steilacoom gravel are based on data from
wells. For this reason, these estimates may
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However, a vapor extraction well system'designed to address
unsaturated zone contamination began. operating in March 1988
on the Plaza Cleaners property.

Although the emphasis of the well head treatment IRM was to
restore the Hl/H2 water supply, this emphasis was also con
sistent with the objective of restricting the migration of
contaminants because wells HI and H2 were near the centroid
of the plume. It is worth noting, however, that the lack of
pumping from August 1981 to September 1984 led to the migra
tion of the contaminants beyond the zone of capture of wells
HI and H2 once they were placed back into operation.

There were 42 monitoring wells installed at the site. Five
of these wells are used to monitor potential contaminant
migration from McChord Air Force Base. ,The remaining
37 wells have been or are being used to monitor the main
plume or to assess the initial extent arid degree of contami
nation. As the lateral extent of the contaminant plume has
decreased, sampling of some of these mohitoring wells has
been discontinued to save costs.

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

The restoration of pumping in wells HI and H2 in September
1984 changed the potentiometric surface of the Advance Out
wash aqUifer by establishing a cone of depression around
wells Hl and H2. A water level contour map of the aqUifer
in March of 1987 is shown in Figure 7. The approximate
limit of the hydraulic zone of capture was sufficient to
capture most of the contaminant plume with the exception of
a small section to the northwest that had escaped during the
3-year period when wells HI and H2 were out of operation.

Contour maps of PCE concentrations in December 1986 and
March 1987 are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.
These two maps show a reduction in t:hesize and concentra
tion of the main plume over time. They also show the sec
tion of the contaminant plume that had migrated beyond the
zone of capture of wells HI and H2 prior to the September
1984 startup. The extent of the uncaptured portion of the
plume has not been well characterizE~d to date, but concentr
ations of contaminants are low. The maximum concentration
detected in well 32 was 6.9 ppb of PCEinMay 1985. The
concentration of PCE in well 32 rose to 6.9 ppb and then
declined-, suggesting that the centroid :of the uncaptured
portion of the plume may have migrat:ed to the northwest past
well 32. Results of chemical analyses of ground water from
the monitoring wells at the site for PCE and TCE are listed
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
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Time series plots of the concentration of PCE and TCE enter
ing the well HI and H2 recovery system from thE~ time of
startup in September 1984 to April 1989 are shown in Fig
ures 10 and 11, respectively. These plots genE~rally show a
steep initial decline in concentrations followE~d by a grad
ual decline to levels which are either low or below detec
tion limits. The PCE concentrations in well H~~ are an
exception, however. The PCE concentrati.on dat~l for well H2
show a stable or slightly declining trend from late 1985 to
early 1989. This trend suggests that a source of PCE may be
present that releases PCE in'!=o the aquifer gradually. At an
average rate of 1,200 gpm and an average concentration of
45 ppb, approximately 20 lbs of PCE were being extracted by
well H2 each month from late 1985 to early 1989,-

Geologic evidence and limited sampling data suggest that the
Vashon till may be the source of PCE, given its low perme
ability and significant inventory of PCE (CH2M HILL, 1988).
Because of the low permeability and relatively high retarda
tion ability of the Vashon till, the PCE contamination in
the Vashon till is likely to be a persistent source of PCE.
Analysis of precipitation da1:a shows that concemtrations of
contaminants increase following periods of high recharge and
decrease following periods of low recharge, supporting the
conclusion that the till may be a continuing source of con
tamination at the site.

With continued operation of the wellhead treatment system as
part of the final corrective action for the sit,e, it has
been projected that the system will have to be operated a
minimum of 10 more years before the water quali.ty standards
prescribed for the site are achieved consistent,ly
(CH2M HILL, 1988). The prescribed standard fot:' the effluent
from the air stripping system is 0.8 ppb for peE, 2.7 ppb
for TCE, and 27 ppb for 1,2-trans-DCE (EPA, 1984), through
these standards may be changed. These standards compare
with the current federal health-based standard of 0.88 ppb
for PCE under the Clean Water Act and an MCL of 5 ppb for
TCE under the Safe Drinking Water Act. Because of the pos
sibility of a continuing contaminant source at the Ponders
Corner site, the projection of complete aquifer restoration
by as early as 1997 may be too optimistic. The vapor
extraction system that began removing organic solvent vapors
from the unsaturated zone in early 1988 should have a bene
ficial effect on remediation.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

The contamination by organic solvents originating from a dry
cleaning operation at the Ponders Corner site has affected
three geologic units, including the regional aquifer that is
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a source of water for about 600 of the 13,600 customers of
the Lakewood Water District.

The two production wells supplying ground water to the
Lakewood Water District ceased operation in August 1981,
after contamination was discovered. After a focused feasi
bility study of treatment alternatives and the construction
of an air stripping well head treatment system, the wells
began operating again in September 1984.

Operation of the production wells has reduced the concentra
tion and size of the main plume of PCE and TCE since start
up. However, the 3-year absenc6 of production well pumping
allowed a portion of the main plume to migrate beyond the
zone of capture of the production wells, under the influence
of the natural northwestward gradient. This portion of the
plume cannot be remedied by the existing system as it is
currently designed and operated.

One important conclusion that can be drawn from Table 1 is
that the silts and clays of the Vashon till appear to con
tain almost 90 percent of the total contaminant inventory at
the site. This is problematic for two reasons. The first
is that the low permeability of the Vashon till inhibits
flow of contaminated water out of this unit. Most of the
water extracted by wells HI and H2 will be drawn from the
more permeable Advance Outwash aquifer rather than the low
permeability Vashon till.

The second problem is that adsorption of contaminants on the
solid phase is favored by silts and clays, and that the
contaminants are likely to be retain.ed in the Vashon till as
a result. Estimates of site specific retardation factors
range from 3 to 21, depending on the sediments and the
specific contaminant. These estimated retardation factors
suggest that the contaminants are drawn towards the well at
1/3 to 1/21 of the speed of the water contained in the same
porous medium. For the silts and clays: of the Vashon till,
retardation is likely to be toward the high end of the esti
mated range. As a result, not only will the flow of ground
water out of the Vashon till be limited, the velocity of
contaminant migration out of the Vashon till is likely to be
much slower than the velocity of ground-water flow.

Time series plots also suggest that the Vashon till is act
ing as a continuing source of PCE. The contamination in the
Vashon till is likely to be released slowly and be quite
persistent because of the low permeability and strong chemi
cal retention ability of the silts and ~lays. Even though
the main aquifer is quite permeable, the present system may
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CASE STUDY FOR THE SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
AIM-AREA SITE

BACKGROUND OF THE PROB~EM

This study covers the remediation of a contamin~ted aquifer
system underlying the A- and M-areas of the Savannah River
Plant in Aiken, South Carolina. The Savannah River Plant is
part of a system of weapons plants in the United States that
conduct research and manufacture products necessary for the
production and upkeep of nuclear weapons. The :M-area manu
facturing operations include aluminum forming and metal
finishing. The A-area includes administrative buildings and
the Savannah River Laboratory. The aquifers beneath parts
of the A- and M-areas of the plant have been contaminated
with volatile organic degreasing solvents as a result of
.these activities. 1,1,2-trichloroethylene (TCE), tetra
chloroethylene (PCE), and 1,1,I-trichloroethane (TCA) have
been the main degreasing solvents used at the plant. The
Savannah River Plant is administered by a private company
under contract to the Department of Energy. The South
Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control
regulates the remediation at .the site.· .

The A- and M-areas of the Savannah River Plant ~re on a
hilltop about 2,000 to 3,000 feet south of the northwest
boundary of the plant (see Fi.gure 1). The site consists of
administrative (A-area) bUildings and manufacturing (M-area)
buildings and other facilities. The M-area is in the
southern part of the AIM-area complex, and the Hazardous
Waste Management Facility (HWMF) is in the south corner of
the M-area itself (see Figure 2). The HWMF includes an ~
unlined settling basin, overflow areas, Lost Lake, and a
process sewer line leading from the plant.

SITE HISTORY

Production activities in the M-area began in 1954. At that
time, process wastewater was released directly to Tims
Branch, a nearby stream. From 1954 until 1958, Tims Branch
received all the wastewater from the plant. However,
because the wastewater contained enriched uranium, a
settling basin was constructed in 1958 to settle out and
contain uranium and other he~vy metals discharged from the
plant. The settling basin, and other structures of the
HWMF, received wastes from the M-area from 1958 until 1985.
Tims Branch also continued to receive some wast,es from the
plant from 1958 until May 1982. The history of'these
discharges is shown in Table 1. Table 1 shows that over
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Table 1
SOLVENT USE AND RELEASE HISTORY AT THE M-AREA

2.1 million pounds of solvents were released to the HWMF
settling basin from 1952 to 1982.

19,000

12,000

TCA

670,000

1979-1982

PCE

1,000,000

1962-1979

1,800,000

8,700,000

Solvents
TCE

383,000

317,000

1952-1979

3,700,000

*USDOE, 1986.

Released to settling
basin (lb)

Total used (lb)

Years used

Released to Tims
Branch/A-014
Outfall* (lb)

Following the discovery of contamin8~tion underneath the
settling basin at the HWMF in June 1981, a system of mon
itoring wells was installed to assess the extent of
contamination. This initial monitoring-well network was
later expanded to further delineate the contamination at the
site. Soil and sludge samples were also collected and
analyzed. In response to the contamina~ion encountered
during the site investigations, a pi.lot remediation system
consisting of one recovery well and a pilot air stripper was
installed and began operating at the HWMF in February 1983.
The final implemented system was later expanded to include a
large production air stripper near the M-area buildings, and
11 recovery wells and 236 monitoring wells over a broad area
(USDOE, 1989). The expansion of the well system was made
necessary by the discovery of several sources of contami
nation upgradient from the HWMF, primarily in the M-area.
This full-scale extraction and treatment system began
operation in September 1985. The discharges to the HWMF
were stopped in July 1985.

(Colven et al., 1985, p. 5-13)



GEOLOGY

The site is in the Upper Atlantic Coastal Plain.' province of
South Carolina on the Aiken Plateau in an area dissected by
tributaries of the Savannah and Congaree rivers'. The site
is underlain by a wedge of unconsolidated to semicon
solidated sediments that dip and thicken towards the
southeast. The formations of interest that underlie the
plant, in order of increasing depth, are the Ba.'rnwell Group,
the McBean. Formation, the Congaree Formation, the Ellenton
Formation, and the Black Creek Formation. These formations
are shown in Figure 3.

I

The Barnwell Group is composed of the Upland un.'it, the
Tobacco Road Formation, and 1:he Dry Branch Formation. The
Upland unit is a poorly sorted mix of sand, cobbles, silt,
and clay with a thickness of approximately 57 feet. It
contains 50 percent clay and'silt. The Tobacco Road
Format:;l.on is a moderate to w~ll-sorted, fine-to-medium sand
containing some pebbles and 13 percent silt and clay. The
Tobacco Road Formation is up to 97 feet thick. The Dry
Branch Formation is a moderately to well-sorted medium sand
containing 18 percent silt and clay. It is from 30 to
55 feet thick.

The McBea~ Formation is typically a moderately to well
sorted fine sand with some calcareous zOfles and, approxi
mately 25 percent silt and clay. Clay and silt layers make
up 14 percent of the 16- to 34-foot thickness of the McBean
Formation. There does not appear to be a disti.nct laterally
extensive clay layer within the McBean Formation in the M
area (USDOE, 1986).

The Congaree Formation is predominantly sandy with a discon
tinuous clayey zone in the middle of the section. For
hydrogeologic reasons, the Congaree Formation is divided
into the Upper and Lower Congaree. The Upper Congaree is a
well-sorted, fine-to-medium sand containing 16 percent silt
and clay. Silt and clay beds make up 7 percent of the 14
to 60-foot thickness of the Upper Congaree. The discon
tinuous clay beds separating the Upper and Lower Congaree
contain 70 percent silt and clay. The Lower Congaree is a
moderately to well-sorted medium sand containin.g 17 percent
silt and clay. Silt and clay beds compose 6 percent of the
4- to 44-foot thickness of the Lower Congaree.

, I

The Ellenton Formation is composed of clay, clayey silt, and
poorly sorted, fine-to-coarse, clayey sand. The Ellenton
Formation contains 62 percen1: silt and clay. Its thickness
is quite variable, ranging from 32 to 95 feet. The Ellenton

3
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Formation contains two major clay layers separated by a
poorly sorted sand. The bottom clay is from 10 to 56 feet
thick and is the principal confining unit for the underlying
Black Creek Formation.

Most of the Black Creek Formation consists of very poorly to
well-sorted, medium-to-coarse sands. Silt and clay beds
make up 5 percent of a 152- to 180-foot thick section of the
Black Creek Formation. Most of the silt and clay beds are
in the lower part of the section. The upper" Black Creek is
an important production zone for water-supply wells in the
M-area.

HYDROGEOLOGY

The flow regime and other hydrogeological features of the
aquifers underlying the site can best be described by
referring to potentiometric surface maps and cross sections.
Figure 4 shows the potentiometric surface of the unconfined
water-table unit in the McBean Formation in the first
quarter of 1985, before remediation pumping began. The
water table was approximately 60 to 120: feet below the land
surface of the A- and M-areas of the pl~nt. The 244-foot
contour delineates the limit of a broad' plateau in the
water-table surface surrounding most of the AIM-area in plan
view. The flow in the water-table unit· below the AIM-area
is complex, but radial flow is expected outward from the
244-foot contour.

Figure 5 is a potentiometric surface map of the Upper
Congaree aquifer in the first quarter of 1985. Figure 5
shows that flow in this aquifer ranged from southwest to
northeast near the AIM-area. The di.rection of flow north of
Route 19 was unclear from these data. Flow under the HWMF
was south-southeast.

Flow was mainly to the east and south in the Lower Congaree
Formation and to the southeast in the Ellenton Formation
during 1985 and 1986.

The vertical dimension of flow at the site is shown in the
potentiometric cross sections B-B' and E-E' for the third
quarter of 1985 (Figures 6 and 7; A- and M-areas shown in
inset map). Cross section B-B' runs northwest-southeast to
the west of the M-area, through the seepage basin and
recovery well RMW-4. This cross section shows that there is
a downward vertical gradient beneath the M-area. The hori
zontal component of the gradient is to the south in the area
south of the seepage basin. The flow in the northern part
of the M-area is strongly downward and slightly to the nortll
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at and near the water table as suggested by Figure 4, but
Figure 6 shows that the flow paths in this are8L turn to the
south with depth.

Figure 7 shows cross section E-E', running nort:h-south
through Lost Lake and across the northern M-area. This
figure also shows a significant downward component to the
gradient, especially beneath the M-area. SoutrLward and
northward flow also seems to exist in the McBeB\n and
Congaree Formations near the outer limits of this cross
section. The true direction of the horizontal component of
the gradient is best judged from plan view potemtiometric
surface maps rather than cross sections, however. Vertical
flow rates have been estimated to be from tens to hundreds
of feet per year (USDOE, 1989, p. 5-6).

Ground water in the water-table unit and the Up'per Congaree
aquifer is derived primarily from recharge in t:he A/M-areas.
The ground water in these units flows radially from the site
at a rate of approximately 50 to 100 ft/year and eventually
discharges into Tims Branch, a tributary of Upper Three
Runs. Ground water in the Lower Congaree and t:he Ellenton
formations is derived from recharge in the M-area and from
recharge areas upgradient to the north. This ~rater flows
southward at approximately 250 ft/year and eventually dis
charges into Upper Three Runs. Ground water in the Black
Creek Formation is recharged primarily from are~as north of
the Savannah River Plant and flows to the soutt~est at
approximately 365 ft/year. The rate of downward Darcian
flux to the water table in the unsaturated zone~ beneath the
settling basin has been estimated to be 5 to 7 'feet per year
(USDOE, 1986, Section D.10). /'

Specific capacity, step-drawdown, and constant-·rate pumping
tests were performed on the 11 recovery wells t:o determine
the composite hydrogeologic characteristics of the screened
intervals. Most of the screened intervals are .in permeable
zones of the Congaree and lower McBean Formations. The
average transmissivity of the 11 recovery wells was
25,000 gpd / ft, while the med:lan t ransmis s i vity was
16,000 gpd/ ft. (An aquifer with a transmissivi.ty of
100,000 gpd/ ft is cons'idered a good aquifer for water well
exploitation). The observed specific capacity of the
11 recovery wells ranged from 0.6 to 7.78 gallons per minute
(gpm) per foot. The hydraulic properties of selme of the
individual layers are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2

6

82,500

Transmissivity
(gpd/ft)

0.43
0.23
4.9

Hydraulic Conductivity (ft/day)
Non-Directional Horizontal Vertical

ESTIMATES OF HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES

Formation

*From specific capacity tests, median values; Table D-17
+Mean value; Table D-27
#Average of 10 values; Table D-28.

The mass of solvents from degreasing operations that has
contaminated the ground water along 'with the recharged
wastewater is not known directly. However, as Table 1
showed, 2.1 million pounds of solvents were discharged to
the HWMF from 1952 to 1982. Some fraction of these solvents
volatilized to the atmosphere, but a substantial amount
percolated downward to the saturated zone. The quantity of
solvents in the saturated zone under AIM-areas has been
estimated using concentration informati9n from the moni
toring well network at the site. The total amount of
dissolved organic solvents was estimated at 260,000 to
450,000 pounds, of which over 75 percent is TCE (Colven et
al., 1987). This amount does not includ~ contaminants
sorbed to solids in the saturated zone, contaminants in
areas with concentrations below 10 parts per billion (ppb),
or contaminants that are still in the unsaturated zone but
will eventually reach the water table. Consequently, the
actual amount of organics that would have to be removed to
achieve aquifer cleanup is greater than these estimates.

Source: USDOE, July 1986

Major products of the M-area of the plant include fuel rods,
control rods, and metal targets. The physical and chemical
characteristics of the wastes produced by this facility are
similar to those of the wastes produced by other aluminum
forming and metal-finishing industries. These wastes
include metals, metal compounds, and organic degreasing
solvents. The specific problem at this site is contamina
tion of the aquifer system by TCA, PCE, and TCE, all of
which are volatile organic solvents.

Upper McBean*
Lower McBean*
Congaree*
Lower Ellenion Clay+
Black Creek

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES



Figure 8 shows the distribution of TCE contamination in the
water-table unit in the third quarter of 1985, before
remediation began. This map shows that TCE concentrations
exceeded 100,000 ppb near the settling basin and the A-014
outfall southeast of the M-area in 1985. Both .the settling
basin and the A-014 outfall received wastewater from the
plant in the past (see Table 1). These high concentration
areas wer~ part of a large central plume that E~xtended

underneath the entire M-area. and the sou~hern part of the A
area. A separate plume was also present to thE! north near
the Savannah River Laboratory.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of TCE in the Upper Congaree
in the third quarter of 1985. The TCE plume in the Upper
Congaree appears to extend over a larger area, than in the
water-table unit, especially in the area north of the M
area. The TCE concentration in the northern M~area exceeds
100,000 ppb near well MSB-24. The concentration highs are
otherwise centered around the same source areas as in the
water-table unit.

Figure 10 shows the vertical concentration dist:ribution of
TCE in cross section B-B' in the third quarter of 1985.
This figure shows that most of the contamination is in the
McBean and Congaree formations and that the thi.ck Ellenton
clay layers form a partial barrier to dOWT.Lward migration of
contaminants. This figure also shows that the 10,000 ppb
and 100,000 ppb TCE plQ~es have a strong vertical orien
tation beneath the settling basin. This vertical orien
tation is caused by the strong vertical hydraulic gradient
in the saturated zone beneath the settling basi.n, which
drives downward flow. Dense nonaqueous phase liquids
(DNAPLs) have not been reported to be present.

The vertical distribution of TCE along cross section E-E' in
the third quarter of 1985 is shown in Figure 11. Figure 11
shows evidence of a contamin.;tnt source a'l: the np:r;th end of
the cross section near the Savannah River Laboratory. It
also shows contamination in the Black Creek Formation at
well MSB37.

REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

Objectives of Remediation

The objectives of the cleanup of the contamination at the
AIM-areas of the plant are: (1) to minimize or eliminate
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migration of contaminated ground watler northward toward the
plant boundary and downward into the Black Creek Formation,
where eight AIM-area production wells a~e currently oper
ating, and (2) to clean up the aquifer systems beneath the
plant over a period of 30 years. Th,e self-imposed standard
for the 3D-year remediation effort is to remove 99 percent
of the solvent mass initially contaminating the aquifer
system. The mass of solvents in the aq~ifer system is
projected to decrease exponentially over 30 years toone
percent of its initial inventory, as estimated in 1985.
This approach depends on the accuracy of the initial
inventory and the method of measuring the change in
inventory. It was assumed that reducing the contaminant
inventory at this rate would also restore the ground water
to a level that no longer poses a threat to human health or
the environment, but the remediation goal was not based on
concentration standards per see

System Configuration

The extraction system consists of 11 recovery wells
distributed throughout the contaminated areas of the M-area
(see Figure 12). Wells RWM-3, RWM-5, RWM-9, and RWM-ll1

were designed to be pumped at 55 gpm, while the remaining
seven wells were designed to be pumped at 25 gpm, for a
total of 395 gpm for the eleven wells. These pumping rates
appear to be limited by the capacity of the air-stripper
discharge pump. The high-capacity wells were placed near
the centroid of the plume to maximize the rate of contami
nant removal. Recovery wells RWM-l, RWM-8, and RWM-I0 are
near the M-area HWMF, recovery wells RWM-6 and RWM-7 are
near the A-014 outfall, and most of the'remaining recovery
wells are near the main M-area buildings. The wells were
designed to fully penetrate the McBean and Congaree
Formations and are screened in the more permeable water
bearing intervals of these formations. There are four 10
foot screened intervals over the approximately 200-foot
depth of each well.

In December 1988, the average total withdrawal from the
recovery well system was 436 gpm. This rate was limited by
the capacity of the air-stripper discharge pump. This could
be increased to as much as 725 gpm if the pumps were modi
fied to operate at full formation capacity (Colven et al.,
1987). Air emission permits allow air emissions of up to
7.9 pounds of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) per hour.

lThe M-Area recovery wells are designated with RWM prefixes,
which have been omitted from the figures to reduce clutter.
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This limit allows influent concentrations of up to
39,900 ppb at the design rate of 395 gpm and 21,740 ppb at
the full formation capacity of 725 gpm. 1nflUEmt concen
trations for the second half of 1988 averaged about
21,000 ppb, indicating that pumping could be increased to
full formation capacity without exceeding the ~lir emissions
limit. An increase to 600 gpm was recommended in the 1988
annual report (USDOE, 1989). . As of late. 1988, however, the
equipment capacity and not the formation capacity or the air
emissions permit was limiting the rate of aquifer
restoration.

Figures 13 and 14 show the projected 30-year zones of
capture of the 11 recovery wells in the water-t:able unit and
the Upper Congaree Formation, respectively, as calculated
using a particle tracking model (Larson et al., 1987). The
30-year zone of capture is defined as the three~-dimensional

volume of aquifer that contains all the ground-.water flow
paths that will end at a recovery well with travel times of
30 years or less (Colven et al., 1987, p.8.1). Third
quarter 1986 TCE concentrations are superimposE!d on
Figures 13 and 14 to indicate how effective thE! system is
projected to be in capturing the contaminant plume. Both
figures clearly show that the present recovery system is not
projected to capture the con1:aminated ground wa.ter over a
wide area southeast of the AIM-area. Separate uncaptured
plumes are also evident west of Lost Lake and to the north,
near the Savannah River Laboratory.

The zone of capture of the solvents will be smaller than the
30-year zones of capture of the ground water shown in
Figures 13 and 14 because of retardation caused by par
titioning between the solid and liquid phases. Although
this effect was acknowledged by Colven et ale (1987), it was
not evaluated quantitatively.

Once the ground water is extracted from the aquifer, it is
pumped to and passed through an air stripper, where the
organic solvents volatilize into the atmosphere at concen
trations designed to be below federal air standards. The
removal of the degreasing so]~ents from the extracted water
by the air stripper was over 99.99 percent effective during
the first year of operation and continues to be highly
efficient. The air-stripper effluent is discharged to the
A-014 outfall (USDOE, 1985, Section 111.3.5).

Two hundred thirty-six monitoring wells have been installed
at this site to assess the extent of contaminat~on and to
monitor the effectiveness of the remediation (U$DOE, 1989,
Section 3). These 236 monitoring wells are screened in a
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three-dimensional pattern in the McBean, Congaree, Ellenton,
and Black Creek formations in an attempt to track trends in
potentiometric head and contaminant concentrations
throughout the entire aquifer systenl. Eleven of these wells
are point-of-compliance wells, while the remainder are plume
definition wells. The ongoing sampling schedule for the
wells at the site calls for sampling solvent concentrations
and potentiometric head once every 2: weeks at the
11 recovery wells and quarterly at a select number of
monitoring wells. One hundred and sixty-five monitoring
wells were sampled in 1988 (USDOE, 1989).

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

The obj ectives of the AIM-area remediat'ion program are to
minimize horizontal and vertical migration of the contam
inant plume and to remove 99 percent of the contamination in
the aquifer over 30 years. These objectives were developed
internally at the Savannah River Plant and are not based on
reduction of the contaminant concentrations to any health
based standard. The progress towards reaching these two
objectives can be assessed by examining evidence of (1) the
effect of pumping on regional gradients, and flow directions,
(2) a reduction in the size or migratio~ of the plume, and
(3) a decrease in the concentrations and absolute amounts of
solvents in the ground water.

Hydraulic Influence

Figure 15 shows the water-table elevation in the water-table
unit in the fourth quarter of 1988 after 3 years of full
scale extraction. The general appearance of the water-table
surface in the fourth quarter of 1988 was similar to the
appearance of the water table in the first quarter of 1985,
although there was a general decline in,water-table
elevations caused by a drought.

The 234~foot contour defined the limits of a broad plateau
in the potentiometric surface in 1988, just as the 244-foot
contour did in 1985 (see Figure 4). The high areas to the
west and east within this plateau were caused by artificial
recharge from runoff basins and disc~harge points and were
also present in 1985. The depression in the center of the
plateau was more cone shaped in 1988 than in 1985. This was
probably due to the effects of recovery wells RWM-9 and RWM
11, which are within this depression. There also seems to
be a slight perturbation in the 232-·, 234-, and 236-foot
contours near the HWMF. In general, however, the recovery
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system did not appear to have influenced flow patterns in
the AIM-areas to a significant degree after three years of
operation.

This lack of change is due in part to the low individual and
combined pumping rates and the size of the area covered by
the recovery-well system. The lack of change is also con
sistent with the zone-of-capture modeling, which showed
small zones of capture in the water-table unit in the first
few years of operation.

Figure 16 is a potentiometric surface map of the Upper
Congaree Formation in the fourth quarter of 1988. The
hydraulic influence of the recovery system is more pro
nounced in the Upper Congaree Formation than in the water
table unit, probably because a greater volume of water is
pumped from the Upper Congaree. The influence of well RWM-6
near the A-014 outfall southeast of the M-area is particu
larly strong. Some influence is also visible in the 220
foot contour line near the settling basin and in the 226
foot contour line in the west-central part of the M-area.
Although zone-of-capture modeling showed that the effects of
the recovery system would be felt in the Upper Congaree
faster than in other units, the zones of. captur,e in the
Upper Congaree were projected to be small in the first few
years of operation.

In general, vertical flow patterns do not appear to have
changed significantly since remediation began, based on
comparison of potentiometric cross-sections B-B' and E-E'
for the.fourth quarter of 1988 (not shown) to the same cross
sections for the third quarter of 1985 (Figures 6 and 7).
There does appear to be a slight influence in the Congaree
beneath the west-central M-area near recovery wiells RWM-2
and RWM-4, consistent with the perturbation in ,the 226-foot
contour line in Figure 16, however. Calculated vertical and
horizontal flow rates based on head values meas~red in the
fourth quarter of 1988 do not differ markedly from the flow
rates calculated before remediation began (USDOJE, 1989,
Section 5). The exception to this is the estimated flow
rate across the Ellenton from the Congaree to the Black
Creek, which has decreased since remediation began. Flow
rates across the Ellenton hav.e decreased bE;caus4~ pumping has
reduced the hydraulic head in the Congaree and decreased the
downward vertical gradient (USDOE, 1989, Table 5-10). The
reduction in the gradient across the Ellenton should reduce
the rate of downward migration of contaminants to the Black
Creek, which is one of the main objectives of the remedia
tion system.
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Contaminant Plume Reduction

Figure 17 shows the TCE distribution in the water-table unit
in the fourth quarter of 1988. There does not appear to
have been significant change in the size and concentration
of the TCE plume over the 3 years of remediation, based on
comparison of Figures 8 and 17. There has been some reduc
tion near the settling basin and recovery wells RWM-l and
RWM-I0, and near recovery well RWM-6 and the A-014 outfall.

Figure 18 shows the TCE distribution in the Upper Congaree
Formation in the fourth quarter of 1988. Reductions in the
TCE concentrations in the south M-aI:'ea near the settling
basin, in the north M-area, and near the A-I04 outfall
southeast of the M-area are evident. The effects of pumping
on TCE concentrations in the Upper Congaree appear to be
greater than in the water-·table unit, in part because of
higher extraction rates. The portion of the plume that is
distant from the recovery wells has not been affected by
rem~diation. The plume to the north near the Savannah River
Laboratory is unchanged because no recovery wells are
installed there.

Figure 19 shows the vertical distribution of TCE along
cross-section B-B' in the fourth quarter of 1988. This
section clearly shows the 10,000-ppb plume being drawn into
recovery well RWM-4. In addition, almost all measurement
points show reduced concentrations compared to 3 years
earlier (see Figure 10). The notable exceptions are the
water-table interval of MSB-26, the interval of MSB-40
directly above the Ellenton clay, and certain wells near
RWM-4 affected by the induced migration of the plume beneath
the settling basin. The increases in MSB-26 and MSB-40 are
consistent with the ground-water flow directions predicted
by the potentiometric contour maps; that is, radially
outward flow in the water-table unit and southeastward flow
in the Congaree. No wells were installed downgradient of
the HWMF to intercept contamination from the southern part
of this facility~

Figure 20 shows the vertical distribution of TCE along
cross-section E-E' in the fourth quarter of 1988. Several
trends can be observed in cross-section' E-E' since remedia
tion began in September 1985 (see Fi.gure 11). One trend
appears to be, the increased migration of the plume downward
to the Black Creek Formation near MSB-34. Figure 11 shows a
separate plume at the base of MSB-37, whereas Figure 20
shows the main plume extending below the Ellenton clays.
This difference may be mainly interpretive, but concentra
tions in the Black Creek clearly increased from 1985 to
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1988. This migration across the Ellenton clays may have
been facilitated by the pinchout of the upper Ellenton clay
layer in this area. Downward migration across the Ellenton
clay layers also appears to have occurred near well MSB-9,
which is near the settling basin.

The concentration of the contamination along cr~ss-section
E-E' between wells RWM-2 and RWM-11 has clearly decreased
over the 3 years of remediation. Concentrations dropped
approximately tenfold near the lower interval o:f well MSB
24, probably because of the proximity of the recovery wells.
There is also evidence that the contamination plume centered
between wells MSB-9 and MSB-11 is being drawn towards
recovery well RWM-4 and that the concentration of TCE at the
upper intervals of this plume is decreasing, possibly
because of contaminant migration downward from the water
table.

Reduction~ in Mass and Concentrations of Contaminants

An estimate of the mass of contaminants removed Oy the
extraction sys~em was calculated using a mass balance
equation involving influent and effluent concentrations and
flow rates to the air stripper. These calculations show
that 148,000 pounds of solvents were removed by the air
stripper from the startup of remediation in September 1985
to the end of the fourth quarter of 1988.

During the trial runs and pilot studies that took place
before September 1985, an additional 34,000 pounds of
solvents were removed. This means that by the end of 1988,
181,000 pounds of solvent had been removed from the satu
rated zone beneath the AIM-area. This result does not mean
that the liquid phase in the saturated zone contains
181,000 fewer pounds of solvents than it did before the
initial pilot studies, however, because solvents also enter
the liquid phase of the saturated zone from the unsaturated
zone and from the solid phase in the saturated zone.

I ,

The mass of solvents present in the liquid phase of the
saturat~d ~one beneath the AIM-area in the third quarter of
1985 was estimated by one met:hod to be 266,000 pounds and by
another to be 464,000 pounds. Table 3 shows this second
value and the corresponding Dlass inventory estimate for the
fourth quarter of 1988. A comparison of the inventory from
the two periods shows that an in situ decrease of only
23,000 pounds occurred from September 1985 to December 1988.
This is in contrast to the 148,000-pound reduction calcu
lated from the air-stripper mass-balance calculations.
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Source: usbOE, 1989, Table 7-3.

Reductions in contaminant mass inven'tory were originally
projected to follow an exponential d(acay curve resulting in

Mass of Tetrachloroethylene (lbs)
3985 4988 Difference

92,600 117,530 (24,930)
38,400 49,848 (11 ,448)

900 2,561 (1,661)
200 588 (388)

132,100 170,527 (38,427)

Mass of Total Degreaser Solvent nbs)
3085 4988 Difference

179,600 208,366 (28,766)
259,400 188,854 70,546
23,500 41,084 (17 ,584)

1,800 3,010 (1,210)

464,300 441,315 22,985

Table 3
SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN CONTAMINANT MASS INVENTORY

(In Situ Estimates)

Total

the removal of 99 percent of the mass ~lfter 30 years. The 1-,
2-, and 3-year, mass-inventory reduction totals were projected
to be 64,000 pounds, 119,000 pounds, and 166,000 pounds,
respectively, based on an initial inventory estimate of
450,000 pounds. The actual air-stripper mass-balance
calculations showed that 53,400 pounds we~e removed after one
year, 99,700 pounds were removed after two: years, and
138,840 pounds were removed after threE~ ye;ars. These actual air
stripper voe removal results are somewhat 10wer than, but are
otherwise close to, projections. The 23,000-pound reduction
calculated using the in situ estimating method was much less

Water Table
Upper Congaree
Lower Congaree
Ellenton Sand

Total

Hydrogeologic
Unit

Hydrogeologic
Unit

Hydrogeologic Mass of Trichloroethylene (lbs)
Unit 3085 4088 Difference

Water Table 87,000 90,836 (3,836)
Upper Congaree 221,000 139,006 81,994
Lower Congaree 22,600 38,523 (15,923)
Ellenton Sand 1,600 2,422 (822)

Total 332,200 270,788 61,412

Water Table
Upper Congaree
Lower Congaree
Ellenton Sand



, ,

than projections. This supports the conclusion that the
original estimate of the in situ mass inventory was low because
it failed to consider other sources of contaminan.t mass such as
the unsaturated zone and the solid phase in the Isaturated zone.

: i

Because of the inaccuracies o~ the in sittl methol~ of estimating
mass inventory, the absolute quantitative changes shown in
Table 3 may not be accurate. However, Table 3 dl:>es show that
the TCE and,PCE inventory increased in all layers, with the
exception of the TCE inventory in the Upper Congiaree. The
reduction in the Upper Congaree is probably due t:o the fact that
the highest concentrations and pumping, and ther(~fore, the
greatest rate of solvent mass extraction, occur :i.n the Upper
Congaree. The increases in the Lower Congaree and in the water
table unit may be due to downward migration from the Upper
Congaree and the unsaturated zone, respectively.,

Table 3 also shows that the greatest increases in PCE inventory
occurred in the water-table un.it and the Upper C<ongaree, whereas
the greatest increase in TCE inventory occurred in the Lower
Congaree. This distribution of the contaminant-mass increases
is consistent with the Table 1 release history, 1Nhich shows that
PCE was used as a solvent from 1962 to 1979, whereas TCE was
used from 1952 to 1979. For this reason, the PC:g plume is
expected to be shallower than the TCE plume. COlmparison of
cross sections of TCE and PCE distributions (not shown) confirm
this conclusion. '

I

The trend in concentrations in the 11 recovery wells over the
3 years of remediation was variable. The concentrations
increased in five of the recovery wells and decr,eased in the
remaining six wells. The trend in individual recovery wells is
expected to depend on a complex three-dimensional relationship
between plume and well locations, however. The combined trend
of the 11 recovery wells is given by the time-series plot of the
TCE and PCE concentrations in the air-stripper influent, shown
in Figure 21. Figure 21 indicates a gradual decrease in the
influent concentrations of both TCE and PCE since the startup of
remediation in September 1985.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION
, i

The effectiveness of the remediation effort at the AIM-areas of
the Savannah River Plant can be summarized as foiiows:

o The subsurface is a multilayered system of sands,
silts, and clays with a water table 60 t:o 120 feet
below the land surface of the AIM-areas. The various
permeable and impermeable layers are contaminated with
an estimated 260,000 to 464,000 pounds c.f organic

, ,
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degreasing solvents. Solvents contained in the
unsaturated zone, solvents sorbed to solids in the
saturated zone, and solvents dissolved in water in
areas with concentrations below 10 ppb were not
considered in these estimates of the initial solvent
mass to be cleaned up. Excluding these solvent
components from the initial estimate leads to an
underestimate of the contamination at the site and
makes the evaluation of progress problematic.

o The recovery wells are screened over the more permeable
intervals, which increases the yield of the wells but
limits access to silt and clay layers where retention
of contaminants is strongest. This practice of
screening only the permeable intervals may prolong
remediation because undisturbed silt and clay layers
will act as contaminant sources for the permeable
zones.

o The hydraulic zones of capture in the various geologic
layers are still comparatively small after 3 years of
remediation and do not include most of the contaminant
plume. Even after 30 years, the present system will
not capture all of the contaminant!plume. This is
particularly true at the Savannah River Laboratory and
to the southeast of the HWMF, where no recovery wells
have been installed and gradients are away from the
AIM-area. The downward gradient across the Ellenton
clays, and consequently the driving force 'for downward
contaminant migration to the Black Creek Formation, has
been reduced by remediation pumping. The fact that
pump rates are low and the area to be remedied is very
large, limits the rate of remediation at this site.

o Some reductions in contaminant plume size and
concentration as a result of remediation are evident,
though the reductions are generally limited to the
areas near recovery wells. The most progress is
evident in the Congaree Formation, where concentrations
and pumping rates are highest. Downward migration to
the Black Creek is evident near the settling basin and
north of the northern M-area. The ,concentration of TCE
and PCE in the influent to the .air stripper decreased
gradually over the period of remediation.

o An estimated 148,000 pounds of solvents were removed by
the air stripper from startup in September 1985 to the
end of 1988. However, in situ, contaminant-mass
inventory calculations show that there were only
23,000 fewer pounds of solvents present in the satu-
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rated zone at the end of 1988 than at th.~ time
remediation began. This difference suggests that some
of the solvent mass r~moved from ~h~ liquid phase in
the saturated zone by the air stripper w'as replaced by
mass influx from other sources, such as the unsaturated
zone and the solid phase in the saturated zone. This
decrease of only 23,000 pounds in the in situ mass of
contaminants after 3 years suggests that it may take
longer than the projected 30 years to achieve the
established goal of removing 99 percent of the initial
contaminant mass.
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CASE STUDY FOR SITE A IN SOUTH FLORIDA
I ! I

I
I

"

BACKGROUND' OF THE PROBLEM
I I I
, "

This case study describes the remediation at Site Al in
south Florida. The potentially responsible party (PRP) at
Site A has manufactured ind~strial clea~ing compounds at
this location since 1958. The compounds are used by NASA,
the Defense Department, and in the airline and aircraft man
ufacturing industries. A map of the site is shown in
Figure 1. Immediately to the west of the site is an area
formerly occupied by a manufacturer of industrial coatings,
and a manufacturer of processed metals. This area west of
the Site A plant has been excavated and redeveloped and is
no longer used for industrial purposes. However, it has
been mentioned as a possible alternative source of the con
tamination at Site A. The site is contaminated with chlori
nated organics and aromatic compounds. It is administered
by the local county government.

SITE HISTORY

Efforts to study the extent of contamination at Site A began
in early 1985 with three individual wells (referred to as BB
wells) and three 2-well clusters (called the DERM wells)
installed at the request of the local county. The con
centrations of contaminants found in ground-water samples
taken from the monitoring wells lead to the installation of
20 permanent monitoring wells and 20 temporary mO-:'.itoring
wells by an EPA/FIT team in October 1985. The, locations of
the permanent FIT wells, BB wells, and DERM wells are shown
in Figure 2. The study of the site conditions culminated in
a remedial investigation/feasibility study (RI/FS) report in
August 1987 and a final remedial action plan (RAP) completed
on September 10, 1987. These two documents were prepared
for the local county government but have not been approved
by EPA. As a result of the recommendations made in these
reports, three more monitoring wells were installed in
January 1988 and an extraction well and air stripper were
installed in August 1988. The extraction system began full
operation on August 29, 1988, and operated for 20-1/2 weeks
until it was shut down on January 18, 1989, to assess the
progress of the cleanup effort. The system was put back
into operation following this shut-down period and water
quality monitoring continued. .

lBecause of continuing disagreement concerning
responsibility for the contaminants at the sit(: and the
listing of the site on the National Priorities List (NPL) ,
no further identification of the parties involved will be
made in this case study.
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GEOLOGY AND HYDROGEOLOGY

Site A is located in 'the outcrop are.a of the Biscayne
aquifer, which is the sole source of potable water in the
county. The surficial soil at the site is a sandy organic
topsoil approximately 1 foot thick, which is directly under
lain by the Biscayne aquifer. The upper part of the aquifer
is a soft, sandy, oolitic limestone approximately 15 feet
thick, which has high horizontal and vertical hydraulic con
ductivity due to numerous small solution openings (see
Figure 3).

The lower portion of the oolitic limestone has larger
openings formed by the dissolution of fQssil bryozoans
(branching corals). Below the oolite is a 20-foot layer of
quartz sand of which the upper 10 feet is fine- to medium-

. grained and the lower 10 feet is finer and has lower
hydraulic conductivity. Below the sand is a solution
riddled limestone approximately 45 feet thick known as the
Fort Thompson Formation. This is the lowest and most pro
ductive layer of the Biscayne aquifer. Because of its high
horizontal hydraulic conductivity, which averages 10,000
ft/day, all of the high capacity wells in the area are
placed in the Fort Thompson limestone.

At the base of the Biscayne aquifer is a greenish marl of
fine sand, silt, clay, and shell called the Tamiami Forma
tion, which forms a regional aquiclude to a depth of about
700 feet. Below the Tamiami Formation is the Floridan
aquifer, which contains brackish water in this area.

The horizontal and vertical conductivities of the various
layers that make up the Biscayne aquifer are shown in
Figure 3. These values are based on regional aquifer tests,
ranges of values reported by the USGS for the Biscayne
aquifer, previous modeling results, and typical values for
these types of sediments.

The water table is 2 to 3 feet below the land surface at the
site, as shown in Figure 3. The water-table gradients that
have been observed at the site are very shallow with verti
cal drops of 0.0002 to 0.0005 feet per horizontal foot.
Assuming a porosity of 30 percent and a hydraulic con
ductivity of 100 ft/day, these gradients correspond to flow
velocities. of 24 and 61 ft/year, respectively. Because
gradients are so shallow the direction of flow is difficult
to determine. However, site data collected by an EPA field
investigation team (EPA/FIT) in 1985 suggest that the direc
tion of flow is eastward during the dry season and southward
to southwestward during the rainy season.
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Fluctuations in the water table and changes in the flow
direction are affected by the numerous drainage canals and
borrow pits in the area. Flow in the lower portion of the
Biscayne aquifer is undoubtedly influenced by t:he pumping of
three municipal well fields within a radius of 2 miles from
the site. However, these effects have not been explicitly
studied at Site A.

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES
I

The shallow ground water in certain portions of the site
have been found to be contaminated with organic compounds.
The compounds that have been detected in concen.trations
exceed~ng the applicable health-based standards are:
benzene, chlorobenzene, 1,4-dichlorobenzene, trans-l,2
dichloroethylene (trans-l,2-DCE), and vinyl chloride (VC).
The actual source of these contaminants was not identified
in the available reports. A list of health-based standards
for the site are shown in Table 1.

The contamination is concentrated in the south ~entral part
of the site, as suggested by the shaded area shown in
Figure 4. This shaded area l:"epresents the extent of the
contaminant plume as it was acknowledged by the designers of
the ground-water recovery system. The limits of the con
taminant plume were estimated on the basis of samples taken
from the three, 6.4-foot deep temporary wells, which had
organic concentrations less than the health-based standards.
The low concentrations found in these shallow wells were
taken as proof that the extent of the plume was limited on
the north, east, and west sides as indicated by the shaded
area. The southern edge of the plume was unknown, because
there ,were no uncontaminated monitoring wells south of th~

site that would indicate the ,southern limits of, the plume.
, '

It should be noted that samples with concentrations greater
than the health-based standards have been reported for wells
MWT-32 and MWS-09, which are 7 feet and 20 feet deep,
respectively (see Figure 2). Hence, it appears that a more
likely outline for the pre-remediation plume of contaminated
ground water is as shown by the dashed line in Figure 2.

It was concluded by the PRP that ground-water contamination
"was limited to the upper portion of the Biscayne AqUifer in

and above the fine-to-medi~",sand layer that lies from 15 to
25 .fee~,b~low ground surface. Five monitoring wells have
oeen drilled below this layer to depths ranging from 50 to,
75 feet below ground. A sample taken from one of these
wells, well CDM-03 (55 feet deep), showed a VC concentration
of 2.1 ppb. Even though this is higher than the health
based standard for the site of 1 ppb for VC, the conclusion
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that contaminants were limited to the shallow geologic
layers was apparently not altered.

The. source of the ground-water contamination at the site is
the subject of ongoing dispute. If 1:he .source is offsite,
as the PRP and its consultant maintain, then it could repre
sent a continuing discharge of contaminants to the aquifer.
However, this has not been proven, and remedial activities
at the site have proceeded under the assumption that there
is no continuing source of contaminants.

REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

The objective of the remedial action at Site A is to clean
up ground water contaminated by volat:ile organic compounds
in the south central part of the site to c~ncentrations

below applicable health-based levels"

The remedial action is based on an e::ttraction system con
sisting of one well centered in the (~ontaminated area (shown
in Figure 4). The position of the e::ttraction well was
chosen so that the areas of known contamination would be
within a 100-foot radius of the well" The possibility of
contamination south of the plant boundary or north of well
MWS-ll was not investigated and was not considered when
designing the extraction system. The extraction well was
screened over the 10-foot interval of the medium quartz sand
layer at a depth of 15 to 25 feet (see Figure 3) based on
the conclusion that there was no contamination in deeper
units. A pumping rate of 30 gpm was selected initially but
was later increased to 50 gpm. The decision to increase
pumping was made in part because of results from three
dimensional modeling of the aquifer system, which was con
ducted to determine the most cost-effective pumping rates
and the estimated time of cleanup. The 'modeling indicated
that 60 days would be necessary to extract all the con
taminated water within 100 feet of the well if the pumping
rate was 30 gpm, while only 25 days -';'lOuld be necessary if
the rate was raised to 75 gpm.

Once the ground water is extracted, it is passed through an
air stripper to remove VOCs and then pumped into the city
sewer system.

Before the ground-water extraction was started, a per
formance monitoring plan was developed. The plan called for
initial sampling of 16 wells, one of which was used as a
background well. This was to be followed by intermittent
sampling from a total of 20 wells.
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EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

The performance report produced by the PRP sta1:es that the
operation of the extraction well has produced "no measurable
differences of water levels" in the monitoring wells. The
actual water levels are not reported with reference to a
uniform elevation datum so it is not possible 1:0 verify this
claim. This statement was apparently intended to indicate
that the system is not causing substantial dewc:ltering of the
shallow aquifer rather than to show that it is not capturing
the plume of contaminated ground water. HowevE~r, it is pos
sible that upward leakage of ground water from the lower
Biscayne Aquifer could substantially reduce thE~ effective
capture radius of the extrac'tion well.

Tables 2 and 3 show the results of the w:ater quality
sampling for the Group A and Group B monitoring wells,
respectively. (Only the Group A monitoring wells have been
sampled since January 1989.) The concentrations of the five
compounds of concern are listed together with t:heir cor
responding cleanup target concentrations. Analytical
results for methylene chloride are also listed in Table 3
because this compound consistently appeared in the samples.
However, the PRP's consultant concluded that methylene
chloride was being leached from the PVC well materials and
was not an aquifer contaminant.

The concentrations in the monitoring wells that: had high
levels of contamination before the cleanup began decreased
during the period of extraction. This decrease~ is shown in
Figures 5 and 6 for wells CDM-02 and DERM-05, !~espectively.

Although the decrease in concentrations since t:he beginning
of operation is significant, the concentrations of benzene,
chlorobenzene, and VC were still above health-:-based
standards in several monitoring wells in mid-M8~rch 1989.
Wells CDM-02 and MWS-11 contained constituents above health
based lev.ls in mid7 March 19~9 despite th~ ini~ial projec
tion of complete remediation in less than 60 days.

The concentration of contaminants in well MWS-l1 , is shown in
Figure 7. It is of interest to note that, while the con
centration of VC in well MWS-11 decreased from .74 ppb in
January 1988 to 0.5 ppb in September 1988, the concentra
tions of the less mobile compounds, benzene and chloroben
zene, actually increased during the remediation period. As
of mid-March 1989, chlorobenzene and benzene concentrations
in well MVlS-11 were above or,near the cl~anup goal. 1,4
dichlorobenzene also rose dur.ing remediation but decreased
to below the goal of 5 ppb by mid-March 1989. This may
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indicate that a high concentration region that was initially
north of well MWS-ll was drawn southward past well MWS-ll by
the extraction system.

Time series data describing total vac concentrations in the
treatment system influent and effluent also suggest that the
aquifer concentrations are decreasing (see Figure 8).
Because the extraction well is in the center of the known
contaminated area and because the limits of the cone of
depression are not thought to extend far beyond the deline
ated zone of initial contamination, the extraction well
probably draws water primarily from the contaminated area.
The decrease in the influent concentration of total vacs
from 24,000 ppb on the startup date to less than 500 ppb 234
days after startup shows that contaminant concentrations in
the aqUifer decreased in response to remediation. This con
clusion is supported by the general decline in monitoring
well concentrations. However, it is also possible that the
total vac concentrations in the extracted ground water have
been reduced partially by dilution with clean ground water
flowing upward through the fine sand layers from the lower
Biscayne Aquifer.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

One conclusion that can be drawn from the performance data
for Site A is that the extraction system has not achieved
aq~ifer remediation in the 25- to 60-day time frame
predicted by its designers •. The most likely reasons for the
over-optimistic performance predict:i.ons are: (1) incomplete
characterization of the initial contaminant distribution,
(2) failure to account for retarded contaminant migration
due to adsorption, and.(3) inaccurate assessment of the
hydraulic characteristics of the aquifer materials.

In order to generate accurate predictions of cleanup time,
it is necessary to have an accurate description of the ini
tial contaminant distribution. The predictions of a 25- to
60-day cleanup period seem to have been based on the assump
tion that the initial contaminant plume' extended no farther
than 100 feet from the extraction well in any direction.
Analytical data from the monitoring wells does not seem to
support this assumption. The southern extent of contamina
tion has not been characterized, for example. The dif
ference between the assumed contaminant plume shape and the
shape that might have been deduced from the monitoring well
data is illustrated by comparison of Figures 2 and 4. The
plume that is based on monitoring wE~ll data is significantly
larger and would take longer to remediate using the current
extract system.
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The cleanup predictions were based on the time required to
draw ground water to the extraction well from a radius of
100 feet. This does not accpunt for the potent:ially slower
movement of the contaminants due to adsorptive retardation.
The organic constituents in ,the contaminant plume range in
mopility from vinyl chloride, which may travel nearly as
fast as clean water, to 1,4-dichlorobenzene, Wllich is listed
as a low mobility compound (Fetter, 1988). If the organic
carbon" c<?ntent of the Biscayne Aquifer is consE~rvatively

estimated at 0.1%, the retardation factor for 1,4-dichloro
benzene could be as high as 6. This would mean that the
projected cleanup time should have been six tiDles longer
even if the extent of the plume assumed by the PRP's con
sultant were accurate.

The estimated time required for ground water to travel to
the extraction well from a radius of 100 feet was based on a
hydraulic cone of depression around the well that was pre
dicted by a numerical model. There is no indic~ation that
this model was calibrated to, the actualconditi,op.s at the
site. Indeed, an accurate model calibration would have
required hydraulic performance data from an aquifer test.
No such test was done at the site. This may explain why the
drawdowns observed in the monitoring wells as ~l result of
extraction well operation were reported to be negligible.
The hydraulic gradients generated by the extraction well
would be very sensitive to the leakage properti.es of the
fine sand layer that lies immediately below the 'screened
interval of the extraction well. The vertical component of
hydraulic conductivity used in modeling this layer was not
accurately determined on the basis of site-specific
hydraulic testing. Thus, the hydrodynamic effects of the
extraction well could not be predicted accurately. Further
more, the performance report for the site did not include
piezometric measurements that would permit accurate assess
ment of the well's hydrodynamic effects.

In spite of the system's failure to achieve remediation in
the predicted time, it does appear to have significantly
reduced the contaminant concentrations ,in most of the moni
toring ~eils. This effect i~ particularly noti,ceable with
respect to vinyl chloride, which is probably the most mobile
contaminant of concern. Two of the monitoring wells at the
northern extent of the plume seem to show aquifer remedia
tion to concentrations below health-based levels. It can be
expected that other areas of the site , and perh.'aps even the

"entire plume will be remediated eventually if extraction is
continued. H9Wever, since the existence of a continued
source of ,contamination has l).ot,been ruled out, a complete
cleanup cannot be predicted with certainty.

, ,I
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i

CASE STUDY FOR THE UTAH POWER ~ LIGHT SITE

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

The Utah Power & Light Company (UP&L) pole treatment yard is
located in a commercial and industrial area in.the southern
part of Idaho Falls, Idaho, near the east bank of the Snake
River (see Figure 1). Electrical power poles were treated
by soaking them in a vat of heated creosote and then allow
ing the excess creosote to drip off into a recl~iving tank
before the poles were stockpiled on the site. In July 1983,
creosote was found to be leaking from undergro11nd piping
connecting the treatment vat to a storage tank. In response
to this finding, a cor~ective action under the Resource Con
servation and Recovery Act (RCRA) was initiated, which
involved removal of the pole treatment process equipment,
excavation of contaminated soils, and installa1:ion and test
ing of recovery wells in the bedrock aquifer. Operation of
the recovery wells is continuing under the pro~Tisions of a
RCRA Part B permit issued in November 1987.

SITE HISTORY

In July 1983, when creosote leakage was detectE~d at the
site, the pole treatment facility had been in operation for
approximately 60 years. Upon discovery of the underground
creosote leak, the pole treaotment process equipment was
removed and a major effort was begun to remove all creosote
contaminated soil and rock materials. Between July and
September 1983, approximately 37,000 tons of soil and rock
were excavated. As a result, a pit was formed approximately
110 by 180 feet in area and 25 feet deep, bottoming out at
the top the native basalt bedrock. Soil sampling indicated
that all the contaminated soils in the vicinity of the leak
had been removed. However, borings extended into the bed
rock showed the presence of creosote as a nonaqueous phase
liquid. Further excavation into the bedrock to recover non
aqueous creosote was thought to be impractical~ Therefore,
to reduce infiltration into the contaminated portion of the
bedrock aquifer, the bottom of the pit was linE~d with a 12
foot layer of compacted clay in February 1984. Between June
and September 1985, the rest of the excavation was back
filled with clean gravel, capped with a second compacted
clay layer, and topped with an asphalt cover. Since then,
the backfilled pit has been (~lassified as a hazardous waste
management facility (HWMF) under RCRA.

In December 1984, UP&L submitted an application for a RCRA
Part B Permit to operate an HWMF at the pole treatment yard
(Dames & Moore, 1984a). In support of this application,
UP&L's engineering consultants, Dames & Moore, Inc., con-

; "I I i
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ducted field investigations to characterize the subsurface
contamination at the site. These investigations included 23
soil and rock borings around and under the excavated area,
and the installation of 15 ground-water monitoring wells on
the UP&L property. An aquifer test was run in one of the
monitoring wells, and four rounds of ground-water samples
were collected in 1984. In addition, 21 offsite water
supply wells were sampled.

In response to requests from the U. S. Environmental Protec
tion Agency (EPA), an addendum to the Part B Permit applica
tion was .submitted by UP&L in June 1985 (Dames & Moore,
1984b). (The addendum, Volume 4 of the Part B application,
was backdated to December 1984 to correspond to the date of
the original application.) The addendum contained support
ing data and clarification of some of the information in the
original application, as well as results of additional
ground-water sampling conducted in early 1985.

In October 1985, UP&L submitted a ground-water quality
assessment report to EPA (Dames & Moore, 1985) to supplement
the information contained in the original Part B permit
application. This report covered additional background .
information on regional and site hydrogeology, reported the
results of an additional aquifer test, gave analytical
results from new ground-water sampling rounds, and described
simulations performed with a numerical ground-water flow
model that had been developed for the site.

Between October 1985 and April 1986, a 6-month pilot study
of ground-water extraction and treatment was conducted.
Contaminated ground water was pumped from six bedrock moni
toring wells and treated before being discharged to the ~
Idaho Falls sanitary sewer system. The pilot study showed
that more nonaqueous, or free-phase, creosote was produced
from the wells than had been expected. The production of
free-phase creosote slugs caused various operational
problems, requiring corrective measures in the design of the
treatment system. As a result of this test, a second 6
month pilot study was recommended before beginning full
scale extraction (CH2M HILL, 1986).

In April 1986, Dames & Moore submitted a report to EPA on
the hydrologic investigations that had been conducted during
the first phase of the pilot extraction program and the
general design recommendations for the full-scale extraction
system (Dames & Moore, 1986). This report documented the
results of four additional aquifer tests in the onsite mon
itoring wells, gave the results of additional rounds of
ground-water quality sampling, and desc~ibed numerical simu
lations. of alternative ground-water extraction sys.tems. The
recommended full-scale extraction system was to consist of
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14 extraction wells operating at a combined capacity of
approximately 200 gallons per minute (gpm).

"I i

The second pilot study for the extraction system was begun
in February 1987. By this time, the treatment plant had
been expanded and the treatment processes modified in
response to experience gained from the first pilot study.
Most of the ground water in the second phase was produced
from wells designed for contaminant recovery rather than
from monitoring wells, as had been the case in the first
pilot phase. The plan for this phase was to expand the num
ber of recovery wells incrementally as experience was gained
concerning the behavior of the bedrock aquifers and the
treatme~t system. Figure 2 shows the locations of the moni
toring and recovery wells in place as of January 1988. An
interim report was submitted in October 1987 covering the
first 6 months of .the second pilot study (CH2M HILL, 1987).

. :. I :

The ground-water extraction and treatment system has con
tinued operating since the beginning of the second pilot
study in February 1987. A RCRA Part B permit was issued for
the site in November 1987.

In 1988, UP&L merged with PacifiCorp, and operating
responsibility for the Idaho Falls site was transferred to
Pacific Power & Light, a Divi.sion of PacifiCorp.

GEOLOGY

.The UP&L site lies near the ~astern edge of the Snake River
Plain, which cuts a 50- to 100-mile swath through the Rocky
Mountains across the State of Idaho. In contrast to the
altitudes in excess of 12,000 feet in the adjacent moun
tains, .the.. plain slopes gently and has an elevation of
4,600 to 4,700 feet in the vicinity of the UP&L site. The
eastern part of the plain is a structural downwarp filled
mostly with a series of basaltic lava flows of Quaternary
age. The total thickness of the basalt flows is unknown,
but it is known to exceed 1,600 feet near Idaho Falls. The
individual lava flows are connnonly 20 to·30 feet·thick and
are separated by interflow zones of clay, sand, gravel, cin
ders, and volcanic ash. Figure 3 shows a geologic cross
section. of the upper 200 to it·OO feet of the interlayered
basalt beneath the UP&L site. The location of this cross
section is shown .in Figure 2.

The surface soils at the site consist of 3 to 5 feet of
wind-blo~.clayeysilt (loess), underlain by sanel and gravel
deposits to depths of 20 to 30 feet. A veneer of silt and
clay is commonly found between the sand and gravel deposits
and the. underlying basalt.
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HYDROGEOLOGY

The interlayered basalt flows form t:he Snake River Plain
Aquifer, which is a regional source of water supply. The
interflow zones between the basalt flows are generally very

0

permeable and are the major avenues for the horizontal move
ment of ground water. Fractures and broken zones within the
basalt flows tend to be concentrated along the upper and
lower surfaces of the flow.

Vertical movement of water between the interflow zones is
through fractures in the basalt. Excavation of the creo
sote-contaminatedgravel at the sitE~ in 1983 exposed the top
of a basalt flow, which was found to have vertical fractures
spaced 2 to 4 feet apart. The fractures were filled with
sand and silt.

As shown in Figure 3, the consultants for UP&L have
classified the basalt layers beneath the site into groups,
labeled Basalt A through Basalt E. Each group may include
several individual basalt flows. Basalt A and the upper
layers of Basalt B are located above the water table. The
fracture zones and interflow zones in the lower part of
Basalt B, below the water table, have been designated as the
uppermost aqUifer, or Aquifer #1. This zone of relatively
high permeability generally occurs between the water table
and a depth of approximately 160 feet. AqUifer III is most
densely fractured and permeable along the western edge of
the site near Monitoring Wells MW-3 and MW-4 (see Figure 2).
In the south-central part of the sit:e ,'near Wells MW-7, MW
8, and MW-13, AqUifer #1 is much less permeable.

Table 1 lists the specific capacities and aqUifer parameters
that have been measured in the onsit:e wells. Transmissivity
estimates based on aquifer tests are available for three of
the wells screened in AqUifer Ill. They show a wide range of
variation from one well to the next. Even for a single
well, there is a considerable variation in the transmis
sivity estimate, depending on which observation well is used
for the analysis. This combination of spatial non
uniformity and directional dependenee of hydraulic
properties is a common feature of fractured rock aqUifers.

Aquifer #1 is separated from the next lower aquifer by a
very dense basalt flow, which generally extends from about
160 to 240 feet below the ground surface. However, this
aquitard is not identifiable in all of the boring logs. In
the northern part of the site, for instance, the log for
Well MW-l1 shows numerous interflow zones consisting of cin
ders, sand, fractures, and soft basalt in this depth range.
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Aquifer 112 corresponds to the interflow zone and weathered
..basalt between the bottom of Basalt B and the tqp of
Basalt C. As shown in Table 1, Aquifer #2 has a much more
uniform distribution of hydraulic properties than
AqUifer #1. This interflow zone is shown in only one well
(MW-15) in the cross section of Figure 3. However,
referen.ce .1::0 the boring logs for other deep wells indicates
that AqUifer 112 is continuous across the site, generally
between 240 and 260 feet below the ground surfa(~e..

A series of interflow and fracture zones occurrj~ng between
360 and 400 feet deep has been designated as Aquifer 113. No
aqUifer tests have been run in AqUifer 113, but t:he specific
capacities of the wells completed in it indicatE~ that it is
probably highly transmissive. AqUifer #3 is the deepest
transmi~sive layer that has been investigated on the UP&L

.. site., Howlaver, drillers' logs for deep wells l()cated about
1-1/2 miles north of the site show that bas..alt J.,ayers with
interflow zones extend to depths of 400 to 450 1:eet. Below
this, a stratum of mainly sedimentary deposits, consisting
of clay, sand, and gravel, ex'tends to about 1,100 feet deep.
Below this, basalt again pred?minates (Dames & ~oore, 1984).

Three municipal water supply wells operated by t:he City of
Idaho Falls are located less than 1 mile from the UP&L site.
The wells, City Wells #1, #2, and #3, are shown in Figure 1.
They produce from depths corresponding to the interflow
zones i,~en:t;ified as Aquifers 112 and #3. These wells are
able to. produce at rates of between 3,400 and 6 ~080 gpm.
Transmissiyity estimates made on the basis of specific
capacity tests at these wells range from 2.5 to 4.9 million
gallons per day per foot. These transmissivity estimates
are typical of values reported in the regional llydrogeologic
literature for the Snake River Plain Aquifer.

As shown in Figure 3, the water table is more than 100 feet
below the ground surface at the UP&L site. The water table
elevation fluctuates seasonally with an amplitude of
approximately 25 feet, as shown in Figure 4. DE~spite the
fluctuations, the head in Aquifer #1 is consistEmtly 2 to
3 feet higher than the head in AqUifer #2. Similarly, the .
head in .. AqUifer /12 is generally about 2 feet higher than the
head in .. Aquifer 113. The rate of vertical flow from
Aquifer #1 to Aquifer #2 over the 1.5-acre area of the site
has been estimated at 1.8 gpm (Dames & Moore, 1986a). This
corresponds to an average vertical discharge velocity of
approximately 2 feet per year. The mean velocit:y of verti
cal ground-water migration, with an effective porosity of
0.1, would be 20 feet per year. Similarly, a vE~rtical flow
rate of 8 gpm over the area of the site has been estimated
between AqUifer #2 and AqUifer #3.
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Regionally, the horizontal hydraulic gradients in the Snake
River Plain Aquifer near Idaho Falls range between 0.001 and
0.004, with flow toward the southwest. Loca~ly, the hori
zontal hydraulic gradients measured in the onsite monitoring
wells seem to follow the regional trend, with flow toward
the southwest. Figure 5 shows potentiometric head measure
ments in aquifer #2, as measured on February 13, 1985. It
should be noted that the equipotentialsshown on the figure
are based on interpolation among only three measuring
points. The limited number of measurements is probably
responsible for the apparent uniformity of the gradient. If
the reading from the southernmost well had been included in
the countouring, the pattern would have been more complex
and more typical of flow in fractured-rock aquifers.
Figure 6 shows the potentiometric heads measured in
Aquifer #1, also measured on February 13, 1985. Here, more
measurements were used, and the flow' pattern is correspond
ingly more complicated. The flow is generally toward the
southwest, but the magnitude of the gradient is quite vari
able, reflecting the heterogeneity of the upper aquifer as
observed in the aquifer tests.

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES

Creosote appears to be the only contaminant of concern at
the UP&L site. Creosote is an oily,translucent distillate
of coal tar whose properties vary depenaing on the source of
the tar. Coal tar is produced as a by-product of the high
temperature carbonization, or coking, of bituminous coal.
Creosote, derived from coal tar by fractional distillation,
has a typical boiling range of 175 to 450 degrees Celcius.
It is denser than water, having a specific gravity of
1.05 to 1.09 (at 15 degrees Celcius). Generally, its ~

viscosity is in the range of 50 to 70 centipoise, or 50 to
70 times greater than the viscosity of water (Sale &
Piontek, 1988).

More than 400 individual compounds have been identified in
creosote, but most of them are present only in small
amounts. Table 2 shows the results of a chemical analysis
of a sample of creosote taken from a, borehole drilled into
the bedrock under the excavated leak area at the UP&L site.
Many of the highest organic concentrations are in the
category of compounds classified as polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs)." For this reason, most of the ground
water contamination analyses at the site have been expressed
in terms of total PAHs. Table 3 lists the compounds
included in the category of PAHs. Most' of them have very
low solubility in water and correspondi~gly low mobility in
aqueous solution.
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The creosote contamination at the UP&L site originated from
a break in the underground pipeline connecting the pole
dipping vat with a creosote storage tank. As soon as the
creosote leak was detected, a major effort was initiated to
remove crec:;>sote-contaminated ,soil and ro<rk. Approximately
37,000 tons of soil, much of it gravel, were excavated to
form the pit shown in Figure 7. Uncontaminated gravel was
stockpiled just north of the pit, as shown in the figure.
Contaminated materials were sent to offsite disposal areas.
The determination as to which. materials were cl,ean and which
were contaminated was based on appearance and odor.

Several phenolic compounds are also components of creosote.
In general, they are more mobile than the PARs and have
higher regulatory cleanup lev'els. Pentachlorophenol, the
only phenolic compound with an established maximum con
centration limit (MCL), has not been found at the UP&L site
and was apparently not used in the pole-treating operation.
Phenol, which is listed in Table 2 as a component of the
creosot~ at UP&L, has a 10~ excess cancer-risk concentration
of 3,500 ppb.

Later, in May 1984, eight additional bedrock'borings were
drilled in,the bottom of the ,excavation to verify the bed
rock cop.tatpination. These bO,rings ranged in depth from
55 to 140 feet. Only the deepest boring met the water table
at a depth of 122 feet. Evidence of creosote was found in
all eight borings. In most cases, the evidence was limited
to odor and creosote coating ,of the drill rods., However,

,7

Soil samples were taken from 15 locations in the bottom and
wall of the pit to monitor the adequacy of the contaminated
soil removal (see Figure 7). Evaluation of the samples
indicated no remaining creosote-contaminated soils. In
additio~, 15 borings were drilled into the soil surrounding
the pit and the bedrock beneath it, as shown in Figure 7. A
total of 21 soil 'and rock samples were taken and analyzed
for cre?sote compounds. Borings 3 through 15 were drilled
into the ~urficial gravel around the pit, and no creosote
contamination was found in t~em. Borings 1 and 2 were
drilled into the bedrock in ~he bottom o~ the pit to depths
of 55 and 82 feet below the pit bottom, respectively. In
both of these borings, contamination was apparent in the
form of creosote odors and creosote coating of ,the drill
rods.

Federal water quality criteri.a for human health have been
established by the Clean Water Act for those PAH compounds
designated with a star (*) in Table 3. The 10~ excess
cancer-risk criterion for the sum of the concentrations of
the starred compounds is 0.0C>31 parts per billi~n (ppb), or
3.1 nanograms per liter.



creosote accumulations were found in the bottom of one of
the borings. A sample of the creosote was taken from this
hole for analysis, yielding the data presented in Table 2.

In 1984 and 1985, the excavation was backfilled to reduce
the amount of ground-water recharge through the contaminated
bedrock. The bottom of the pit was lined with a 12-foot
layer of compacted clay. Uncontaminated gravel from the
onsite stockpile was then used to backfill the pit nearly to
the ground surface. A cap was then constructed consisting
of a 30-inch compacted clay layer, overlain by a gravel
drainage layer and a 4- to 14-inch asphalt cover.

Recognizing that creosote was present in the unsaturated
bedrock above the water table as a dens;e nonaqueous phase
liquid (DNAPL), it was suspected th~lt lateral migration of
the creosote might be controlled by the slope of the inter
flow zones between the basalt flows. The tops of the upper
basalt flows, AI, A2, and A3 (see Figure 3) slope to the
northwest at 175, 75, and 200 feet per mile, respectively.
However, outside the immediate leak area, creosote was only
found above the water table in monitoring and recovery wells
located to the south and southwest of the HWMF. It was con
cluded that the basalt flows are so densely fractured and
have enough vertical permeability that ,creosote would sink
to the water table, rather than migrating laterally away
from the immediate vicinity of the HWMF (Dames & Moore,
1985). It should be noted from Figure 2, however, that no
wells have been drilled into the bedrock to the northwest of
the HWMF.

It was concluded in the Part B Permit application (Dames &
Moore, 1984a) that the total mass of contaminant discharged
to the bedrock aquifer could not be estimated.

No contour maps of ground-water contaminant concentrations
have been presented in any of the reports on the UP&L site
that have been made available for review. Before the begin
ning of the first pilot study, 15 monitoring wells had been
installed (Wells MW-l through MW-15). Of these, only Wells
MW-7, MW-8, and MW-13 in Aquifer #1 and Well MW-9 in
Aquifer #2 were considered to be within the plume of con
taminated ground water (CH2M HILL, 1985). Well MW-13, how
ever, was the farthest downgradient well in Aquifer #1, so
the extent of the plume in that layer ~as undetermined. In
1985, five offsite monitoring wells wer:e installed in
Aquifer #1 to the south and southwest of the site. The
closest four offsite wells are between 300 and 500 feet from
the south boundary of the site. The remaining offsite well
is about 2,000 feet south-southwest of the site. Two of
these offsite wells showed low levels (between 1 and 10 ppb)
of PAHs when they were initially sampled before the wells
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3. To develop a final plan of action for remo'val of
creosote contaminants from the aquifers

I

had been developed. In subsequent sampling after well
development, all the offsite wells were free of phenols and
PAR compounds. Table 4 presents a summary of the analytical
results for initial rounds of sampling in the four con
taminated 9nsite monitoring wells.

2. To improve ground-water quality by removing phenols and
PAR c9mpounds during the 6-month period of pilot
operation

Objectives of Remediation

REMEDIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY

The overall goal of the recovery system is to contain and
recover ground water that has been contaminated with
creosote. Containment of the contaminated ground water is
to be achieved by creating inward hydraulic gradients in the
contamil1at,ed aquifers to prevent offsite migration. The
system is intended to produce local reversal of the natural
downward flow of ground water from Aquifer #2 to Aquifer #3
in the area of the contaminant plume (Dames & Moore, 1986).
Another goal is to remove creosote in the nonaqueous phase
to the extent found to be practical.

The recovery system has been implemented in stages, starting
with the first phase of pilot recovery and treatment. The
short-term goals of the first phase pilot study were:

1. To determine the hydraulic response of the aquifers to
pumping and investigate any resulting change in ground
water quality

During July and August 1986, five new recovery '~ells were
installed within the suspected plume area in Aquifers #1
and #2. Wells R-3, R-4, R-S, and R-6 were screened in
Aquifer #1. Initial tests indicated that Wells'R-5 and R-6
were in the central area of the plume in Aquifer #1. It was
concluded that Well R-4 was near the edge of the plume in
Aquifer #1 because it produced small concentrations of
phenol but no PARs. Well R-3 was judged to be outside the
plume. Well R-7 produced small concentrations of phenol but
no detectable PARs, and therefore was concluded to be near
the edge of the contaminant plume in Aquifer #2.



4. To define the design criteria for treatment of the
extracted ground water and determine the appropriate
capacity of the full-scale treatment plant

At the end of the first pilot phase, it was determined that
a second pilot phase would be required to work out some of
the practical problems that had been encountered. However,
aside from certain experiments with modifications to the
treatment process, the second pilot phase can be interpreted
as the beginning of the full-scale rl;covery operation.

System Configuration

An extraction system designed to attain the overall
objectives listed above was developed with the aid of numer
ical ground-water flow models (Dames & Moore, 1986). The
design called for seven wells in Aquifer #1 with a combined
extraction rate of 46 gpm, and seven wells in Aquifer #2
with a combined rate of 145 gpm. Th,e water extracted from
these wells was to be treated and released to the Idaho
Falls sewer system or to the Snake River. An alternative
design, including reinjection of the treated ground water,
was studied but was rejected because it would not produce
the desired reversal of vertical head gradients.

The actual system that has been constructed has been
implemented in stages. It is loosely based o~ the original
design, but changes in the number and p+acement of wells
have been made based on operating experience. The extrac
tion and monitoring wells in place as of March 1989 are
shown in Figure 8.

The first pilot phase of ground-water extraction began at
the end of October 1985, with pumping from Wells MW-7, MW
13, and R-1 in Aquifer #1, and Wells MW~9 and R-2 in
Aquifer #2. Well MW-8 was also to have been pumped, but it
was found to be an unproductive well. it was initially
intended that the pilot system.would extract and treat a
combined flow of up to 100 gpm, but practical difficulties
limited the pumping to much lower rates. The average com
bined pumping rate for the first 6-month pilot study was
only 25 gpm. After the first 3 months of pilot operations,
it was necessary to suspend pumping from Wells MW-7 and R-l
because of seasonal low water levels in Aquifer #1. Other
reasons for the low rates of extraction were:

o Treatment plant shutdowns to repair pipe breaks
and perform other maintenance

o Plant shutdowns for holidays
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o Reduced flow rates during monitoring well pump
tests

o Limited operations while emergency sa.fety systems
were out of operation

o Plant shutdown for conversion from PVC to steel
piping

Some oftqe problems listed above were caused by the
une~pectedly large amount of nonaqueous creosote produced
from the wells. Creosote was found to be incompatible with
PVC, causing the piping to become brittle and crack. Non
aqueous creosote in the waste stream also caused clogging of
some of t4e treatment processes, requiring more frequent
maintenance than expected. In response to these problems,
numerous changes to the treatment plant were made during the
period between the end of the first pilot phase on April 29,
1986, and the start of the second pilot phase in February
1987.

The recovery wells used in the second pilot phase of extrac
tion were MW-7, MW-13, R-4, R-5, and R-6 in Aquifer #1 and
MW-9, R-2, and R-7 in Aquifer #2. During the early months
of the second pilot phase, the extraction rates in
Aquifer #1 were again limited by seasonal low-water levels.
However, in June, July, and August the rates of extraction
increased. The average combined extraction rate for the
first 6 months of the second pilot test was 44 gpm. The
lowest extraction rates occurred in May, with an average
combined rate of 28 gpm. The month of maximum extraction
was August, with an average combined rate of 103 gpm. The
treatment plant is designed to accommodate a maximum flow of
200 gpm.

Since the interim report on the second pilot study was sub
mitted,in October 1987, extraction and treatment has con
tinued with several new well$ be~ng added to the system in
Aquifers #1 and #2 to fill out the system shown in Figure 8.
The present system has more recovery wells than envisioned
by the original design, but they are not all operated at
once. The selection of which wells are to be used at any
given time is based on constraints imposed by the
productivity of the aquifers (Cowley, 1989). Aquifer #1 can
produce a maximum of about 45 gpm when the water table is
high in late summer and fall. This is a hydrologic limita
tion of the formation and cannot be increased by pumping
more wells. The pumping rate of Aquifer 112 is limited to

,a,bout 190 gpm because of the need to reduce downward flow of
ground water in areas of high contamination. In the winter
and spring, when the water table is low, the production
rates are even lower. Figure 9 gives a summary of the wells
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that have been in operation since th,e beginning of the first
pilot study. It shows a gap in the historical record
between August 1987 and January 1989 for which no data are
available.

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

The primary objective of the ground-water remediation is to
hydraulically contain the contaminants ~nd prevent them from
moving offsite. Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the
potentiometric surfaces in Aquifers HI, H2, and H3 in
January 1989. Without a plume definition map, it is not
immediately clear whether the flow patterns illustrated in
these figures indicate that containment'has been achieved.
However, the head maps for Aquifers #1 and #2 do appear to
show that at least the areas of demonstrated high contamina
tion are within the capture zones with respect to horizontal
flow. There are no extraction wells in Aquifer #3 because
no contamination has been found there. The apparent con
vergence of flow toward the recovery area in Aquifer H3 is
interpreted as resulting from upward leakage to the over
lying aquifers caused by the extraction wells.

According to these figures, the vertical gradients have been
reversed over only part of the contaminated region. How
ever, the natural downward flow has at least been reduced
over the area of concern. Currently, the EPA is studying
the data to determine whether the conta~nment objectives are
being attained. It should be mentioned that the offsite
flow patterns shown on these figures are not based on
measurements and should probably be disregarded.

No timetable has been set for the goal of eventual aqUifer
restoration. It appears that the recovery system will have
to continue in operation for the foreseeable future. The
recovery system still produces creosote: as a nonaqueous
phase at irregular intervals. The production of creosote
slugs results in attendant fluctuations in the concentra
tions of dissolved contaminants. No records have been kept
of the total quantity of free-phase creosote removed.

During the first 6 months of the second pilot study, it was
estimated that approximately 1,020 pounds of total PAH com
pounds were removed as dissolved contam~nants. In general,
the contaminant concentrations in the eKtracted ground water
have been declining, but the pattern is, very irregular.
Figures 13, 14, and 15 show the records of total PAH com
pound concentrations in,the treatment plant influent during
Phase 1, Phase 2, and subsequent system operating periods,
respectively. The variations of the total ground-water
extraction rates are also shown.
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During Phase 1, total PAH concentrations of'mor.e. than
50,000 ppb were recorded on two occasions. However, the
majority of measurements were less than 5,000 ppb (see
Figure 13). In Phase 2, the highest PAH concentrations were
less than 10,000 ppb, and most measurements wer,e below
3,000 ppb (see Figure 14). The highest influent PAR con
centration, measured from January 1988 to March 1989, was
1,760 ppb, and most measurements were less than 1,000 ppb
(see Figure 15). Yet, with such large concentration fluc
tuations and relatively low sampling frequency, it is
difficult to develop any quantitative description of the
recovery performance. The task is made even more compli
cated by the fluctuations in recovery rates and the frequent
switchi~g of recovery between wells.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION
I • HI. ;

The combination of a dense nonaqueous contaminant and multi
ple fractured-rock aquifers makes the performance of the
ground-water remediation program at the UP&L site difficult
to ass;e..ss. When the aquifers are regarded as conventional
porous media, it appears that hydraulic control of dissolved
contaminants can be accomplished by a system of extraction
wells. The fracture density of the basalt flows is thought
to be quite high, indicating that the porous media analogy
may be fairly accurate. However, it is always possible that
the" flow ill indiv~dual fract~res,JIlay not be well represented
by the potentiometric head maps developed by interpolation
between monitoring points. Furthermore, the ma~ement of
creosote ~.I? a PljA"~L may not be entirely controlled by the
hydraulic gradients in the aquifers. In spite of these
difficulties, it can be argued that the recovery system
appears to be controlling, and perhaps preventing, the
offsite movement of contaminants .

. Because of the existence of creosot~. in t;:he' aquifers as a
nonaqueous phase, it is unlikely that aqUifer restoration to
health-based levels will be attained within the foreseeable
future. Contaminant concentrations appear to have declined,
on theave,rage, during the three and one half Y1ears of
recovery system operation. However, the fluctuation of con
centrations associated with the irregular withdrawal of cre
osote slugs makes the quantitative projection of trends
difficult.

WDCR436/070.50
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CASE STUDY FOR THE.VERONA WELL FIELD SITE

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

The Verona well field is an EPA Superfund site located in
the northeast corner of the city of Battle CreE~k, Michigan.
The Verona well field suppli,es potable water to approximate
ly 50,000 residents, three major food-processing industries,
and a variety of other commercial and industrial establish
ments. The site is contaminated with a number of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs). '

The Verona well field consists of three wells on the west
side of tIle Battle Creek River a.nd 27 wells and a major
pumping and water treatment station on the east: side of the
river. A pipeline under the river connects thE~ wells on the
west side of the river to the pumping and water treatment
station on the east side. The city's maximum daily demand
for potable water is 19 million gallons per day' (mgd), with
a monthly, average daily demand fluctuating bet:ween 7.8 and
13.2 mgd.

SITE HISTORY

In August 1981, the Calhoun County Health Department per
formed a ~outine collection of water samples from private
wells and residences. One water sample was found to contain
VOCs. The source of this water was the Verona well field,
the municipal water supply for the city of Bat1:le Creek.
Subsequently, the Calhoun County Health Department and Mich
igan Department of Public Health collected samples from mun
icipal wells in the Verona well field in September of 1981.
Several of the wells on the west side of. the river were
found to contain VOCs, principally chlorinated solvents.

An investigation revealed two plumes of contamination at the
Verona well field. The Thomas Solvent Company" s Raymond
Road facility and the Thomas Solvent Company's Annex at
Emmett Street were found to be the major sources of contam
ination for the southern plume, and the Grand Trunk Western
Railroad (GTWRR) marshalling yard was the major source of
the eastern plume contamination (Figure 1).

I ,

In October 1981, the city of Battle Creek discontinued the
municipal water supply usage of any well that had con
taminant levels approaching 100 micrograms per liter (ppb).
~o of the most heavily contaminated wells were pumped con
tinuously and discharged directly into the Batt:le Creek
River in an attempt to prevent the spread of contaminated
ground water into the rest of the municipal wells. This

1



practice was discontinued in September 1982, when a National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit application
for the well discharges was withdrawn.

The strategy developed to remedy the contamination at Verona
well field included one initial remedial measure (IRM) and
four corrective-action operable units. The objectives of
the four operable units are (1) to control the sources of
contamination at the Thomas Solvent RaYmond Road (TSRR) fac
ility, the Thomas Solvent Emmett Street Annex, and the Grand
Trunk Western Railroad marshalling yard; and (2) to insti
tute final corrective action including management of plume
migration and any remaining site closure action required by
the National Contingency Plan. As of this writing, only the
IRM and the source control at the TSRR facility have been
instituted.

In May 1984, a Record of Decision (ROD),was signed initiat
ing the IRM. The IRM was deemed necessary to provide the
city of Battle Creek with potable water, before the summer
time increase in demand for water. A focused feasibility
study was conducted. As a result of this study, three new
wells designed to supply 6 mgd were constructed north of the
Verona well field (July 1984) and a program in which five
existing wells within the well field were used to block
northward contaminant migration was begun (May 1984).

In 1985, the EPA signed another ROD that addressed the TSRR
facility, the most severely contamin.ated of the three
sources. The Thomas Solvent Company operated a solvent dis
tribution business and handled a variety of liquid industri
al wastes. The facility was used for storage, transfer, and
packaging of chlorinated and nonchlorinated solvents.

The 1985 ROD described two distinct environmental problems
at the TSRR site:

o The contaminated ground-water plume in the satur
ated zone

o Soil contamination in the unsaturated zone beneath
the site

The remediation alternative selected for the plume problem
was to extract and treat the ground water. It was estimated
that this would remove 68 percent of the contamination after
3 years of operation. The extraction well system began op-
eration in March 1987. '

The remediation alternative selected for soil treatment was
a soil vapor extraction (SVE) system. The SVE involved

2



leaving the soil in place and promoting movement of the in
terstitial air for e~hanced volatilization. C~eanup time
for the SVE system was estimated at 6 months to a year.

GEOLOGY

The oldest formation of interest underlying th~ Verona well
field is the Marshall Formation. The Marshall Formation
(Mississippian Age) is a very fine-to-mediUm, tllue-gray
sandst.on~.containing layers of siltstone, sandstone, and
shale (see Figure 2). The formation has a maximum thickness
of 200 feet. The Marshall Formation aquifer system has an
average thickness of 150 feet in the well field area.

, ""I

The dark shale that underlie~ the Marshall. ·Sanqstone appears'
to form the bottom of the aquifer used by the Verona well
field. The sandstone strata of the Marshall Formation are
important water-bearing units in the Battle Creek area. The
shale layers may divide the sandstone formation into several
distinct aquifers. However, most bedrock wells are screened
over more ··than one sandstone· layer.

Rubble zones indicate extensive horizontal and vertical
fracturing in the sandstone. The sandstone appears to con
tain many horizontal fractures to a depth of about 80 feet.
Below 80 feet, the frequency of horizontal fractures appears
to decrease substantially. Evidence of vertical fractures
exists within the upper 60 feet of the sandstone. These
sandstone bedrock fractures are an important feature because
water wells that intersect fractures are known to produce
more water than wells that do not intersect fra,ctures. The
upper surface of the Marshall Formation sandstone is very
irregular. The USGS has mapped several buried bedrock val
leys, some of which have been partially filled with clay
material.

Glacial till, outwash and channel deposits overlie the Mar
shall Formation (see Figure 3). They range in thickness
from a few feet to about 100 feet. The Verona well field
and the identified contaminant sources are within an area of
glacial outwash deposits derived from the Kalamazoo Moraine,
which lies to the northwest. These deposits consist pri
marily of stratified and interlayered sands and gravel, with
clay lenses or clay-rich layers occurring locally. Because
of complex layering in the glacial. deposits, it could not be
determined if the clay layers are laterally continuous and
to what degree the clay layers act as a barrier to downward
flow to the underlying aquifer.

3
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HYDROGEOLOGY

The aquifers in the area of the Verona well field consist of
the shallow sand and gravel deposits and the underlying
sandstone bedrock of the Marshall Formation. The well field
itself is developed in the sandstones of ~he Marshall Forma
tion, particularly in the lower sandstone aquifer. Hydrau
lic conductivity tests suggest that there is no significant
low-conductivity layer between the surficial sand aquifer
and the bedrock sandstone aquifers. The two zones appear to
be hydraulically connected, allowing contaminants to pass
freely from one zone to the other.

Wells in the Verona well field produce as much as 12,000
gallons per minute (gpm) during peak demand periods. Pump
ing tests and model simulations indicate the lower sandstone
aquifer in the Marshall Formation has a horizontal hydraulic
conductivity of 500 feet per day (ft/day) based on an aqui
fer thickness of 5 to 50 feet. The transmissivity of the
lower sandstone is greatly increased by openings or frac
tures and ranges from 3,000 to 27,000 square feet per day
(ft2 /day). Specific-capacity tests and .model simulations
indicate that the upper sandstone aquifer has a hydraulic
conductivitiy of 150 ft/day based on an aquifer thickness of
o to 100 feet. Its transmissivity ranges from 0 to
15,000 ft2 /d.

Values of horizontal hydraulic conductivities for unconsoli
dated materials in the surficial glacial deposits range from
14 to 110 ft/day. The specific yield of the outwash and
channel deposits is estimated to be 0.15.

The flow velocities of the ground wateriin the lower sand
stone aquifer in the vicinity of the Verona well field range
from 1 to 4 ft/day. Pumping of the Verc;ma production wells
causes water to flow to the well field from several thousand
feet away. Heavy pumping during the summer months causes
ground water to flow directly northward from the contaminant
source areas near the Emmett Street/Raymond Road intersec
tion.

Figure 4 shows a generalized average potentiometric surface
of the study area in both the water-table aquifer and the
sandstone aquifer. The ground water in the upper water
table aquifer flows towards and feeds the surface water
bodies in the region surrounding the study area. Within the
study area itself, the pumpi.ng at the Verona well field is
superimposed on these natural flow patterns causing two dis
tinct areas of radially inward flow.
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WASTE CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL WASTE SOURCES

The results of the monitoring data from the Verona well
field from 1983 to 1984 showed increasing levels of con
tamination in a majority of the 27 wells east of the Battle
Creek ~iver~ The ~hree well~ west of th~ river. +emained un
contaminated. There were seven compounds detected regularly
during monitoring. These included:

o 1,1-Dichloroethane (l,l-DCA)
o 1,2-Dichloroethane (1,2-DCA)
o 1,1,1-Trichloroethane (l,l,l-TCA)
o 1,2-Dichloroethylene (1,2-DCE) (Cis and Trans)
o 1,1-Dichloroethylene (l,l-DCE)
o Trichloroethylene (TCE)
o Tetrachloroethylene (peE)

Concentrations of these contaminants ranged from 1 to
100 micrograms per liter of VOCs during the sampling from
1983 to 1984. Ten other VOCs have been detected but do not
appear regularly in individual wells or in the finished
water supply.

Two contaminated plumes, a southern plume and an'eastern
plume, were identified at the Verona well field. Figure 5
illustrates the extent of total VOCs in these plumes in
August, 1984. The contamination was steadily moving north
and northwest from the more contaminanted wells toward the
less contaminated wells in the well field.

The southern plume consists primarily of 1,2-DCE, PCE, 1,1
DCA, and 1,2-DCA. The mass of total chlorinated volatile
organics dissolved in the southern plume was estimated at
5,700 pounds. In the vicinity of the TSRR facility, the
total mass was estimated to be about 3,900 pounds (or

,68 percent of the entire southern plume). This plume, lim
ited to approximately 20 to 25 feet below the water-table
surface in the vicinity of this facility, deepens progres
sively downgradient of the facility. Contaminants were es
timated at levels exceeding 100,000 parts per billion (ppb)
VOCs. This level is about 100 times more conce~trated than
contaminant levels in the majority of the plume, which are
present only in the lower and middle levels in the aquifer
within the well field.

I 'i

! ,!

The eastern plume consists of PCE; 1,1,1-TCA; 1,1-DCA; and
l,l-DCE. This plume appears to be concentrated at the water
table in t.~e source area (the GTWRR marshalling yard) and to
deepen downgradient to about 40 feet below the water-table
surface because of well field pumping. The total mass of

I I
!
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total chlorinated VOCs present in the aquifer in the eastern
plume has not yet been estimated.

Past investigations have shown that the contaminants were
introduced into the unsaturated zone and the ground water
below from leaking underground storage tanks, above ground
spills and other occurrences related to the solvent handling
operations. There were 21 underground storage tanks at the
TSRR facility. In March 1984, they~~ere tested for leaks
and 19 were found to have a measurable loss rate. A total
of 21 chemicals were stored in the$e underground storage
tanks. The use of the tanks was discontinued after the leak
testing was performed.

Beneath the TSRR, facility, the highest ground-water contami
nant concentrations were observed in the shallow sand and
gravel deposits. However, downgradient of the facility, the
centerline of the plume appears to drop into the bedrock,
and the concentration in the sand and gravel decreases.
Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of one contaminant
(1,2-DCE), beneath the TSRR facility.

Discontinuing use of municipal wells V-31 through V-35 in
October 1981 required shifting extraction to wells farther
north in the well field. Water quality data from the muni
cipal wells indicated that this shift iri extraction resulted
in migration of contaminants to the north. Figure 7 shows
the increase in total VOCs in well V-29 after wells V-31
through V-35 were shut down and extraction shifted to the
north. In November 1983, well V-29 was shut down and
well V-38 started to indicate an increase in VOC concentra
tion. A similar scenario occurred in the western portion of
the well field, as shown by the change in VOC concentration
of well V-13 (Figure 8). The locations of 4 wells (V-29, V
32, V-38, and V-13) are circled on Figure 5.

The city was able to maintain a supply of water by shifting
pumping away from the advancing plum,e, and blending waters
from slightly contaminated wells with w~ter from clean
wells. However, the municipal water supply did contain de
tectable concentrations of VOCs during certain time periods.

There are non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) present in the
source zone of the aquifer. A toluene-based mixture of or
ganic solvents is floating in a small area under the TSRR
facility. This floating layer is up to 6 inches thick.

6
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The performance objective of the ground-water extraction
well system is to get the VOC levels in the ground water at
the source below EPA's maximum" contaminallt levels (MCLs).
Table f shows a comparison b~tween the MCLs andVOC levels
in extract,ion well 3 on July 7, 1988.

, '

, ,,

The second, component of the IRM identified in t:he FFS was a
barrier well system. It was implemented in May 1984 using
selected wells within the field (wells V-20, V-·22 , V-25,
V-27 and V-28) to block continued migration of contaminants
to the north. These wells were located at the north edge of
the southern plume.

A treatment system consisting of air stripping with vapor
phase carbon adsorption for the air emissions was selected
to clean up the extracted water from the barrier well sys
tem. The wells were operated at the lowest practical pump
ing rate to minimize treatment costs.

, , I ~ '

REMJi:DIATION

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF THE REMEDY
,

Thomas ~ol~ent Raymond Road--Ground-Wate! Extraction System

The 1985 ROD specified a corrective action that included a
network o~ nine ground-water extraction wells screened in
the water-table aquifer to remove contaminated ground water.
This ground-water pump and tr.eatment remedy was selected
becaus~ the site geology precluded the use of passive phy
sical vertical barriers. The only natural confining unit
for barrier completion is a shale formation at a depth of
140 feet. This depth is considered too deep for the trench
excavations and backfilling necessary for installation of a
physical barrier.

The performance objective of the barrier-well system is to
protect the production wells from contaminatioIl. Two reme
dies were identified by the focused feasibility study (FFS).
The fi1;;'s~ "w~s to develop three new wells north of the Verona
well field that would supply approximately 6 mgd. The new
production wells began pumping in July 1984 prc)ducing be
tween 5.3 .and 5.7 mgd.

I

Three systems have been implemented at the Vercma well
'field. These systems include the barrier-well system at the
well fielQ.; and a ground-water extraction systE~m and a soil
vapor extraction system at the TSRR facility.

The IRM--Barrier Well System
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Table 1
SUMMARY OF GROUND-WATER CONTAMINATION AT THE THOMAS SOLVENT

RAYMOND ROAD FACILITY AND EPA DRINKING WATER CRITERIA

Computer modeling was used to determ.ine:that a pumping rate
of 400 gpm would produce the radius of influence necessary
to contain and collect the highly contaminated ground water.

5.0'

200
5.0

EU
MCLs
(ppb)

33
26

270
170
310
330
370

44
730

46

Extraction
Well 3

(ppb)
Identified

Ground-Water Contaminants

Verona Well Field, Battle Creek, Michigan
July 7, 1988

Chloroform
1,2-Dichloroethane
Cis-l,2-Dichloroethylene
Methylene chloride
Tetrachloroethylene
1, 1, I-Trichloroethane
Trichloroethylene
Ethyl Benzene
Toluene
o-Xylene

The ground-water extraction wells and other equipment began
operation in March 1987. Figure 9 shows the TSRR facility
and the extraction system. This extraction well configura
tion was selected to create a cone of depression in the area
to prevent contaminants from escaping. As shown in Figure
6, the contaminants directly under the facility are in the
water-table aquifer. The carbon pretreatment system will be
removed if the total VOC concentration becomes low enough
for the air stripper alone to meet National Pollutant Dis
charge Elimination System permit requirements for discharge
to the Battle Creek River.

A greater rate of pumping would cause upward flow of uncon
taminated water from the lower sandstone aquifer, which
would dilute the contaminated ground water and increase the
volume of water to be pumped and treated. The 400-gpm pump
ing rate was also chosen to be within the capacity of the
existing air stripper and emission control system.
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Thomas Solvent Raymond Road--·Soil-Vapor Extraction

The performance objective of the sOil-vapor extraction sys
tem at the TSRR facility is to get the total VOCs below
1 mg/kg in the soil.

A soil~yapor extraction system was installed to remove VOCs
from the vadose zone in the vicinity of the most contami
nat~d source area. The system consists of a network of 23,
4-inch-"diameter, PVC wells. The network of wells is con
nected to a surface collection manifold which d;i.t;:'ects the
voe contaminated air through a 2-part carbon absorption sys
te~an4 a filter unit. The air is t):len discharged to the
atmosphere. .

A pilot SVE system was started up in November 1987. Due to
the high loading rates of some wells, the system could only
be operated for 69 hours before reaching capacity in the
1,000 pound carbon canisters.

The SVE system began full-scale operation in March 1988.

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

The IRM--Barrier Well System

The barrier well system was activated in May of 1984. This
row of barrier wells was successful in blocking continued
contaminant migration to the north, which resulted in a sub
stantial decrease in total voe concentration in wells north
of the barrier wells. This reduction can be se~n for wells·
V-13 an,d V:-38 :i,n Figure 8.

Thomas Solvent Raymond Road--Extraction Well System

The TSRR ground~water extraction-well system has shown a
steady decrease in total VOC ·concentrations. Figures 10
through 13 show the rate of change of the total VOCs in
extraction wells from March 1987 through July 1988. Con
centrations in all the extraction wells decreas~d sharply
during the first two months of operation from high initial
concentrations. In several cases, the concentrations in
creased after this initial decline in concentrations; in
wells 2 and 7, concentrations rose above initial concen
trations •.... Operation of the soil vapor extraction system
appears to have decreased concentration in several wells.

i

Ground-water extraction well number 8 is a product recovery
well, combining ground-water extraction with intermittent
removal. of the NAPLproduct as it accumulates •. The NAPL
layer was greater than a foot thick in March 1988 and has
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decreased to less than an inch following the start-up of the
soil-vapor extraction system. The soil-vapor extraction
system may have caused the compounds :In the NAPL layer to
volatilize.

The ground-water extraction well system at the TSRR facility
has been in operation since March 1987. It was designed to
extract water only in the upper aquifer because that is the
area of highest VOC concentrations. As the contaminants move
toward the well field, they drop into the. bedrock layer
where they are picked up by the barrier well system.

total
The

high

Thomas Solvent Raymond Road--Soil-Vapor Extraction

From March 1988 through January 1989, 26,750 pounds of
VOCs were removed by the soil-vapor e~ttra:ction system.
loading rate of total VOCs has dropped from an initial
of approximately 45 pounds per hour (pph) to less than
10 pph.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIATION

As of March 1989, the extraction well system has removed
VOC-contaminated ground water containing more than
10,000 pounds of total VOCs (CH2M HILL, 1989). Figure 14
shows the change in concentration of t:otal VOCs for the
combined flow from the extraction wells. The combined
extraction-well concentration has decreased from an initial
concentration of about 19,000 ug/l tot:al VOCs to a January
1989 combined concentration of approx:lma~ely 2,500 ug/l.
The concentrations were generally high d~ring the first
120 days of sampling, but showed a decreasing trend. The
concentrations then levelled off and E~ven increased slightly
in the winter of 1987-88. The spring of 1988 saw a drop in
the combined concentrations corresponding to the initiation
of soil vapor extraction.

The barrier well system used existing wells within the well
field. The system has been successful i~ blocking continued
contaminant migration to the north. A substantial decrease
in total VOC concentration was evidenced in wells north of
the system shortly after the barrier v1ells began operation
in May 1984.

Two contaminant plumes from three sources have been identi
fied at the Verona well field. In response, a barrier well
system has been installed in the southern. portion of the
well field. In addition, a ground-wat:er 'extraction system
and' a soil-vapor extraction system ha,re been installed at
the TSRR contaminant source. Source remediation is planned
for the two other contaminant source areas.
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The TSRR extraction well system has removed approximately
11,000 pounds of total VOCs as of January 1989 (CH2M HILL,
1989). The contaminant concentrations in the wells that had
the highest initial concentrations have been reduced sub
stantially over the period of extraction. In wells that had
lower in~tial cOQcentrations, the concentrations have not
declined so distinctly, and in some cases there have been
incre~§e~,,~ Consequently, the concentrations have become
more similar among all of the extraction wells' as a result
of the remedial action. The continued existence of a resi
dual source in the floatingNAPL layer makes it 'unlikely
that the remedial objectives will be met soon. However,
the vapor extraction system has removed approximately
27,000 pounds of contaminants from the vadose zone during
the 10 ,months of initial operation. If the residual source
can bE,!: reIJloved in 1;:his way the progress of the ground-water
remediation should be accelerated.
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ABSTRACT

In November 1986, the NATO Committee on Challenges of Modern Society
(CCMS) fonmally adopted a United States proposal for a new five year pilot
study to demonstrate technologies for cleaning up contaminated land and
groundwater. The participating NATO countries are Canada, DenmarK, Federal
Republic of Genmany, France, the Netherlands, and the United States. Japan
is also participating. Norway and the United Kingdom are observer
countries. The Pilot Study Director is from the United States; the co
directors are from the Federal Republic of Genmany and the Netherlands.

The Second International Conference was held in B11thoven, the
Netherlands on 7-11 November 1988. Seventeen projects (final and interim)
were prepared including the following types of treatment: sol1d1f1cat1onl
stabilization (2 projects), microbial degraaation (3 projects), pump and
treat (3 projects), soil extraction (4 proj!ct5)i'volatil1zat1on (1
project), thenmal (3 projects), ~nd chemical (1 prc~ect). The discussions
at this meeting also included recent developments in the regulations and
remedial technology research and development 'in the attend1ng countries.
The next meeting will be a workshop held in Copenhagen, Denmark on 8-10,
May 1989.
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ABSTRACT

In the early 1980s, it was estimated thclt a, draw-off of 5 times the water
vol ume contained ina highly contami nated zone was necessary to restore the
aquifer and recover it for use. At the first meeting of the NATO/CCMS pilot
study in Washington, Simard and Lanctot stated: "The purpose of remedial action
is not to remove all contaminants, but to remove enough for Nature to be able to
complete the process of final cleaning". Today, we know that the method used at
Ville Mercier is a control measure used to preyent contamination from spreading
rather than a restoration measure since only minimal amounts of the contaminant
have been extracted to date (20 tonnes).



1. SITE DESCRIPTION

1.1 Site location

The Ville Mercier site, where groundwater has been polluted by the dumping of

organic wastes, is located in the municipality of Ville Merl:ier situated in

southern Quebec on the south shore of the 51. Lawrence Ri ver'. 20 km from the.
city of Montreal (Figure 1).

1.2 Site History

From 1968 to 1972, a waste-oil carrier dumped 40 000 m3 of liquid waste into

lagoons in an abandoned gravel pit near Ville Mercier (Poulin 1977).

Sections of piping were installed in 1971 and 1976 to rectify the groundwater
contamination situation.

Some of the 1iquid waste was burned, but .1t was only in 1980 that the remaining

liquid and sludge were removed from the lagoons, treated and buried in a clay

landfill site sao m east of the former site (Hydrogeo Canada Inc.).

It was not until 1983 that work aimed at controlling contamination and restoring
the aquifer was undertaken.

1.3 Extent of Groundwater Contamination

The dumping of organic wastes in a site unsuited to that purpose resulted in the

contamination of the groundwater in the gravel formation and in the fractured

bedrock linked hydraulically to the sand/gravel aquifer.

In 1981, the groundwater contamination. plume extended over an area of 30 km2

(Hydrogeo Canada Inc, 1981). This enclave is defined by four zones (Figure 2).

Zones 1 and 2 const i tute the core of the high poll ut i on 1eve1s . wh i1 e zones 3

and 4 present a very low degree of contamination.



Zone 1 is contaminated by more than 80 organic substances (SNC, 1982), with
concentrations of phenols averaging 1000 ug/l.

Within Zone 2, this concentration averages 50 ug/l and the presence of organic
substances is generalized.

Zone 3 extends southwest to Riviere de l'[sturgeon, where the groundwater flows
naturally. The concentration of phenols ranges from 5 to 15 ug/l and less
mobile organic substances are not found.

Zone 4 is a low contamination-zone where the phenolic concentration of the
samples taken was close to the range of detection covered by the method of
analysis used (5 ug/L).

1.4 Hydrogeological Environment

The lagoons are formed in a gravel ridge consisting of a ver~ permeable
sand/gravel complex of glaciofluvial origin 30 m deep (Figure 3a). The gravel
ridge stretches NNE-SSW over a distance of 11 km.

Under the sand/gravel deposit is a thin laiYer of glacial till, 3 m thick,
resting erratically on the bedrock. The 'latter consists of dolomitic sandstone
or sandstone dolomite of the Chateauguay formation.

Marine clay is encrusted on the gravel ridge and makes the region an alluvial
clay plain.

The hydraul ic conductivity of the sand/gravel formation ranges from 10-2 to
10.3 cm/s and from 10.4 to 10.6 cm/s in the basal till (Keysers 1962). The
bedrock has a fracture· permeabi 1i ty and the most fractured 1eve1 is wi th i n the
first 3 m. Under the lagoons. the average p~rmeability coefficient in the rock
is 10.5 cmls and 10-8 to 10. 10 cm/s in its matrix. From the lagoons to Riviere
Chiteauguay, the fractured rock permeability coefficient increases, sometimes to

10- 1 c~/s.
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After treatment, the water is discharged into an intermediate basin and pumped

into the activated carbon filtration sy.stem, which consists of ihree pressure

units. The first unit, called the "sacrifice" pressure filter, contains 200 cu.
" "'"" '.

ft. of activated carbon.

,

Water extraction works consist of three ~e1ls (Figure 3b), appr~ximately 40 m

apart, each equipped with a submersible pump. They were dri"lled through the

sand/Qrave1 formation and 4 m into the bedrock 3$ m be1.ow the~urface in the

most highly contaminated area (Zone I). They pumped for four years at an

average rate of 47 l/s.

In the, ,first tr~atlT!.ent stage, hydrogen peroxide and chlorine are injected into

the raw water. before air stripping occurs. Once the water has been directed

into the aerator,a1um and polymers are injected into it on, its way into a
I

mixing chamber, where chlorine dioxide is added at a dosage of 2.5 mg/l.

2. REMEDIAL TECHNOLOGY

The tr~atment s~stem includes water extraction faci1ities,and a,treatment plant
housing all treatment equipment.

2.1 Purge Wells

The groundwater flow velocity, as assessE!d by Poulin (l977) is 110 m/yr in the
" " I " _,

sand/gravel complex, and 525 m/yr in the fractured rock. The sand/gravel and
I ' I"'I I'

fractured rock formations have been contaminated by the liquid-waste-filled
lagoons.

Then, the water is channelled into a dynamic sludge bed clarifier (Pulsator).

From there, the liquid flows towards two gravity filter~, each equipped with a

42" sand bed.

z.z Treatment Plant



Two units measuring 400 cu. ft. and called "buffers" operate in parallel and

complete the treatment initiated in the "sacrifice" filter. The treated water

is discharged into a stream approximately 500 meast of the plant.

The sludge remaining in the settling tank is periodically pumped into the

sl udge storage tank and a de-wateri ng chamber. It is later loaded into a

container and buried in a sanitary landfill site.

3. RAW WATER CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 Composition and toxicity

The following tables show the results of the chemical analysis of a sample of

raw water taken from the Ville Hercier treatm'ent plant in Hay 1988. Organic

screening for volatile organic compounds (EPA625 method) and non-volatile

organic compounds (EPA624 method) was carried out by MENVIQ's Laboratory

Division in Quebec City. The concentration of the 61 organic compounds

detected totals 2500 ug/1 and breaks down as ': 97% volat i 1e compounds and 3%

non-volatile ones. Forty-three of these compounds are on the USEPA list of

129 priority pollutants (13 PAHs, 15 MAHs, 14 HHs and PCBs).

The 26 volatile organic compounds in tables la and Ib belong to two main

categories: halogenated hydroc;arbons (HHs), constituting ·86% by.weight of the

site's total organic compounds, and monoeyc1i,c aromatic hydrocarbons (HAHs),

representing 11% by weight. The 1,2 dich1oroethane alone accounts for 42% by

weight of the organic compounds present. The presence of vinyl chloride may

indicate that chlorinated hydrocarbons are degraded in groundwaters (Wol f et

a1., 1987).

Six of these compounds exceed limits considered safe for drinking water using

11 available criteria. They are benzene and 5 of the most concentrated

halogenated hydrocarbons. You will recall tt)at vinyl chloride is more toxic

than most original halogenated hydrocarbons.
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Due to their low densities, other pure substances (mainly benzene, toluene,
xylene, and ethyl benzene) can be categorized as NAPl chemicals.

j I,'

In tables 2a, 2b and 2c, the 35 non-volatile organic compounds are represented
mainly by phenolic compounds and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in
proportions equivalent to 1% by weight of the total organic compounds.

I I "

The composition of this sample shows that after four years of pumping it remains
, . ',,:" , i • , I •

hazardous to drink this well water. Moreover, the raw water must be treated to
be discharged into surface waters witho~t causing significant' pollution. The
plant's wells are currently recovering, at concentration far lower than the
solubility limit, the organic compounds dissolved in the wat~r and the by-

'1'1 • ," " II 'I •

products of the chemi ca1 or mi crobi a1 decompos i t ion of the ori gina1
hydrocarbons.

Of these non-vola.tile compounds, 7 are subject to drinking water guidelines.
;

Dibenzofuran and benzo (a) pyrene, however, exceed allowable levels. In Quebec,
, '''''' , ,

a standard of 2 ug/l is ~pplicable to total phenolic co~pounds. This level is
exceeded for phenol, 2,4 dimethyl phenol and 4- nitrophenol.

"',,! '

i I:"

Many of these pure substances (primarily halogenated hYdr~carbons) can be
categori zed as dense-non-'aqueous-phase-l iquid (DNAPL) chemical s. These
chemicals resemble petroleum hydrocarbons in that they are immiscible in water.

'However, their densities exceed that of water and their viscosities are less.
Their' relatively l~w solubility in water (typically 100 i~ 500~ ~9/1) can often

'" "I, I , ' II ,

be many orders of magnitude higher than the drinking water st~n~ard. Mixtures
of chemicals that are not individually recognized as DNAPls can present similar
characteristics. This is probably true for many of the PAHs and phenol ic
compounds in Tables 2a and 2b. The presence of two PAHs (dibenzo (a, h)
anthracene and benzo (g, h, i) perylene} in concentrations greater than their
,!I !:!;

aqueous solubility can be explained by their presence in a mixture of
"I I I

chemicals which can enhance solubilization. ;
i

I I



3.2, Variation in composition

Figures 4 and 5 indicate that the concentration of 1,2 dichloroethane and
phenol ic compounds dropped considerably from the onset of in-plant operat ions
to the point when 1.5 million m3 of water had been pumped. This volume, which

was obtained after 2 years, corresponds to the renewal of once the volume of
water contained in the very contaminated zone. Concentrations later stabilized
around 1000 ug/L for 1,2 dichloroethane and 35 ug/L for phenolic compounds. The
area below the dichloroethane curve leads us to estimate that approximately 20
tonnes of organic contaminants have been extrac~ed since operations began. This
represents a very small percentage of the organi c contami nants that mi ght be
present.

The drop in concentrations over the first two years can be explained by the
greater dilution created by broadening the well's intake zone and progressively
drawing off the pores containing mobile contaminants. The concentrations'
stabil ization may be due to a state of equi 1ibrium between the uncontaminated
water upstream from the highly contaminated zone and the organic non-aqueous
phase-liquid agglutinate between the particles and in the aquifer's fractures.
Water is a very weak solvent for agglutinated compounds~

These two compounds are good indicators of the change in the qual ity of the
aquifer's groundwater since they are the first to be affected, given their high
aqueous sol ubil ity, weak adsorbabi1 ity and high stabi 1ity in groundwater (low
biodegradabii ity). High concentrations of these compounds were detected from
the beginning of operations on.

The concentration curves of most organic compouhds present should be comparable
'-to figures 4 and 5. However, given retardation factor values, the decrease in

concentrations is expected to extend over ~ relatively long time before
stabil izing.

The 1,1,2 trichloroethylene acted differently (Figure 6). Concentrations
declined as anticipated over the first two years but never stabilized. Values
fluctuated cyclically between 40 and 110 ug/L.



Other parameters such as aroclor 1254 and 1260 behaved erratically due to their

high molecular weight and Jdsorption affinities (figures 7 and! 8). PCBs did

not behave in the sa~e manner as the majority of contaminants in the aquifer.
I l

4. CONTAMINANT BEHAVIOR

,I" I

4.1 In the very high pollution zone

Il"~" ,

Figure 9 is based· on the DNAPl groundwater development cOllcept shown in

Feenstra and Cherry (1988) and on the vi sua1 appearance and odc)r' of the water
! !

and son samples collected in..the field during the drnling ~ampaign.

When liquid waste \lias dumped ~nto the ,lagoons, thev01ume of release was

sufficient to overcome the retention capacity of the vadose le'ne. The DNAPl
, I

chemicals' high densities cause them to penetrate downward through the

groundwater lone of the sand/gravel formation.

Some of the DNAPLs settle out as a pool of free 1iquid on the low-permeabn ity
• , • • ,,I, .,' , 'i l ' ,

basal till. In some places, the basal till forms a barrier and prevents the
h'" ""II, " • 'I '! '"

movement of DNAPl-s!hrolcJgh the fractured porous rock forma t ion.: Because the

basal tn1 is sioped and rests erratically on the rock format'i'o~, the DNAPls

contin~e to move d6~n the slope and penei~ate into the" fracture~ ~f the ~orous
I, ' I ".I

rOck format ion. On the till, the pattern of DNAPl movement' need not be

controlled by the direction o'f groundwater flow. In' the rock formation, it is

controlled primarily by fracture orientation and interconnection.

Because of the high vapor pressure and molecular weight of m~ny DNAPls, the

son and air in contact with these chemicals may acquire vapor concentrations

high enough to result in density-induced sinking of chemical vapors downward to

the saturated lone. Diffusion results in lateral migration of vapor through

the vadose lone. These mechanisms may result in significa!nt groundwater
\, ", I

contamination.
! :

Due to their low densities, the NAPls (primarily MAHs) (figure 10), tend to form

pools ~nd spread laiera11ywhen they encounter the capillarity'f~inge and the

water table. Zones ., contaminated by 1iquids that are 1ighte'r th~n' water extend



over the entire range of water fluctuation. These liquids follow the declining
water table but can be partially trapped under it when it rises again since only
some of the liquid can be remobilized (Hunt et ~l., 1988a).

As described by Hunt et a1. (I988a), during their migration, NAPLs and DNAPLs
leave behind ganglia trapped in .pores and fractures. The amount of organic
liquid left behind is referred to as residual saturation and differs according
to the medium and of the 1iq~id's properties.

Schwi 11 e found that for sandy soil the res idua1 content of NAPL or DNAPL
chemicals could be 3 to 30 .b/m3 (1-10% of the pore space) in the unsaturated
zone and 5 to 50 l/m3 (2-15~ of the pore space) in the saturated zone. Based on
laboratory experiments by Schwi11e in 1988, less than 0.05 l/m2 of NAPL or DNAPL
is retained on the fracture surface.

In the saturated and unsaturated zones, ganglion measurements could range from
pore size to many tens of meters in 1ength ,and a few meters in wi dth.

For very small trapped droplets, a few pore volumes of water are required to
remove the contaminants. For the large ganglia, an effluent concentration far
lower than the solubility limit is predicted (as observed at Ville Mercier) and
considerable pumping is required to remove the contaminant.

The only way to reduce the residual saturation and gang1 ion sizes in the
saturated zone is to increase the water velocity or decrease the NAPL or
DNAPL/water interfacial tension.

The lifetime of a large ganglion is estimated ;at several decades or centuries.
To decrease the 1ifetime by an order of magnitude, a three-order-of-magnitude
increase in the flow velocity is required and ,the volume of water removed and
requiring treatment is increase a hundredfold.

Based on the concept of ganglion and pool dissolution, it would appear that
groundwater withdrawal from an aquifer is not a suitable solution. This concept
leads us to believe that the "restoration" method currently being used in Ville
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In situ biodegradation;
Chemically-enhanced displacement;
Steam displacement;
Chemically-enhanced dissolution.

'I

"
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A study sponsored by Environment Canada is currently identifying the presence
and distributionofthi~ organic liquid phase and will u~e 'iaborai;orytesi~ and
mathematical models to simulate the behavior of these liquids. It will also
propose alternathe methods for restoring the very high poll ut ion zone.

Mercier is actually a confinement measure preventing the propagation of
contaminants rather than a restoration measure.

Unfortunately, there ar:-e currently no effective remedial methods available in
field situations for removing NAPL and DNAPL sources from the subsurface.

~ " .., ': II" ': II': . 'I'", . " , ' '::1, .~. ,'ii, " i I' 'I',' I" ': I

Research is needed to develop methods to provide long-term solutions to problems
, "'" , I",:

of groundwater contamination by these chemicals (Feenstra and Cherry, 1988).

Groundwater cont"amination cannot be eliminated in the 'longierm without.. removing
the NAp[ and DNAp~ sources (possibly >99%). Because of their low solubility and
existing low drinking water standards if they are not removed, NAPL and DNAPL
chemicals can persist in subsurface waters and cause groundwater ~ontamination

probl ems for many decades and even centuri es ' (Feenstra and Cherry ,I i 988) .

• '" • I ~ '" "

At Ville Mercier, most NAPls and DNAPLs can probably be remoy'ed by excavation in
the unsaturated zone. However the same is not true for the saturtilted zone below

• .. I, '", : , ~, ; '", ,": :'1 '" il!II,'" ..I I' I, " " f ,I ' ': ~!,' 'I'" ,

5 to 10 m. Recovery' of these products trapped in the aqui f(!r' s pores and
, " ", ," ',I' ' , '

fractures may be possible by the in situ removal methods descrit)ed by Feenstra
and Cherry (1988), including:



4.2 Beyond the high pollution zone

In May 1988, organic screening for volatile and non-volatile compounds method
was carried out on water samples from viilrious piezometers outside the high
pollution zone (Table 3). These points were selected in function of their
position compared to the preferred path of contaminants in groundwater
(Figure 2).

This sampling campaign shows that organic: compounds are present beyond the
perimeter created by the hydraulic, trap. By activating this trap, pollutant
discharge from the 1agoon was cut:_off, but the contami nated groundwater located
outside the trap's action perimeter continued to move southwest.

Based on the calculation of water flow velocities in the various formations,.
the contami nated water tan shoul d be loc:ated 'at less than 3.3 kmsouthwest of
the former lagoons in the fractured rock and atl ess than 1 650 m from the
source in the sand and gravel (Figure 11).

Piezome~er P-Sl located in zone 3 indicates that contamination does not persist
in the sand ,400 meters downstream of the trap.

Piezometer P-27 located in zone 3 shows that the water flowing from the first 2
m of fractured rock to 1.7 km ,upstream of 1~he contaminated water tan dislodges
a low concentration of contaminants adsorbed by the fractures.

PiezometerP-98, located in zone 4, 18 m down in the rock and 4.8 km southwest
of the lagoons, contains organic contaminants .in identical proportions but at
concentrations much lower than in the plant's ~a~ water. The two volatile and
non-volatile organic compounds identified represent 2.4% by weight of the total
organic compounds measured in the raw ~ater of; the well in Hay 1988. Since it
is located in a layer presenting artesiian :conditions, piezometer P-98 is
positioned in a preferred flowing lone.

Piezometers P-62 and P-162 are located in lorye 3,and 4 in the first 4 m of
fractured rock on either side of piezometer' P-98 (Figure 12). No contamination
was detected at piezometer P-62 and only very low concentrations of chloroform,



CONCLUSION

- Many of the pure substances present in the raw water of the treatment plant's
". " , -'I', 'I' " 'I I I "I I

purge wells can be classified as DNAPL chemicals; other are NApl, chemicals.

! ~,

i '
I

benzene, toluene and 1.2 dicloroetha~e wer~ detected at
These piezometers are outside the main area of contaminant

I

benzene, ethyl
piezometer P-62.
circulation.

At present, aside from excavation operations, the only means of recovering
DNAPls and NAPls is by increasing water velocity or decreasing interfacial

, • ~ I , " " ,'" '" i . ':

tension in the water containing DNAPLs or NAPLs. There are no effective
, ~

remedial methods available in field situations for removing these chemicals
from the subsurface.

Sampling was repeated in October to identify the contaminant's status downstream
of the well in the high pollution zone (Zone 2) and to accurately describe the
status of the groundwater quality outside this zone.

- The concentration of organic chemicals present in the watel" of the purge
wells,dropped significantly after two years of op!rations and seems to have
stabilized since this time.

• I

- The Hay 1988 sampli~gs showed,tha~ significant contamination ~i~ not persist
in the sand/gravel formation between the hydraulic trap arid the 'contamination

• Ii' ' , , : '"I! ':,'

tail. Nevertheless, it may be considerable in the rock formation downstream
',i I, ' ":"', ,,:'::' ",,' ,',I, .,1"

of the contamination tail's farthest rea~hings.

- The amounts of organic contaminants extracted by the wells to date represent
, , . ' I,

a sma" proportion of the organic contaminants that may have infiltrated this
I

area. The "restoration" method used tQ date does n~t ~ppear to provide an
adequate solution for restoring aquifer formations.
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Source: USGS. 1982. Sidney Quadrangle, 7.5
Minute Topographic Series.
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Figure 9
ISOCONCENTRATION MAP OF TOTAL VOCS
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Figure 13
WATER LEVELS IN THE SHALLOW-AQUIFER ZONE,
JUNE 27, 1988
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Figure 6
GROUND-WATER ELEVATION CONTOURS PRIOR TO
STARTUP OF LONG-TERM EXTRACTION SYSTEM
(OVERBURDEN AQUIFER), MARCH 1988
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GEOLOGIC CROSS-SECTION A-A'
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Table 2 ,
MAXIMUM CONCENTRATIONS OF CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS OBSERVED IN

GROUND-WATER MONITORING WELLS

Ground-Water
Chemical Constituent

Volatile Organics

Acrolein
9-84

, Benzene
Carbon Tetrachloride (CBT)
Chloroform (CRF)
Chlorobenzene
Dibromochloropropane
Dichlorobromomethane
1,1-Dichloroethylene
Ethylbenzene
Methylene Chloride
Tetrachloroethylene
Toluene
1,2-Trans-dichloroethylene
1,1,1-Trichloroethane
Trichloroethylene (TCE)
1,2-Dichloroethane
1, 1, 2, 2-Tetrachloroethane
1,1-DichloFoethane

Base Neutrals

Isophorone
11-84
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene (TCB)

Pesticides

Atrazine
6-87
Bladex
Rabon
Pydrin

Regulatory
Standard

(ug/l) *

540

5
5

100
488

7
2,400

0.88
15,000

200
5
5
0.17

5,200

Soil-Water
Partition

Coefficient**
___K~oc_'__

0.49

65
232

34
318

61
65

1,100
9

364
300

59
152
126

14
118
30

87

9,200

Maximum
Concentration

(ppb)

144

5
5,815
2,200

42
3.2

260
10
11.2
63
48.8
12.8
42
42

3,940
3.24

73
13.9

19

6,270

179

193
2
4.4

Monitoring
Wells

DW-2

51
52
24
22
27
27

23, 51, 52, 53
51
27
32
51
24
27
24

E-2
32
23

32

32

25

25
18, R-l

32

7-85
6-87
7-84

12-87
11-84
11-84

3-87
7-85

11-84
11-84

7-85
8-86

11-84
9-84
9-86
6-87
9-86

11-84

6-86
7-8,4

12-87

*Safe Drinking Water Act MCL, if applicable. Otherwise;, excess 10-6 cancer risk concentration.

**Koc in ml/g compiled from a variety of sources.

WDR426/020.50
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Table 1
COMPOSITE CONCENTRATION DATA FOR

EMERSON ELECTRIC TREATMENT SYSTEM

Compounds (ug/l) Standards 1/85 2/85 3/85 4/85 5/85 6/85 9/85 11/85 12/85 1186 2/86 3/86 4/86 5/86 6/86•
Xylenes

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

440@

172+

70

240

308

115

560

454

52

360

49

430

38 91

280 1010

44

310

30

170

40

250

40

94

40

140

40

150

28 28.7

93 47

Methyl Isobutyl Ketone NL

Acetone

Benzene

140

130

0.5

320

137

BDL

200

135

BDL

160

64

BDL

110

140

BDL

120

78

BDL

710

257

BDL

380

43

BDL

200

70

BDL

300

BDL

BDL

160

40

BDL

460

40

BDL

230

70

BDL

180

15

BDL

140

9.1

BDL

1,1-Dichloroethane

1,1-Dichloroethylene

810+

7

47

110

51

92

56

85

46

58

36

47

38

43

39

31

28 25.1 26.7

21 16.9 16.2

23

14

20

16

21

12

18

12

17

11

T-1,2-Dichloroethylene 70 1.5 BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL 1.9 BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL 1.5 1.4

Ethylbenzene 680

Methylene Chloride 5

Tetrachloroethylene 3

1,1, I-Trichloroethane 200

Trichloroethylene 3

Trichlorofluoromethane 2400+

Toluene 2000

Chloroform 100

1,1,2-Trichloroethane 6*

10

5

2.3

97

4.7

4

350

BDL

BDL

18

6

1.7

84

4.3

9

260

BDL

BDL

27

17

2.5

91

5.3

BDL

270

8.9

4

22

BDL

BDL

60

4.6

BDL

180

BDL

BDL

13

BDL

BDL

50

3

BDL

100

BDL

BDL

13

BDL

BDL

50

4

BDL

120

BDL

BDL

18 11 9.30 9.85

11 BDL BDL BDL

BDL BDL BDL BDL

48 28 19.2 19.6

2.7 BDL BDL 1.57

2 BDL BDL BDL

89 45.4 30.2 31.7

BDL BDL BDL 1.9

2.2 BDL BDL BDL

8.8

BDL

BDL

17

BDL

BDL

26

BDL

BDL

9.5

BDL

BDL

15

BDL

BDL

18

BDL

BDL

9.2 7.2

BDL BDL

BDL BDL

13.. 11

BDL BDL

BDL BDL

18 20

BDL BDL

BDL BDL

6.3

BDL

BDL

9.5

1.6

BDL

17

BDL

BDL

Source: Internal FDER table
July, August, and October 1985--No data, recovery system down
All samples are composite samples except for May 1988 sample

NL - No established level
+ - UIC Guidance concentration (10/86)
* - 10-5 cancer risk
@ - Proposed MCL, Safe Drinking Water Act, as amended as of 9/87

BDL - Below Detection Limit; Personal communication with Mr. James Breck Dalton/FDER, May 1, 1989

WDCR425Io59.50/1



Compounds <ug/l)

Xylenes

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

Standards

440@

172+

8/86

27.1

24

9}86

19.6

BOL

10/.86

17

BOL

Table 1
(Coati-ntl,ed)

11/86

16

BOL

1.2/86

13

BOL

2/87

13

BOL

3/87

<12

BOL

4/87

12

BOL

5/87

<12

BOL

6/87

12

BOL

9/87 5/881

BDL BOL

BOL <10

BOL <10Methyl Isobutyl Ketone

Acetone

NL 58

<22

26

BOL

<12

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL BOL BOL

Benzene

I,I-Oichloroethane

I,I-Oichloroethylene

T-I,2-0ichloroethylene

Ethylbenzene

Methylene Chloride

Tetrachloroethylene

I,I,I-Trichloroethane

Trichloroethylene

Trichlorofluoromethane

Toluene

Chloroform

I,I,2-Trichloroethane

1

810+

7

70

680

5

3

200

3

2400+

2000

100

6*

<LO

IS

10

BOL

6.4

<2.8

<3.0

7.9

<3.0

<3.2

5.8

BOL

<5.0

BOL

10

6.2

BOL

4.4

BOL

BOL

5.5

BOL

BOL

6.3

BOL

BOL

BOL

IS

9.1

BOL

<7.2

BOL

BOL

6.5

BOL

BOL

<6.0

BOL

BOL

BOL

13

11

2.3

BOL

BOL

BOL

8.1

BOL

BOL

BOL

7.1

BOL

BOL

11

7.5

<1.6

BOL

BOL

BOL

5.9

BOL

BOL

BOL

<1.6

BOL

BOL

10

8.0

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

8.8

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

9.2

5.2

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

<3.8

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

5.9

5.3

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

6.4

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

8.0

6.0

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

4.0

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL

BOL 1.5 <5
(Peak

Absent)

6.0 <4.7 <5

4.0 <2.8 <5

BOL BOL <5

BOL BOL <5

BOL BOL BOL

BOL BOL <5

<3.0 <3.8 <5

BOL BOL <5

BOL BOL <5

BOL BOL <5

BOL. BOL <5

BOL BOL <5

Source: Internal FOER table
.~~_~July, August, and October 1985--No data, recovery system down

All samples are composite samples except for May 1988 sample
NL - No established level

+ - UIC Guidance concentration (10/86)
* - 10.5 cancer risk
@ - Proposed MCL, Safe Orinking Water Act, as amended as of 9/87
U - Three of five individual wells sampled

BOL - Below Oetection Limit; Personal communication with Mr. James Breck Oalton/FOER, May 1, 1989

WDCR425/059.50/2
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Figure 15
CUMULATIVE POUNDS OF TRICHLOROETHANE AND
VOLUME OF GROUND WATER EXTRACTED 1982 TO MID-1987.
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Figure 1
SITE LOCATION MAP
GENE~L MILLS SITE, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
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Thickness of entire formation ia 120'-l50'.
Willow River Dolomite - thin to ~hick bedded dolomite. sandy
dolomite with some interbedded quartzose sandstone.
New Richmond Sandstone - fine- ~o medium-grained quartzose
sandstone and quartzitic dolomite, minor amounts of shale and
pure dolomite.
On.ota Dolomite - ~hin to thick bedded, light brownish gray or
buff, fine- to medium-grained dolomite, silt sized dolomice
matrix.

Light yellow or white, medium grained, massive appearing
sandstone composed of rounded and sub rounded grains. Thin
beds of green shale are present. aanges in ·thirlrness from
150-170' •

Greenish-gray ~o olive-gray claystone, fissile, fossili
ferous, contains several lilllestone layers. Patchy in this
area. Thicknesses ~ange up to 50'.

Carimona melllbe~ - micrite. fossiliferous, often ~tured and
weathered,. 3.5-4.5' thick.
Magnolia ~embe~ - fossilLferous ~icrite. calciti: shale. wi.th
~Lppied beddLng, corraded zones, ~ome fractures. 8.5-9'
th ick.
Ridden Falls - micrite, ~haly, fossiliferous, 5-7' thick.
MLfitLtl "lIemDe~, thin beds of limestone, Lnte~bedded shale
12-l3' thl.ck.
Pecatonica member - dolomite. hard, l-l.s' chick.
GlenWOOd snale - green shale, sandy at the base. 3-5' thiCk.

Gray and red tills associated with Des Moines and Superio~

lobes. Unsorted mate~ial with varia!:!le texture containing
clay sizes and boulders. Sometimes underlain by ~hin layer of
alluvium. Contains sand lenses. Absent in many places, up to
20' thick.

Sand, gravelly sand and sil~y sand. someti~ea ove~laLn by bogs
and ma~shes wh;i.cn have been d~ained and fi Lled. Ove~L:,i.ng
soil is variable in composition of~en clayey o~ silty.
Depos its a~e terrace depos its from Glacial River \.iar~en.

Thickness ~anges from 23 to 57 feet.

Decorah Shale

St. Peter Sandstone

~---Glacial Till

Prairie Du Chien Group

/""------ All uvi um

.I

750

~~==1------:::--:-~~
Platteville/
Glenwood
Formations

-J 700
VI
~

c:
a
....
I1l
>
II) ....§.2Q..

1.1.I

Jordan Sandstone

Source: Barr, 1988

. d dolomitic quartz sandstone with pebble-sizeArgLllaceous an . b d f .. d lomitic sandstone and thlon e s 0 dolomLte, white
clascs 0% 0 e to mediwa-grain.d orthoquartzices to vellowvellow, coara J ,0: J fine grained quartzose sandstone. 85-100' thiCk.
aLlty,. by the St Lawrence Formation which is 120'-'00'
Underial- n '.. '1 -. k and contains a varl..t,. 0 •. '1. t1 or sandy dolOlllitic
Ch.1C ..•.s.~~' . •~... ~r. ••~~'< ... c' =__ ,.
rock••

Figure 2
GENERALIZED GEOLOGIC COLUMN
GENERAL MILLS SITE. MINNEAPOUS. MN
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Figure 3
GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTION A-A'
GENERAL MILLS SITE, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
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Figure 4
WELL LOCATIONS, WATER LEVELS, AND TOTAL VOC
DISTRIBUTION IN THE SHALLOW AQUIFER, MARCH 1984
GENERAL MILLS SITE. MINNEAPOUS, MN
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Figure 5
WELL LOCATIONS AND WATER LEVELS IN THE
CARIMONA MEMBER, JANUARY, 1984
GENERAL MILLS SITE. MINNEAPOUS, MN

... Platteville Piezometer (Carimona)

829.0 Car/mona Potentiometric Elevation (MSL) January 25. 1984

- Car/mona Potentiometric Contour

11.0i Pump Test Drawdown (Fee-)

Source: Barr, 1985
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Figure 6
DESIGN CAPTURE ZONES OF THE SHALLOW
AQUIFER EXTRACTION WELLS
GENERAL MILLS SITE, MINNEAPOLIS, MN

Groundwater Level Contour

Pump-out Capture Zone

Glacial Drift Well•
0109 Pump-Out Well

o (110) Optional Location Of 110

Source: Barr, 1985
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Figure 7
WATER LEVELS IN THE SHALLOW
AQUIFER, APRIL 1988
GENERAL MILLS SITE. MINNEAPOLIS, MN
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Figure 8
TOTAL VOC CONCENTRATIONS IN THE
SHALLOW AQUIFER, APRIL 1988
GENERAL MILLS SITE, MINNEAPOLIS, MN

• GLAC IAL DR 1FT MON I TOR ING WELL Sc..'. in Feer

15201 SUM OF VOLATILE ORGANIC CONCENTRATIONS (ug/L) (VOC)

IB09 BELOW DETECTION LIMIT
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Source: Barr, 1989
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B Q R S
_...-... ................................ . .••.•........••................

04/0/3/88 04106/88 04/06/88 f17/13/88 10127/88 04/08/88 07/13/88 10/27/88

1,1·0Ichlorcethone 3.7 0.68 0.41
1,2'Olchloroethone ~.10 ~.10 ~.10

1,2'Olchloroethylene, cis 3.0 ~.10 54
1,2-0ichloroetl1ylene, tnns ~.10 ~.10 ~.10

1,1,2,2-Tetraehloroethane ~.2O 1.6 ~.2O

TetrllCh loroethylene 12 ~.2O 7.1
1,1,1·Trichloroethane 10 3.1 1.5
Trichloroethylene 330 0.86 ORY DRY ORY 460 160 110,

T V W x
..•.....•........•...•...•...... .•.•.........•..........••..•..•

04/f15/88 04/06/88 f17/13/88 10127/88 04106/88 f17/13/88 10127/88 04/06/88

1,1-0Ichloroethmne ~.10 ~.10 ~.10

1,2-0Ichloroethmne ~.10 ~.10 ~.10

1,2'Olchloroethylene, cis ~.10 10 24
1,2'Olchloroethyl_, tnns ~_10 ~.10 ~.10

1,1,Z,Z-Tetraehloroethane ~.20 1.9 • 0.20
TetrllCtt loroethylerAt ~.20 ~.2O ~.2O

1, "l·Trlchloroethane ~.50 4.6 s ~.50

Trichloroethylene ~.50 160 33 37 43 8_1 26 ORY

3 4................................ .•..•.•..•......................
04106/88 07/13/88 10127/88 O4!C8188 07/13/88 10/27/88 04/08/88

',l'Oichloroethone ~.10 9.5 0.50
',2'0Ichloroethano ~.10 ~.10 ~.10

1,2-0Ichloroethyl_, cis <1.10 13 1.1
1,2-0Ichloroethylene, trtnl ~.10 ~.10 ~.10

1,1,2,Z-Tetraehloroetkane 15 II! ~.2O ~.2O

TetrllCh loroethy lene ~.2O 11 1.6
1,l,1-Trlchloroethane <1.50 6.6 1.2
Trichloroethylene ~.50 0.5 ~.5 440 140 98 55

••••...••...............
s Potential false positive value besed on statistical _lysis of blanc salJ'le data.

Not Ilnlllyzed•

•00,

""."1 "',ii,iiii'."",,,,,,

Table 2

1988 WATER QUALITY DATA
GIACIAL DRIFt WELLS

(concentrations in ug/L)
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Figure 9
HISTORY OF TCE CONCENTRATION VARIATIONS
IN SHALLOW AQUIFER WELLS 3, 4, SAND R
GENERAL MILLS SITE, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
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Figure 10
HISTORY OF TCE CONCENTRATION VARIATIONS
IN SHALLOW AQUIFER WELLS 1, S, AND V
GENERAL MILLS SITE, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
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Figure 11
WATER LEVELS IN THE
CARlMONA AQUIFER, APRIL 1988
GENERAL MILLS SITE, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
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Figure 12
WATER LEVELS IN THE
MAGNOLIA AQUIFER, APRIL 1988
GENERAL MILLS SITE, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
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SoUfCe: Barr. 1989
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Figure 13
CONCENTRATIONS IN CARIMONA WELLS,
APRIL 1988
GENERAL MILLS SITE, MINNEAPOUS, MN

CAR/MONA MEMBER ~ELL

TRICHLOROETHYLENE CONCENTRATION (ug/L) (TCE)

BELO~ DETECTION LIMIT

Source: Barr. 1985
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Figure 14
HISTORY OF TCE CONCENTRATION VARIATIONS
IN CARIMONA WELLS BB, 108, AND WW
GENERAL MILLS SITE, MINNEAPOliS, MN
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Figure 15
HISTORY OF TCE CONCENTRATION VARIATIONS
IN CARIMONA WELLS 10,11, AND 13
GENERAL MILLS SITE, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
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Figure 2
EXPLORATION LOCATION PLAN
GEN RADSITE

!SW.C 9U"FACE WATE" ItLIVATloN MIAIU"EMENT LOCATION'

~ 'oCATED 8YGZA PERSONNEL

.. 8o'''NG5 PEitFORMItD BY GZA DRILLING,' NC.(JAN.-FEI.,I'I"

-$- EXTRACTION WELl. INSTALLED BY GZA DRILLINI,INC.IA"" •• IIII',AUG.,1!I8l'1

O··'!·' BORINGS PERFORMED BY GZA DRI~LING. INC, (JULY 19111,JUNE,198l'l

INDICATES WE,-L HAS OEEN ABANDONED ANDIOR DESTROYED

;,:.' HAND-DRIVEN PIEZOMETERll IN!lTALLED BY GZO\ r~p~":N~1 fJU~Y,19811

NOTES:

·1) BASE MAP DEVELOPED FROM PLAN PROVIDED BY JOHN E. O'DONNELL AND ASSOC.
ENTITLED"pROpEATYhIAp, STOWE, MASSACHUSETTS': CUED '971, AND FRDMA
PLAN PROVIDE'I' BY AVI S AlA MAP, I NC. ENTITLED" TOW" OF BOlTON, MASSACHUSETTS
ASS.ESSOA'S IIIAP': DATED 19118.

21 THE LOCATIONS AND EL EVATIONS OF THE BOAING! AND SUIpLINO LOCATIONS
«ERE DETERMINED BY OPTICAL SURVEY. THIS DATA SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
ACCURATE ONLY TO THE DEGREE IMPLIED BY THE METHOD USED.

3) THE LOCATION OF BORINGS ,PERFORMED IN JU:'V 19M WERE APPROXIMATELY
:ETERM:NED OY FIEL 0 MEASUR!:MENTS

"R'VATE W/I TER SUPPLY

RoRINOS PER,.oR"ED BY 0 ZA DRI LLING,INC.IMAY l'le)

(loRINIS GZA.,..1I0', 502.1501l1

•

LEGEND:

A AIU LOi;ATlON OF PROFILE LINE'

GR-I
~ INITIAL PHASE BORINGS lOR SERIES). pERFORIIID IV IZA DIIILLIN',IHC.tIlARCH.I9141
...GZA·'
'I'"' SECOND PHASE BORIHOSIOZASERIESI,pERFORMID IT OZA ,DRILLINO,IHC.IAPRn..I914'

+'fIl:1 THIRD PHASE IORINOSIG III SERIES'. PEII'ORlltD IY IlZA ,oRILLINO,INC.
. (MAY-JULY,19'.'

+1!Z" FOURTH PHAliEBO'UNG5IG-iV SERIES.I,pERFORMED lIT IZA DRILLINO,IHC.
(AUG.- SEPT.,'II.'

":'1 AUIU "RolE.I'EII,OIlIlID 8Y OZA DRILLINO,.NC.IMAY- ~UNll!: ,111141

.SW~ SURFACE WATER SAMPLINli POINT IT OZA PERSONHEL
Tp-I
~ ANDE:RSoN-NICHOLS(ANCOI TEST PIT

B·7+ BORINOS PERFORMED BY OZA DRILLINO,INC.FOR ANCOIoCT,llIn,

~'!5~Bo'''NGS AND TEST PITS PERFORMED FOR PREVIOUS OEOHYDIIOLOOIC
-fi-P~'J STUDIES REFIR TO 0 ZA II EPORTS DATE D APRIL .Ino AND NOVUtllll.llIl!

~

-.: ·EXISTING MONITOR'NG WELLS -

'"
':)~

I
l
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-EXPLORATION
LOCATION AND No.

~!.-oFFS ET FAOM PROFIL ELINE

---INDICATES INSTAllATION OF
GAS DRIVEN SAMPLER

J:-- GROUNDWATER LE VEL

~;0J~,;;~)1.:iz
:...'; :.::.;. '.'::-> ';-":-:' $TIlATlFIEO SANOL ".! :~,,::,;

~~, ·>/~···-:'.·:::·>:':·"·'·:'·':·'·'::·':'·;S·:A·:~:D;:A:;·NAON~R::'A:::V:·E'·:L::.:··.;.··..i.:.:;..•.~. .......•.

;; y:'':i.i:~;~,~ .. .. ;.:..!...:':..../
. 1... ~~f.tjA,;D; S'U • ..

iIZ~l~Y;;i~<;':';:~d~"l':' ~~f'7:;:7:~r:! .' i)~
'. ~':;:

" ..'.: ;;','
· ."'; .:r· ,';-

.' . i,~

4_:
;..

c·.:;: :~t~·f~~'.r. ~~~.'.

····:<~/~:.1·+1-:.: ';:;
· .

ESTIMATED AVERAGE
BOT TOM Of SAND AND
GRAVEL AQUifER

LEGEND:

(

APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF
TREATMENT PLANT

G~:.0 G~ G~
r---,

I
I

210

250

230

240

200

-'".!!
.z
Q

!;f 220
>
ILl
-l
W

I) THE STRATIFICATION LINES ARE BASED UPON INTERPOLATIONS BETWEEN WIDELY
SPACED EXPLORATIONS AND THUS REPRESENT TH£ APPROXI.MATE BOUNDARIES
BE TWEEN SOIL TYPES. ACTUAL "TRANSfiIONS MAY VARY FROM THOSE SHOWN.

21 WATER lEVfL REMING~ IIAVE AEEN MADE IN TltE DRll.llIOlES AT TltE TIMES
AND UNDER CONDITIONS STATED ON "IE LOGS. TltlS DATA HAS BEEN RE VIEWED

AND INTERPRETATIONSMAOE IN THE TEXT OF THIS REPORT. IIOWEVER, IT MUST

BE STATED THAT FLUCTUATIONS IN THE LEVEL OF THE GROUNDWATER MAY
OCCUR DUE TO VARIATIONS IN RAINFALL, TEMPERATURE AND OTHER FACTORS
AT THE "ME P.lE"SURE'dENTS WERE MADE.

NOTES:

R--- REfUSAL
• --- BOTTOM OF BORING

Source: Goldberg, Zolno & Associates. File No. G-3863.4.

FIgure 3
GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTION· TRANSECT A·A'
GEN RAD SITE



FILL

Figure 4
GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTION· TRANSECT B-B'

GEN RAD SITE

~__INDICArES CONDITIONS AVERAGED BETWEEN TWO INDIVIDUAL BORI'lGS

~ OFFSET FROM PROFILE lI'lE

LEGEND:

- ~'';~~it~;~·~ ." ..~: ." "".# ~ 'l'", *"..,-
~ ,.~.;:-:iA~~._~' ~ ;-;I;~,., .Q"'ANIC$ . ~': ~ ·.~}I-" ~ ~<.J«."A- ? ..~1;.; .,:;-;::,,~..n~ .;.... -.~ ~y. tc" ~::. I',.~w·' ,<.." ~..:. ~.~. ;-.~'i, .•
~ ~"1 ,(" ¥=t-4t(t ...·.,~' ,.': /i ... .:·~: .. • :1··C ·f ...·'r~.·· ~, ......,.., .~·;r:.:';I'};

... -rfw~9 '()!Vd:~f~tIL1';60tZf)·O..:O'~'!...{~:;:tt"'n~r: p.
~ .. ... "

PROFILE 8 - 8'

110

NoTE:

I) SEE FIGURE No. FOR NOTES, LEGEND AND SOIL DESCRIPTIONS.
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Source: Goldberg, Zolno & Associates. File No. G·3863.4.
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Source: Goldberg, Zolno & AssocIates. File No. 4-3.

FIgure 5
GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTION - TRANSECT C-C'
GEN RAD SITE
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.-PltIVATE WATER BUPPLIES

GROUNDWATER FLOWLINES

0' 100' 200' 400'

Figure 6
CONTOURS OF GROUND-WATER ELEVATIONS,
VARIOUS DATES PRIOR TO EXTRACTION
GEN RAOSITE

'SCALE'

NOTES:

II llROUNWA'rEII CONTOURS AR! USED ON DATA FROM .IDELY
SPACED r.XPLORATIONS AND MAY 'NOT REFLECT ACTUAL
SU.SUItFItCE CONDITIONS.

21 JlEI'!R Tel I'IGUIt~ NO.2 -FOIt ADDITIONAL MOTU AND LEaE.D.

3) REFER TO "IGURE No.2 'FOR MARKINGS INDICATING ABANDONED AND/OIt DESTltOYED
WELLS.

LEGEND:

----
",./ CONTOURS OF gROUNDWATER ELEVATIONS ARE BASED ON DATA

,/ ,COLLECTf:D O~ T/,e/14.( BASE DATUM I IolSL I.

~ONTOURS OF GROUNDWATER ELEVATIONS ARE USED ON DATA
/ ~~LLECTED ON II/ I" /11 AND 9/2!l/86 (BASE DATUM- MSLI•........
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iN WELL
PROPOSED)

I) REFER TO FIGURE No.2 FOR ADDITIONAL NOTES ANO LEGEND.

21 LIMITS AND LOCA TlONS OF SHADED AREAS DEPICT APPROXIMATE EXTENT OF TOTAL
VOLATILE ORGANIC CHEMICAL CONCENTRATIONS OBSERVEO IN GROUNOWATEA
SAMPLES FROM SELECTED LOCATIONS USING EPA IIIETHOD 624 A!lD/DR 601. THIS
PLAN IS DEVELOPED FROM LIMITED DA TA. ACTUAL CONDI TlONS MAY BE III0RE
COMPLEX AND ARE S~BJECT TO CHANGE WITH TIME. '

31 PLUME CONTOURS ARE BASED ON DATA COLLECTED DURING FEBRUARY 4ND MARCH,I98T.

51 CHEMICAL CONCENT RATIONS VARY WITH DEPTH.

8----- PROPOSED EXTRACTION WELL LOCATlO!/(PHASE.I:t!

61 REFER TO FIGURE No.2 FOR MARKINGS INOICATING ABANDONED AND/OR DESTRO't'ED WELLS.

41 601 ANALYSES PERFORMED BY GZA WERE CONOUCTED WITHI!I AN OPTIMUM OETECTION
RANGE OF I TO 100 Dob. REPORTEO CONCENTRATIONS GREATER THAN 100 ooD SHOULO BE
CONSIDERED IN RELATIVE TERMS.

,,! IUOI----PARENT HESES INDICATE TOTAL VDC LEVELS FROM SAMPLES COLLECTED

I ON 2/3/B7 (ANALYZED BY CAA USING 601 A!/ALYSISI

TOTAL VOC LEVELS FROM SAMPLES COLLECTED 2/3 THROUGH 3/6/87
IANALYZED BY GZA USIl'lG 601 ANALYSIS I

LEGEND:

NOTES:

~
..... "."

: .:.:;: ': .;" --TOTAL VOLATILE ORGANIC CONCENTRATIONS >500 PPB

.'•. ~;: /:' '.":' • TOTAL VOLAT ILE ORGA!lIC CONCENTRATlO!/~IOOPpg <500 PlO8

TOTAL VOLATILE ORGA!/IC CONCENTRATICNS~IO PPB <Iooppe

v

(;-

l"".

/I

/l
(

--.J
~ DELANEY'..

'\ POND ....
\
\

"

-;
l- Figure 7

Pl.IlJME CONTOURS OF' TOTAL VOLATILE ORGANICS,
FEBRUARY-MARCH 1987
GEN RADSfTE
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Figure 8
VARIATIONS IN THE TCE CONCENTRATIONS
IN WELL G-III-14A (NORTHERN PLUME)
GEN RAD SITE
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3) REFER TO FIGURE NO.2 FOR ADDITIONAL NOTES AND LEGEND

• Pfll ..UEWAT Eli SUPPLIES

400'

Figure 9 -
. CONTOURS OF GROUND-WATER ELEVATIONS,
OCTOBER 1987
GEN RADSITE

ZOO'100'0'

I) GROUNDWATER CONTOURS ARE BASED ON DATA FROM WIDELY SPACED EXPLORATIONS AND MAY
NOT REFLECT ACTUAL SUBSURFACE ClJ'IDtTIONS.

--~

2) .WATER LEVEL READINOS HAVE BEEN MADE VIA AN ELECTRIC WATER INDICATOR ON THE DATE
OR DATES SPECIFIED BELOW, THIS CATA HAS BEEN REVIEWED AND INTERPRETATIONS MACE
IN THE TEXT OF THIS REPORT. HOWEVER, IT MUST BE STATED TKAT FLUCTUATIONS IN THE
LEIIEl OF THE GROUNDWATER MAY OCCUR DUE TO VARIATIONS IN RAINFALL, TEMPERATURE ANO
OTHER FACTORS PRESENT AT THE TIME MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE.

-t-;'.•-GROUHllWATER LEvEL MEASURED IN BOREHOLE

NOTES:

LEGENO:

__- A.._ ..UTE LOCATION OF CAPTURE BOUNDARY

'/,Vo

./ ClJ'ITOURS OF GROUNDW41'ER ELEVATIONS ARE BAS ED ON CATA COLLECTED 10/28 AND 10/29/87,
/' IBASE DATUM. MSL)

~CTlON
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Source: Goldberg, Zolno & Associates. December 1988. File No. G-3863.6.



NOTES:

II SEE FIOUI'I£ No. I FOIt ADDITIONAL NOTES AND, LEGEND•

• 1 (iROUNOWAfER (~'ITOtIRS ARE BA~EO ON DATA ,FROM WIOE~Y SPACED EXP~ORATIONS

AND MAY NOT ~EF~ECT ACTUAL SuBSURFACE CONDITIONS

GROUNDWATER MEASURED IN BOREOiOLE

0R'VA TE .... ATER SUPPL E S

,.oNTQURS C" GIiOUNDWATER E~EvATIONS ARE BASED ON ClATA
COLl.feTED ON 11/8 811/9/88 (BASE DATUM' M9Ll

rJ

~zz,

•

3) WAfER ~E{E~ Af.ADINGS '<AvE SEEN MAOE VIA AN E~ECTRIC WATER INDICATOR ON
TflE DAY OR DATES SPECIF,ED eE~OYI r .. IS DATA flAS BEEN REVIEWED AND
I'ITERPRETAT,ONS MADE 'N T.." rEtr Of THIS REPORT HOWfVER, ,r MUST 9E
STATED THAT Fl.:JCTUATIONS N r"E ~E"EL OF TOiE GRO\.lNDWATER MAY OCCUR
"\.IE TO VARIA TONS IN RAINFALL <EMPERATURE' AND OTOiER FACTORS AT TOiE
T'ME MEASUREMENTS '"fRE 1"4;)E

/'.

?OAO

ON
°0 ~.\
~

-;
( Figure 10

CONTOURS OF GROUND-WATER ELEVATIONS,
NOVEMBER 1988
GEN RAD SIT.E '
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Figure 11
VARIATION OF TCE CONCENTRATIONS
IN WELL PT·4 (EASTERN PLUME)
GEN RAD SiTE
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Source: Goldberg, Zolno & AssocIates. August,1986. File No. G-3863.6.
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''---- -CTAL .::LATILE CRIlANOC CONCENTRATIONS ~'O PDS <'OOops

_ \l'TS :''10 .. :::'T!::"lS CI' S"ADED AREAS DEPICT APPROXI\lATE EXTEIlT 01' TOTAL VOLA
.RGANIC :"E""~AL C:"CE"lTRATIONS OBSERVED IN GROUNDWATER SAWPLES FROW SELECT'E
_;~TIC'IS USIIr, EPAYET"'CO 624 AND/OR 601. THIS PLAN IS DEVELOPED I'ROM LIMITED OAT.
:'~¥:.JJ.L ::;fjDITICNS \l:.Y 8E \lO·RE CO\lOLEX AIlD ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH TIME.

,. EASTERN PLUIIE ceNTCURS :'RE 8ASED Oil DATA COLLECTED Oil 11/8 AND 11/9/811

'0 NORTHERN PUlIolE CONTOURS ARE BASED 0'1 DATA COLLECTED ON I 1/ 8 AND I1/ 9/811 .

.. I C"E\lICAL CC'ICE'lTRATIC'lS VARY WITI' :lEOT"

~\ .E~E~"-: ~,r;o)0E 'I. 2 ~Oll ADDITIO"lAL '1OTES AND LEGEND.

~. ---:TJ.L 'CL ATILE :O'3ANIC CCNCEIlTRATION LEVEL DETECTED AT THIS LOCATION
. IIA EOA "E"'C:l 6CI

--I' )----4RE.I """'EIlE ~:·N VOLATILE ORGANIC CCNCEIlTRATIONS Co. ,0 PPBI
'-" "A.E 8EE'I DETECTED. T"E GE"ERAL LOCATIOIl APPEARS TO BE

: JTS·'DE T"E \lAIN 80DY IJF TI'E PLUME 'CC. AT G-17-8 \lAY BE A
RESULT;;I' I'CRIoIEIl GROUNDWATER PATTERNS T"n E~'STED DIlIOR
-: AlB SHUTDOWN voci AT GZA-13 HAVE ONL' RECENTlY llEiN
DETECTED FUTURE RESULTS WILL BEM~ITOREO CLOSELY

~OTES

~ -:-AL ·;;;LJ.TILE· ORGANIC ::::NCENTRATIONS .2.500 PPll

',---::nL veLA TiLE :;R'lANIC CCsCEIlTRATIONS ~ 00 PPB <~OO PPB
"

_ EXTRACTION
WELL

. M. 0. M.
: "0

rfJ I

/~0. M.

~O(TRACTION
ELL
0 0

illNEY R AD

~ V~
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Figure 12
PLUME CONTOURS OF TOTAL VOLATILE ORGANICS,
NOVEMBERi1988
GEN RAD SITE
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Figure 13
RECORD OF TCE CONCENTRATION
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GENERAL SITE LOCATION MAP
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Source: Compiled from Post, Buckley, Schuh and Jernigan Inc.,
December 1983. Geraghty & Miller, Inc., November 1987; and
Geraghty & Miller, Inc., July 1987.
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Figure 3
GENERALIZED GEOLOGIC COLUMN
HARRIS CORPORATION SITE
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Major
Components (ppb)

.
0.0

Maximum
Total

VOC (ppb)Date

J..f:~!'5!!7~g3 "lilli' '

11-07-83

Table 2 (C~I1t~~~~d)
MAXIMUM TOTAL VOC'S IN GDU WELLS BEFORE

iULiTREATMENTSYSTEM STARTUP IN APRIL 1~84



WDCR05!089.50

Chemical-Acronyms

*Contaminated GDU wells connected to air stripper pre-treatment system

trichloroethylene
1,1-dichloroethylene
Cis-l,2-dichloroethylene
Trans-l,2-dichloroethylene
vinyl chloride
1, 1, I-trichloroethane
1,1-dichloroethane
methylene chloride
ortho-dichlorobenzene
chlorobenzene
ethyl benzene

GDU
MaximumProduction Depth! Total MajorWells Interval Date VOC (p'pb) Components (ppb)

84-6D Deep Aquifer 1'-06-84 o.b
84-6S 51 ft 1-05-84 0.0

Table 2 (Continued)
MAXIMUM TOTAL VOC'S IN GDU WELLS BEFORE

FULL TREATMENT SYSTEM STARTUP IN APRIL 1984

TCE
DCE
C-l,2-DCE
T-l,2-DCE
VC
TCA
DCA
MC
o-DCB
CB
EB

Source: CH2M HILL. April 1986. Assessment of the Harris Corporation
Remediation Program --Appendix C.
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Table 3
WELL PUMPING RATES MEASURED ON MARCH 24, 1987

Harris Corporation
Well

Well Pumping Rate
on March 24, 1987

(Gallons Per Minute) GDU Well

Well Pumping Rate
on March 24, 1987

(Gallons Per Minute)

GS-37S 9 GDU-2B* 20

GS-43S 14 GDU~3* 45

GS-37D 45 GDU-4 95

GS-43D 25 GDU-5* 75

WDR2l8/026

Source: Geraghty & Miller. October 1987. An Evaluation of the Harris
Corporation Ground-Water Recovery System.

Contaminated GDU wells connected to air stripper pre-treatment.
system.
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150
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Figure 9 'Ci, .

POTENTIOMETRIC SURFACE OF SHALLOW-AQUIFER!!
ZONE, MARCH 24,1987
HARRIS CORPORATION SITE

,"JI(I'

Source: Geraghty & Miller, Inc., October 1987. An Evaluation
of the Harris Corporation Ground-water Recovery System.
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are off-site groundwater production wells.

Figure 9
PUMPING HISTORY OF THE ONSITE
EXTRACTION WELLS
IBM-DAYTON SITE
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Figure 13
HISTORY OF TCA AND PCE VARIATIONS IN
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Figure 14
HISTORY OF TCA AND PCE VARIATIONS IN
EXTRACTION WELL GW·25
6-MONTH AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONS IN PPB
IBM-DAYTON SITE
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Table 3
TARGET REMEDIATION GOALS FOR THE A-AQUIFER ZONE

Concentration
Chemical (ppb) Source of Goal

Methylene Chloride 40 DHS Action Levell
Chloroform 6.0
1,1-Dichloroethane 20 DHS Action Level
1,1,-Trichloroethane 200 DHS Action Level
1,1-Dichloroethylene 6 DHS Action Level
1,2-Dichloroethylene 16 DHS Action Level
Trichloroethylene 5 DHS Action Level
Perchloroethylene 4 DHS Action Level
Freon 11 3,400 DHS Action Level
Freon 12 750 20% of EPA RfD3
Freon 113 18,000 DHS Action Level
N-Methyl Pyrrolidone 700 DHS Site Criteria4
Isopropanol 450 DHS Site Criteria
Acetone 700 20% of EPA Rfd
Ethyl Amyl Ketone 123 DHS Site Criteria
Shell Sol 140 1,000 DHS Site Criteria
Xylene 440 EPA Lifetime Health

Advisorys
Toluene 100 DHS Action Level
Benzene 0.07 DHS Action Level

lDepartment of Health Services 1987a.
2Department of Health Services 1986c.
3Environmental Protection Agency 1987. RfD denotes Reference Dose.
4Department of Health Services 1987b.
sEnvironmental Protection Agency 1985b.

Source: KJC,Comprehensive Plan, IBM Groundwater Restoration Program,
June 1987.

WDCR428!058.50
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E-AQUIFER ZONES

. I
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·11 Levell0.25 DHS Action

",":i,1 ,.. ~

0.25 "DHS Action Level

o.~;·"b~s Action Level

'0.2.5 i~~~ Action Level
',I;, "

.0,11 ,I,

0.25 DHS Action Level ,..

"'" '"
II

10-6 Risk Level2

~

I

I
10.6 Risk Level4.8

3.1

6.0

1.5

50

.. 5

8503"

Table 4
T~GE"r" RE~DIATfoN GOALS FOR. THE B-, C-, D-, AND

Concentration
Chemical (ppb)

Methylene Chlororide

Chloroform

1,1-Dichi;:'';;'~ethane
• I I' "I ~1,~"III1I"

1, 1, I-Trichloroethane

Freon 11

. WoCR428r057:50

'1111::1':1'11 1-Dichloroethylene
, ...., ., .., ... . ... ..... .

""Freon 113

~j

"""""",,,,IDepartment of Health Services 1987a.
2EnviroIUllent;..;;Ll Pl:'0tection Agency 1987 •
.3Current concentrations found in the B- and deeper-aquifer zones

aria substantially below the target goals shown here. "

I
Source: KJC, Comprehensive Plan, IBM Groundwater Restoration Program, June
1987 •
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EXPLANA TION
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DRAFT
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HLA. June, 1987. Appendix B: SUmmary of Hydrogeologic StUdies,
lmprehenslve Plan, IBM Groundwater Restoration Program.

Figure 6
WELL LOCATION MAP .
MONITORING AND EXTRACTION WELLS
IN THE A-AQUIFER ZONE.
IBM-SAN JOSE SITE
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Source: HLA. June,1987. Appendix B: Summary of Hydrogeologic Studies,
Draft Comprehensive Plan, IBM Groundwater Restoration Program.

Figure 7
WELL LOCATION MAP
MONITORING AND EXTRACTION WELLS
IN THE ON-SITE B-AQUIFER ZONE.
IBM-SAN JOSE SITE
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Source: HlA. June, '1987. Appendix B: Summary of Hydrogeologic Studies,
Draft Comprehensive Plan, IBII Groundwater Restoration Program.

Figure 8
WELL LOCATION MAP.
MONITORING AND EXTRACTION WELLS
IN THE OFF-SITE B-AQUIFER ZONE
IBM-SAN JOSE SITE
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NOTE: Wells installed as of 6/1/87
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#

3-C

•
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.3B-BC

A.0RBC.3

(36-BCO)

EXPLANATION

Monitoring well with identification number

Extraction iNell with identification number

Proposed well identification number

Background water quality well

, ..." .
~.

' ..,~

iLA. June, 1987. Appendix B: SUmmary of Hydrogeologic Studies,
lprehenslve Plan, IBM Groundwater Restoration Program.

Figure 9
WELL LOCATION MAP
MONITORING AND EXTRACTION WELLS
IN THE c-AQUIFER ZONE.
IBM-SAN JOSE SITE
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. EXPLANATION

NOTE: Wells installed as of 6/1/87

Monitoring well with identification number

I,.·.~..~,
~......
"

DRAFT
~ \

Diablo Range.

o 2000 4000 feet
toL;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~!~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;j!

SCALE

2-D
•

E'eWAY:.:--------------------

'ENUE

HAYES

--

lale Ridge

Source: HLA. June,1987. Appendix B: Summary of Hydrogeologic Studle.,
Draft Comprehensive Plan, IBM Groundwater Restoration Program.

Figure 10
WELL LOCATION MAP
MONITORING AND EXTRACTION WELLS
IN THE 0- AND E-AQUIFER ZONES
IBM-SAN JOSE SITE
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1984

EXPLANATION

Average monthly flow rate in gallons per minute (gpm) based on weekly meter readings:
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: HLA. June,1987. Appendix B: SUmmary of Hydrogeologic Studl8.s,
)mprehenslve Plan, IBM Groundwater Restoration P.rogram.
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Figure 11
AVERAGE MONTHLY GROUND-WATER
EXTRACTION RATES
18M-SAN JOSE SITE
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Table 5
INSTALLATION AND APRIL 1988 OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

OF GROUND-WATER EXTRACTION WELLS

Well Number

Onsite Areas

Building 001

A-22
A-I?

Aquifer Zone

A
A

Dates of
Installation/Operation

May 1982 to November 1984
August 1983 'to August 1984

April 1988
Extraction
Rate (gpm)

o
o

Tank Farm 067/Building 006

A

Boundary Wells

December 1982 to August 1983 o

WDCR428/059.50

lWel1 A~29 plugged and closed in 1984 because of building construction
activities.

Source: KJC, Draft Supplement, Comprehensive Plan, 1988.

A-31
RA-2
RA-3
RA-4
RA-5
RA-6
RA-7
RA-9
RA-lO
RA-13
RB-l
RB-2
RB-3
RB-4
RB-5
RB-6

B-3
C-l

RC-l

Offsite

ORB-1
ORC-l

ORBC-2
ORBC-3

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
C

B
C
B
B

June 1983 to August 1983
June 1983 to present
June 1983 to August 1983
June 1983 to August 1983
June 1983 to October 1983
June 1983 to August 1983
June 1983 to September 1983
June 1983 to October 1983
June 1983 to February 1984
August 1983 to December 1983
June 1983 to April 1988
June 1983 to present
June 1983 to present
June 1983 to April 1988
June 1985 to April 1988
May 1987 to April 1988
October 1983 to May 1987
June 1983 to April 1988
June 1985 to April 1988

November 1983 to present
November 1983 to April 1988
March 1984 to April 1988
December 1984 to present

o
30
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

400
250
o
o
o
o
o

100
o
o

800

\
\
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\ .... EXPLANATION

Diablo Range

SCALE

Location of extraction well and approxi
mate water level elevation corrected for'
well Joss.

Contours in this area are based partially
on Be-aquifer zone data.

General area in which B-aquifer water
levels have declined below screened
interval of well.

Estimated limit of the zone of capture
of the extracted wells.

2000 4000 feet
! !

o
!

~ 1~110

..........'

Water level elevation contours in feet
______'\.7.2. -........ above Mean Sea Lever (MSL)

Contour Interval: 1.0 foot

Location of monitoring well and measured
water Jevel elevation.

Ige

:.~
.~. ,---

..~
..:.--" .

ouree: HLA. JUI18,1987. Appendix B: summary of Hydrogeologic Studlel,
raft Comprehensive Plan, 1811 Groundwater Reatoratlon Progr~.

Figure'13
WATER LEVEL ELEVATIONS IN THE
a-AQUIFER ZONE, JUNE 1986
IBM-SAN JOSE SITE
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EXPLANATfON

Water level elevation contours in feet
-144:- above Mean Sea' Level (MSL)

Contour Interval: 1.0 foot

N

I

N".qtt".J".\I~-- SEE INSET

r, 152.87
V

6. 148.Z5

Location of monitoring well and measured
water level elevation.

Location of extraction well and approxi·
mate water level elevation., Operating
extraction well indicated with * ; all
other wells inoperable.

General area in which A-Aquifer water
levels have declined below bottom of well.

, Isolated dewatered areas not shown.

o 1000 2000 feet
Ik;:======'=======:!'

SCALE

---

DRAFT

Source: HLA. June,1987. Appendix B: Summary of Hydrogeologic Studies;
Draft Comprehensive Plan, IBM Groundwater Restoration Program.

Figure 12
WATER LEVEL ELEVATIONS IN THE
A-AQUIFER ZONE, JUNE 1986
IBM-SAN JOSE SITE
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EXPLANATION

•

Chemical concentration contours in ppb, based
on mean concentrations· in samples collected
from monitoring and extraction wells during the
period specified in the title.

Location of monitoring well from which samples
were collected.

o
Location of monitoring well from which no
samples were collected or well installed
subsequent tc the period specified in the title.

Location of extraction well from which no
samples were collected or well installed
subsequent to the period specified in the title.

Location of extraction well from which samples
were collected.
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1986
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•
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Figure 14
TCA IN THE A-AQUIFER ZONE, SECOND
QUARTER 1984 AND SECOND QUARTER1986
IBM-SAN JOSE SITE
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I
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SCALE IN FEET
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Source: HLA. January,1ga;. Quarterly Report, september 1888
through DcIcombGr 1;SS, IBM Groundwater Relloratlon Program.
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Otemical Concentration centour in ppb.
_ 10 - based on meM concentrations in samples

coIleclod fRllft monitoring and extrection
wells during the period specified in the title.

--- o
A

*

EXPLANAT10N

Monitoring wei

Ex!nIction wei

Location 01 A~fes Zone monitoring well
in wtIlch urnp&IJs __ not collected
becauSe of low watlll 1eYeIs.

N~
. ~~
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F-Igure 15
TeA IN THE A-AQUIFER ZONE
DURING THE PERIOD 9/26/88 - 12130/88
IBM-SAN JOSE SITE
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-"E'XPLANATION

Chemical concentration contours in ppb. based
on mean concentrations in samples collected
from monitoring and extraction wells during the
period specified in the title.

o Location of monitoring well from which no
samples were collected or well installed

.subsequent to the period specified in the title.

Location of monitoring well from which samples
were collected.

, l> Location of extraction well from which no
samples were collected or well installed
subsequent,to the period specified in the title.

Location of extraction well from which samples
were collected.
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Figure 16
1,1-DCE IN THE A-AQUIFIER ZONE, SECOND
QUARtER '11984 AND SECOND QUARTER 1986
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EXPLANATION

Chemical concentration contour' in ppb,
-- 10 - based on mean concentrations in samples

collected from m<hvon9 and extrac:lion
-as during the period specified in the title.-~_. o

6

*

Monitoring well

EXtIaclion well

Localion of A-Aquifer zorie monitoring weU
in which samples were not collected
because of low water levels.
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Figure 17
1,1-DCE IN THE A-AQUIFER ZONE,
DURING THE PERIOD 9/26/88 -12/30/88
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EXPLANATION

Chemical concentration contOurs in ppb, based
on mean' concentrations in samples collected
from monitoring and extraction wells during the
period specified in the title.

Location of monitoring well from which samples
were collected.

Location of extraction well from which samples
were collected.

I

a Location of monitoring well from which no
samples were collected or well installed
subsequent to the period specified in the title.

Location of extraction well from which no
samples were collected or well installed
subsequent to the period specified in the'title.

1986

,,

DRAFT

Figure 18
TCA IN THE B-AQUIFIER ZONE, SECOND
QUARTER 1984 AND SECOND QUARTER 1986
IBM-5AN JOSE SITE
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o

Location of B-Aquifer Zone monitoring WeI
in which~ went not collected
bec8use of low watet levels.*

a

EXPLANATION

Olemical concentration contow in ppb.
-- 1 - based on meen concentrations in samples

coI\ecIed from monitoring and extraction
_Is during the period specified in the title.
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: HLA~ January, 19S;. Quarterly Report, September 1988
I December 1988, IBM Groundwater Reator.tIon ProgrML

Figure 19
TeA IN THE B-AQUIFIER ZONE, DURING
THE PERIOD 9/26/88 - 12130/88
IBM-SAN 'JOSE SITE,
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I::XPLANATloN

chemical concentration contours in ppb, based
on menn.concentrations in sampl.el;.C:QI!~etl'!d

frommonito;:ing·~6d~~tra~tiCln~~II$guring the
period specified in the title.

Location of monitoring well from which samples
were coHected. .
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LocatIon of extraction well from which samples
were collected.

o

A

Location of monitoring well from which 'no
. samples were collected or well installed
subsequent to the period specified in the title.

I .
Location of extraction well from which no
samples were collected or well installed·
subsequent to the period specified in the title.
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FIgure 20 ..,
1,1-DCE IN TI1E B-AQUIFIER ZPNJ:, SECOND
QUARTER 19&4 AND SECOND. QUARTER 1986
IBM-sAN JOSE SITE " .
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EXPLANAnON

Olemical concentration contour In ppb,
based on mean cqncentratiri in samples
collected from monitoring and extraction
wells during the period specified in the title.

Monitoring well

E'xtraction well

Location of B-Aquifer Zone monitoring wei
in which samples were not collected
because of low water levels.

rca: HLA. January. 1gaD. Quarterly Report, September 19aa .
ugh December 1988•.IBM Groundwater Reator.-tlon Program.

Figure 21 .
1,1-DCE IN THE B·AQUIFER ZONE
DURING THE PERIOD 9/26/88 - 12t3oJ88

·iSM-SAN JOSE SITE
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Figure 22
CHEMICAL MASS EXTRACTED B·AQUIFER ZONE
BOUNDARY EXTRACTION SYSTEM
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EXPLANATION

Chemical concentration contours in ppb, based
on mean concentrations in samples collected
from monitoring and extraction wells during the
period specified in the title.

Location of monitoring well from which samples
were collected. .

Location of extraction well from which samples
were collected.

Location of monitorihg well from which no
samples were collected or well installed
subsequent to the period specified in the title.

Location of extraction well from which no
samples were collected or well installed
subsequent to the period specified in the title.
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Figure 23
TeA IN THE c-AQUIFIER ZONE, SECOND.
QUARTER 1984 AND SECOND QUARTER 1986
IBM-SAN JOSE SITE
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IU. January, 19Si. Quarterly Report, september 1988
ecember 1988, IBM Groundwater Reatoratlon Program.

EXPLANATiON

~ concentration contour in ppO,
-- 1 - based on mean concentrations in samples

coIleeted from monibing and extraction
_lis during the period specified in the title.

o Moniloring well

A ExlrBction well

N

Figure 24
1,1-DCE IN THE C-AQUIFER ZONE,
DURING THE PERIOD 9/26/88 • 12130/88
IBM-SAN JOSE SITE
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Table 6
SUMMARY OF GROUND-WATER EXTRACTION AND CHEMICAL MASS REMOVED

Millions
of Gallons*

Pounds
Removed

Freon 113
Total Mass

Removal Rate
(Pounds/

Million Gals.)
Pounds
Removed

1,1,1-TCA
Total Mass

Removal Rate
(Pounds/

Million Gals.)
Pounds
Removed

1,1-DCE
Total Mass

'·Removal Rate
(Pounds/

Million Gals.)

1983**
1984
1985
1986
1987

735
2,150
2,865
3,154
3,243

12,147

2,121 2.885 75 0.102 17 0.023
2,038 0.948 284 0.132 32 0.015
1,000 0.349 215 0.075 9 0.003

914 0.290 '219 0.070 15 0.005
564 0.174 165 0.051 11 0.003

6,637 958 84

Total 1,1,1-TCA
Pounds + 1,1-DCE

Removed*** Pounds Removed

1983** 2,213 92
1984 2,354 316
1985 1,224 224
1986 1,148 234
1987 740 176

7,679 1,043

*Ground water extracted by all operating extraction wells
**For the period June through December 1983

***Chemical mass removed by extraction wells (Freon 113, 1,1,1-TCA, and 1,1-DCE)

WDR428/045
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Figure 1
MONITORING WELL LOCATION MAP
SHOWING GROUND-WATER DIVIDE

NICHOLS ENGINEE.RING SITE

APPROXIMATE LIMIT
OF PLUME (:::: I DPb) (DESIGN)

~.....---;-.....,....-r----=B. 8 :t:~ '-o-.

+ Pilot Plant
5

R=30'
47. /4 I

fT--

7

LEGEND:

-+ MONITORING '.,'JELL

~ RECOVERY WELL

Source: Storch Engineers. September, 1988.
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R= 30'
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Figure 2
MONITORING WELL LOCATION MAP
SHOWING MAJOR AXIS OF TRANSMISSIVITY

NICHOLS ENGINEERING SITE

APPROXI MATE LI MIT (DESIGN)
OF PLUME (::: I ppb)
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5

Major Axis

7
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I
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LEGEND:

-+ MONITORING WELL

~ RECOVERY WELL
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LIMIT OF CAPTURE ZONE

Figure 3
CAPTURE- ZONE TYPE CURVE ANALYSIS
FOR MW~3 AS RECOVERY WELL

NICHOLS ENGINEERING SITE

5

. _ . t.35 ':1

Q/BU -(210)(2.5&101 ) t4~ft.

-+-
7

LEGEND:

.. MONITORING WELl..

~ RECOVERY WELL

/
/
I
I
I
\
\
\
\

\
\0---;....------"

W~~: ,
Q/SU: MAXIMUM DIMENSION OF CAPTURE ZONE PERPENDICULAR TO GROUND WATER FLOW ( ft )
Q = RECOVERY WELL PUMPING RATE (1t 31 minJ =9. 3~ (70Qpm)
B = ESTIMATED AQUIFER THICKNESS tft) =260
U: Ki = DARCIAN VELOCITY (ft I min.) =2.5 x 10-5

K = HYDRAUUC CONDJCTIVITY (ft Imin.) = 3 x 10-3

= HYDRAULIC .GRADIENT (ft/ft) = 0.008

Source: Storct:J Engineers. September, 1988.





III-. I 111-2
I

I 1 I 2 .1 3. 1 ~ I 5 J 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 1 I . I 2 I 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 I a I 9 I
.---,----1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1__1_1__1__1__1__1__1--1--1

I III 117.8 119.8 I 6.9 118.1 112.8', 9.3 112.1 I 5.6 121.8 I 17.8 I 15.8 I 9.8 I 9.3 I 14.8 113.8 17.3' 1 7.7 I
I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ 1 ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ 1 ~ I ~ I ~ 1 ~ I ~ I ~ 1
I ~ I ~ I 1.9 zl 1.4 zl 37.' PI Nll I 3.9" 32.' I 2.9 zl Nll I Nll I 3.9 zl Nll I 1.7 zl Nll 13.2'132.8 I NIl I
198M 1420,@ 1410,@ 115M 126M 1268.0 123e.e 127M I 98.0 161e.e 131U 131e.e 1180.0 1190.0 1210.0 1290.0 1121J.0 1120.0 1
1 ~ 11.7" 1.6" 1.5'1 ~ I NIl I ~ I Nll I Nll I ND 11.7111.9" ND 11.1" ND 11,4., Nll I Nll 1
I Nll 114.8 1.13.0 I 5.1 I 9.8" 7.7 I 7.3 I 7.21 I J.e" ND I 11.0 I 9.4 I 4.7 I 5.5 1 8.7 19.4 I NO 1 4.5"
INllI~ I~ I~ I~ 1/lIl1~ IND IND INll I~ I~ I~ I~ I~ INll IND I~ I
' NO I· ~ 'ND I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I No I ~ I ND I ~ 1 ND I ND I NO 1 ~ I ND I ND I NO 1

01 Ioro fOI"ll

Toluene
Ilet~ylene Ollorlde
Carbon Tetrachloridl!
Trichloroethene
Tetrachloroethene
1,1, I-Trichloroethane
Vinyl Acehte

Table 4
SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS

(concentration in ppb)

111-3 I IlIH
I

111213141516171819 111213141516171819 I
-------.1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--I

I 1.6 I Nll I ND I ~ 1 Nll I ND I ND I HIi I NIl I ~ I Nll I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ 1 P'l 1 ~ I P'l 1
I 1.7 I ~ I NO ,~ I ND I ~ I NO I ~ 1 NO I 9.1 I ~ I NO I ND I NIl I P'l I NIl I NO I P'l 1
I 2.4 I 1;5 ~I 12.0 , ND I 1.3 zl NO I 3.6 'I 5.9 I 4.6 zl . NIl I 2,'9 @I 9.~ I 1.4" 1.3 zl ~ I NIl I lU~' P'l I
I 1.8 I ND I ND I NO I ND I ~ 1 ~ I Nll I ~ I 2.6 1 1.0" ND 1 1.9'1 1.3" NIl I P'l I No I NIl I
IND IND I~ IND IND IND INn INO INO INO INO INO INO INO 1m 1P'l I~ INA I
1 ~ I ND 1 NO I NO I NO I NO I Nll I ~ I NO I NO I ~ I NO I ~ 1 ND I ~ I ~ I ~ I P'l I
INll IND INO INO INO INO INllINO IND INO lNO INO INO IND 1m 1P'l INlINA I
I ND I ND I NO I ~ I ~ I ~ I~ 1 NO I NIl I NO I ND I ND I NO I ~. I m I NA I NO I NIl I

011orofoMl
Toluene
Methylene OIloride
Carbon T2trachloride
Tr'ichloroethene
Tetrach loroethenl!
I,I,I-Trichloroethane

Vinyl Acetate

Supllng Dates:
1= January 6, 1988 11ll-6,1lIf-7,1lW-9,1II-91

January 7, 1988 11ll-1,1tI-2,1II-3,11I-4,1II-5,1II-18,lII-ll,lII-f2l
20< February 8, 1988
~ February 22,1988
4= K.rch 21, 1988
5= April 19, 1988
6= llay 19, 1988
7= Jure 21, 1988
8= July 21, 1988

July 22, 1988
9=Oetober 6, 1988

1 111-5 PIIHi
I

111213/41516171819 1112 13 I~ 1516171919 J
-------1--1-1-,--1--/--1--1--1--1--1-1-1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1

I NO I P'l 1 NA I P'l I NA I P'l I m I NO I NO I NO I NO I ~ 1 NO 1 NO I NA I P'l f NO I P'l I.
I L2 I ~ I P'l I ~ I ~ I m I ~ I NO I NO I NO I ~ I NO I NO I ND I P'l I ~ I NO 1 NIl I
I 1.4" NIl I P'l I ~ I P'l r P'l I P'l I 1.1 zl 7.2 zl 3.5 II 8.8 PI 1.2 zl NO , 1.5 zl NA 1 P'l I le.e zl P'l I
I 1.6 II P'l I NA I NA f ~ I NA I ~ I 7.~ I 7.' I NO I NO I NO 1 ~ I ~ I P'l I ~ , NO I P'l I
I~ INA INA INA IP'l 1m 1P'l INO INO 12.4INO INO INO INO 1P'l 1m lNO INA I
1 NO I ~ I HA INA I NIl I P'l I Nll I NO I NO I NO I NO 1 NO I NO I NO I NA I NIl I NO I P'l I
INn 1P'l1P'l1P'l IP'llm 1m INO INn I~ INO INO INO INO 1P'l1P'l/NlIP'l I
I NO I NIl I NIl I P'l I ~ I ~ 1 Hll I NO I ND I ~ I ~ I NO 1 NO I 2.5 PI NIl I NIl I NO I P'l I

OJlorofol'll
Toluene
I\>thylene Olloridl!
Carbon Ti1trachloride
Trichloroethene
Tetrachloroethene
1,1, I-Trichloroethane
Vinyl Acetate

NF Itlt ANlyzed
ND= 'Not Detected
.= Trace concentrations bl!low thtr reporting lI,it
11= Ilnalyte also detected In ERCQ, Procedural 8hnk
z= Both trace corcentratlons detected bl!low the I'fFting 1I,1t

ard analyte detected In ERCQ Procedural 81ank
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Toluene
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I 111-9 I 1foI-18 '

I 1
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SaIIpling Oatesl
1= JilnUilry 6, 1988 (1flI-6,1II-7,IIH,III-'.I)
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5= Rpril 19, 1988
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B= July 21, 1988

July 22, 1988
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I NIl I NIl I Nll I ND I Nll I NIl I IGl I Nll I IGl I Nll I III I m I m 1 Nl I III I m I iii I m
I lID I I(J) I Nll I ND I Nll I IGl I IGl 1 IGl I II'lI I IGl I m I m I ~ I III I m I miND I m
I ~ 1 ND I lID I ~ I lID I ND I IGl 1 WIND I ~ I III I iii I m I m I m I miND I m

DC: 13951lARV

NA= Not Anill yzed
ND= Not Detected
t= Trilce concentriti.ons belOll the reporting 1I1it
t= Rnalyte also detected III ERCll procedural BliInk
z= Both trace cOllClmtriitions detected belOlI the reporting 1I.1t

and ilnalyte detected ill ERCO Procedural Blank

01 I o1Ofo...
To luene
Methylene OIIOt'lde
C;rbon Tetrachloride
Trichloroethene
TetrachlClI'rethene
I, I, l-TrichloroethilTl!
Vi nyl l1cetate



Tolum!
IIethylene D1loride
Ollor_thane
1,1, I-Trichloroethane
Ollorofor8
Carbon Tetrachloride
Tetrac:hloroethene
Tric:hloroethene

Table 4 (continued)

(concentration in pob)

FIELO Il.M<S TRIP BlJlNI(S I
I

I la I Ib 1 2 1 3 I 4 I 5 1 6 I 7 I 8a I 8b I 9 I Ia I Ib I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I Sa I 8b I 9 I
-------1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1-- 1--1---1--1--1--1

I 16.9 I 19.8 I 1.3'1 NO I lID I lID 1 NO I NO I NO I NO I ND I NO I NO I ND I NO I NO I ND I NO I ND I ND I ND I NO I
I 7•• "1 8.9 I 2.8 zl 27.9 I 5.6 I 11.8 PI NO I 6.3 I 9.1 (11 2.HI 12.9 zl 2.3 II 1.9 II NO I 4.4 II IU I 11.8 I NO 14.2 II 1.6 II 2.9 116.8 zl
I NO I 5.5 I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I lID I NO I ND I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I ND I NO I
I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I 3.2 I NO I NO 1 NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I ND I NO I NO I NO I 2.0 I NO I NO I NO I NO I
INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO IND INO INO IND IND INO INO INO INOI
INO INO INO INO I tID INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INO INDI
I NO , NO I NO 1 NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I 3.9 I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO 1
I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO· I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I NO I

NIl: Not Ana Iyzed
ND= Not Detected
I- Trace concentrlltiOM belOll the reporting 1I.lt
~ Analyte also detected in ERaJ Procedural Blank
z- Both trace concentrations detected belOOl the reporting Ii.it

and analyte detected in EReO Procedural Blank
p(JTE: Acetone, used to deconta.inate field saopling equipeent,

Nas detected in "the field blank collected on ~tober 6, 1988,
at a concentration of 38 DPb. Field and trip bldnks had not
oreviously been analyZed for acetone.

Sapling Dates:
la- January 6, 1988
IlFJanuary 7, 1988
2= February B, 1988
3- February 22, 1988
.- llarch 21, 1988
5= April 19, 1988
6= May 19, 1988
7=. June 21, 1988
8a= July 21, 1988
8b- July 22, 1988
9= ~tober 6, 1388
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Figure 6
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CCl.. CONCENTRATION,
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NICHOLS ENGINEERING SITE
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Source: Olin Chemical. September,1986. A Ground-water
Assessment of Olin Chemicals Group Doe Run Plant,
Brandenburg, Kentucky
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Source: Olin Chemical. September,1986. A Ground-water
Assassment of Olin Chemicals Group Doe Run Plant,
Brandenburg, Kentucky
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Figure 5
DISTRIBUTIWATER ON OF DCEE I
OLIN CHE~~V-JUNE 1980. N GROUND
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FIgure 7
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FIgure 8
ETHER CONCENTRATIONS IN MW·7 ~
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OLIN CHEMICALS GROUP
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Based on CH2M HI~L, Predesign Report, April 1987. EPA-62-0N22.
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NORTH-SOUTH GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTION BETWEEN
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Average
Concentration (ug/L)

Number of Observations

Minimum/Maximum
Concentration (ug/L)

Total Volume of
Contaminated
Media (cu ft)

Approximate Mass
of Contamination
(lb)

Table 1
ESTIMATED QUANTITIES OF CONTAMINATION IN 'EACH ZONE

OF THE GROUNDWATER UNIT, FEBRUARY TO MAY 1985
(SOLID AND LIQUID PHASE)

Steilacoom Gravel
(HW34 and MW36 only) Vashon Till(HW ZOB only) Advance Outwash

i,Z-DeE TCE PCE 1,Z":OCE TCE PeE 1,2-DCE TCE PCE

NO 42 111 NO 58 2,500 NO 3 16

2 2 3 5 28

83/139 1,2/103 570/4,866 1.5/6,3 0,5/110

.' 7.5xl05 7.5xl05 7.5x105 2.0x106 2.0x106 2.0x106 4.5xl07 4.5xl07 4.5x107

4 20 14 1,300 16 180

NO = not detected.
1,2-DCE = 1,2-dichloroethylene.
TCE = trichloroethylene.
PCE = tetrachloroethylene.
ug/L =micrograms per liter.
Source: EPA, ROO, Remedial Alternative Selection, 1985.
Wells MW20B, MW34, and MW36 are within 150 feet of Plaza Cleaners.
Well MW20B was the only well in Vashon till with contamination.
Wells MW34 and MW36 were screened in both Vashon till and Steilacoom gravel.

WDCR218/018.50
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aExceeded acceptable holding time.

bOuplicate analysis.

COetection limit = 100 ~g/l.

dEstimated value. Compound present but at less than the specified detection limit.

eWells constructed 2/87 through 3/87

NM = not measured.

NO not detected.

o = detected, not quantified. -

. Note: Units in parts per billion.

~ . Based on CH2M HILL, Final Aquner Cleanup Assessment Report, February 1988.
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MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF THE AIM-AREA
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Figure 5
POTENTIOMETRIC SURFACE MAP OF THE UPPER
CONGAREE FORMATION, FOURTH QUARTER 1986
SRP AIM-AREA SITE
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Source: Colven et al. February 1987. Draft First Year
Report Effectiveness of the AIM-area Remedial Action
Program, September 1985 to September 1986.
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A~~8 .
CONTOUR MAP OF TCE CONCENTRATIONS IN TI:iE
WATER-TABLE UNIT, THIRD QUARTER 1985
SRP AIM-AREA SITE

NOTES:
1) ALL UNDESIGNATED WELLS

HAVE MSB PREFIX
2) CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN PPB
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Source: Calven et 81. February 1987. Draft First Year
Report, Effectiveness of the AIM-Area Remedial Action
Program, September 1985 to September 1986.
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NOTE: ALL UNOESIG.NATED WELLS
HAVE use PREFIX

@
Source: USDOE. July 1986. Application for a Post
Closure Permit, AIM-Area Hazardous Waste Manage.ment
Facility, Volume III, Revision No.1, Savannah River Plant.
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• =25 gpm Recovery Well

. Figure 12
RECOVERY WELL LOCATION MAP
SRP AIM-AREA SITE
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Figure 13
3D-YEAR ZONE OF CAPTURE IN THE WATER-TABLE UNIT

. SRP AIM-AREA SITE

Calculated extent of 30-year capture zone

EXPLANATION

-100- Estimated extent of ground water containing trichloroethylene
concentrations greater than 100 ppb. third quarter. 1986
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Source: Colven et al. February 1987. Draft First Year
,R:eport, Effectlveneu of the AiM·Area Remedial Action
Program, Sl!I~tember 1985 to September 1986.
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1::::::>:::::] Calculated extent 01 30-year capture zone

-100- Estimated extent of ground water containing trichloroethylene
concentrations greater than 100 ppb, third quarter, 1986
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Figure 14
3D-YEAR ZONE OF CAPTURE IN THE UPPER
CONGAREE FORMATION
SRP NM-AREA SITE
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EXPLANATION
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Source: Colven et al. February 1987. Draft First Year
Report, Effectiveness of the AlM·Area Remedial Action
Program, September 1985 to September 1986. .
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8',)urce: USDOE. March 1989. AlM·Area Hazardous Waste
Management Facility PosloClosure Care Permit, Groundwater
Monllorlng and Corrective Aclion Program, Savannah River
Pllnt, 1988 Annual Repo!,1.
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Figure 15
POTENTIOMETRIC SURFACE MAP OF tHE
WATER-TABLE UNIT, FOURTH QUARTER 1988
SRP AIM-AREA SITE
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Source: USDOE. March 1989. AlM·Area Hazardous Waite
Management Facility Post-Closure Car. Permit, Groundwater~
Monllorlng and Corrective Action Program, Savannah River ~~
Plant/1988 Annual Report. '"~ ..........
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Figure 17
CONTOUR MAP OF TCE CONCENTRATIONS IN
THE WATER-TABLE UNIT, FOURTH QUARTER 1988
SRP AIM-AREA SITE
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Figure 18 .
CONTOUR MAP OF TCE CONCENTRATIONS IN THE UPPER
CONGAREE FORMATION, FOURTH QUARTER 1988
SRP AIM-AREA SITE
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Source: USDOE. March 1989. AlM·Area Hazardous Waite
Management Facility PostoClosure Care Permit, Groundwater
Monitoring and Corrective Action Program, Savannah River
Pt.nl, 1988 Annual Report.
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Figure 19
TCE CONCENTRATIONS ALONG CROSS SECTION S·S',
FO,URTH QUARTER 1988
SRP AIM-AREA SITE
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EXPLANATION

Fourth Quarter 1988
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WITH TRICHLOROETHYLENE
CONCENTRATION (ug/II
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ISOCONCENTRATIONAL CONTOUR

WATER TABLE

ELLENTON CLAY

Mc6EAN/CONGAREE CONTACT
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O~i~~5_1iiiO~0~0 FE ET Figure 20
TCE CONCENTRATIONS ALONG CROSS
SECTION E-E', FOURTH QUARTER 1988
SRP AIM-AREA SITE
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TABLE 1

APPLICABLE OR RELEVANT AND APPROPRIATE REQUIREMENTS (ARARs)
FOR INDICATOR CHEMICALS

SITE A

Drinking Water Limits. ug/l
USEPA's USEPA's Florida

Chemical MCLG(a) MCL(b) MCL

Benzene 0 S(c) 1

Bis(2-chloroethyl)ether

Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate

Chlorobenzene 60(c)

Chloroform 100

1,4-Dichlorobenzene O(c) S(c) -
1,1-Dichloroethylene 7 7(c)

Trans-l,2-Dichloroethylene 70(c)

Phenol l(d)

Vinyl chloride 0 1(c) 1

. (a) MCLG = Maximum Contaminant Level Goal.
(b) MCL = MaximUm Contaminant Level.
(c) Proposed value.
~) Dade County Department of Environmental Management DERM) MCL.

WDCR321/0S1.S0
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Table 2
ANALYTICAL RESULTS FROM SAMPLING OF GROUP A MONITORING WELLS

Monitor Well Depth Sample Days After Benzene Chlorobenzene 1,4-dichlorobenzene trans-l,2-DCE Vinyl Chloride Total

Number ..u.u... Date Startup Goal=1 Goal=60 Goal=5 Goal=70 Goal=1 VOCsCDM-02 20 1/19/88 0 8.2 200 88 360 14 893
9/1.4/88 17 4.5 49 5.7 8.6 6.7 118

10/12/88 45 7.6 52 21 21 13 147
11/02/88 66 6.5 38 13 16 12 103
11/09/88 73 7.6 41 0.5 22 19 110
12/07/88 101 14 38 0.5 8.4 6 71
1/11/89 136 15 44 10 4.8 0.5 78
1/25/89 150 11 45 0,5 2 0.5 62
2/17/89 171 5.6 31 0.5 3.3 0.5 46
3/02/8.9 186 3.1 23 0.5 1.8 1.1 30
3/15/89 199 2.8 22 0.5 1.3 0.5 29CDM-03 55 1/19/88 . 0 0.5 5.2 0.5 3.8 2.1 15

' 9/14/88 17 0.5 4.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 4
10/12/88 45 0.5 3.4 0.5 0.5 1.6 5
11/09/88 73 0.5 2.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 4
12/07/88 101 0.5 2.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 2
1/11/89 136 3.2 14 0.5 0.5 0.5 17
1/25/89 150 0.5 2 0.5 0.5 0.5- 13
3/02/89 186 0.5 2.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 2
3/15/89 199 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1MWS-06 20 1/19/88 0 5.7 140 110 33 23 324
9/14/88 17 2.3 180 160 14 2.4 498

10/12/88 45 0.5 56 10 1.6. 0.5 90
11/09/88 73 1.5 20 42 0.5 0.5 70
12/07/88 101 1.8 13 3.6 1.3 0.5 20
1/11/89 136 1.8 37 0.5 0.5 0.5 41
1/25/89 150 0.5 29 2.8 0.5 0.5 37
3/02/89 186 0.5 18 2.5 0.5 0.5 23
3/15/89 199 0.5 12 2.4 0.5 0.5 14MWS-11 20 1/19/88 O' 2.5 23 0.5 20 74 160
9/14/88 17 3 21 0.5 0.5 0.5 28

10/12/88 45 7.9 34 6.2 0.5 0.5 48
11/02/88 66 3.3 36 20 3.4 0.5 64
11/09/88 73 3.4 49 25 0.5 0.5 96
12/07/88 101 3.3 56 4.6 0.5 0.5 75
1/11/89 136 3 63 14 0.5 0.5 86
1/25/89 150 3.4 67 1.1 0.5 0.5 77
2/17/89 . 171 6.2 63 1.4 0.5 0.5 76
3/02/89 186 6.6 78 0.5 0.5 0.5 89
3/15/89 199 4.2 58 0.5 0.5 0.5 63
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Total; :
'JQ£.t:Vinyl Chloride

Goal-I1,4_d'ichlorobenzene trane- t;"2-D'C!:~eoal- 5 GoaX-7Q

TJb~e 2
(Continued)

Day.A!te;r!l.en.ze,ne. Cb1oi~benzene
Startup' Goal-l Goal-6Q

1/19/88 C 0
~ 7 0.5 4.9 40 36 195

9/14/88~ 17 3.8 180 120 11 56 733

10/12/88~ 45 ~ 2.2 66 17 3.9 2.1 140

: 11/09/88 73 1.1 27 5.5 0.5 0.5 43

. 12/07/88,' 101 0.5 12 2.6 1.3 0.5 20 "

. 1/11/89~ 136 0.5 33 7.3 0.5 0.5 42

1/25/89~ 150 0.5 27 2.6 0.5 0.5 36

3/02/89" 186 0.5 11 2.8 0.5 0.5 15

3/15/89i; 199 0.5 8.1 0.5 0.5 0.5 9.

1/19/88, 0 8.4 32 0.5 210 240 520 :

9/14/88. 17 1.8 34 64 69 100 288 .

10/12/88' 45 1.5 28 360 66 94 615

11/02/88 66 Q.5 10 86 2.4 8.7 116 ;

11/09/88 73 0.5 16 0.5 10 14 63

12/07/88, 101 0.5 13 0.5 6.6 5 40

1/11/89 136 0.5 19 0.5 26 10 102 "

1/25/89' 150 0.5 18 0.5 22 27 116

2/17/89' 171 0.5 13 0.5 21 6 91'

3/02/89 186 0.5 9.4 0.5 33 18 100

3/15/89 199 0.5 11 0.5 20 0.5 67.

1/19/88 0 6.4 25 15 21 48 127

9/14/88 17 0.5 9.9 29 4.4 19 66"

10/12/88 45 0.5 18 140 17 7.5 204 .

11/02/88 66 f 0.5 13 130 2.8 5 171

11/09/88 73 0.5 8 0.5 4.2 0.5 37

12/07/88 101 0.5 8.4 0.5 1.3 3.6 24

1/11/89 136 0.5 12 0.5 6.3 11 47

1/25/89 150 0.5 15 0.5 5.9 8.7 601

2/17/89 171 § ,
0.5 12 0.5 13 6.2 53

3/02/89 186 " 0.5 7.6 0.5 13 6.4 54

3/15/89- 199 0.5 9.5 0.5 12 0.5 44

,,;

~

10DERM-06

WDCR321/052.50

Notes: 1. All concentrations are expressed' in ug/l.
2. The laboratory detection limit 'for these compounds is l.0 ug/l.
3. Laboratory results reported as below 1.0 ug/l are shown here as 0.5 ug/l.

HWT-31 8

DERM-05 19

Monitor WeU ~ Depth ~ S·lIIIlPle
Numbu ~.li!J- Date

~

I
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Table 3
ANALYTICAL RESULTS FROM SAMPLING OF GROUP B MONITORING WELLS

Monitor Well Depth Sample Days After Benzene Chlorobenzene 1 t 4-dichlorobenzene trans-1 t 2-DCE Vinyl Chloride Methylene Total
Number 1ftL Date Startup Goal=l Goal=60 Goal=5 Goal=70 Goal=l Chloride VOCs

MWS-08, 20 1/19/88 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
9/28/88 31 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 6.0

10/26/88 59 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0
11/21/88 84 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
12/20/88 113 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.6 3.0
1/25/88 148 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

MWS-09 20 1/19/88 0
9/28/88 31 0.5 4.2 14 1.3 0.5 0.5 20.0

10/26/88 59 0.5 2.1 3.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 6.0
11/21/88 84 0.5 2.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 3.0
12/20/88 113 0.5 1.8 2.5 1.5 0.5 0.5 6.0
1/25/88 148 0.5 1.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.0

MWS-12 20 1/19/88 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 4.0
9/28/88 31 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 3.0

10/26/88 59 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
11/21/88 84 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
12/20/88 113 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
1/25/88 148 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

.MWT-32 7 1/19/88 0
9/28/88 31 0.5 10 57 0.5 0.5 0.5 113.0

10/26/88 59 1.8 6.6 63 . 0.5 0.5 1.5 136.0
11/21/88 84 0.5 4.9 0'.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 5.0
12/20/88 113 0.5 4.4 005 0.5 0.5 0.5 4.0
1/25/88 148 0.5 5.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 5.0

HWT-33 7 1/19/88 0
9/28/88 31 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 6.0

10/26/88 59 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.6 7.0
11/21/88 84 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
12/20/88 113 0.5 0.5 0;5 0.5 0.5 1.7 2.0
1/25/88 148 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

DERM-01 19 1/19/88 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 5.0
10/12/88 45 0.5 10 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 10.0
10/26/88 59 1.7 13 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 16.0
11/02/88 66 1.6' 12 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 14.0
11/21/88 84 0.5 8 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 8.0
12/20/88 113 0.5 1.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.0
1/25/89 148 0.5 4.1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 6.0

DERM-02 10 1/19/88 0 0.5 8.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 10.0
10/12/88 45 0.5 6.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 7.0
10/26/88 59 0.5 7 4.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 20.0
11/21/88 . 84 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0
12/20/88 113 0.5 4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 4.0
1/25/89 148 0.5 6.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 8.0

Notes: I. All concentrations are expressed in ug/l.
2. The laboratory detection limit for these compounds is 1.0 ug/l.
3. Lsboratory results reported as below 1.0 ug/l are shown here as 0.5 ug/l.

WDCR321/053.50
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Figure 1
SITE LOCATION MAP
UTAH POWER AND LIGHT SITE
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NOTES'

<D COfIlItUl'IOl<S AJI£ DAS£O tWON GROSS LITHOLOGY.
CD SUI,SUllf"Il:£ COlOtllOl<S "'\If: UEtN CENER.lLIZEO FROM AVAILABLE DATA.
Ql OE:rAlUD LDC OF IlOll1N~ AIlE PRESENIED IN APPENDIX C.
6) C>!OSS 5«T1ON LOCATIONS SHDWNDN PLAIE .-3.
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8 3

Water Table on May 20,1985.

\If:RTlCAL AND HORIZONTAL SCALE IN FEET
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Source: Dames & Moore, December 1984, Part B Permit
Appllcallon for Hazardous Waste Management Facility, Utah
Power & Ught Pole Treatment Facility, Idaho Falls, Idaho,
Volume 4.
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Table 1
SPECIFIC CAPACITY AND AQUIFER TEST RESULTS

FOR ORSITE WELLS

. Specific Capacity
Hill: Aquifer (gpm/ft)

NW-l 1 610 - 1,100HW-2a
HW-3 1 190 - 610HW-4 1 22 - 1,200HW-5 1 110 - 550HW-6 1 90 - 550HW-7 1 <0.2 - 1.9HW-8 1 0.015HW-13 1 3.3 - 4.4HW-16 1
R-l 1 610R-3 1 <180R-4 1 6.3R-5 1 0.56 •R-6 1 4.3

HW-9 2 1.2- 1.5HW-I0 2 55 - 65HW-11 2 150 - 370HW-12 2 16 - 17HW-14 2 2.9HW-17 2 0.4R-2 2 8.9R-7 2 3.5

HW-15 3 >1,180HW-18 3 100HW-19 3 100HW-20 3 110

Wl)CR436/071.50

TransmissiVity
(gpd!ftl

260,000 - 950,000

2,250 - 14,300

1,100-' 6,400

20,400 - 30,400

28,400 - 29,800

25,500 - 29,800

Leakance
(day·i)

NR

0.0029 - 0.013

0.0072 - 0.018

0.015 - 0.029

NR

0.0068 - 0.012



Figure 4 , i"
WATER TABLE FLUCTUATIONS, IN AQUIFERS'
#1 AND #2,1986 AND 1987
UTAH POWER AND LIGHT SITE
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__4566- ELEVATION CONTOUR OF POTENTIOMETRIC
SURFACE ASSOCIATED WITH THE UPPERMOST
AQUIFER

Source: Dames & Moore, April 1986, Hydrologic Invesllga
tlons and Design Recommendailons, Well Field for Creo
lole Recovery, Pole Trealmenl Yard, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
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Figure 5
POTENTIOMETRIC HEAD IN AQUIFER #2,
FEBRUARY 13,1985
UTAH POWER AND LIGHT SITE
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FEBRUARY 13,1985 '
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~ed on five samp1inq events; 8/15/84, 9/14/84, 10/17/84, 11/15/84, and 2/13/85.
Standard Deviation 2,449 ~q/L.

bBased on five samp1inq events; 8/27/84, 9/14/84, 10/17/84, 11/15/84, and 2/13/85.
Standard deviation, 7,326 ~q/L.

Csased on four samplinq events~ 8/16/84, 9/14/84, 10/17/84, and 11/15/84. Standard
Deviation, 4,008 ~g/L.

dsased on two samp1inq events1 11/15/84 and 2/13/85. Standard Deviation, 1,060 ~q/L.
eComposite computed assuminq that all four wells were in operation1 MW-7, MW-8, MW-9, and

MW-13, pumpinq at capacity, i.e., 30, 1, 80, and 80 qpm, respectively.

*Po1ynuc1~ar ,Aromatic Hydrocarbons.

Note: In ca1cu1atinq mean concentrations, values below the detection limit were con
sidered to be equal to half that limit. only mean values below 1 ~q/L were
recorded as <1 ~g/L.

Mean Concentration gg/L

MW~7a MW-8b MW-9c MW-13 d Compositee

Napbtba1ene* 2,480 8,600 2,804 750 1,923
AceIlaphthy1ene* 7 32 15 5 10
Acenapthene* 692 3,550 1,035 395 726
F1uorene* 326 1,886 421 120 288
Phenanthrene* 568 4,522 818 74 487
Anthracene* 67 811 58 21 48
Fluoranthene* 212 2,019 248 5 150
Pyrene* 188 1,776 180 5 116
Bis(2-ethy1hexy1)phtha1ate 4 4 4 <1 3
Cbrysene* 33 334 28 <1 19
Benzo(a)anthracene* . 41 409 34 <1 23
Di-n-octy1phtha1ate 3 2 1 <1 1
Benzo(k)f1uoranthene* 19 198 18 <1 12
Benz0 (a)pyrene* 2 181- 8 <1 5
Indeno(1,2,3-c,d)pyrene* 1 38 4 <1 2
Benzo(g,h,ilpery1ene* 1 41 2 <1 2
2-Nitropheno1 <1 3 12 <1 6
Phenol 3 63 31 <1 14
2,4-Dimethy1pheno1 43 186 116 3 58oibenzofuran 257 1,438 373 130 259
2-Methy1naphtha1ene 594 2,104 622 175 438 .
2-Methy1pheno1 16 258 81 <1 38
4-Methy1pheno1 12 286 121 <1 54

Total Base, Neutral & Acid
Extractab1es, Sum

(.Above Parameters) 5,570 28,741 7,034 1,695 4,681

Total Phenols. 87 790 8 39 37
Total Organic Carbon 24,400 47,550 16,925 12,275 16,312
Total Organic Halide (as C1) 31 47 34 9 23
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/Ll 403 433 355 390 378

C-A1kal1nity (mq/L) . <1 <1 <1 2 1
B-A1kal1nity (mq/L) 250 285 235 260 248

Conductivity (lJDIhos/cml 691 706 539 566 617

pH (units) 7.3 7.2 7.4 7.4

Table 4
INITIAL GROUNO';'WATER TEST RESU~TS
UTAH POWER AND LIGHT SITE

Source: CH2M HILL.. June 1986, Groundwater Treatment
Pilot Plant Report at the Utah Power and Light Pole
Treatment Yard, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
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Source: Paclnc Power, May 1989, Utah Power & Ughtl
Pacific Power & Ught Idaho Fall. Pole Yard, RCRA Post
Closure Seml·Annual Report for October 1988 thru March
1989.
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Figure 12
POTENTIOMETRIC SURFACE IN AQUIFER #3,
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Figure 13
RECORD OF COMPOSITE INFLUENT FLOW RATE AND

.. TOTAL PAH CONCENTRATION AT THE TREATMENT
PLANT, PHASE 1 PILOT STUDY
UTAH POWER AND LIGHT SITE
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Source: RCRA handbook on ground-water
remediation technologies. January, 1988.
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Figure 4 .
GROUND-WATER LEVEL CONTOUR MAP
OF BATTLE CREEK AREA.
VERONA WELL FIELD SITE
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Source: ReRA handbook on ground-water remedJaUon technologleli, Jan. 1988.
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NOTES

1. THE GEOlOGIC CROSS SECTlOflS ARE GENERAL IN NATURE AND DO
1I0T PURPORT TO BE All EXACT REPRESENTATION OF SUBSURFACE
COtlDITIOflS BETWEEH B!ORINGS.

2. QUESTIOO MARXS BEMEH GEOLOGIC UNITS INOICATES THE CONTACT
IS IHFERRED.

3. AT EAOf GROOOllWATER HOIUTORING IIELL OR GEOLOGIC BORING LOG
LOCATIon THE BORING LOG IS ACCURATELY LOCATED IIITH RESPECT
TO HO'RIZOOTAt. LOCATlOfi AfID VERTICAL DEPTHS OF GEOLOGIC UNITS.
THE GEOLOGIC UNITS HAVE BEEN GENERALIZED. DETAILED DESCRIP
TlOHS ARE PRESEHTED IN THE BORING lOGS IN THE ACCOI1PANY ING
TEXT MANUSCRIPT •

.c. ALL GEOLOGIC UNIT COllTACTS AND THE WATER TABLE SURFACE ARE
SHOWl( TO THE CENTER OF THE BORING LOG. ALL HORIZINTAl DISTANCES
ARE HEASURED WITH RESPECT TO THE CENTER OF EACH BORING LOG.

5. II£lL D'EPnfS AfID SCREENED OR OPEN INTERVALS ARE SHOWN FOR
ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES. REfERENCE REPORT APPENDICES FOR IIElL
COtlSTRUCTIOfi DETAILS AND BORING lOGS FOR RECENT II &B
SERIES WEllS AND BORINGS. MUNICIPAL IIElL LOGS OBTAINED FROH
THE CITY OF BATTLE CREEK.

6. GROUHOWATER lEVELS (..g..) DETERMINED FR0!4 WATER lEVEL
HEASUREMENTS OBTAIHED~ON AUGUST 11,1984.

1. THESE CROSS S£CTIOtfS ARE EXAGERRATED VERTlCAlY 10 TIMES.

Souroo: ReRA handbook on ground-water
romedlatlon tlchnologln. January, 1988.
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Figure 8
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( From Simard et Lanctot. 1987 )

FIGURE: 3b HYDROGEOLOGICAL SETTING OF THE VILLE
MERCIER RESTORATION SITE
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TABLE Ib

VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

CONCENTRATION OF MONOCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN THE WATER OF VILLE MERCIER

};MAHI -11"0' TOCI

MONOCYCLIC AROMATIC CONCENTRATION SOLUBILITY DENSITY DRINKING
HYDROCARBONS (..g/1 ) (mg/1 ) (g/crrtJ) WATER GDL.

(ug/l )

Toluene 114 470 0,87
Xylene 65 N.A. 0,86
Benzene 47 1 780 N.A 5 ***
Chlorobenzene 23,4 500 I,ll 80 ***
Ethyl benzene )

17,6 140 0,87

.
N.A. no data available
••• Hwe - Health and Welfare Canada

Data from the Merck index (1976) and Sax (1984)
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POLYCYCLIC AR~TlC CON'CENTRATION SOLUBILITY DENS:JY DRINKING
HYD'ROCARBONS (ug/1) (ug/1) (gfc ) WATER GOt.

(ug/1 )

2-Methylnaphtalene 7,3 N.A. 1,01
Napthtalene 4,1 34 400 1,16
Phenanthene 2,2 1 290 1,79
Benzo (b+k) anthracene 1,6 N.A. N.A.
pyrene 1,1 140 1,27
Benzo (a) anthracene 1,1 14 N.A.
Benzo (g,h,i) perylene 1,1 0,26 N.A.
Dibenzo (a,h) anthracene 1,0 0,5 N.A.
Benzo (a) pyrene 0,9 3,8 1,35 0,01 ***Fluoranthene 0,8 260 1,25
Fluorene 0,8 1 980 1,20
Indeno 0,2,3,- cd) pyrene 0,6 620 N.A.
Acenaphtene 0,6 3 400 N.A.
Anthracene 0,6 73 1,25
Acenaphty1ene 0,2 3 920 N.A.
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::: i:i!~ iIi I Ii! I!!! i;! ! 1;'IIN'ON :~~~AhLE !ORGA~tC!COMPOUNOS i ii !!~:: ,ii iii

~il~#CEN;,(iT:I!O:" ;~jW ~or.l~t~cl~l:ci ~~AATIC HYDROCARBONS IN ~THE RAW WATER iO:~:I:~(i: J:~~i~R~:
-- ~' - ~- ~,~, - :~ " - '--' ~

1: PAM•• 1~ 0' Toe.
N.A. no data available
*** HWC - Health and Welfare Canada

Data from CNRC (1983), the Merck index (1976) and Sax (1984)
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TABLE 2b

NON VOLATILE ORGANICS COMPOUNDS

CONCENTRATION OF PHENOLIC COMPOUNDS IN THE RAW WATER OF VILLE MERCIER

--I

PHENOLIC COMPOUNDS CONCENTRATION SOLUBILITY DENSITY DRINK ItJG
(ug/l ) . (mgl1) (g/CmJ) . WATER GDl-

(ug/l )

2,4 dfmethylphenol 13,0 N.A. N.A.
Phenol 6,2 82 000 1,07
4-nitrophenol 2,1 N.A. 1,27
Pentachlorophenol 0,8 N.A. N.A. 60 ***
2- chlorophenol 0,4 28 500 1,26
2- nitrophenol 0,4 N.A. 1,49
4- chloro 3- methyl phenol 0,4 N.A. N.A.
2- methyl phenol 0,3 N.A. 1.5
2,4- dinitrophenol 0,3 N.A. N.A. 70 ***
4,6- dinitrophenol 0,3 N.A. N.A.
2,4- dinitrophenol 0,1 N.A. N.A.

E pc. - t" 0' TOC.

*** HWe - Health and Welfare Canada

N.B. In Quebec the Drinking Water Standard for Phenolic Compounds is 2 ug/l.

Data from the Merck index (1976) and Sax (1984)
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1,1,2 TRICHLOROETHYLENE
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PCB A1260
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(MODIFIED FROM HUNT ET ALI 1988 )

FIGURE: 10 GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION FROM RESIDUAL NAPL

AND NAPL POOLS IN THE WATER TABLE FLUCTUATION
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.. ' ,,""'''''''Concentrati on ""of'orga"n'i"c: compouncfs" piezometer
·· ofthe sampling campaign of r~ay 1988.

,: "" ,"", "',

Concentrations (ug/l)

coopounds P-99 P-162 P-62 P-27 P-51

HHs

1,2 dichloretane 34,0 0,92
1,1,2 trichloroethane 15,3
Dichloromethane 4,2
1,1,2 trichloroethylene 0,65
1,1,2,2 tetrachloroethane 0,23
Tetrachloroethylene 0,20
1,1 dichloroethane 0,15
Chloroform 0,08 0,11 0.13
1,1 dichlorethylene 0,21

MAtis

Chlorobenzene 1,60
Benzene 1,20 0,25 0,35
Toluene 0,60 0,20 0,12
Ethyl benzene 0,10 0,17

PCs

Phenol 1,0
,111111111111111 4-methyl pheno1 0,1

PAHs
(a) anthracene 0,6

Benzo (9,h,i) perylene 0,3
Phenanthrene 0,1
Fluoranthene 0,1
Pyrene 0,1
Benzo (b+k) fluoranthene 0,1
Benzo (a) pyrene
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. Environmental Protection

. "Agency

Official Business
Penalty for Private Use. $300

I

Information
Cincinnati OH 45268

Please make all necessary changes on the above labe,).
detach or copy, and return to the address in the upp,er
left-hand corner

If you do not wish to receive these reports CHECK HERE 0;
detach. or copy this cover. and return to the address in the
upper left-hand corner.

EPA/540/2-89/054b


